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Animating the Voice: An Industrial Analysis of the Vocal Performance in Disney
and Pixar Animation examines the historical, industrial, transnational, and gendered
dynamics of vocal performance in Disney and Pixar feature animation from the late 1920s
to the late 2010s. Animated vocality represents a significant critical gap in extant sound
studies, animation studies, and media studies literature. To begin to address this lacuna,
this project advances an interdisciplinary model for examining the commercial, cultural,
and communicative functions of vocal performance in Disney and Pixar feature animated
films. Looking at the textual and paratextual form and function of animated vocality in
Disney’s and Pixar’s features, this study that integrates film-historical, media industries
studies, audiovisual translation studies, and feminist media studies approaches.
The first two chapters of this study trace historical development of Disney’s voice
casting, labor, and marketing practices from the late 1920s to early 1980s. The following
chapter extends this historical-industrial analysis to a consideration of cultural and
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industrial imperatives informing the form and function of star vocal performance in Disney
and Pixar feature animation from the late 1980s to the present. Chapter four extends the
scope of this study to the transnational flow of animated features, examining how dubbed
vocal performances in Pixar’s French language versions semantically and stylistically
reconfigure and “glocalize” the source text. Focusing on the Canadian and French dubbed
versions of Pixar features this chapter also parses the national and institutional policies,
economic incentives, and cultural pressures undergirding Pixar’s dubbing strategies in two
distinct cultural and national contexts. The final chapter in this study interrogates the
meaning-making functions female vocal performance—as both speech and song—serves
in Disney’s and Pixar’s features and the paratexts surrounding these films. This chapter
focuses most closely on the articulation of the female voice and female subjectivity in the
princess film subgenre.
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Introduction
Animating the Voice:
An Industrial Analysis of Vocal Performance
in Disney and Pixar Feature Animation

As had become common by the late 2000s, the 2014 release of DreamWorks’s How
to Train Your Dragon 2 (Dean DeBlois) generated online journalistic discourse assessing
the ubiquity of star performers and studios’ “unwavering investment in star voice casting”
in animated films. In this case, Academy Award winner Cate Blanchett, action hero Gerard
Butler, comedian Jonah Hill, and sitcom star America Ferrara each lent “a star’s potent
voice” to the proceedings, providing “an integral and much-anticipated performance
element in the both the construction and interpretation of animated acting.” Moreover, stars
such as these “both act as a source of leverage to attract returning audiences (and entice
new ones) and as a stamp of approval.” But the benefits gained by the widespread migration
of movie stars to animation—namely, dissolving the stigma associated with and increasing
the credibility of animation voice work—were undercut by the controversy generated

1

among animation connoisseurs and the professional community of “trained voiceover
artists.” 1
Stars were crowding out professional voice performers and, despite increasing its
visibility, diminishing the profession’s artistry: while the non-celebrity voice artist “works”
to fit their “extensive vocal range and versatility” to character, stars “simply have to enter
the recording booth and sound like themselves.” Woody Allen, for example, tasked with
the simple job of sounding like himself, recorded his dialogue for Antz (Eric Darnell and
Tim Johnson, 1998) in “less than a week” as “a highly lucrative endeavor undertaken by
stars in-between more demanding live-action roles.” What might have begun as a strategy
to maximize “marketability […] gave way, perhaps inevitably, to an even more insidious
trend,” basing not only the character’s voice and personality but even the animated
character’s visual appearance on the voice performer.2 According to both this 2014 article
and an Atlantic article published three years earlier (occasioned by the release of Puss in
Boots [Chris Miller, 2011]), this trend reached its apex—or nadir—with Shark Tale’s
(Vicky Jenson, Bibo Bergeron, Rob Letterman, 2004) “creepy human-fish hybrids of actors
like Will Smith and Angelina Jolie,” as well as Robert DeNiro and Rene Zellweger. Star

1 Christopher

Holliday, “Celebrities Are Silencing Career Pros in Animation Voice-Work,” The
Conversation, July 14, 2014, http://theconversation.com/celebrities-are-silencing-career-pros-inanimation-voice-work-28543.
2

Ibid.

2

casting, once a novelty, was now having a pernicious effect on the work of voice actors
and even on the art of animation itself. 3
The films that gave rise to these articles—and are the focus of much of their
criticism—are products of DreamWorks Animation, but both authors trace the casting
trend they identify to Robin Williams’s turn as the Genie in Walt Disney Animation’s
Aladdin (Ron Clements and John Musker, 1992), a project supervised by Jeffrey
Katzenberg before he left Disney to found DreamWorks. But the trend of casting known
performers has antecedents in other Disney animated features produced decades prior,
although the practice did not become as firmly established—nor its marketing,
promotional, cultural values as fully exploited—as it has come to be over the last twentyfive years. The corporate, industrial, aesthetic, and cultural determinants of animation voice
acting, as well as the concerns over labor and aesthetics, alluded to in popular press
accounts of contemporary star casting obtained during the decades of feature animation
that preceded the recent era, but the earlier periods’ pressures were different, as were, in
turn, the voice casting and performance strategies that dominated. Further, popular
accounts of this trend tend to overstate and ambiguously define components of star voice
casting like “marketability”—such terms fail to explain fully the commercial and cultural
functions of contemporary star voice casting—and leave to the side the voice in

3

Scott Meslow, “How Celebrities Took Over Cartoon Voice Acting,” The Atlantic, October 28,
2011, https://www.theatlantic.com/entertainment/archive/2011/10/how-celebrities-took-overcartoon-voice-acting/247481/.
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animation’s broader industrial and cultural valances, which intersect with the transitional
circulation of animated features and their gendered representational politics.
Despite these shortcomings, the above authors are quite right to note that the
relatively recent prominence of the “star voice [helps] to challenge the film industry’s
history of overlooking voice acting,” and, to “the industry,” we might add the discipline of
film and media studies. Indeed, the recent prominence of star voice actors points up how
little we know—beyond generalizations about anonymity and trivia about famed
performers like Mel Blanc—about the industrial history of and practices surrounding vocal
casting and performance in cinema. The contemporary animated film provides a highly
productive entryway into such a study of the meaning-making functions of the voice in
cinema for two key reasons. First, from an industrial perspective, since the early 1990s, the
commercial and critical success of animated features has soared, and, over these twentyfive years, the voice has played an increasingly important role in animated films’
promotional campaigns. The vocal cast of an animated film now figures centrally in the
marketing and branding strategies studios employ to sell both animated features and the
ancillary products they spawn. Second, analyzing the role the voice performs in the
promotional discourses surrounding animated film texts and paratexts allows us better to
understand how both the industry and audiences make meaning of the animated voice.
Thus, examining the discursive construction of animated vocal performances is important
not only to parsing the industrial logics informing contemporary voice casting practices
but also to understanding the current cultural significance of the animated film.

4

This dissertation seeks both to trace the longer history of vocal performance in the
animated feature and to attend to its function in broader industrial and cultural dynamics
in which the animated feature participates. My analysis focuses on animated features
produced by two major animation studios that have been at the forefront of the historical
developments in animation voice acting: Walt Disney Animation Studios and its
subsidiary, Pixar Animation Studios. 4 More specifically, I consider how the voice makes
meaning in Disney’s and Pixar’s animated feature films diegetically, as a narrational
device; extratextually, in the companies’ industrial branding and product differentiation
discourses; ideologically, in the gendered representations of the studios’ features; and
transnationally, with respect to the dubbing of Disney/Pixar films for foreign language
markets.
This dissertation examines the development of each company’s approach to the
voice from the 1930s to the late 2000s, a period during which the voice and star vocal
performance took on an increasingly important role in Disney’s and Pixar’s marketing
campaigns and promotional discourses. My periodization begins in the 1930s, with Disney
Animation’s ambitious goal of expanding beyond its series of shorts to the animated,
feature-length film, which required a reconceptualization of the aesthetic, promotional, and
industrial value of the animated voice. My project proceeds from the emergence of the
animated feature voice in Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs (David Hand, 1938) through

4

I focus only on feature films produced by Walt Disney Animation Studios and not those made
by its subsidiaries, DisneyToon Studios and Walt Disney Television Animation, or those
distributed but not produced by Walt Disney Animation.
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the standardization of vocal performance practices with Cinderella (Clyde Geronimi,
Wilfred Jackson, Hamilton Luske, 1950) and to the later reconceptualization of the
animated voice around known performers with The Jungle Book (Wolfgang Reitherman,
1967). The next major shift occurs in 1989, with the first film of the so-called Disney
Renaissance, The Little Mermaid (Ron Clements and John Musker), and the establishment
of Pixar’s business relationship with Disney, with the former company’s supplying Disney
Animation with the Pixar Image Computers and Computer Animation System (discussed
in more detail below).
From an industrial perspective, 1989 marks a significant historical juncture for The
Walt Disney Company. As Thomas Schatz has observed, Disney underwent dramatic
corporate upheavals in the 1980s: installing new management, expanding into home video
and pay-cable, and reconfiguring its struggling animation division. Whereas the company
had been “at the very bottom of the studio heap in terms of output and market share” in the
early 1980s, by the decade’s end, it had not only reestablished a successful animation
division but also grown from a “mini major” to the most synergized Hollywood major. 5
Thus, moving forward from 1989, I map the development of Disney’s vocal performance
strategies in relation to the company’s corporate evolution during the Disney Renaissance,
as well as the impact thereof on the practices Pixar would adopt for its first feature film,
Toy Story (John Lasseter), in 1995. Similarly, I consider the extent to which Disney’s

5 Thomas

Schatz, “The Studio System and Conglomerate Hollywood,” in The Contemporary
Hollywood Film Industry, ed. Paul McDonald and Janet Wasko (Malden, MA: Wiley-Blackwell,
2008), 23.
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acquisition of Pixar (through a stock buyout) in 2006 reshaped these practices. From here,
this study closes with two chapters considering how the voice in animation operates within
the transnational circulation of animated features, and within the gendered representational
politics of the princess film—Disney Animation’s most iconic subgenre. Thus, in its
methodological scope, this project considers not only star voice casting but the broader
functions the voice performs within a media conglomerate’s animation. And, in its
historical scope, this dissertation traces how the voice in animation functions within several
industrial environments—during the height of the studio system, its mid-century decline,
and media conglomeration at the turn of the last century—and under different corporate
structures—during these periods, Disney was, respectively, a major independent producer,
an established studio, and a horizontally integrated media conglomerate.

Why Disney and Pixar?
As Douglas Gomery chronicles in his revisionist business history of Disney, the
company, which began as a small, family-run advertising enterprise in Kansas City (LaughO-Gram Films) in the late 1920s, has undergone several major shifts, from establishing
itself as “a successful niche company, specializing in one phase of movie-making,
animation” in the 1940s, to emerging as one of the largest global media conglomerates in
the late 1980s-1990s.6 Though the extent of Disney’s technological innovations in the field
of sound is often misconstrued in popular histories of the company (“Steamboat Willie”

6

Douglas Gomery, “Disney’s Business History: A Reinterpretation,” in Disney Discourse:
Producing the Magic Kingdom, ed. Eric Smoodin (New York: Routledge, 1994), 71.

7

[Walt Disney and Ub Iwerks, 1928], for instance, was not the first synchronized sound
cartoon), Disney’s use of sound has, nonetheless, played an important role in shaping the
company’s corporate trajectory. 7 Disney’s adoption of new sound technologies (such as
synchronized sound in the 1920s and multichannel sound in the 1940s) is often framed, in
popular accounts, as a product of Walt Disney’s innovative “genius,” yet the company’s
embrace and innovation of new sound technologies and practices has long been rooted in
important industrial concerns. For instance, as Gomery and J.P. Telotte emphasize,
Disney’s transition to producing animated sound shorts was a calculated business move
that saved the company from falling into bankruptcy in the late 1920s. 8
Moreover, as Telotte notes, from an industrial perspective, Disney’s skillful
negotiation of synchronized sound technologies was an important means through which
Disney was able to “differentiat[e] its products from those of its rivals.” 9 Building on these
analyses of Disney’s operationalization of particular sound technologies, one of this
project’s central aims is to consider how Disney’s use of the voice in its animated features
has served similar corporate objectives: increasing profit margins and shoring up the
company’s bottom line during times of economic instability, expanding into new markets
during periods of corporate growth, and differentiating its film products from those of its
competitors.

7 For

a detailed discussion of Disney’s adoption of technological innovations see: J. P Telotte,
The Mouse Machine: Disney and Technology (Chicago: University of Illinois Press, 2008).
8 Gomery,
9 Telotte,

“Disney’s Business History: A Reinterpretation,” 71; Telotte, The Mouse Machine, 24.

The Mouse Machine, 17.

8

Disney Animation is also highly germane to an analysis of the voice because of its
longstanding investment in the musical genre. As Daniel Goldmark argues, Disney’s
production of animated musicals (shorts dating from the late 1920s and features beginning
in the late 1930s) helped establish a particular “musical archetype” with which both the
company and animated films in general have become strongly associated. 10 Disney’s
highly successful cycle of animated musicals in the 1980s-1990s (following a sharp decline
in production in the 1960s-1970s) is key to understanding the economic dimensions of the
company’s “Renaissance” during this decade. Looking at the approaches that Disney took
to vocal casting during this timeframe allows for a more comprehensive understanding of
the industrial strategies—particularly in relation to marketing and branding—at play in this
production cycle.
Moreover, this project argues that in much the same way that Disney’s animated
musicals established a particular “musical archetype” for animated films, Disney’s
deployment of the voice and star vocal performers (in the 1990s and 2000s) has had an
equally important impact on redefining the form and function of the voice in contemporary
animated filmmaking.11 Indeed, Disney has played a significant role in expanding and
popularizing the practice of hiring of star vocal performers for animated feature film work,
particularly since the Disney Renaissance period. As Rayna Denison observes, “stars now

10

Daniel Goldmark, “Pixar and the Animated Soundtrack,” in The Oxford Handbook of New
Audiovisual Aesthetics, ed. John Richardson, Claudia Gorbman, and Carol Vernallis (New York:
Oxford University Press, 2013), 215.
11 Ibid.

9

frequent American animation almost as a matter of course.” 12 Disney’s casting of major
Hollywood stars as voice actors—from Williams’s in Aladdin to Miley Cyrus in Bolt (Chris
Williams, Byron Howard, 2008)—has, no doubt, had a formative influence on this
important historical shift in animated voice casting/acting practices.
Since creating the first computer animated feature film, Toy Story, in 1995, Pixar
Animation has become one of the most critically and commercially successful film studios
of the last thirty years.13 Given Pixar’s pioneering work in the field of computer-generated
3D animation, much of the existing scholarly and popular literature on Pixar
understandably focuses on the company’s technological innovations (such as its
proprietary Renderman software), and its impact on the visual aesthetics of the animated
film. Pixar has contributed significantly to the popularization of digital animation
technologies and the subsequent decline of hand-drawn, cel animation in Hollywood
animated feature filmmaking. Indeed, since the mid-2000s Disney has shuttered much of
its hand-drawn operations, laying off workers and releasing only two 2D animated films
since acquiring Pixar in 2006. A detailed analysis of the aesthetic, commercial, and
technological implications of Disney/Pixar’s embrace of digital animation is beyond this
project’s purview; however, this study is interested in assessing how the evolution of
studios’ corporate and creative relationship has affected their respective filmmaking

12

Rayna Denison, “Star-Spangled Ghibli: Star Voices in the American Versions of Hayao
Miyazaki’s Films,” Animation 3, no. 2 (July 2008): 130.
13 Pixar

was established in 1986 following the sale of the Graphics Group of Lucasfilm’s
Computer Division, to Steve Jobs—a deal which involved a five-million-dollar buyout and an
additional five-million-dollar-investment in the newly formed company. See: David A Price, The
Pixar Touch: The Making of a Company (New York: Vintage Books, 2009).
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practices—particularly as concerns sound and the voice.
Pixar’s corporate and creative history is inextricably intertwined with The Walt
Disney Company and Disney Animation, from its contracted work in the early 1980s on
the Computer Animation Production System (or CAPS, a software system used to digitize
Disney’s ink and paint process), to Pixar’s use of Cal Arts-trained and former Disney
animators (such as Brad Bird and John Lasseter), to Disney’s acquisition of the company
via a $7.4 billion stock buy-out in May 2006. Yet Pixar Animation’s approach to sound
and music departs from the classic Disney Animation model in several important ways.
Most notably, Pixar eschews the musical archetype that had long been the bread and butter
of Disney animation, and its sound design strategies are arguably more indebted to feature
filmmaking practices than Disney’s animated musical tradition.
Indeed, as Goldmark argues, part of what “[s]ets Pixar apart” from other animated
filmmaking studios is the company’s “nuanced take on music and sound design” which has
“brought a new level of complexity and even respectability to the long-maligned animated
feature.”14 While Goldmark refers broadly here to Pixar’s scoring and sound design
practices (for example, the innovative practice of hiring feature film composers such as
Randy Newman and Michael Giacchino), we might usefully extend his observation to
Pixar’s use of the voice, which has not only added a level of complexity to its features, but
has also helped reconfigure how the voice and voice acting are conceived in animated
filmmaking.

14

Goldmark, “Pixar and the Animated Soundtrack,” 213.
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Thus, attending to how the voice operates differently in Disney’s animated musical
films and in what William Whittington describes as Pixar’s “hyperreal” sound design
aesthetic allows for a comparative examination of the animated voice in two distinct
generic and stylistic contexts.15 From an industrial perspective, such an analysis is germane
to parsing the commercial strategies that Pixar has employed to differentiate its films from
Disney’s animated features (even while working within the Disney corporate structure). In
particular, this study argues that Pixar’s discursive construction of the voice both within
the filmic text and in promotional materials has been instrumental in marketing its films to
a broad audience—beyond Disney animation’s traditionally child and family-oriented core
demographic. On a more macroscopic level, a comparative analysis of each company’s use
of the voice also allows us to assess the effects that both Disney’s acquisition of Pixar and
the subsequent installment of Pixar executives (notably, Lasseter) in top positions within
the Disney Animation Studios corporate hierarchy have had on both companies’ animated
products.
Finally, as divisions within a major Hollywood conglomerate with an international
and highly synergistic network of media holdings and distribution channels throughout
which its filmic and ancillary products circulate, Disney and Pixar animation studios are
apt case studies for considering how the voice in animation operates across different media
platforms and national contexts. Disney and Pixar animation studios provide a significant

15 William Whittington,

“The Sonic Playpen: Sound Design and Technology in Pixar’s Animated
Shorts,” in The Oxford Handbook of Sound Studies, ed. Karin Bijsterveld and Trevor J. Pinch
(New York: Oxford University Press, 2013), 372.

12

amount of creative content that is strategically marketed, monetized, and synergized across
The Walt Disney Company’s various divisions including broadcast and cable networks,
theme parks and resorts, video games, and other consumer products. Indeed, Disney and
Pixar animation studios have, until quite recently, generated many of the Walt Disney
Company’s most highly profitable and synergized properties—not only feature films but
also theme park attractions, such as the Disney California Adventure Park Cars Land;
Broadway musical productions, such as The Lion King (1997- ); home-video spinoffs and
television specials, such as the upcoming Olaf’s Frozen Adventure (2017); soundtrack
albums; and numerous toy and clothing lines. 16 And because both Disney Animation
Studios and Pixar Animation Studios’ feature films are broadly distributed and exhibited
internationally, these two animation studios also open themselves to an analysis of the
industrial and cultural imperatives informing the translation of animated films for nonUS/foreign language audiences and the ways in which animated voices are adapted for
different commercial markets and cultural contexts. Looking at how the voice is integrated
into these synergistic and global operations, this study demonstrates not only that the voice
serves important textual functions in Disney and Pixar’s animated features but that it is
also a commodified property that is integrated into the company’s intertextual, transmedia,
and transnational exploits.

16 Disney’s

acquisitions of Marvel (2009) and LucasFilm (2012) have altered this situation. In
2015, for example, Disney’s highest grossing films were Star Wars: The Force Awakens (2015),
with $936m in domestic rentals ($2.068 bill worldwide) and Avengers: Age of Ultron (2015),
with $459m domestic ($1.406 billion worldwide). Pixar’s Inside Out (2015) drew on $357
million in box office receipts ($857m worldwide)

13

Research Questions
This project traverses numerous areas of study and brings together a number of
methodological approaches in order to address more comprehensively an overarching
research question: how have commercial, cultural, and industrial pressures been brought to
bear upon the form and function of the voice in Disney and Pixar animated features? As
such, this project is concerned with unpacking the macro-industrial determinants that have
most significantly impacted Disney’s and Pixar’s deployments of the voice. In other words,
this project asks how we might understand the particular functions that the voice (as both
speech and song) performs in Disney and Pixar animation from the animated feature’s
inception in the 1930s to the late 2000s from a media industries perspective.
A number of related, more narrowly focused, questions emerge as a corollary to
this central axis of inquiry. Which particular historical and industrial conditions have had
a salient impact on Disney’s and Pixar’s use of the voice? What role does the voice—
particularly the voices of star vocal performers—play in Disney and Pixar Animation’s
production, marketing, and branding practices? How is the voice operationalized in the
paratexts and ancillary media that surround the studios’ feature films? To what use has the
voice been put by each company in order to attract a broad audience demographic (beyond
animation’s traditionally child and family-oriented target market)? Looking comparatively
at the two studios, this study also seeks to understand how Disney and Pixar have used the
voice in distinct ways to differentiate their animated features (from one another and from
those of other animation studios). What impact has the evolution of Disney’s corporate
structure and industrial imperatives and of Disney’s and Pixar’s corporate relationship—
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particularly Disney’s acquisition of Pixar and the important role Pixar executives now play
in the Disney corporate structure—had on each studio’s use of the voice?
Extending the study’s purview beyond a North American context, this project also
addresses Disney’s and Pixar’s translation and dubbing practices, mapping how cultural
and industrial factors have shaped the ways in which animated voices are translated for
foreign language markets. Finally, tackling one of the most longstanding critical debates
surrounding Disney Animation, this study also considers the gendered dimensions of the
voice in Disney and Pixar animated features. In particular, this study asks: what is the
relationship between each company’s representation of the female voice and its broader
industrial and representational strategies? How has each studio’s construction of the female
voice developed over the course of their respective histories? What impact has the
corporate relationship between Disney and Pixar had on these representational practices?

Literature Review and Theoretical Framework
As there is currently very little scholarship on vocal performance in Disney and
Pixar animation, this study draws together an interdisciplinary body of literature from
multiple academic traditions, including Disney/animation studies, media industry studies,
sound studies*, translation studies, and psychoanalysis. Such a broad and theoretically
diverse framework is best suited to this study’s interdisciplinary approach to the industrial
dimensions of the voice in Disney and Pixar animation. The following review is thus
broken down into three main sections.
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The first section provides an overview of the industry-oriented literature that
structures my analysis of Disney and Pixar’s commercial uses of the voice. I thus address
Disney studies and animation studies literature that examines the companies—as both
animation studios and corporate entities—through an industrial lens. The second section
puts this project in dialogue with sound studies and musicological literature that attends to
the sonic properties of Disney and Pixar animated shorts and features. Much of this work
is primarily concerned with each company’s scoring and sound design practices. As such,
the third section of this review surveys work that addresses a more narrowly defined object
of analysis: the voice in cinema. The studies highlighted in this section draw on a range of
disciplinary traditions, including psychoanalysis, sound studies, feminist media studies,
and star studies. Throughout, I indicate how this study engages with this literature to create
a conceptual framework for this interdisciplinary project. I also address the ways in which
my project aims to extend the purview of existing media industries scholarship and work
on Disney, Pixar, and the voice in animation.

Industrial Analyses of Disney and Pixar
Given that Disney is one of the largest and most diversified media conglomerates
of the contemporary era, it is unsurprising that an equally broad and methodologically
diverse range of literature seeks to “rethink,” “deconstruct,” “demystify,” and “understand”
Disney—both the company and Walt Disney himself. 17 This interdisciplinary body of

17 See,

respectively: Mike Budd and Max H Kirsch, eds., Rethinking Disney: Private Control,
Public Dimensions (Middletown, CT: Wesleyan University Press, 2005); Eleanor Byrne and
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scholarship tackles a wide array of topics from Disney’s representational politics,
“imperialist ideology,” and adaptation of European source material to the company’s labor
practices, technological innovations, corporate subsidiaries, theme parks, and other cultural
products.18 Given the parameters of my research questions, however, I will this discussion
to studies that engage with the corporate dimensions of Disney and Pixar animation studios.
I will also survey works in the field of animation studies that deal with these economic
facets of each company.
First and foremost, Janet Wasko’s foundational political economic study,
Understanding Disney: The Manufacture of Fantasy, is a key text in this body of work.
Wasko’s broad-ranging study offers a detailed and rigorous analysis of The Walt Disney
Company’s corporate history, its globally disseminated network of media products (from
feature films to theme parks and consumer goods), and the range of critical approaches that
scholars have brought to bear on Disney’s media empire. Wasko sets herself the daunting

Martin McQuillan, Deconstructing Disney (Sterling, VA: Pluto Press, 1999); Chris Pallant,
Demystifying Disney: A History of Disney Feature Animation (New York: Continuum, 2011);
Eric Smoodin, Disney Discourse: Producing the Magic Kingdom (New York: Routledge, 1994);
Janet Wasko, Understanding Disney: The Manufacture of Fantasy (Malden, MA: Polity, 2001).
18

See, for example: Johnson Cheu, ed., Diversity in Disney Films: Critical Essays on Race,
Ethnicity, Gender, Sexuality and Disability (Jefferson, NC: McFarland, 2013); Ariel Dorfman
and Armand Mattelart, How to Read Donald Duck: Imperialist Ideology in the Disney Comic
(New York: International General, 1984); Laura Sells, “Where Do the Mermaids Stand? Voice
and Body in The Little Mermaid,” in From Mouse to Mermaid: The Politics of Film, Gender, and
Culture, ed. Elizabeth Bell, Lynda Haas, and Laura Sells (Bloomington: Indiana University Press,
1995), 175–92; Jane Darcy, “The Disneyfication of the European Fairy Tale,” in Issues in
Americanisation and Culture, ed. Neil Campbell, Jude Davies, and George McKay (Edinburgh:
Edinburgh University Press, 2004), 181–96; Jane Kuenz, Susan Willis, and Shelton Waldrep,
eds., Inside the Mouse: Work and Play at Disney World, The Project on Disney (Durham: Duke
University Press, 1995); Telotte, The Mouse Machine; Karal Ann Marling, ed., Designing
Disney’s Theme Parks: The Architecture of Reassurance (Montreal: Flammarion, 1998).
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task of looking at the “entire Disney phenomenon from a critical perspective,” focusing
primarily on Disney’s business practices, marketing and branding strategies, as well as the
company’s corporate hierarchy and management discourses. 19 In performing this analysis,
she usefully synthesizes and extends both existing media studies work (discussed below)
and business studies literature on Disney’s commercial enterprises. 20 As a political
economist, Wasko’s central task in this study is to provide a macrostructural analysis of
Disney as a media conglomerate. In looking at Disney’s corporate strategies, she considers
how these business practices not only generate capital for the company but also serve to
“manufacture” “Disney’s brand of fantasy.” 21
Along similar methodological and critical lines, Stephen M. Fjellman’s study of
Disney’s Florida theme park is framed in explicitly Marxist terms and contends that Walt
Disney World is a testament to “the hegemony of the commodity form” under late
capitalism.22 Recalling Horkheimer and Adorno’s critique of mass culture, Fjellman argues
that Walt Disney World is ultimately in the business of selling “Commodity Zen”—a term
he coins to describe the process by which Disney “produces, packages, and sells
experiences and memories as commodities.” 23 This dissertation, while not an explicitly

19 Wasko,

Understanding Disney, 4.

20 Notable

business studies literature with which Wasko engages includes: Ron Grover, The
Disney Touch: How a Daring Management Team Revived an Entertainment Empire (Homewood,
IL: Business One Irwin, 1991); John Taylor, Storming the Magic Kingdom (New York:
Ballantine Books, 1988).
21
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Marxist project and focused on animated feature films, shares several of Fjellman’s aims,
namely, in its parsing the ways corporate discourses (here, with regards to vocal casting)
generate “symbolic capital from which the real revenues flow.”24
Addressing Disney’s corporate history from a neoclassical economic perspective,
Gomery traces the company’s development from its origins in the 1920s through to the
1990s, focusing on Disney’s adoption of technological innovations, the amortization of its
films in foreign markets, and the company’s expansion into new media outlets (television,
theme parks, and live-action feature filmmaking in the 1950s; home video in the 1980s;
and the music industry and radio in the 1990s). He argues that much of Disney’s business
success can be ascribed to its “skillful use of new technologies,” from sound and color to
home video and cable television. 25 This, in addition to its theme parks, allowed Disney to
grow from a “niche company” to a successful media conglomerate. Gomery challenges the
“great man” historical narratives that hold up Walt Disney or Michael Eisner as creative
geniuses. Instead, he emphasizes that Disney, as a capitalist enterprise, “must be
understood within the changing conditions of twentieth century America.” 26
Jon Lewis’s account of Disney’s corporate history of the 1980s and 1990s, while
not finding “geniuses,” emphasizes the agency of Disney’s executives, although he does
not find “great men.” Lewis traces Jeffrey Katzenberg’s and Eisner’s litigious,
expansionary, and highly profitable business dealings, as well as the corporate and familial
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battles that precipitated their installment in the Disney corporate hierarchy. Lewis is also
attentive to Walt and Roy Disney’s earlier struggles over Walt’s proposed theme park
project in the 1950s, as well as the company’s subsequent decline under Roy Sr. in the
1960s and 1970s. His analysis is particularly useful as it maps the development of new
corporate strategies and management practices that re-shaped the company’s approach to
animated filmmaking from the 1950s onward.
Although Wasko, Fjellman, and Lewis dissect an impressively diverse range of
Disney’s products and operations, Pixar is largely left out of their discussions. Finally,
therefore, two popular works, David Price’s The Pixar Touch: The Making of a Company
(2009) and James B. Stewart’s DisneyWar (2006) provide useful industrial histories of
each respective company during the time period of Pixar’s emergence and acquisition by
The Walt Disney Company. 27 Although they are not scholarly studies, and thus not as
methodologically sophisticated or rigorous as the aforementioned texts, what these studies
offer that much of the scholarly literature does not is first-hand accounts of the companies’
corporate strategies based on interviews conducted with top executives. As Disney and
Pixar closely guard their archives and grant little scholarly access to such materials, Price’s
and Stewart’s studies offer some valuable insight into the company’s corporate dealings in
the 1980s-2000s.
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Film Sound in Disney and Pixar Animation
While Disney studies has grown into a robust subfield, spanning a diversity of
research areas and scholarly approaches, the sonic construction of Disney’s and Pixar’s
animated texts remains an understudied topic. As Goldmark notes in his foundational work
on the animated sound film, Tunes for ‘Toons, there is a frustrating “lack of critical work
on cartoon music. Until very recently, neither film studies nor musicology afforded film
music any credence as an important topic; and film historians […] seldom gave more than
a cursory glance toward animation, particularly Hollywood cartoons.” 28 However, the
expansion of scholarly investigations of both film sound and animation since the mid-tolate 1980s has considerably changed this landscape and yielded several important scholarly
analyses of, to use Rebecca Coyle’s term, animation’s “sonicity,” or the interrelation of
music and sound in the animated form. 29 Little of this expanding body of literature
considers the voice—indeed, there are only case studies of British-accented voices in
Pocahontas and of the American-language dubs of Hayao Miyazaki’s films.30 However,
several recent studies examine the broader corporate and industrial dimensions that
determine the function and shape the meanings of scoring and sound design in Disney/Pixar
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animation, and these provide an important framework for my own study of Disney’s and
Pixar’s vocal performance and casting practices.
Goldmark’s formative work, including his anthology (co-edited with Yuval Taylor)
The Cartoon Music Book, and subsequent monograph, Tunes for 'Toons, represents a
significant contribution to the sound in animation literature and is an important forebear of
this project. While Tunes for ‘Toons focuses specifically on Carl Stalling and Scott
Bradley’s scoring work for Warner Bros. Animation and the MGM Cartoon Studio,
respectively, Goldmark’s more recent essay, “Drawing a New Narrative for Cartoon
Music,” which offers a brief history of animated film music, provides an apt starting point
for this overview. Emphasizing the unique significance that sound plays in animation,
Goldmark argues that, “[b]esides the more traditional roles of underscoring in live-action
films, music in cartoons carries an additional and crucial responsibility: not only are
viewers asked to see once-still images as moving, they must also make the leap and believe
that static drawings and paintings actually have an innate sense of vitality!” 31 As relates to
this project’s research mandates, Goldmark’s historical analysis of Disney’s approach to
music and sound design, from “Steamboat Willie” to the Disney Renaissance films, offers
a useful critical model for my study.
So too is Goldmark’s close analysis of Pixar’s use of sound, “Pixar and the
Animated Soundtrack,” highly instructive to my approach. The latter essay emphasizes
Pixar’s active efforts to distance itself from Disney’s traditional model of animated film
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sound, most notably by “shunning” the musical genre and employing the talents of wellknown Hollywood live-action feature film composers.32 Partly because of feature film
composers’ contributions, but primarily due to the fact that Pixar “conceptualizes each
film’s soundtrack from the day it goes into production,” Goldmark contends that Pixar’s
sonic landscapes are equally as rich and complex as those of live-action films.33
Goldmark’s analysis of Pixar’s soundscapes also highlights the “overwhelming sense of
nostalgia that pervades all of Pixar’s output” both visually and sonically and that helps
create multiple layers of meanings in its films. 34 Along similar lines—but from a very
different tradition—Cutter Callaway’s theological examination of Pixar’s scores, traces
their development from, in early shorts, a “predetermined emotionality” and “interpretive
clarity” to, in recent Pixar films, an “invitation to feel” that invites the viewer to engage
and identify with the films from more open and multivalent spectatorial positions. 35 While
Callaway argues for a spiritual reading of Pixar’s scores via a Judeo-Christian lens, this
project argues that voice—through vocal allusions to both obsolete cultural forms and
performers’ past roles—is a particularly evocative element of Pixar’s polyvalent sonic
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design, a key industrial and aesthetic strategy that Pixar has successfully wielded in order
to attract non-traditional (adult) audiences. 36
Other scholars have found Pixar’s sound design practices as significant to the
company’s output as its scoring practices. Whittington proposes that what sets Pixar apart
from the traditional approach to animated film sound is its “borrowing live-action
production techniques and reworking traditional animation strategies for sound use” and
mixing sound effects “in the newest multichannel formats typically reserved for feature
productions.”37 For Whittington, Pixar’s “hyperrealistic” approach to sound design not
only helped establish “sound-image relations in Pixar films” but also helped make the CGI
animated form more viable, appealing, and credible for form audiences at a time when
hand-drawn animated features were still the norm. 38
While Paul Wells’s work focuses primarily on animation as a moving-image
medium, he extends Whittington’s discussion in a more sustained analysis of Pixar’s use
of sound in a more recent essay on sound designer Gary Rydstrom’s work on Pixar shorts.
Much like Whittington, Wells contends that Pixar’s sound design has played a key role not
only in raising the profile of the animated medium but also, and more specifically, in
dispelling “the high degree of skepticism and mistrust [that] greeted the emergence of
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computer-generated work,” both among audiences and “within the animation industry
itself.”39 This was accomplished through sound design strategies that played a key role in
“illustrat[ing] the inner life of a character through the emotive use of sound,” which helped
to add depth to the “rather rudimentary images.” 40 Extending this observation, my analysis
aims to demonstrate that Pixar’s strategic use of star voice actors served an equally, if not
more crucial, role in making CGI animated images affectively resonate with audiences well
beyond animation’s traditional demographic.
In sum, the growing literature on film sound and Disney/Pixar animation is
generally inattentive to the voice’s function within the “sonicity” of Disney/Pixar’s
features. Nevertheless, Goldmark’s, Whittington’s, Wells’s, and Callaway’s studies offer
robust accounts of sound practices—whether scoring or sound design—that attend to
sound’s industrial, aesthetic, promotional, and branding dimensions and thus offer useful
frameworks for studying the voice in Disney/Pixar features. Moreover, insofar as these
accounts of Disney/Pixar sound practices have overlooked or not attended to the voice, this
project will contribute to the above literature on Disney/Pixar scoring practices and sound
design by introducing this crucial element of the animated feature’s sonicity to the literature
on animation and sound.
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The Voice in Cinema
As very little scholarly attention has been devoted to the voice in animation, the
third section of this literature review aims to provide a critical scaffolding for such research,
surveying psychoanalytic, sound studies, and media studies work that intersects with this
project’s areas of analysis. Thus, while much of the literature addressed below hails from
discrete disciplinary traditions and works through a diversity of theoretical/ methodological
frameworks, the unifying objective of the following survey is to put my project in dialogue
with existing work that parses the technological, ideological, historical, and cultural
dimensions of the voice in cinema.
Much of the existing work on the voice in cinema fits within a psychoanalytic
tradition, theorizing the role the voice plays in the formation of the cinematic/social
subject.41 Michel Chion’s foundational book The Voice in Cinema provides an apt starting
point for this overview. Chion’s broad-ranging analysis, which is heavily indebted to
Freudian and Lacanian psychoanalysis, theorizes the relationship among voice, image, and
spectator. Chion’s work is structured as a series of close readings of film texts that provides
insight into various types of cinematic voices: gendered voices, different types of vocal
emanations (such as the scream), mechanical and technologically manipulated voices, as
well as voiceless characters or bodiless voices. For Chion, the voice is quintessentially
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important to any understanding of cinema’s acoustic properties as “the presence of a human
voice structures the sonic space that contains it” (emphasis in original). 42
While Chion analyzes a number of genres, directors, and vocal qualities, his
theoretical discussions of the “acousmêtre” and “de-acoumatization” are especially salient
to this analysis. For Chion, the acousmêtre or acousmatic voice refers to a filmic character
or figure whose voice is not attributable to a material body or other onscreen source (for
example, the eponymous Wizard in The Wizard of Oz [Victor Flemming, 1939], prior to
his unveiling). By virtue of its unlocalizable source, he argues that the acousmatic voice is
imbued with certain “magical powers […]: ubiquity, panopticism, omniscience and
omnipotence.”43 Crucially, the acousmêtre draws its power, in part, from threatening to
expose the fundamental breach between sound and image inherent in the physical apparatus
of the cinema. Whereas, as Chion argues the convention of lip-synchronization “seeks to
reunify the body and voice that have been dissociated by their inscription onto separate
surfaces (the celluloid image and the soundtrack),” the acousmêtre threatens to disrupt this
suturing process by unstitching the voice from the body. 44 It thus follows that deacousmatization—the process through which previously unidentifiable or unlocalizable
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voices are affixed to a single, determinate source—strips the voice of its disruptive power
to expose the sound/image breach and absent site of production. 45
If we follow Chion’s line of reasoning, we might argue that animated voices are
inherently acousmatic; the abstract nature of animated characters means that the voice is
always once removed from the onscreen body for whom it speaks, always “‘radically other
than the body that adopts it.” 46 From an industrial perspective, however, the shift toward
star voice acting in animation and the greater emphasis now placed on the voice in an
animated film’s promotional campaign, troubles this acousmatic relationship and, I argue,
constitutes a form of de-acousmatization. Whereas Chion’s conception of deacousmatization involves the onscreen revelation of a voice’s source, here I reappropriate
the term to designate the extratextual process through which animated voices are affixed
to the body of a particular performer through promotional discourses that explicitly suture
the animated character to the voice actor’s body. In this articulation, de-acousmatization
thus refers to a set of industrial practices governing voice/image relationships in
contemporary Disney/Pixar animation.
In addition to Chion’s work, a number of feminist theorists have employed a
psychoanalytic framework to interrogate the articulation of female vocality and female
subjectivity in Classical Hollywood cinema—lines of inquiry Chapter Five extends to
female vocal performance in Disney and Pixar feature animation. Mary Ann Doane,
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mapping how the voice structures “the intersubjective relation between film and spectator,”
laid much of the initial groundwork for subsequent analyses of the voice—particularly the
disembodied voice—in cinema.47 Kaja Silverman has proposed that Classical Hollywood
cinema hews to a “textual model which holds the female voice and body insistently to the
interior of the diegesis,” and positions the male subject in an apparent position of discursive
authority vis-à-vis the narrative apparatus.48 Amy Lawrence offers more room for the
articulation of female subjectivity within the films she discusses—particularly during the
transition to sound—but she largely reinforces Silverman’s argument that Classical
Hollywood films work, on an ideological level, to silence the female subject. 49 More
recently, Britta Sjogren, aiming to “counter existing feminist work on the female voice and
its stultifying structures,”50 positions the “voice-off” as a site through which female
difference can be articulated as a positive force. As the animated voice is simultaneously
onscreen and off, embodied and disembodied, interior and exterior to the diegesis, it
necessitates a reconceptualization of psychoanalytic understandings of the ideological
mechanics of the female voice and spectatorial engagement in cinema. This body of
literature represents a significant contribution to the literature on the voice in cinema and
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provides the theoretical grounding for my discussion of the gendered dynamics of the voice
in Disney/Pixar animation (in Chapter Five).51
Neatly bridging feminist psychoanalytic theories of the female voice in cinema and
Disney/Pixar Animation is Jennifer Fleeger’s more recent study of “mismatched” female
voices—voices that do not match conventional expectations as to how particular female
bodies should speak and, crucially, sing. Examining the relationship “among female
bodies, voices, and the technologies that represent them,” Mismatched Women: The Siren’s
Song Through the Machine (2014), argues that while the mismatched female voice may
appear to be an “aberration” it, in fact, “arises from the rift between the rhetoric of fidelity
that accompanies the introduction of new sound [and image-making] machines and the
dissociation of body and voice they require to function.”52 Thus, analyzing the Disney
Princess through the lens of ‘mismatched women,’ Fleeger argues that we can best
understand the evolution of Princess film’s vocal performance styles/strategies in relation
to the development of new technologies, and modes of animated production. Building on
Fleeger’s work, we can also usefully consider the development of these vocal performance
practices in relation to broader industrial and cultural shifts coextensive with the
introduction of these new technologies.
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Significance of Research
Inasmuch as film studies has long been dominated by image-based analyses, the
study of film sound has generally privileged examinations of film music. In his
foundational study of the voice in cinema, Chion succinctly points up the irony of this
critical bias, asking: “by what incomprehensible thoughtlessness can we, in considering
what is after all called the talking picture, ‘forget’ the voice?” 53 While the recent “sonic
turn” in media studies has yielded a wide, interdisciplinary range of valuable new sound
studies research, the voice and vocal performance in film, nonetheless remain underexamined areas, particularly as concerns the voice in animation. By the same token, as
Wells notes, in both scholarly and popular discourses, animation has long been relegated
to “its apparently less credible position as a second cousin to mainstream [live action]
cinema.”54 Although Wells argues that with the development of digital animation
technologies, animation “has been reabsorbed into debates about filmmaking” and is now
understood as “profoundly instrumental to film in general because of the digital animation
interventions (visual effects) that are endemic to even the most realist narratives and define
the moving image palette,” what such visual and effects based discussions leave out is a
consideration of sound. 55
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Yet, given that the animated feature is a fundamentally audiovisual medium, it is
crucial to consider not only the visual makeup of the animated feature film but also one of
the most aesthetically and narratively significant elements of the animated text: the voice.
Animated vocal performances are most often recorded prior to completion of the image
track and, unlike live-action sound, cannot be captured “on set” or “on location” but rather
must be recorded in the studio and postsynchronized with the image track. While much
live-action films’ voice tracks are also frequently re-recorded in the studio (and
postsynchronized via automated dialogue replacement), animated vocal performances are
produced (not merely reproduced) in the space of the recording studio. As such, animation
is a provides a particularly useful site for considering how filmic vocality is deliberately
conceived and constructed as a component of the film soundtrack.
Moreover, as Scott Curtis argues, whereas live-action films typically maintain a
relatively clear distinction between the three constitutive components of the soundtrack—
music, dialogue, and sound effects—animated film sound frequently pierces and flows
across these categories.56 The close synchronization of music and action characteristic of
Disney’s early shorts, for instance, blurs the lines between scoring and sound effects.
Similarly, vocal performance in Pixar’s Wall-E (Andrew Stanton, 2008) functions as both
dialogue and sound effect. In short, these multivalent qualities facilitate a consideration not
only of the form and meaning-making functions of vocal performance in feature animation
but also of the very nature of sound/image relationships in the animated medium.
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As the above review demonstrates, however, very little scholarship has attended to
the complex dynamics of animated vocality. This project’s central objective is to address
this critical lacuna in both fields of study by bringing the voice “back into the mix.”
Simultaneously, this study aims to contribute to the growing body of sonically oriented
media industries research, which has yielded several important studies of the music
industry, film music, and recording technologies but has been much less attentive to the
voice.57 Analyzing the voice from an industrial perspective can help better to elucidate the
broader corporate strategies that inform the production, distribution, and exhibition of
animated films.
Disney and Pixar are highly germane to such an analysis. The animation studios
have not been foundational to the aesthetic and technological development of traditional
and computer-animated filmmaking, respectively but have played an instrumental role in
(re)configuring the way sound, music, and the voice in feature animation are constructed
and marketed. As such, these two major animation studios—whose films and ancillary
products are highly profitable, globally distributed, and viewed by a broad audience
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demographic—provide rich terrain for mapping the functions that the voice serves in the
production, marketing/branding, and translation of the contemporary animated film.
This project this examines both the ways in which Disney and Pixar—two of the
most successful feature animation studios in the form’s nearly century-long history—have
conceived of and commercialized the voice, and the historical and industrial conditions
that have shaped each company’s approach to animated vocality. In so doing, this project
makes three significant contributions to the existing literature on Disney, Pixar, and the
voice in cinema. First, this study limns the industrial logics and commercial pressures that
have historically informed Disney’s and Pixar’s vocal performance strategies from the late
1920s to late 2010s and considers how these pressures have shaped and reshaped the
industrial and textual functions of vocal performance in feature animation. Second, from a
microstructural perspective, I trace the evolution of each studio’s vocal performance
strategies in relation to the companies’ industrial development as well as their shifting
corporate relationship. Finally, looking at Disney and Pixar animation—corporate/creative
divisions of one of the largest and most diversified global media conglomerates—I
interrogate the ways in which macrostructural forces such as conglomeration,
diversification, globalization, and digitization have historically been brought to bear on the
textual and paratextual construction of vocal performance in Disney and Pixar feature
animated films.
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Methodology and Chapter Outlines
As this project is primarily concerned with unpacking the ways in which corporate
and industrial determinants shape the construction of the voice in Disney and Pixar
animation, it draws on the methodological approaches of the emerging, interdisciplinary
field of media industry studies. The term “media industries studies” is somewhat of a
mercurial term encompassing a wide range of scholarly endeavors and theoretical
frameworks. In their introduction to Media Industries: History, Theory, and Method, for
example, Alissa Perren and Jennifer Holt write that media industries research can
variously:
attend to text and image as they relate to industrial structure and economics,
connect politics and policy to issues of art and audience, and develop
theoretical and methodological paradigms that not only engage with the past
but also offer ways of thinking about media industries in the present (and
presumably future) landscape of convergence. 58
In defining the broad parameters of what they term “critical media industries
studies,” Timothy Havens, Amanda Lotz, and Sarah Tinic locate this research approach “at
the intersection of cultural studies and media studies.”59 Drawing on David
Hesmondhalgh’s work on “creative industries,” their particular conceptualization of
critical media industry studies “emphasizes midlevel fieldwork in industry analyses, which
58
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accounts for the complex interactions among cultural and economic forces” and is
particularly attentive to issues of individual agency and “struggles among competing social
actors and institutions” within the media industries. 60
This project draws in several key ways on the methodologies and models of media
industries research. First, while this project is not rooted in the kind of empirical, mid-level
analysis of industry workers’ quotidian practices, it shares Havens, Lotz, and Tinic’s
interest in parsing “the complex interactions among cultural and economic forces” that
shape media texts and in examining “how knowledge about texts, audiences, and the
industry form, circulate, and change; and how they influence textual and industrial
practices.”61 Moreover, this study is in keeping with the humanistic paradigm for media
industries research that Holt and Perren lay forth, emphasizing the ways in which the
relationship between industrial structures/strategies are brought to bear upon textual
practices. Finally, taking up Schatz’s call for media industries research that integrates
textual analysis with political economic approaches, this study aims to address both
“[q]uestions of ownership and control […] alongside—and in dynamic interaction with—
those that address the expressive power and appeal of culture industry products.”62 In other
words, in analyzing the industrial functions of the voice in Disney and Pixar animation,
this project seeks to address what Schatz regards as a central guiding question for media
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industries research: “[h]ow do these industries systematically create both capital and
culture?”63
While, broadly speaking, this project adopts a media industries studies framework,
because it traverses disciplinary boundaries and investigates different facets of voice in
Disney and Pixar animation through a number of critical and cultural lenses, each chapter
also draws on the more proximate methodological traditions specific to the chapter’s
respective areas of analysis. This methodological diversity and flexibility allows each
chapter to adopt the analytical tools best suited to elucidating the aspect of the voice in
animation under consideration. The following section provides a breakdown of each
proposed chapter’s research agenda as well as a discussion of the methodological
approaches it will employ in accomplishing its research objectives.
The first chapter of this dissertation traces the industrial history of vocal
performance in Disney animation from its emergence in the studio’s Silly Symphony and
Mickey Mouse shorts to its first animated features of the late 1930s and early 1940s.
Methodologically speaking, this chapter considers the voice in animation on what Schatz
terms a “micro-industrial level,” analyzing how the voice has figured into the “production
and marketing strategies of individual firms and distinct market sectors” within different
historical contexts and modes of production. 64 The chapter’s aim is thus not to chart the
evolution of vocal performance styles in animation but rather to consider how animation
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studios have constructed the voice and vocal performance in their casting, production,
and labor practices and in their marketing and branding rhetoric. In other words, the
chapter’s focus is not on particular performers’ careers but on the various ways the
industry has conceived of the cultural and commercial functions of the voice in
animation.
The chapter is broken down into an analysis of the voice casting, production, and
labor practices that operated in Disney’s shorts department and of the studio’s
modification of these practices for the feature-length animated film, focusing on Snow
White (1937). Since the production and distribution of features necessitated an expanded
marketing campaign, I analyze the marketing discourses around Snow White in order to
identify how vocal performers and their performances were mobilized to promote the
film. More specifically, I consider Disney’s aesthetic and economic motivations for
keeping Snow White’s vocal performers anonymous: preserving narrative absorption by
concealing relationships among the voice actor, the animated figure on screen, and the
character represented, and marketing ancillary products, such as soundtracks without
having to further compensate the performers. I conclude this chapter by surveying the
features of the early 1940s—the last the studio would complete before the war converted
its animation department to the production of defense shorts for the government—which
evince a standardization of voice-casting, recording, and labor practices (as pertains to
vocal performers). Finally, I contextualize an early attempt to use a star vocal
performer—Cliff Edwards in Pinocchio (Ben Sharpsteen et al., 1940)—within the
studio’s corporate expansion and specialization of labor during this period.
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My second chapter continues to trace the industrial history of vocal performance in
Disney feature animation from Cinderella (1950), the studio’s first animated feature after
an eight-year hiatus, to The Jungle Book (1967), which instituted a set of voice casting and
performance practices that the studio would continue to employ until the Disney
Renaissance of the late 1980s. Drawing on the same methodological framework as
employed in the previous chapter, I show that aesthetic considerations—the concern that
identifiable voices would undermine the animated fiction—were no longer the primary
force shaping Cinderella’s vocal performance practices. Rather, the studio’s need to
economize and streamline the production of feature animation, and turn a profit after the
lean WWII years compelled it to engaged professional vocal performers with experience
in radio to voice characters similar to those they had played in other media. While Disney’s
did credit and make use of Ilene Woods, who voiced the title character, this promotional
discourse was relatively narrow, highlighting her professional talents and framing her as a
conduit for the character of Cinderella. A similar process occurred with child star Bobby
Driscoll, Disney’s most significant contracted star of the 1950s, whose vocal performance
was advertised as personifying the “real” Peter Pan.
The Jungle Book represents a significant shift in which star voices, and their
extratextual associations, were foregrounded in animated films. Earlier, transitional films,
such as Lady and the Tramp (Clyde Geronimi, Wilfred Jackson, Hamilton Luske, 1955),
activate familiar voices—in this case, recording artist Peggy Lee’s—in marketing
campaigns and cross-promotional endeavors, particularly in relation to the sale of recorded
music. But, in order to be differentiated from television animation, The Jungle Book marks
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a significant development in its foregrounding of star personae associated with voice
performers within the film itself and its marketing as a narrative feature: Phil Harris is
Baloo, and Louis Prima is King Louie. But, I argue, this is only a step toward the star vocal
performances of the 1990s-2000s in that these “stars” neither were at the height of their
fame nor were their personae as multivalent or culturally respondent as the star images that
Disney and Pixar would exploit in the 1990s.
As concerns the Disney Renaissance, I focus on the ways star voice casting took on
a new commercial significance for animated filmmaking during this decade. This chapter’s
first case study, focusing on Aladdin, unpacks the industrial conditions and commercial
imperatives that helped Disney Animation reconfigure the role star voices play in the
marketing, branding, and cross-promotion of animated features. This film represents the
final emergence of star vocal casting in animation—variations of which had been
experimented with in previous decades, as my previous chapters discuss–and establishes
the industrial and aesthetic strategies that Pixar takes up and modifies in order to leverage
the voice to create its own brand identity. Focusing on the Toy Story and Monsters, Inc.
franchises, the remainder of this chapter details Pixar’s operationalization of the star voice
within film texts, promotional paratexts, and ancillary media.
Wasko’s work on the way Disney’s corporate structure/commercial imperatives
impact textual production informs this chapter’s overarching method, extending her model
to an analysis of the industrial logics that shape the voice in contemporary Disney and Pixar
animated features and ancillary audiovisual texts. In the conglomerate, convergence-era
media industries, the animated voice circulates among an ever-increasing array of
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promotional and ancillary texts and performs increasingly diverse meaning-making
functions. In order to attend to this complex intertextuality, I draw on Jonathan Gray’s and
Barbara Klinger’s work on paratexts to analyze the substantial corpus of promotional
materials surrounding these films and on Jeff Smith’s concept of musical allusion to trace
the “vocal allusionism” that characterizes contemporary Disney and Pixar animation.
Building on the media industries literature on product differentiation and branding, I argue
Disney’s and Pixar’s vocal performance strategies and the casting of particular vocal
performers fit within each studio’s branding strategies and have helped both studios
articulate distinct brand identities and distinguish their animated films from those of their
competitors.
Chapter four broadens the study’s focus from a discussion of the voice in the
American versions of Disney and Pixar’s animated features to a consideration of the ways
in which vocal performances are adapted for transnational audiences/markets, taking the
two major French-language markets, France and Québec, as central case studies. Although
the dominant French and Québecois dialects are largely mutually intelligible, Disney and
Pixar produce separate dubbed versions of their animated features for each region. While
this chapter closes by considering how casting practices for dubbed version have changed
over the past decade, the majority of chapter attends to the processes whereby the original
versions’ English-language dialogue is replaced for local audiences.
France and Québec are particularly productive case studies for mapping the
industrial and cultural pressures that shape the way vocal performances are translated and
dubbed within particular (trans)national contexts. Much of the extant media studies
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literature that addresses the voice and dubbing remains entangled in a protracted debate
over representational politics and the high/low cultural and aesthetic value of dubbing
versus subtitling. 65 This chapter, however, takes a different tack, integrating theoretical
models from the field of audiovisual translation studies into an industrial analysis of French
and Québecois dubbing practices. As Disney Character Voices International, the
translation/dubbing division of The Walt Disney Company, (or local dubbing houses
subcontracted by DCVI), crafts both Disney and Pixar’s dubbed versions, the studios’
dubbing processes relatively are uniform. However, because Pixar’s features typically rely
more heavily on complex vocal intertextuality and pop cultural references than Disney’s
(discussed in Chapter Three), an analysis of the latter studio’s films is especially germane
to examining how these dub texts adapt and localize culturally specific references for
international audiences. This chapter thus focuses specifically on dubbed versions of
entries in the Toy Story and Cars franchises—each of which are heavily steeped in such
culturally specific references.
From a macro-industrial perspective, I examine the national/regional policies and
industrial practices that shape France’s and Québec’s distinct approach to dubbing
Hollywood animated features. At the level of the text, I analyze the way in which the
synchronian—or dubbing language—employed in each region differently alters the
linguistic structure, content, and meaning of the animated source text. Moreover, drawing
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on Maryana Bendus’s analytical approach, which emphasizes the articulation of
“extralinguistic culture-bound references,” I assess how “culture-specific elements” are
reinscribed in both dubbed versions of Pixar films.66 Finally, I devote particular attention
to the crucial role the discursive construction of these voices plays in the marketing,
distribution, and exhibition of Pixar’s films for French-language audiences as the trend
toward star voice casting that has typified Pixar’s American versions since the 1990s has
spread to French-language markets.
Turning to the gendered dimensions of Disney and Pixar’s voices, chapter five
examines how each studio has constructed and marketed female voices and vocal
performers, focusing on one of the most iconic subgenres of Hollywood feature animation:
the singing princess film. While a broad range of scholarship has attended to Disney (and,
to a lesser extent, Pixar) animation’s visual and narrative representation of women and
femininity, the voice constitutes an important gap in this literature. 67 This chapter thus
extends the purview of this work to a close analysis of female vocal performance in Disney
and Pixar animation, looking not only at the textual construction of female vocality but
also the discursive framing thereof in the studios’ promotional and branding discourses.
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This chapter draws its case studies from the so-called Disney Revival era of the late
2000s onward, a period during which The Walt Disney Company has sought to modernize
its princesses to address ideological critiques of the “classic” princess’s passivity,
domesticity, and ultimate inscription within heteropatriarchal norms. The Disney Revival
equally marks Pixar’s entry into the Disney Princess franchise after long remaining
recalcitrant to the Disney princess model and even reluctant to feature female protagonists.
This chapter thus centers on a comparative analysis of Disney’s Frozen (Jennifer Lee and
Chris Buck, 2013), which is representative of the studio’s attempt to reimagine the
princess, and Brave (Mark Andrews and Brenda Chapman, 2012), Pixar’s intervention into
the princess film subgenre. Looking at these films in relation to each studio’s historical
approach to female vocal performance offers a fruitful opportunity for examining the
industrial

determinants

that

have

informed

the

company’s

very

different

gender/representational politics. So too are these case studies germane to assessing the
impact of Disney’s acquisition of Pixar and of the subsequent deepening of the company’s
corporate ties on each company’s construction of the female voice—a line of inquiry I tease
out in the chapter’s concluding discussion of Moana (Ron Clements and John Musker,
2016) and Inside Out (Pete Docter and Ronnie Del Carmen, 2015).
In articulating this analysis, this chapter also suggests ways in which an
understanding of the female voice in animation might challenge the traditional feminist,
psychoanalytic approaches to the female voice in cinema described above. While this
project shares the political objectives of feminist scholars who view the female voice as an
important site for understanding the construction of gender in Hollywood cinema, it also
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suggests ways in which existing feminist psychoanalytic literature is perhaps inadequate to
understanding the female voice in animation. Because animated voices are, to some degree,
disembodied and exterior to the diegesis, and—by virtue of the fundamental separation of
the animated image and the body of the female vocal performer—inaccessible to the male
gaze, how might animation compel us to reconfigure our understanding of the female voice
in cinema? Does, as Silverman suggests, diegetic song performance in Disney musicals
relegate female protagonists to a position of interiority when these female voices are
simultaneously disembodied? Finally, can animation differently construct the female
subjectivity accessibility through the voice and offer more politically progressive potential
for the articulation of female subjectivity through the voice?

Conclusion
In his influential 1980 essay on sound-image relationships in the cinema, Rick
Altman draws an analogy between cinema and ventriloquism, proposing that “the sound
track is a ventriloquist who, by moving his dummy (the image) in time with the words he
secretly speaks, creates the illusion that the words are produced by the dummy/image
whereas in fact the dummy/image is actually created in order to disguise the source of the
sound.”68 The contemporary animated film, however, arguably complicates this
dummy/image relationship, placing the spotlight precisely on the ventriloquist speaking
for/as the dummy. This increased emphasis on the ventriloquist or vocal performer in
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contemporary animated cinema represents a significant shift in animated filmmaking
practices. This project maps the historical conditions and industrial logics that have
reconfigured the role that the voice plays in contemporary animated cinema and examines
the crucial role that the voice plays in the production, marketing, translation, and reception
of the animated feature film. Disney and Pixar feature animation are apt case studies for
such an analysis for two key reasons. First, as this dissertation demonstrates, both studios
have played an important part in the historical shift toward star vocal performance in
animation. Second, as major studios operating under the aegis of one of the largest, most
diversified global media conglomerates, the two companies are highly germane to an
analysis of the industrial conditions that have shaped the use of the voice in contemporary
animation in both a national and transnational context.
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Chapter One
“Leased Larynxes”:
An Industrial History of Vocal Performance in
Disney Animation, 1928-1950.

From its adoption of synchronized sound in the late 1920s to its investment in the
animated film musical genre, innovating and capitalizing on emerging film sound
technologies and practices was foundational to the early development of Walt Disney
Animation Studios.1 Academic histories of Disney’s early years have demonstrated how
its sonic strategies were both fundamentally informed by, and evolved in dynamic relation
to, its broader production, exhibition, and marketing practices; formal and aesthetic
strategies; and industrial and economic fortunes. But how Disney’s vocal performance
practices developed in relation to these forces has been left largely unexplored. Thus, to
begin to address this critical gap, this chapter maps Disney’s vocal performance strategies
developed in tandem with the company’s industrial and corporate evolution from its

1 The

studio was founded as the “Disney Brothers Cartoon Studio” in 1923 and subsequently
rechristened “Walt Disney Studio” and “Walt Disney Productions” in 1928 and 1929,
respectively. The animation division was then rebranded “Walt Disney Feature Animation” in
1986, and “Walt Disney Animation Studios” in 2006. This chapter thus uses “Disney” as a
simplified shorthand.
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emergence in the late 1920s as a niche company producing short films to its move, with
Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs (David Hand, 1937) [hereafter Snow White] into featurelength animation, which accompanied its transition into a major independent producer
during the height of the studio system.
In this chapter, my primary objective is to illustrate how the studio’s corporate
expansion, systematization/specialization of its production process practices, and move
into the production of feature-length animated films, led the studio to redefine its
understanding of the industrial, commercial, and cultural value of the voice in animation. 2
This understanding can be located in specific industrial practices, thus; in this chapter, I
trace the evolution of Disney’s voice casting methods, its labor arrangements with vocal
performers, its historical conception of the role and value of voice laborers in its
filmmaking practices, and its efforts to incorporate vocal performers into films’ marketing
campaigns and to synergistically monetize vocal performance in ancillary products.
This chapter is divided into three sections. I first outline Disney’s industrial
approach to vocal performance for its late 1920s to mid-1930s shorts to delineate how the
methods it adopted for its features grew out of, and reshaped, these procedures. Next, I
detail the voice casting, production, labor, and marketing strategies developed for Snow
White — the first time the studio confronted the demands of feature-length animation and
attempted to systematize these practices. Having traced the industrial determinants and
industrial practices of vocal performance in Disney’s first feature, I subsequently interpret
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these practices with reference to the literature on the voice in cinema, drawing on Mary
Ann Doane’s “The Voice in the Cinema: The Articulation of Body and Space.” 3 Finally, I
conclude this chapter by summarizing the continuation and variation of these practices in
the studio’s early-1940s features after which its feature-length narrative animation output
was suspended until Cinderella (1950) and at which point the postwar period ushers in
industrial changes that alter the studio’s vocal performance practices. Before delving into
this analysis, however, I first outline the earlier attempts to understand the industrial logics
of Disney’s sound practices during this period—which have focused on its exploitation of
music and sound technologies—and introduce the methodological and critical scaffolding
around which this analysis is structured and the sources from which it is drawn.

Disney’s Early Sonic Strategies: Literature and Methods
Douglas Gomery’s “Disney’s Business History: A Reinterpretation” draws several
“lessons for media history” from his analysis of Disney. Most relevant to the period
considered by this chapter, he argues that much of Disney’s business success can be
ascribed to its “skillful use of new technologies,” from sound and color to home video and
cable television. 4 Indeed, Gomery has contributed to the body of scholarship usefully
illuminating the economic imperatives undergirding Disney’s embrace of emerging film
sound technologies in the late 1920s. He underlines that Disney’s adoption of synchronized
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sound was a calculated economic gambit, precipitated by the studio’s need to “find an
appropriate business niche,” and one that proved essential to keeping the small,
independent studio afloat in an oligopolistic industry.5
Building on this work, J. P. Telotte offers a comparable reading of Disney’s
“pointedly economic decision to invest” in synchronized sound. He then extends this line
of analysis, to an examination of the studio’s efforts to “exploit the new technology and
diversify their product line”6 via its Silly Symphonies, which, as he asserts, “were designed
expressly to capitalize on sound’s possibilities.” 7 He argues that Disney’s strategy of
expressly and expressively foregrounded sound in the Sillys, both at the level of the text
(by writing them around, and closely tailoring them to, a pre-existing piece of music) and
in the marketing materials for these shorts, helped differentiate these shorts from
competitors’ fare and was ultimately critical to the series’ success. Finally, he briefly notes
that, by virtue of foregrounding the soundtrack, the Sillys also yielded the studio’s first hit
popular song (the theme-song-cum-Depression-era-anthem “Who’s Afraid of the Big, Bad
Wolf” from “The Three Little Pigs” [Burt Gillett, 1933]) thereby paving new, paratextual
avenues for capitalizing on film sound. 8

5 Ibid.,
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Complementing this work, Daniel Goldmark more closely examines the industrial
and economic determinants informing Disney’s approach to scoring its 1920s-40s shorts,
as well as the studio’s efforts to synergistically market these films’ songs. First, he
delineates the industrial conditions that galvanized Disney’s use of pre-existing, public
domain music to score its early shorts. As he details, whereas the studio’s primary
competitors were divisions of major Hollywood studios, that could freely mine their parent
companies’ music publishing catalogues for scoring material, the independent Disney had
no such access to contemporary popular tunes. Therefore, to economize on music licensing
fees, the studio, which was operating under meager profit margins, typically appropriated
public domain music to score its early shorts.9 Expanding on Telotte, Goldmark adds,
however, that “[b]eginning with ‘Minnie’s Yoo Hoo,’ Disney also had a string of hit pop
songs inspired by or presented in their shorts”—which thereby enabled the studio to strike
its own licensing agreements with music publishers/record companies to exploit its songs
commercially. 10 Moreover, to bolster their profitability, Disney often repurposed these
songs in ensuing productions “as opening theme songs, and even sometimes in the cartoons
themselves,” which “in turn helped drive sheet music and record sales.” 11 Turning to the
late 1930s-40s, Goldmark further argues that the studio’s transition into feature-length
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production allowed it to cultivate a more substantial “library of pop hits that [it] could draw
from at any time,” both textually and paratextually. 12 Disney also expanded these
synergistic sonic practices for its first feature production Snow White, marketing the film’s
song recordings as a soundtrack album or, as Jeff Smith describes, a “’movie music’ record
album[].”13 Indeed, the album, marketed in tandem with the film’s release, was the first
such feature film soundtrack record.
While the above ventures were relatively successful, the topic that figures most
prominent in scholarship on Disney’s use of film sound during this period is the studio’s
far less profitable stereophonic film sound experiment: Fantasia (James Algar et al., 1940)
and its attendant Fantasound system. 14 Most pertinent to my analysis are Telotte’s and
Moya Luckett’s respective analyses of the industrial/economic contingencies and corporate
strategies that shaped Disney’s first stereophonic film. Telotte argues that Fantasia‘s
commercial failure was, in large part, a function of “Disney’s status as a minor,
undercapitalized studio.”15 Because Disney did not own any theaters in which to implement
its costly, cumbersome Fantasound equipment (and exhibitors balked at the
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expense/logistical challenges of installing it), Fantasia was mostly exhibited (in stereo) via
a road-show/leasing model, which yielded diminishing returns and hindered the studio’s
efforts to recoup its sizeable investment in Fantasound.
Luckett, however, suggests Fantasia’s restricted release model was conceived, at
least in part, to “construct Fantasia as an artistic and cultural event.” 16 She grounds this
claim in a discursive analysis of Fantasia’s promotional campaign, which, she argues,
aimed to situate the film “within the arena of ‘high art’,” pitch it as “a product worthy of
the elite,” and “build Disney’s cultural capital.” 17 Crucially, she illustrates that these
cultural legitimation discourses were tightly articulated to Fantasia’s use of sound. The
campaign both emphasized the film’s innovative Fantasound apparatus and, to affirm the
“highbrow” qualities of its classical score, “ascribed [Walt] a connoisseur’s knowledge of
music, and associated him closely with his collaborators—conductor Leopold Stokowski
and commentator/musicologist Deems Taylor—as fellow custodians of ‘high’ culture.” 18
In sum, taken together, the preceding work helps lay the foundation for my analysis
in several key respects. First, it elucidates the industrial conditions that have historically
undergirded Disney’s use of film sound. As the following case studies evidence, a similar
nexus of determinants equally informed Disney voice casting, labor, and marketing
practices, both during this period and beyond. Second, it speaks to Disney’s longstanding
practice of exploiting film sound in the aim of shoring up its bottom line, increasing its
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profits, and “differentiating its products from those of its rivals.” 19 That is, this work
underscores Disney’s efforts to wield its sound tracks, technologies, and laborers in the
service of constructing a specific brand identity and of setting its products apart—both in
terms of their box office returns and their cultural status. Extending this work, the following
case studies consider the extent of Disney’s attempts to operationalize vocal
performances/performers in furtherance of parallel aims. Finally, the authors’ analyses of
Disney’s enterprise of monetizing/marketing its film songs as ancillary products helps
inform my discussion of its endeavors to capitalize paratextually on its feature film songs/
vocal performances. More broadly, I situate my approach in relation to, and aim to extend,
extant film-historical and musicological work on Disney’s industrial strategies for
exploiting film sound. While these studies primarily probe the studio’s negotiation of film
sound technologies and scoring methods, because they interrogate the industrial logics and
economic contingencies underlying these practices, they offer useful methodological
models for my study.
While the aesthetic dimensions of vocal performance in Disney animation offer
fruitful avenues for inquiry, this chapter’s aim is not to chart the evolution of vocal
performance styles in animation. Rather, in keeping with this project’s purview, I root this
chapter’s discussion of the voice as an aesthetic element in a discussion of Disney’s
approach to vocal performance through an industry studies lens. The above outlined
scholarship is attentive to the economic imperatives underpinning and determining the
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success of Disney’s broader sound strategies, and it informs my discussion of the studio’s
industrial practices vis-à-vis vocal performance/vocal performers, helping to elucidate the
industrial pressures and corporate imperatives that shaped vocal performance. But this
chapter differs from and builds on the above outlined scholarship not simply by adopting
previous scholars’ approaches and shifting focus to another aspect of sound design—the
voice—but instead by developing a methodological framework for analyzing vocal
performance as an industrial phenomenon or set of practices that cut across preproduction,
production, and marketing/ distribution. In other words, the chapter’s focus is not on
particular performers’ careers or performance styles but on the various ways the industry
has conceived of the cultural and commercial functions of the voice in animation.
Methodologically speaking, this chapter considers the voice in Disney animation
on what Schatz terms a “micro-industrial level,” analyzing the “production and marketing
strategies

of

individual

firms

and

distinct

market

sectors”

within specific

historical/industrial contexts. 20 The specific practices concerning the voice that I trace are:
how vocal performers are identified and cast; how vocal performers are integrated into the
production of animation; how vocal performers are remunerated and given credit for their
labor; how vocal performers are deployed in the advertising and promotional campaigns
for films; and how the vocal performer’s labor is exploited in ancillary products. Given
The Walt Disney Company’s current indisposition to granting scholars access to its
institutional archives, I excavate this history by performing a discursive analysis of trade
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press and popular press materials pertaining to Disney’s vocal performers/performances,
as well as the studio’s own promotional materials. I also analyze the biographies and
memoirs of, as well as published interviews with, Disney voice actors that help illuminate
Disney’s voice labor practices, as well as popular histories of Disney animation that draw
on, and thus provide a window into, the studio’s archival materials. 21 Finally, in order to
assess how the vocal performance strategies Disney developed in the 1930s relate to sound
studies’ theorization of the voice in cinema, I situate Snow White in relation to Doane’s
“ The Voice in the Cinema: The Articulation of Body and Space.”

From In-House Labor to “Voice Specialists”
Sound undoubtedly figures centrally in Disney’s late 1920s shorts, but while music
and, to a lesser extent, sound effects are prominent sonic elements in these texts, speech is
relatively absent. That is, the studio’s early shorts are fundamentally predicated on their
“exact synchronization of music and action”—a practice tellingly dubbed “Mickey
Mousing” in the 1930s—but they feature little if any speech. 22 While these shorts are
punctuated with a variety of closely synchronized non-verbal utterances (whistles, grunts,
laughter, etc.) and, in a few cases, brief bits of dialogue (for example, Minnie’s “Yoo Hoo!”
and “Wait! Wait!” in “Steamboat Willie” [Walt Disney and Ub Iwerks, 1928]), such
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vocalizations often function as much as sounds effects as speech. 23 To provide these
vocalizations, Disney sourced labor in-house, drafting existing studio employees into ad
hoc voice work. Walt Disney, for instance, first gave voice to Mickey and Minnie as would
composer Carl Stalling and inker Marjorie Ralston, respectively, in subsequent shorts.
Thus, whereas the staff who arranged/scored Disney’s early shorts all had some degree of
formal musical training and/or professional experience, its makeshift voice laborers had
little to no professional vocal performance experience and/or training.
More than a matter of Disney trivia, this strategy of (re)casting studio employees
as vocal performers was forged in relation to specific economic/industrial conditions. On
a basic level, Disney had very limited financial resources in the late 1920s (indeed, as is
oft noted, Walt Disney sold his car to help finance “Steamboat Willie’s” production).
Enlisting the services of studio staff already on the payroll—for no pay or a nominal fee—
was thus an economical, opportunistic way for Disney to voice its shorts on an anemic
budget. Furthermore, as Michael Barrier notes, due to economic and technological
constraints, voice tracks for Disney’s early shorts “were typically recorded simultaneously
with the music and sound effects in a single ‘take,’ after the cartoon had been animated.” 24
Recording extensive dialogue was thus logistically impractical, which, in turn, curtailed
the form and function of vocal performance in these shorts. Therefore, we might also see
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Disney’s use of non-specialized, in-house laborers (as opposed to trained voice actors) as
a function of the limited range and extent of vocal performance in its late 1920s shorts.
The studio’s approach to vocal performers/performance shifted in the 1930s as it
experienced incredible corporate growth and “a moderate level” of corporate success. 25 As
Roy Disney put it, the 1920s were lean years—“just bacon and eggs without the bacon”—
but, by the mid-1930s, “when the country was in the doldrums—[Disney] was relatively
prosperous.”26 The favorable distribution deal the studio struck with United Artists in 1932
(after breaking with Columbia) better positioned it in the competitive animation market,
while the multifaceted merchandising operations it began in 1930 provided “a financial
cushion of several hundred thousand dollars a year” in royalties. 27 As a result, Disney
expanded from a company of about two dozen employees in the late 1920s to one
employing nearly 200 workers and releasing twenty-five shorts per year in 1934. 28 Thus,
though “operat[ing] under razor-thin profit margins,” Disney funneled a sizable share of
its earnings back into production, and the studio’s labor force and film output grew. 29 As a
result the studio simultaneously worked to streamline its industrial production model,
implementing a stricter, more specialized division of labor at the studio. As Walt Disney
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put it, by the mid-1930s: “A greater degree of specialization was setting in. The plant was
becoming more like a Ford factory, but [its] moving parts were more complex than cogs—
human beings…who must be weighed and fitted into [their] proper place.” 30
Disney’s corporate expansion and move toward an increased division of labor
emerged alongside, and in direct relation to, its implementation of new story specialization
initiatives in the early-to-mid-1930s, namely its use of storyboarding and the formation of
a fully-fledged story department. Crucially, these story development measures crystallized
around the studio’s broader enterprise of crafting more personality-centric, characterdriven narrative shorts. 31 As Walt Disney succinctly put it in a 1934 staff memo: “Your
story should deal mostly with personalities.” 32 This imperative had two key impacts on the
form/function of vocal performance in Disney’s shorts and, as a result, its industrial
strategies vis-à-vis vocal performance. First, as Barrier notes, it was during the early earlyto-mid 1930s that “dialogue first entered the Disney cartoons in quantity.” 33 More
precisely, the range and extent of vocal performance in Disney’s shorts increased as
dialogue became a critical mechanism for furnishing characters with fully-formed
personae. As one Disney animator put it, “personality came more or less when they opened
up on the dialogue. It was the dialogue that had the personality that you tried to portray.”34
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For instance, as Telotte aptly notes, the defining features of Donald Duck (who would soon
surpass Mickey in popularity) was his distinct vocality and “over the top” “verbal sparring
with practically everyone and everything.”35 Most significantly, as Donald Crafton argues,
personality both “drove the narrative” and enabled characters “to seem real.” 36 While
gesture, expression, and movement were key to establishing “distinctive individual
features,” dialogue was essential to creating characters that seemed to be “innerdirected.”37 As the vocal conduit for expressing characters’ “inner” thoughts/feelings,
dialogue was foundational to the development of Disney’s personality-driven narratives.
The studio’s labor specialization project and its emphasis on personality, in turn,
reshaped Disney’s voice casting methods. While it continued to recruit some vocal
performers from within the studio’s walls—for example, an inker, Marcellite Garner, took
over voicing Minnie around 1930—Disney also enlisted more specialized, professionally
experienced vocal performers for its shorts.38 A 1935 Screenland article, for instance,
points to this blended practice noting that while “the voice of ‘Mickey Mouse’ is that of
Walt Disney himself…[his] cartoon pals are dubbed by specialists.” 39 One such ‘specialist’
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was Pinto Colvig, a former vaudevillian/circus performer and cartoonist who had
previously voiced Oswald the Lucky Rabbit in several 1930 Universal shorts. 40 Though
first hired as a “gag man” in 1930, Colvig became best known for voicing Goofy and
several other Disney characters. Between 1930 and 1932, Disney then recruited Billy
Bletcher, a live-action actor since the mid-teens, to voice characters such as the Big Bad
Wolf and Pete, among others; Florence Gill, a singer trained at the Royal Academy of
Music in London, to voice warbling bird characters including Madame Hen and Clara
Cluck; and Clarence Nash, a radio performer with a talent for bird imitations, to supply
Donald Duck’s voice. 41
The performers Disney engaged to voice its shorts were hired via rather informal
casting processes. Nash, for example, secured his audition somewhat by happenstance. At
the time, Nash was employed as a spokesperson for the Adhor Milk Company. In this
capacity, Nash drove a miniature promotional milk wagon around Los Angeles performing
for children, following a route intersected with Hyperion Boulevard (where Disney’s studio
was located from 1929-1939). As he recalls, during one of his runs:
I just happened to look across the street, and […] it said, “Walt Disney
Studios” […] I took this little circular, and I gave it to the switchboard
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operator [...] Two or three days later, [Disney director] Wilfred Jackson
called me up and wanted me to come out and do some bird sounds. 42
Of course, not all of Disney’s early vocal performers landed their roles in such an
impromptu, serendipitous way; however, the processes via which it cast vocal performers
for its shorts were largely opportunistic and heterogeneous as opposed to methodical and
standardized. By contrast, the studio implemented more formal, systematized casting
procedures for its first feature film, particularly with respect to selecting its female lead. 43
To realize the story/personality-centered aims of narrative shorts, Disney shifted
toward recording films’ voice tracks in advance of the animation so “animators could be
guided by” voice actors’ performances in shaping characters’ designs and personae. 44 Thus,
as personalities became the fulcrum of Disney’s narratives, the actors, whose vocalizations
helped define them, took on a more prominent role in the production process. Yet, while
Disney’s animators earned around $100-$125 a week in the mid-1930s (a relatively high
figure per industry standards at the time compared to other studios’ animation
departments), its ‘voice specialists' received meager pay for their work—which typically
entailed voicing numerous characters. As Bletcher recalled:
I had a session every week, not only to record one voice, but to record two
or three voices, for Walt. One actor would do the whole damned job. Now
they engage the big names and pay big money. But when we were there, the
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pay was very small, and if you did three or four voices you got paid just one
day's salary.45
As Bletcher’s reference to his pay scheme suggests, unlike the majority of Disney’s staff,
only Nash and Gill were reportedly under long-term contract.46 Thus, Disney’s “voice
specialists” were largely contingent laborers. Hiring specialized actors and mobilizing their
well-honed, anonymous, vocal apparatuses to voice multiple characters, therefore allowed
the studio to meet its expanded vocal performance demands but also keep labor costs low. 47
Moreover, these vocal performers remained anonymous laborers as they received
no screen credit for their work (a standard practice for animation studios at the time) and
were not incorporated into the advertising campaigns for the studio’s shorts. Rather, Disney
promoted its animated characters (and central merchandising assets), not their voice actors,
as the studio’s stars. Tim Lawson and Alisa Persons contend studios such as Disney
espoused this strategy for two key reasons. First, vocal anonymity safeguarded against
other animation studios poaching voice talent. Second, it impeded audiences from
associating a given animated character with a specific vocal performer as that might
provide the actor leverage to negotiate a more lucrative contract. 48 In short, it enabled
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studios to pay their un-credited voice talent lower wages and easily replace actors if
necessary.49 Given that most of Disney’s 1930s voice actors did not have continuing
employment and thus also worked for other animation studios, the authors’ first theory is
perhaps a questionable thesis. A somewhat facetious 1932 McCall’s article, however, lends
credence to the latter. As the author puts it: “Disney is the envy and despair of his fellow
producers in Hollywood… he does not have to supply ornate dressing rooms and personal
press agents for his stars. They receive no salaries and therefore do not strike for raises just
when the industry is least able to afford them.” 50 As I detail below, Disney retained many
of these labor practices (which, in fact, gave rise to legal disputes), but it also implemented
new voice casting and marketing methods for its first feature film, Snow White.

With a Smile and a Song: Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs
As Susan Ohmer argues, by the mid-1930s, Disney had established itself as
“animation’s most visible practitioner” and cultivated an “enormous cachet within the film
industry and within American culture as a whole.” 51 However, while Mickey Mouse, by
now a global icon, was generating strong merchandising revenue, the studio’s profit
margins were still slim. Most significantly, Walt Disney reportedly feared that double
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billing of feature films, which had become an increasingly popular Depression-era
exhibition strategy, “would eventually squeeze [...] short cartoons” out of theater programs
and thus felt “the only profitable future for animation was in features.”52 Disney set out to
innovate the American industry’s first full-color, feature-length animated film in order to
gain access to the market for features which promised greater revenue potential than short
films and protected the studio should the market for short film programs collapse. When
Disney’s plans to devote upwards of one million dollars to the production began to circulate
through the trade, some industry commentators doubted that audiences, accustomed to
animated films with running times under ten minutes, would “sit through a feature-length
cartoon” and took to calling the project “Disney’s Folly.” 53
In 1934, the studio began preliminary work on its first animated feature, Snow
White, and, importantly, initial stages of work sought to devise solutions to obstacles that
could make the animated feature a “folly.” Most obviously, Disney identified a popular,
familiar narrative to adapt in order to offer viewers a mixture of drama, pathos, and
comedy, and refined its multiplane animation process to increase the illusion of depth in
otherwise flat animation. Together, these may be understood as strategies to increase the
viewer’s emotional engagement and the film’s illusion of reality (or verisimilitude), two
fundamental bedrocks of Hollywood’s live-action dramaturgy. In the following discussion,
I examine how Disney’s corporate priorities and the aesthetic considerations extended to
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vocal performance practices. I first look at the expanded voice casting practices Disney
established for Snow White. Subsequently, I demonstrate that the studio simultaneously
maintained many of the voice labor practices it established in the early-to-mid 1930s.
Finally, I consider how Snow White’s vocal performance/vocal performers figured into the
film’s marketing campaign and paratexts. I conclude my discussion of Snow White by
assessing how its vocal performance practices may be understood in relation to existing
scholarship on the voice in cinema.

Finding the ‘Perfect’ Voice: Voice Casting and Vocal ‘Suitability’
By the time it began casting Snow White in 1935, Disney had cultivated a small
stable of performers it repeatedly called on to provide vocalizations for its shorts. In
addition to the aforementioned figures, other stock performers included Florence Gill, who
voiced characters such as Clara Cluck from mid-1930s to early 1940s, as well as Marion
Darlington and Purv Pullen, who both provided bird vocalizations for several mid-to-late1930s shorts). Yet, rather than simply tap this labor pool for Snow White, Disney both cast
a wider net to draw together the film’s voice cast and adopted more coordinated and
targeted voice casting practices to find performers capable of meeting a given role’s
specific vocal demands. In some cases, such as the casting of the Dwarfs, Disney’s
practices were consistent with those developed to build the studio’s stock company of vocal
talent, but, in others, the process of voice casting became further specialized, “weighing”
and “fitting” vocal performers, so to speak, in order to find the “proper” voices for the
film’s characters. This is most obvious in the casting of the title role.
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To find, as one Motion Picture Herald Article puts it, “the perfect voice for the
character of ‘Snow White,’” 54 Disney combed fifty radio stations, canvassed Los Angeles
voice schools, released casting ads in the trades, and ultimately auditioned 150 hopefuls
before awarding the role to Adriana Caselotti. 55 The article subsequently asserts that, when
it came to the film’s principal characters, “[n]o voice was chosen until the voice casting
director and everyone actively connected with the making of the film unanimously agreed
that it was perfect.”56 The piece’s overblown rhetoric notwithstanding, its reference to a
“voice casting director” is significant, as this is the first time the title appears in the trade
press discourse surrounding vocal performance in Disney animation. Although no voice
casting director officially features in Snow White’s credits, the figure to whom the article
refers is undoubtedly Roy Scott, who is specifically identified as such in court records
pertaining to the film. Scott was also the sole employee credited as “Casting Director” in
The 1937 Film Daily Year Book’s production personnel index for Disney—the first time
the publication lists such a staff position at the studio.57 It is unclear at which point during
the production Scott assumed this title—other accounts refer to him as a “talent scout”—
however, that Disney appointed a designated employee to recruit voice talent and to direct
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the film’s voice casting points to the greater degree of managerial oversight the process
entailed.
Similarly, while the article’s assertion that “everyone actively connected with the
making of the film” unanimously approved each vocal performer is certainly hyperbolic,
studio staff working at different levels of the film’s production nonetheless played an active
role in the voice casting process.58 Animator Bill Cottrell, for example, reportedly attended
auditions for the Evil Queen (whom veteran stage actor, Lucille LaVerne, ultimately
voiced) and brought storyboards he had created for the actors to consult. 59 Caselotti relays
that both Frank Churchill—who composed the music for most of Snow White’s songs—
and Walt Disney were present her initial audition. According to Caselotti, Churchill
accompanied her on the piano while Walt Disney, unbeknownst to Caselotti, sat hidden
behind a curtain on the soundstage, apparently because he wanted to listen to her
performance and not be “influenced by her appearance.”60
Seemingly speaking to this conceptualization of the voice as separable from the
body that produces it, the above Motion Picture Herald article notes: “[w]here regular
casting departments look for pulchritude and personality to a great extent, it doesn’t matter
to Disney if a woman has cross eyes and a club foot or if a man has a face that would sour
a pan of milk, as long as the voice is suitable.” 61 Cross eyes and club feet aside, this notion
58
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of “vocal suitability” seems to have been the primary logic undergirding Disney’s voice
casting strategies for Snow White. That is, Disney did not simply draw on the fungible skills
of the studio’s stock company but rather strove to select performers with the specific vocal
skills and qualities it deemed most suitable for a given character. For instance, when Scott
began searching for the film’s female lead in 1934, he contacted Los Angeles-based vocal
coach Guido Caselotti to request recommendations for “a student with the fortitude to sing
for the demanding role of Snow White.” His daughter, Adriana, surreptitiously
eavesdropped on the conversation on the extension line and recalled Scott further inquiring:
“Do you have a student who sounds like a little girl when she speaks and sings, but also
has had some operatic training? We want someone who can handle high notes and
coloratura.”62
On a basic level, this targeted solicitation points to the ways in which the film’s
voice casting strategies were expressly designed to recruit performers with a well-defined
set of specialized vocal qualities and aptitudes—in Snow White’s case, a coloratura soprano
who could plausibly sound like a child (more precisely, per the film’s original outline, a
fourteen-year old girl).63 Chris Pallant describes this vocal casting strategy as a “modified
form of Eisensteinian tipzah.” He argues that “throughout the history of animation, casting
has been dominated by the principle of aural ‘typage,’ with actors being chosen because
they sound how the character should” to provide “unobtrusive, type-specific
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performances.”64 Though the historicity of his claim is disputable, Snow White’s voice
casting strategies do seem to align with this principle. Indeed, Caselotti–who apparently
secured her audition by interjecting in the above referenced phone conversation to
nominate herself for the role–believes she won the part because of her ability to deliver the
lilting, “sing-song” cadence and “high, thin, vocal qualities” Disney desired for Snow
White.65
Caselotti was, in fact, the first person to audition for the part but was not officially
cast until nearly a year later, after Disney had tested 149 additional women (including a
then-thirteen-year-old Deanna Durbin, whom Walt Disney apparently felt sounded “too
mature” for the role).66 Disney also selected several of the Dwarfs’ vocalists based on a
similar principle of aural typage, hiring actors associated with specific vocal idiosyncrasies
developed in vaudevillian bits performed in other media forms. For instance, Disney cast
Roy Atwell—who was known to stutter when nervous and, as a Radio Guide article puts
it, had infamously “foozled” his lines in his Broadway debut—as Doc, a dwarf with a
tendency to muddle his words.67 By the same token, the studio cast Billy Gilbert—who had
acted in several Hal Roach films and was known for his exaggerated sneezing shtick—as
Sneezy. As I discuss below, these vocal laborers also impacted the development of the
characters whose desired “aural types” they delivered. The casting of Snow White’s voices
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was thus a search for performers with particular vocal qualities appropriate to the story’s
characters.

Whistle While You Work? Voice Labor(ers)
This casting process took place during the early stages of production in 1934, long
before the film was animated. Animators had produced sketches and models between 1934
and 1935, but Disney did not begin fully animating the film until February of 1936 after
the studio had not only cast Snow White’s principal voice actors but also recorded much of
the film’s voice track.68 Thus, extending the production practice Disney had initiated in the
mid-1930s narrative shorts, Snow White’s animators “drew to the voice track.” 69 As a
result, the actors who, as an item in The Film Daily put it, “leased their larynxes for the
film,” helped shape their respective characters’ visual designs and personalities. 70 For
example, to create character models for the dwarfs and develop their personalities,
animators drew inspiration from the voice actors who had been cast to voice them (as in
the case of Atwell for Doc). For dwarfs who had not yet been cast, animators devised what
we might call a type of vocal temp track, virtually ‘casting’ performers they felt embodied
the dwarfs’ personae (such as Will Rogers for Bashful) and ultimately enlisted several of
these “real-life analogues” to voice the characters (as with Otis Harlan for Happy). 71
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Similarly, Caselotti’s vocalizations for Snow White aided in cementing the
character’s design. Some early sketches figured her not as “the innocent fourteen-year-old
that Disney specified in the earliest outlines, but older, and far more sexually mature,”
sparking a months-long debate over Snow White’s appearance. The studio ultimately
rejected the former conception because it was at odds with Caselotti’s “naïve childlike
voice for Snow White.”72 Animators also reportedly attended Caselotti’s recording
sessions and studied her gestures for inspiration. Moreover, her vocalizations arguably
informed Marjorie Belcher, the dancer whom Disney hired as a live-action model for Snow
White. As Belcher recounts, to help guide the animation of Snow White’s movement and
behavior, Disney “would play the voice” track for her and then film her acting in
synchronization with soundtrack, “so the timing of her action would match the timing of
the dialogue.”73 Given that Belcher first listened to and then crafted her performance in
direct relation to that of her vocal counterpart, it is equally conceivable that Caselotti’s
vocalizations influenced her performance and, in turn, the animators’ conception of Snow
White’s actions and physicality.
Yet, despite the key role Snow White’s voice actors played in the development of
the films’ characters, the labor arrangements Disney established with them were neither
especially advantageous nor lucrative for the performers. Indeed, though it adopted more
standardized/ specialized casting methods for Snow White, Disney maintained its
established practices of paying vocal performers by the recording session and of keeping
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its voice labor budgets and wages low. For example, while Disney held Caselotti under
contract for Snow White, the agreement did not guarantee a fixed amount of compensation
but rather stipulated that she be paid by the recording session. She ultimately received
approximately $970 for her work, or just over twenty dollars a day for roughly forty-five
recording sessions from 1935-37.74 This was certainly not an insignificant amount in the
Depression nor the lowest wage grade at the studio—indeed, her daily rate was slightly
higher than the weekly salary women in Disney’s ink and paint department pulled in.
Nonetheless, it represented a very small fraction of the incredible sum Disney invested in
Snow White’s production—the negative cost of which totaled nearly $1.5 million
(borrowed, in large part, from the Bank of America). Moreover, it was a decidedly paltry
figure relative to the then record-breaking $8 million in global box office revenue the film
grossed in its first run—seventy-five percent of which Disney netted thanks to its unusually
advantageous distribution deal with RKO.75
We might thus argue that Scott’s strategy of mining Guido Caselotti’s student roster
was devised, at least in part, to source inexpensive voice labor for Snow White. That is,
while numerous established Hollywood performers undoubtedly had “the fortitude” to
voice Snow White, an unknown voice pupil represented a far less costly option for Disney,
which, unlike the majors, had no stable of contracted star actors on which to draw.
Admittedly, Adriana Caselotti was a somewhat exceptional case as she had far less
performance and recording experience than much of the film’s voice cast who, in keeping
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with Disney’s move toward voice specialization, were largely seasoned (though, aside from
LaVerne, not especially high profile) stage, screen, and radio performers.76 Nonetheless,
the latter performers equally worked for relatively little pay. For instance, Harry Stockwell
(Dean Stockwell’s father), who voiced the Prince, received less than $500 for his, albeit,
more limited, voice work. 77
These labor arrangements, which heavily favored the studio, culminated in a legal
dispute between Disney and Stockwell and Caselotti when Disney attempted to incorporate
their vocal performances—recorded for the feature film—into ancillary products. In 1937,
Caselotti’s recording of “Someday My Prince Will Come” had featured on Billboard’s top
ten, but the performer saw no residual payment for her work and was not aware, when
initially recording the song, that it was to be used anywhere beyond the film. By the time
of Caselotti and Stockwell’s initial filing in October 1938, a soundtrack album featuring
the film’s songs had already sold over 40,000 copies, sales figures which, as Variety claims,
outpaced “by a huge margin the disc turnover of any other music out of Hollywood” at the
time.78 The performers’ suit against the studio and RCA Victor, the RKO recording affiliate
that released Snow White’s soundtrack, sought a total of $300,000 in damages.79 The crux
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of the claim was that they had not granted Disney permission to reproduce their vocal
performances on Snow White’s soundtrack album, which featured their original song
recordings from the film and for which the actors received no residual compensation. The
actors’ legal representative argued that not only had Disney denied the performers royalties
to which they were ostensibly entitled from the record’s sales but also that
“manufactur[ing] and produc[ing]” their song performances from the film “as separate
records” had impeded their ability to exploit potentially lucrative opportunities to market
their own recordings of the films’ songs. 80 Thus, the suit centered precisely on Disney’s
monetization of the film’s recordings of the actors’ vocal performances—an issue that
would equally fuel a string of lawsuits brought against Disney by vocal performers in its
1950s-60s animated features in the 1980s-90s.
Although a lengthy legal process that extended through 1943 resulted in a hung
jury, Disney’s contracts with the performers did, in fact, grant the studio “the right to
reproduce in any manner whatsoever any recordings [...] of the plaintiff’s voice.”81 Thus,
while the parties eventually reconciled in the wake of the proceedings (as discussed in the
next chapter), neither Stockwell nor Caselotti received a share of the soundtrack’s
substantial profits. 82 Moreover, despite Snow White’s box-office success, the above
performers were unable to commute their voice work into more substantial performance
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careers, thus neatly hypostatizing the dictum a 1938 Photoplay article offers concerning
voice labor in animation during this period:
Voices in screen animations, naturally, are important, but stand no chance
whatever of capitalizing on their breaks when the picture is a feature... [I]n
spite of the terrific success of “Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs,” the
voices, ironically enough, will find their work no break for better things.
Disney's next features, “Pinocchio” and “Bambi,” will of necessity have to
cast new voices to fit new characters. 83
Fittingly exemplifying (and magnifying the irony) of this claim, the article goes on to
erroneously list the Prince’s voice actor as “Robert” Stockwell, pointing once more to the
relative anonymity of Snow White’s voice laborers. More to the point, however, the end of
the passage gestures toward a crucial element of the Snow White’s voice labor dynamics.
That is, whereas the actors who voiced Disney’s recurring, stock characters had a relatively
steady supply of work (if not permanent contracts), Disney’s practice of casting its feature
film vocal performers based on their ability to voice a specific character’s “aural type”
meant there was no guarantee of future voice work for these performers. Moreover, while
the film itself received an unusually large number of “publicity breaks,” its vocal
performers did not. In fact, as the following section details, although Disney paratextually
exploited Snow White’s vocal performances in the film’s promotional campaign and
ancillary products, it simultaneously obfuscated the laborers who provided them.
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Maintaining the Illusion of Life: Voice Marketing
As Richard Jewell notes, “an extraordinary media blitzkrieg accompanied” 84 Snow
White’s release, buttressed by what a 1937 The Film Daily article describes as, “probably
the most extensive campaign of national tie-ups ever placed in back of one production.” 85
Features on the film appeared in the pages nearly every popular magazine—from Life to
Better Homes and Gardens to Popular Mechanics—and merchandising for the film
embraced “dolls, toys, books and other novelties.” 86 Though not the most conspicuous
element of the publicity materials and tie-ins encircling Snow White, the film’s vocal
performers/vocal performances nevertheless figured into these paratexts in several key
ways. First, building on its efforts to market recordings of its short film songs, Disney
synergistically monetized Snow White’s vocal performances, repackaging the film’s song
recordings as a three-78rpm-disc album. The album was highly successful: “[a]ll three
discs charted,” and “Whistle While You Work” and “Heigh Ho” became “fixtures on
radio’s popular Your Hit Parade.”87
Snow White’s vocal performers also contributed to the “gigantic ballyhoo”
surrounding the film. 88 Two days prior to its premiere, for example, the main voice cast
performed on The Edgar Bergan Charlie McCarthy Show (1936-1955) show—then the
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top-rated radio program in the country. 89 Much of cast (though, notably, not Caselotti) later
voiced a Lux Radio Theatre (1934-1955) adaptation of the film and starred in the inaugural
episode of The Mickey Mouse Theater of the Air (1938), a show specifically conceived as
a promotional vehicle for the studio’s films.90 However, although Walt Disney gave a
personal interview on the Lux program, in all the above cases, the films’ voice actors
appeared solely in character and were not identified by name. Thus, while Disney actively
exploited these performers’ voice labor in Snow White’s marketing campaign and tie-ins,
the actors themselves remained largely anonymous. Indeed, a Motion Picture Herald
article asserts: “’Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs’ is one picture whose principals will
not be seen on a personal appearance tour, a practice quite common these days in
connection with the exhibition of outstanding productions.” 91 The operative word here is
personal, for, while Snow White’s voice actors did participate in the films’ promotion, they
did so in character. By the same token, it is worth noting that the voice casts’ most
prominent media engagements were radio gigs—inherently disembodied vocal
performances that doubly divorced the (unidentified) vocal performers from the (in
character) vocalizations they provided.
By the same token, Snow White’s December 1937 premiere at Hollywood’s
Carthay Circle Theater was an extravagant affair that was headlined by highly publicized
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appearances of a host of stars—Shirley Temple, Charlie Chaplin, and Cary Grant, among
many others—but notably excluded the film’s voice cast. Caselotti claims that she and
Stockwell not only did not receive tickets but were denied entrance (they apparently snuck
in).92 Caselotti’s account points to both Disney’s inequitable treatment of its voice laborers
and the studio’s conspicuous efforts to obscure the identities of Snow White’s voice
actors.93 In the first place, these performers received no screen credit for their work.
Second, while some trade/popular press articles cited the performers’ names, many of Snow
White’s promotional materials explicitly elided them. In fact, the Carthay Circle Theater
playbill for the premiere not only lists the film’s “cast” solely by character name but
includes the following note:
Most of the names of those supplying the voices for Walt Disney’s first fulllength production […] are well-known to radio, stage and motion picture
audiences. However, Disney will not allow the names to be divulged as he
feels that it would detract from the audience’s acceptance of the voice as a
part of a character. 94
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Caselotti also refers to this practice in an interview, asserting that Walt Disney felt
“it would spoil the illusion if you were to show the people who provided the film’s
voices.”95 This is especially notable as several of these voice actors’ personae neatly
aligned with the characters they voiced—and, indeed, likely informed the studio’s decision
to cast them in their respective roles. Gilbert’s outlandish sneezing, for instance, was the
crux of his star persona, just as it was his character, Sneezy’s, defining trait. Similarly, in
addition to the lore surrounding Atwell’s Broadway debut, Walt Disney succinctly laid out
the rationale for casting the actor as Doc as follows: “He is, like Doc, a windbag type.” 96
Nevertheless, Disney did not foreground nor mine these performers’ star discourses in the
films’ marketing campaign. Rather, Disney strove to uncouple these performers from the
characters whom they voiced. On one level, keeping the film’s voices anonymous was
arguably a means of preempting performers from gaining greater exposure, which they
might in turn leverage to demand better pay. However, since Disney was unlikely to find
voices that perfectly “fit” Snow White’s characters suitable “fits” for characters in future
films, this practice reinforces the theory that Disney cast “aurally typed” performers to
furnish Snow White with unobtrusive performances, a priority, for Disney, as the company
sought to convert industrial practices and aesthetic codes developed for animated shorts to
feature animation.

Caselotti and Sibley, Snow White Speaks! She also claims that Disney prevented her from
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Although Disney did not promote Snow White’s voice cast, the studio apparently
did see value in publicizing its voice casting methods. In fact, while the forty-four page
RKO pressbook for Snow White does not cite any of the film’s voice actors (though it
prominently lists primary crew members), it specifically details Disney’s voice casting
process for the feature. 97 Moreover, whereas vocal performance in animation received
scant press coverage in the late 1920s to mid-1930s, several articles detailing this process
emerged in “the avalanche of pure publicity” that blanketed the pages of popular/trade
press publications in advance of and following the film’s release.98 For example, a Motion
Picture Herald article entitled, “Casting Voices,” begins by stating:
Lots of persons have been curious to know why in the Walt Disney studio,
where all the picture characters from out of a bottle of ink or pot of paint,
there should be such a thing as a casting department. Advance news
concerning the forthcoming “Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs” prompted
us to ask the question, “What do you need a casting department for?” In this
particular studio, the proper voices are just as important as the proper
physical types of actors are to regular motion picture companies. 99
The article goes on to highlight the number of performers Disney auditioned, and radio
stations it canvassed, to find Snow White’s voice—in some respects, mirroring the rhetoric
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of David O. Selznick’s “Search for Scarlett,” that would occupy the pages only a few
months later (though, of course, Disney did not promote Caselotti as a star as Selznick did
Vivien Leigh). More broadly, the article’s tone and content are worth parsing greater detail.
In the first place, that this and other pieces feature specific facts and figures
pertaining to Snow White’s voice casting techniques indicates that Disney must have
expressly included this information in its press releases for the films. Indeed, the article’s
tone strongly suggests it is a studio plant or, at the very least, based on Disney public
relations materials. It is equally noteworthy that the article both singles out Disney’s
particular strategies for finding the proper voices and frames them akin to those of
“regular” (i.e. live-action) motion picture companies. This construction not only implies
that selecting “proper voices” is of singular import to Disney, specifically (as opposed to
all animation studies), but also that the studio’s casting procedures are as extensive and
coordinated as those of live-action studios—even though Disney did not, properly
speaking, have a full-fledged casting department at this juncture. This is not to suggest that
voice casting was unimportant for other animation studios but rather to point up the way in
which the piece couches its description of Snow White’s voice casting process in a
discourse of product differentiation and cultural legitimation. 100 In other words,
constructing this undertaking as a carefully coordinated endeavor serves to signal the film’s
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quality, set it apart from other animation studios’ fare, and lend it the cultural legitimacy
of the live-action production.

The Animated Fantasmic Body
More broadly, however, we might usefully consider Disney’s vocal performance
strategies in relation to the nature of sound/image relationships in animation. As part of
one of the first sustained collections devoted to the analysis of film sound, Mary Ann
Doane’s “The Voice in Cinema: The Articulation of Body and Space,” laid much of the
initial groundwork for subsequent analyses of the voice—particularly the disembodied
voice—in cinema.101 Doane’s analysis focuses on two central themes: the ways in which
the “technology and practices of the cinema” function to constitute a coherent, “fantasmic
body, which offers a support as well as a point of identification for the subject addressed
by the film,” and the threat that sound poses to this unified fantasmic body through its
“potential risk of exposing the material heterogeneity of the medium.” 102 Thus, at its core,
Doane’s analysis hinges on mapping how the voice structures “the intersubjective relation
between film and spectator.” 103
For Doane, this intersubjective relation not only involves an “I-you relationship” in
which “the voice serves as a support for the spectator’s recognition and his/her
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identification of, as well as with, the star,” but also “the necessary spatializing of that
relationship.”104 This spatialization refers to both “the sonorous envelope provided by the
theatrical space” and “the aural illusions of position constructed by the approximation of
sound perspective and by techniques which spatialize the voice and endow it with
‘presence,’” both of which function to “[guarantee] the singularity and stability of a point
of audition, thus holding at bay the potential trauma of dispersal, dismemberment and
difference.”105 Doane thus examines how various forms of embodied and disembodied
voices—those seen onscreen, implied in an offscreen diegetic space (voice-off), and those
outside of that space (voice-over)—function either to maintain or threaten this “imaginary
harmony” and cinema’s fantasmic body.106
Animated films heighten this potential risk as they cannot simply reconstitute an
actor’s extradiegetically unified voice/body as a fantasmatic body but rather must construct
an animated character’s abstract, fantastic body and a vocal performer’s inherently
disembodied voice as a fantasmatic, cohesive unit. Walt Disney, in fact, expressed
concerns several years prior during the production of “Steamboat Willie,” that audiences
“might not even accept a voice emanating from a drawing.” 107 Thus, as the above casting
practices and promotional materials suggest, by obscuring the film’s vocal performers the
studio apparently sought to elide the gap between the extradiegetic source of a character’s
104
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voice (the performer’s “leased larynx”) and its diegetic source (the animated character
itself) so as not to obtrude upon the spectator’s “acceptance” of, and identification with,
these characters.108 Put differently, just as a ventriloquist conceals her lip movements to
mask the source of her dummy’s voice to reinforce the illusion that the dummy itself has
the power of speech, eliding Snow White’s voice actors was arguably a strategy for
seamlessly affixing characters’ voices to their onscreen bodies to shore up the illusion that
the visible bodies of the characters, themselves, are intrinsically endowed with a voice and,
by extension, as Goldmark puts it, “an innate sense of vitality.” 109

“Ukulele Ike” and Vocal Performance and Disney’s 1940s Features
The decade after Snow White’s release was as Schatz describes, a “boom and bust”
period, both for Disney and for the Hollywood film industry writ large. 110 A detailed
discussion of the transformations that marked this decade is beyond my purview, but the
broad outlines of the company’s trajectory from the late 1930s to 1940s is necessary here
to indicate how the vocal performance practices developed for Snow White continued in
the studio’s 1940s films. With the profits from Snow White, Disney expanded its
operations, constructing and moving into a new studio facility in Burbank in 1940 and
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tripling its number of employees. The company also, and for the first time, issued stock in
April 1940, thereby increasing its responsibility to turn a profit for shareholders. During
the early 1940s, studio also released several box office disappointments—a function, in
part of the closing off of the European markets in WWII—and incurred mounting debt.
The cut backs and layoffs it subsequently executed compounded growing dissent among
studio employees over Disney’s inequitable labor practices (which had equally fueled
Caselotti and Atwell’s suit) and culminated in the much-publicized 1941 animators strike,
a further a series of layoffs and, years later, Walt Disney’s “friendly” participation in the
late 1940s HUAC hearings.111 During the war, the studio reoriented its filmmaking
operations toward producing various government-backed projects, supplying animation for
instructional films, such as Aircraft Carrier Landing Signals (1942) and Aircraft Welding
(1943), for military training; producing propaganda films, such The New Spirit (Wilfred
Jackson and Ben Sharpsteen, 1942) and Der Fuhrer’s Face (Jack Kinnery, 1942), for
domestic audiences; and State Department “Good Neighbor” films, such as Saludos
Amigos (Wilfred Jackson et al., 1942) and The Three Caballeros (Norman Ferguson et al.,
1944), for the Latin American market.
During this decade, the studio produced three animated narrative feature films:
Pinocchio (Ben Sharpsteen and Hamilton Luske, 1940), Dumbo (Ben Sharpsteen, 1941),
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and Bambi (David Hand, 1942), of which only Dumbo recouped its production costs (which
were significantly lower than the other two films) at the box office. 112 Disney also released
Fantasia and The Reluctant Dragon (Alfred Werker et al.), in 1940 and 1941, respectively.
Though technically feature-length productions, the former is more akin to an amalgamation
of Silly Symphonies than an animated narrative feature while the latter combines animated
sequences with a live-action ‘studio tour.’ Similarly, while Disney released the animated
documentary feature, Victory Through Air Power (Perce Pearce, 1943), the liveaction/animation hybrid, Song of the South (Harve Foster and Wilfred Jackson, 1946),
along with a string of feature-length anthology films in 1943-49, properly speaking, Disney
suspended commercial feature animation after 1942 and did not return to the full-fledged
animated feature until 1950’s Cinderella, the studio’s first postwar feature.
Amidst the upheavals of the early 1940s, Disney continued many of the vocal
performances established in Snow White but altered others in ways that bear mentioning
here. First, industrial strategies vis-à-vis voice casting exhibited further specialization and
standardization, as the studio grew more comfortable drawing on a stock company of vocal
performers for subsequent features. Although Colvig (the voice of Goofy) and bird
vocalizers Darlington and Pullen lent their voices to Snow White, the studio largely avoided
drawing from its existing voice labor pool to fill out the feature’s voice cast. By contrast,
starting with Dumbo, Disney began regularly casting the “voice specialists” it recruited for
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its 1930s shorts in its animated feature films. Nash, for instance, lent his voice to supporting
characters in Pinocchio and Bambi, while Bletcher voiced a small role in Dumbo.113 During
this period, the studio also drafted new performers into its regular lineup of voice actors,
including Sterling Holloway and Verna Felton, who would go on to voice a variety of
Disney characters over the course of the next several decades. As in Cinderella, these vocal
performers received no credit for their animated feature work although several of Disney’s
stock performers, including Nash and Holloway, received screen credit for their work in
Disney’s 1940s package films.
Simultaneously, however, Disney also experimented in recruiting several higher
profile performers to voice its 1940s features. Most notably, among these performers is
Cliff Edwards, who voiced Pinocchio’s Jiminy Cricket and recorded the film’s title song,
“When You Wish Upon a Star,” which would go on to become Disney’s de facto theme
song, and Dumbo’s (deeply problematic) “Jim Crow.”114 Edwards, also known as “Ukulele
Ike,” had cultivated a highly successful career as a recording artist, radio performer, and
film actor in the 1920s-30s. While Edwards was not a leading man, the performer had
achieved such a high degree of fame and popularity that his name and voice would have
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been well-known to audiences at the time of the film’s release.115 Indeed, whereas trade
press and promotional discourses pertaining to vocal performance in Snow White primarily
centered on the process of casting the film’s voice actors, discourses surrounding
Pinocchio and Dumbo more frequently reference both Edwards, and his “name value,” so
to speak. For instance, a 1938 Photoplay article not only prefaces its discussion of
Edwards’s forthcoming turn in Pinocchio, by asserting, “[t]he voice of Jiminy [...] has been
cast and it's a ‘name’ you know well,” but takes his casting as a sign that:
The finest talent in motion pictures is now so interested in Walt Disney’s
work that it is volunteering its services to Walt. From now on, casting of
voices looks more like a matter of selection rather than search. Cliff
Edwards has been cast as the voice of Jiminy, the cricket. He is the only
“name” so far definitely cast although many people are being auditioned.
John Barrymore wants badly to do a Disney voice and Helen Hayes has said
she’d love to, too.116
The article’s questionable claims notwithstanding, its emphasis on Edwards, and his name
recognition value, exemplifies a broader shift in trade press discourses surrounding
Disney’s vocal performers that would continue with Cinderella. Furthermore, the article
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(which reads like a studio plant) suggests Disney’s advance publicity material for
Pinocchio also highlighted Edwards.

Conclusion
White certainly notable, Edwards’s casting in Pinocchio does not mark a largescale
shift toward Disney enlisting star vocal performers but rather represents an important
historical precedent in this regard. 117 Though anomalous, Edwards’s 1940s voice work for
Disney troubles the popular narrative that, prior to the Disney Renaissance, the studio only
cast “unknown” vocal performers in its animated features. But beyond anticipating
strategies that the studio would more systematically develop in the coming decades, the
casting of Edwards can also be recuperated within Disney’s late-1930s project of securing
the cultural legitimation of the animated feature. Having, with Snow White, established
vocal performance practices that secured—or at least did not threaten—the illusionism,
narrative absorption, and spectatorial identification that had previously separated
animation from much live-action filmmaking, the studio could also develop other strategies
for associating feature animation with more legitimated forms of media. Notable in this
regard is the aforementioned Photoplay article on Disney’s “Great New Plans,” in which
the casting of Edwards is positioned alongside the purported desire of Barrymore and
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Academy Award winner Hayes, both established film and stage performers, to voice a
Disney film.
Between its emergence as a niche producer of musical shorts in the 1920s and its
pioneering of the animated feature in the late 1930s and early 1940s, Disney redefined its
conceptualization of the industrial, commercial, and cultural function of the voice in
animation through a series of casting, production, labor, and promotional strategies I call
vocal performance practices. The studio systematically scouted professional performers
whose vocal qualities—whether a high, thin coloratura, “foozled” line delivery, or simply
an impressive sneeze—“fit” the film’s characters. While Snow White’s vocal performers
also participated in the film’s promotion, Disney obfuscated their labor, and despite the
film’s massive box-office success, they received relatively little pay for their work. Instead,
Disney wielded these casting procedures—though not the film’s performers, themselves—
in Snow White’s promotional discourses, in the service of bolstering the animated feature’s
prestige. While the production of later animated films in this period saw some variations
on these vocal performance practices, it would not be until the postwar years—when the
commercial and industrial pressures influencing feature animation were quite different—
that Disney’s understanding of the voice and the industrial practices that instituted this
understanding would undergo major revision.
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Chapter Two
“I Wanna Be Like You”: An Industrial History of
Vocal Performance in Disney Feature Animation, 1950-1984

Cinderella, Disney’s first postwar animated feature, bears much in common with
Snow White. The animators and directors in Cinderella’s early story conferences,
understood the earlier film as a narrative paradigm for the latter: both are musicals based
on fairy tales and center on protagonists who are young, “beautiful, innocent, and made to
suffer unjustly.”1 But the conditions that gave rise to the productions, and the industrial
determinants and pressures that shaped them, were quite different. Disney came out of the
war years in a relatively precarious position. Snow White’s earnings had been reinvested in
the company, and gone were the government contracts that offered a degree of stability
during the war. The company was carrying $4.6 million of debt in 1946, and its live-action
and animation anthology films were not generating significant revenues. The studio posted
its first losses since before the war in 1948 and 1949. In need of a box office hit, Disney
returned to the form that had brought the company its greatest success to date.
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Though returning to a previously successful model at this juncture would appear to
seem a pragmatic and even cautious business strategy, a fully-animated feature was a risk
in the late 1940s, and Roy Disney encouraged Walt to avoid feature animation altogether.
A number of factors were working against animation: the cost of producing cartoon shorts
had risen over fifty percent in two years (from $17,000 in 1945, rises to $25,000 in 1947);
labor costs had risen over forty percent; Technicolor’s color processing fees were
increasing; and exhibitor rental rates (especially for shorts) were not rising sufficiently to
offset these costs. As a result, a greater attention to economy, a higher degree of control
over production, and a more expansive promotional campaign, characterized the
production of Cinderella—all of which would importantly reconfigure the studio’s vocal
performance practices in ways that would largely remain consistent through the 1950s to
the late-1960s. Disney’s production of The Jungle Book (Wolfgang Reitherman, 1967),
responding to competition in the animated market from television cartoons, would once
again reconfigure the studio’s vocal performance practices, incorporating identifiable
performers and their personae to an extent not previously attempted by the studio. This
development would establish the practices that typified Disney’s animated voice until the
Disney Renaissance of the 1990s. While the major case studies bookending this chapter
correspond to Walt Disney’s first animated feature since the war and the last film made by
the studio before his death, this periodization is not meant to enshrine Walt Disney as an
authorial figure but rather allows us to chart the development of Disney’s industrial
practices vis-à-vis vocal performance in relation to the studio’s growth from an established
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but economically unstable independent producer to a horizontally integrated media
company.
In this chapter, my primary objective is to understand how Disney’s postwar search
for a more economical and systematized approach to animation, as well as its corporate
expansion in music publishing, television, and theme parks, led the studio to revise the
understanding of the voice in animation represented by the industrial strategies developed
by the early 1940s (traced in the previous chapter). As in the previous chapter, my analysis
is primarily located at the “micro-industrial level” identified by Thomas Schatz and
delineates shifts at the same analytical levels as in Chapter One—that is, the studio’s
strategies of voice casting, production, labor, promotion, and marketing that together
comprise its vocal performance practices. This chapter is divided into three major sections.
First, in my discussion of Cinderella, I detail the intensification of the strategy of casting
established vocal performers, their increased effect on the film’s production/ animation,
and the ways in which the studio broke with its previous practice of keeping vocal
performers invisible in the marketing and promotion of animated features. Next, I trace
how these strategies were continued and refined in the studio’s 1950s and early-1960s films
and discuss Disney’s attempt to leverage a star, Peggy Lee, during this transitional period.
This chapter’s final case study, The Jungle Book (1967), explores the studio’s casting,
production, and marketing strategies around Phil Harris and Louis Prima and
contextualizes these within the industrial imperatives of the late 1960s.
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Disney’s Post-war Sonic Strategies: Literature and Methods
Relatively little scholarly literature attends to Disney’s mobilization of sound
practices in the postwar decades. As is evident in the previous chapter’s literature review,
it has been the company’s technological innovations (Fantasound) and role in pioneering
of new cinematic forms (musical shorts, feature-length animation) that have attracted
scholarly inquiry to the industrial and cultural logics of its sound practices. However, after
establishing its position in the industry as a significant independent producer, Disney did
not continue to enhance its standing within the film industry by developing new sound
technologies or genres of musical films but by horizontally expanding into adjacent media
and entertainment fields, most notably television and theme parks. 2 There is, therefore, a
corresponding drop-off in scholarly attention paid to the company’s sound practices—with,
however, a few exceptions noted below. In this review, I will survey the literature that has
considered how Disney leveraged sound in the 1950s and 1960s in order to contextualize
my study of the animated voice within the company’s broader corporate strategies in this
period as well as scholarship on the chapter’s two main case studies–Cinderella and The
Jungle Book.
Rebecca Coyle and Jon Fitzgerald’s scholarly survey of Disney’s scoring strategies
and exploitation of film music from the 1950s to the 1970s as well as Tim Hollis and Greg
Ehrbar’s popular history of Walt Disney Records provide useful insight into the studio’s
sonic strategies during this period. To begin with, both studies detail Disney’s practice,
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beginning in the 1950s, of recruiting popular songwriters, such as Sammy Cahn and
Sammy Fain, to craft songs for its features, in the hope of generating hit tunes to exploit as
ancillary products for Alice in Wonderland (1951) and Peter Pan (1953).3 This move
toward established songwriters coincided with Disney’s establishment of an in-house
music publishing company, Walt Disney Music Company, in 1949, and its own record
company, Disneyland Records, in 1956. The authors thus underscore the studio’s
heightened efforts in the postwar period to control closely, and capitalize on and exploit,
its film songs—and thus, its vocal performers/performances. 4
Moving to the 1960s and 1970s, both studies emphasize Disney’s cultivation of inhouse songwriting talent. Richard and Robert Sherman were “employed under exclusive
contract” from 1960-68 (and whose songs also appeared in The AristoCats [Wolfgang
Reitherman, 1970] and The Many Adventures of Winnie the Pooh [John Lounsbery and
Wolfgang Reitherman, 1977]). 5 As Hollis and Ehrbar indicate, the Shermans landed this
staff songwriting position by ascending the ranks at Disneyland Records after crafting
several hit songs for Mickey Mouse Club star and Disneyland Records artist Annette
3
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Funicello.6 Thus, the songwriters were developed “in house,” and their work with Disney’s
film division stemmed, in large part, from their success at monetizing and merchandising
Funicello’s vocal performances, pointing to the increasingly central role Disney’s
corporate synergies would play in shaping the form and function of vocal performance in
its animated features. Coyle and Fitzgerald further specify that the Shermans were the first
songwriters Disney employed under long-term contract (having previously engaged
songwriters largely on a commission basis), describing this as a “further centralization of
creative assets” and therefore equally suggesting a new level of investment in crafting
commercially marketable songs, or vocal performance vehicles, for its 1960s and 1970s
features.7
Beyond the increased resources allocated to film music—spurred by its expansion
into record publishing and television—academic literature has had little to say about
Disney’s sound practices. This may be, in part, because Disney ceased to be the industry’s
leading innovator in animation during this period, a perspective that numerous scholars
have echoed. The contemporaneous critical reception of Disney’s output was no longer
uniformly positive as commentators found other studios to champion. Among the most
notable of these was United Productions of America (UPA), founded by Disney animators
who had left the company in the aftermath of the 1941 strike. Critic Arthur Knight, for
example, praised the “unrepresentational” qualities of UPA’s animation style which
rejected Disney’s realist illusion of life aesthetic for greater abstraction inspired by Picasso
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and Matisse, and industry accolades followed: in 1950, UPA’s Gerald McBoing-Boing
(Robert Cannon, 1950) won the Academy Award for Animated Short Film (conversely,
after dominating the category since its inception in the 1930s, Disney won only one Oscar
between the war and Walt’s death in 1966). 8 Gerald McBoing-Boing is notable not only
for its abstract, modernist visual design but also, in its eponymous character’s only
“speaking” in sound effects, for undermining the vocal illusionism that had typified
Disney’s animation since its introduction of “personality” narratives in the 1930s.
Scholarship has followed the popular discourse in locating studios like UPA, rather than
Disney, at the forefront of industrial and formal developments in animation. 9
Nearly encapsulating the invisibility of Disney’s sound practices during this period
is Daniel Goldmark’s synoptic history of cartoon music, which dispenses with Disney
feature films in a sentence: “In the feature-film arena, Disney, having established such a
successful model with their early musicals, did not change their approach much since the
1940s.” 10 But while Disney may not have substantially revised its scoring and musical
practices after the 1940s, the same is not true for the element of sound design with which
this dissertation is concerned. As I will show, the vocal performance practices Disney
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established Disney in the late 1930s underwent two major developments during this period,
which correspond to this chapter’s two case studies.
If Disney sound scholarship has not been sensitive to these changes in the voice
practices or the industrial forces that determined them, the broader historiography of
Disney and its films provide a framework for this analysis. Of Douglas Gomery’s “lessons
for media history” offered by Disney, his observation that Walt Disney Company’s
fortunes have been subject to the vicissitudes of “uncontrollable factors,” such as
“technological change, the business cycle, and war,” is most pertinent here. 11 During this
period, the postwar slump in the film industry, the rise of television (especially as an outlet
for animation), and broader cultural shifts all affected Disney’s corporate success and
behavior. Extending such determinants to the individual films, Susan Ohmer’s essay on
Cinderella asks “what it meant to ‘return’ to feature length animation” and explores the
film “as a ‘culture industry’ variant on three levels: in terms of its narrative development,
production history, and culture position.” 12 In so doing, she is careful to delineate how
Disney’s tenuous postwar economic position and corporate strategies informed
Cinderella’s narrative, production, and cultural position. While The Jungle Book has been
the subject of scholarly discourse, the majority of this work has focused on its racial and
cultural politics and status. The burden of the following analysis is to extend Gomery’s and
Ohmer’s attention, respectively, to Disney’s changing fortunes and its industrial strategies
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of textual production to vocal performance in the studio’s early 1950s and late 1960s
animated features, as represented by Cinderella and The Jungle Book.

“Oh Sing Sweet Nightingale”: Cinderella
Though Cinderella’s voice actors were not “stars” on Cliff Edwards’s level, Disney
made a concerted effort to recruit seasoned vocal performers, often with resumes including
roles similar to those of the film’s characters. Ilene Woods, who voiced the film’s princess,
was certainly a more established performer than Snow White’s Adriana Caselotti and,
unlike Woods’s predecessor, figured heavily in Cinderella’s promotional campaign.
Several of Cinderella’s supporting vocal performers were also somewhat well-known
commodities at the time of their casting. Moreover, the film’s voice cast became the first
of Disney’s animated feature film voice actors to receive a form of screen credit. Finally,
for Cinderella, Disney significantly expanded its efforts to synergistically market its
feature films’ vocal performances across a broad range of ancillary texts.

“Aural Typage and Vocal Prominence”: Voice Casting
While the studio had apparently been “developing Cinderella in fits and starts since
1938,” production on the film began in late 1947. 13 Soon thereafter, the studio engaged Tin
Pan Alley songwriters Al Hoffman, Mack David, and Jerry Livingston to pen Cinderella’s
songs (apparently looking for them to produce songs in a style akin to the 1947 Perry Como
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hit the latter two had written, “Chi-Baba-Chi Baba”).14 Crucially, just as Frank Churchill
was actively involved in the process of selecting Snow White’s princess, Cinderella’s
songwriters played a critical part in casting Disney’s second princess character. Once the
trio had completed three of the film’s main songs: “Bibbidi-Bobbidi-Boo,” “A Dream Is a
Wish Your Heart Makes,” and “So This is Love,” they apparently called on singer and
radio performer Woods to provide the vocals for a demo recording of tunes to present to
the studio for approval. Woods had previously hosted her own radio show, The Ilene Woods
Show, on the NBC Blue Network, in which capacity she had come to know Livingston and
David (whose songs had featured on the program). 15 Though Woods relays that she had
not intended for the demo to serve as an audition tape and merely recorded it as a favor to
Livingston and Mack, her song recordings reportedly impressed Walt Disney and prompted
the studio to call her in for an audition. 16
It is unclear when, precisely, Disney began casting Cinderella, although the film’s
voice casting director, Jack Lavin (whom Disney hired in 1945), asserts that the studio
auditioned nearly 400 performers for the lead role before awarding it to Woods in March
of 1948.17 What is perhaps most significant about Woods’s casting, however, is the crucial
role the film’s songwriters and her recorded performances of their songs, played in securing
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her the part of Cinderella. As I discuss in further detail below, during Cinderella’s
production, Disney devised a carefully coordinated plan for merchandising the film’s
music, in the aim of maximizing the ancillary revenue streams it hoped would flow from
sales of the film’s songs. Thus, selecting a performer who not only fit the “aural type”
Disney envisioned for Cinderella but who could help meet the studio’s goal of producing
highly marketable recordings of the film’s songs was arguably a key priority in the casting
process. In other words, Disney perhaps cast Woods, at least in part, because her demo
recording of the films’ songs demonstrated strong commercial potential.
Similarly, that Woods was a moderately successful radio performer— who in
addition to her eponymous radio show, had been a featured performer on Jack Carson’s
Sealtest Village Store (1943-1948) radio series—which spoke to the commercial appeal of
her voice might equally have informed Disney’s decision to cast her. 18 Moreover, in
addition to its investment in commercially exploiting Cinderella’s songs, the studio’s tight
budget and production schedule for the film likely also shaped its voice casting strategies.
Though its government and industrial productions had kept it afloat during the war, the
studio was in a financially tenuous position in the late 1940s and shouldering substantial
debt. Michael Barrier, in fact, argues that part of the reason Disney produced Cinderella
ahead of Alice in Wonderland (Clyde Geronimi, Wilfred Jackson, Hamilton Luske,
1951)—a feature it was concurrently developing—was that the former’s narrative
similarity to Snow White suggested a “promise of comparable audience appeal” and thus
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comparable box-office returns.19 In light of these financial constraints, Disney might have
deemed hiring a major star performer too great an expenditure. Nonetheless, as Woods’s
casting suggests, Disney did not pursue what conceivably would have been the lowest-cost
option: casting unknown/inexperienced performers like Caselotti.
On the one hand, we might understand this as a function of Cinderella’s tight
production schedule. In addition to making concerted efforts to hold the film’s cost down
(for example, by simplifying its animation), the studio also worked to complete/release the
film as quickly as possible in the hope of raising much needed capital. According to a 1949
The Hollywood Reporter article, Disney had production staff working “a six-day nightand-day schedule rushing” to have Cinderella ready for “the holiday trade.”20 Given that
the studio had still not selected Cinderella’s lead in early 1948—leaving a relatively limited
amount of time to record the character’s voice tracks and complete the film’s animation—
hiring an experienced performer was likely a priority. That is, though Caselotti had some
formal singing training, her lack of performance/acting experience apparently caused
“severe problems” during Snow White’s recording sessions.21 Despite the drama coaching
she received for the film, Caselotti herself affirms that she had difficulty performing her
dialogue and often required several takes to deliver her lines accurately. 22 The studio quite
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literally could not afford such recording woes for Cinderella, which arguably accounts, in
part, for its strategy of hiring experienced performers, even if such talent represented a
greater cost.
In fact, all the primary voice actors Disney recruited for Cinderella had ample
performance experience. More precisely, the majority of the film’s voice laborers were
seasoned radio performers and/or recording artists—in other words, performers with wellhoned, transferable vocal skill sets. Many, though not all the film’s voice cast members,
also had theatrical or film acting experience. Eleanor Audley, for instance, who voiced
Cinderella’s “wicked stepmother,” had both acted on Broadway and on various 1930s-40s
radio programs, while Luis van Rooten, who lent his voice to The King and The Grand
Duke, had been a WWII radio announcer and acted in several 1930s-40s Paramount films.
In some respects, several of these voice cast members seem to have been aurally typecast,
as was the studio’s approach with Snow White.23 But unlike the earlier film’s casting
practices—where performers with specific vocal “routines” such as stuttering and sneezing
were prioritized—for Cinderella, Disney sought out performers with experience playing
particular roles. For instance, in My Favorite Husband (1948-1951), Audley voiced a
domineering, aristocratic mother-in-law to Lucille Ball’s character, and a somewhat
snobbish mother/neighbor in Father Knows Best (1949-1954)—voice roles that neatly
aligned with Lady Tremaine’s personality/aural type. Alongside Audley, Rhoda Williams
voiced a “boy-crazy,” status-seeking teenaged daughter on the latter show—a character
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similar to, though far less sinister than the “wicked stepsister,” Drizella, whom she voiced
in Cinderella.24 The principle of aural typage, however, did not uniformly undergirded
Disney’s casting strategies for the film. By way of example, van Rooten, who voiced two
benevolent characters, was best known for portraying rather vile villains. Thus, a broader
nexus of imperatives seems to have informed Cinderella’s voice casting process.
In addition to being experienced performers, many of the film’s voice cast
members were also relatively well-known performers. For example, that several radio trade
press reports of Woods’s casting refer to her only by name and include no additional
information about her suggests an assumed level of familiarity with the performer—at least
within the radio industry. 25 Before landing his part in Cinderella, van Rooten had played
supporting roles in several notable hit films, appearing with Alan Ladd in Two Years Before
the Mast (John Farrow, 1946), the tenth highest grossing picture of that year; with Kirk
Douglas in Champion (Mark Robson, 1947), a box-office hit that earned multiple Academy
Award nominations; and with Edward G. Robinson in The Night Has a Thousand Eyes
(John Farrow), which was among the top one hundred grossing films of 1948.26 Similarly,
Audley had featured on two popular 1940s radio sitcoms (later adapted as television series),
My Favorite Husband, which placed “near the top of the radio ratings for the 1949-50
season,” and Father Knows Best.27 In sum, while aural typage was the chief principle
24
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informing Disney’s casting strategies for Snow White, performers’ professional experience
and professional stature seem to have been equally important factors in Cinderella’s
casting process. We might therefore read the studio’s casting strategies for the film as a
further preliminary step toward casting higher profile voice actors.

“With the Talents of”: Voice Labor
Simultaneously, however, just as it had for its 1940s features, Disney drew on its
existing labor pool of stock vocal performers. Verna Felton (who voiced an elephant
matriarch in Dumbo), for example, voiced Cinderella’s Fairy Godmother, while Jimmy
MacDonald supplied the voices of the princess’s animal friends, Jaq, Gus, and Bruno.
Much like the previously discussed cast members, Felton had a background in radio and
had been a regular performer on The Lux Radio Theatre and Red Skelton’s Raleigh
Cigarette Program (1945-1953), among several others shows. By contrast, MacDonald
was among the few voice actors in Cinderella who had not cultivated a career in radio. In
fact, MacDonald was essentially the last of the studio’s in-house performers. Nonetheless,
though officially employed as the head of Disney’s sound effects department, MacDonald
was also a seasoned performer who not only lent his voice to numerous Disney
shorts/features since the 1930s but, most notably, succeeded Walt Disney as the voice of
Mickey Mouse in 1948. 28
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In addition to these performers, Cinderella also featured June Foray—who would,
thereafter, perform in a variety of Disney animated features—as the voice of Lucifer the
cat. Crucially, the above performers’ voice work for Cinderella exemplifies a broader trend
in Disney’s voice labor strategies the 1940s and early 1950s which would continue through
to the 1960s-1970s. More precisely, whereas the studio had previously been reticent to
reuse vocal performers in numerous features, the notion that it must “of necessity have to
cast new voices to fit new characters” no longer seems to have informed its voice casting
and labor practices. Indeed, the studio would regularly call on the same group of vocal
performers throughout the 1960s and 1970s to the point, in fact, that several Disney
animators reportedly believed the studio was overusing some of these players. 29
While Disney had relied on its regular roster of voice actors in the 1940s, a new
voice labor practice it put in place for Cinderella entailed hiring one performer to voice a
character’s dialogue and another to record the character’s songs. While Disney would later
use this practice for several of its Renaissance-era princesses, Cinderella marked Disney’s
first use of this strategy. Specifically, the studio hired William Phipps—who had
previously appeared in notable RKO films, such as Edward Dmytryk’s Crossfire (1947)
and Nicholas Ray’s They Live by Night (1948)—to provide the spoken voice for
Cinderella’s Prince Charming and big band singer/radio performer Mike Douglas to record
the character’s songs. Douglas claims the studio thought his Chicago accent (apparently
discernable in his speech, but not his singing) inappropriate for the Prince’s speaking voice,
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and while Phipps had the requisite vocal qualities Disney sought for the Prince’s speaking
voice, he had no singing experience. That the studio deemed it necessary to a hire a
performer specifically tasked with recording the film’s songs is telling as this double
casting speaks to the multiple imperatives alimenting Disney’s voice casting and labor
strategies for Cinderella: not simply selecting an actor to fit a character’s desired aural type
but a performer who could provide commercially viable recordings of the film’s songs.
Moreover, just as Snow White’s voice cast influenced the design/personalities of
their corresponding characters, so too did Cinderella’s voice actors. Throughout the 1940s,
Disney’s animators had continued to take inspiration from the actors who voiced its
features’ characters. Edwards’s vocal qualities and star persona, for instance, helped shape
Jiminy Cricket’s personality. As Walt Disney reportedly stated: “At first, we made Jiminy
sort of a pompous old fellow–kind of a windbag [but Edwards’s voice] had so much life
and fun in it that we altered the character to conform with the voice.”30 Moreover, while
the studio had employed separate actors to serve as models for the Snow White’s characters;
Christian Rub, who voiced Pinocchio’s Geppetto, equally served as the live-action model
for the character. 31 By the same token, Audley both voiced Cinderella’s Lady Tremaine
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and doubled as the wicked stepmother’s live-action model. Thus, her vocalizations, aural
type, and physicality equally informed her character’s personality and animated form.
Additionally, while the studio shot live-action footage of Snow White’s character
models acting out several of the film’s scenes, before animating Cinderella, in early 1948
the studio “had the entire film shot in live action on the soundstage with actors mouthing
the dialogue track.”32 Therefore, whereas Marjorie Belcher had merely listened to
Caselotti’s voice track before performing as Snow White, all of Cinderella’s live-action
models essentially ventriloquized the film’s dialogue track. Furthermore, while the purpose
of Snow White’s live-action reels had been to inspire animators and provide footage for
rotoscoping, Cinderella’s live-action film was not, as Barrier notes, intended “to improve
the animation, but only to control it and, above all, to hold its cost down.” 33 Disney thus
instructed the film’s animators (much to their discontent) to hew as closely as possible to
this live-action footage in their drawings. In this respect, Cinderella’s voice actors played
an even greater role in shaping both their live action counterparts’ performances as well as
the animation of their characters.
However, as with Snow White, these voice actors were not particularly well
remunerated, nor did they earn royalties from sales of the soundtrack albums that featured
their vocal performances. Woods, for instance, earned a total of $2,500 for her work, and
her contract reportedly stipulated that she could not “sell her voice for animated cartoons
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to another company” for a number of years, though it was unclear for precisely how long.
Nevertheless, several of the film’s vocal performers did receive a form of screen credit.
This did not, however, involve directly listing each of the film’s vocal performers alongside
the characters they voiced. Rather, following the first two title cards in the film’s opening
credit sequence (the first of which features the line “Walt Disney Presents” and the second
of which lists the film’s title, source material, and the line “Color by Technicolor), a third
title card reads “with the talents of” along with a list of names. Significantly, however, this
title card does not identify all the film’s main vocal performers. Rather, it only lists Woods,
Audley, Felton, MacDonald, van Rooten, Williams, and Don Barclay (who voiced the
Doorman). Notably absent from this list are Phipps and Douglas, as well as Lucille Bliss,
the voice of Cinderella’s second wicked stepsister, Anastasia. While these omissions are
somewhat confounding, further complicating things, Claire Du Brey and Helene Stanley,
the live-action models for the Fairy Godmother and Cinderella, respectively, do feature in
the title card’s listings.34
Disney’s contractual agreements with the film’s performers are, unfortunately, not
readily available to consult, thus it is unclear whether the studio’s agreement with these
voice cast members included a stipulation regarding screen credit. However, Bliss was
notably among the least well-known performers in the film’s voice cast. So too was she far
less established than both Du Brey (who had appeared in close 200 features by 1950!) and
Stanley (who had worked as a dancer for Universal and MGM in the 1940s). Thus, perhaps
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the listed, established performers had sufficient clout to secure a screen credit guarantee in
their contracts with the studio, whereas Bliss did not. Alternately, perhaps the studio saw
promotional value in listing the film’s better known-performers but not its lesser ones.
Phipps’s and Douglas’s omissions would seem to trouble these hypotheses, yet the elision
of the Prince’s twin performers might also be understood as a means of obfuscating the
very duality of the character’s voice.
In other words, while Disney no longer espoused the view that aligning a film’s
character and voice actor would “spoil the illusion” or impede “the audience’s acceptance
of the voice as a part of a character,” it might well have feared divulging that an animated
character’s seemingly integral voice was, in fact, a highly-constructed amalgam of two
voices, would have such an effect. Only Phipps, in fact, seems to have participated in the
film’s promotion—for instance, accompanying the winner of a “Cinderella for a day”
contest, sponsored by the Art Linkletter radio show, on a date. 35 Beyond this contest, as
the following section details, Cinderella’s vocal performers participated in numerous
promotional and ancillary endeavors for the film, and it is through these endeavors that we
can most clearly see the studio moving beyond its concern that identifiable vocal
performers were inimical to the narrative demands of feature animation.
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“The Ilene Woods Show”: Voice Marketing
Though Disney’s music merchandising initiatives for its late 1930s and 1940s
features were widely successful, the studio garnered only a portion of the profits these
ventures generated. While Disney earned royalties from the films’ soundtracks, it had
(reluctantly) liquidated several of its sonic assets in the late 1930s-1940s: to fund Snow
White’s completion and, later, to sustain production operations in the lean early 1940s,
Disney sold the music publishing rights of the former film, Pinocchio, and Dumbo to Irving
Berlin.36 While Roy Disney (and his successors) made numerous attempts to reacquire the
properties, to this day, the studio does not own the rights to the above films’ scores (and
thus, ironically, the rights to its effective theme song, “When You Wish Upon a Star”). 37
Given the studio’s financial woes in the late 1940s, it looked to maximize its ancillary
revenue streams for Cinderella. Thus, to maintain control, and reap the proceeds, of “what
was hoped to be a parade of hit songs from Cinderella,” Disney established an in-house
music publishing firm, Walt Disney Music Company in late 1949. 38 This gambit was not
an isolated measure, but part of a broad coordinated effort to exploit Cinderella’s music,
particularly its songs.
First, whereas the studio called on in-house songwriters for its 1930s-1940s
features, extending a practice it had employed for several of its mid-to-late-1940s
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anthology films, Disney expressly hired “commercially established” popular songwriters
for Cinderella in the hope of furnishing the film with hit-parade-worthy songs.39 Though
Disney did not yet have an in-house record company via which to release its film music
albums, in a further attempt to lay the foundation for successfully merchandising
Cinderella’s songs, in 1949, Roy, Walt, and Jimmy Johnson, hosted a screening of a rough
print of the film for representatives of its key music licensees, RCA and Golden Records. 40
Moreover, as part of this carefully coordinated strategy for monetizing the feature’s songs,
Disney mobilized Cinderella’s vocal performers and their performances in the film’s
promotional campaign and ancillary products.
As was the case with Snow White, Disney deployed Woods, as well as the film’s
broader voice cast, in several promotional endeavors. First, most of the film’s cast voiced
a Screen Directors’ Playhouse (1949-1951) radio adaptation of Cinderella in June of 1950.
Further, to promote the film’s theatrical run, the studio released a slew of Cinderella
merchandise prior its premiere, that hit “the marketplace in time for Christmas 1949, and
began selling extremely well.” 41 Among this merchandise was RCA’s multidisc soundtrack
album which included both the new recordings of the film’s songs and an audio storybook
of Cinderella voiced by film cast members, Woods, Felton, Bliss, and MacDonald. 42 In
addition to marketing recordings of the film’s song performances, the studio doubly
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operationalized Cinderella’s vocal performers (for no additional pay) to generate
additional ancillary merchandise, and, by extension, profits. The deployment of vocal
performances in these promotional efforts and merchandising tie-ins are, for the most part,
consistent with operations Disney had established with Snow White.
But in contrast to Disney’s use of Caselotti during Snow White, Woods was heavily,
and visibly, involved in Cinderella’s marketing. Trade press discourses highlight Woods,
typically emphasizing her performance experience, professional status in the industry and
“fit” for her voice role. A 1949 Boxoffice item, for example, notes: “Ilene Woods, blond
chanteuse active in both radio and television has been booked to supply the voice of the
legendary household slavey and to sing a total of ten songs,” while a Billboard review
states: “Ilene Woods […] has turned out a job of singing and reading […] Intonation,
inflection, phrasing and dynamics perfectly catch the spirit of the heroine” 43 Several
reviews equally extend this rhetoric to other cast members. A 1950 Boxoffice review, for
example, affirms: “radio talents…will be recognized by devout followers of ether
entertainment. This is particularly true of Verna Felton, who gives vocality to the Fairy
Godmother, and Ilene Woods, the voice of Cinderella.”44 Additionally, Woods figures into
both RCA’s and Disney’s advertisements for Cinderella’s record tie-ins. Most notably, a
full-page RCA ad not only lists Woods’s records of the film’s songs but also features a
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publicity photograph of her and notes that she has signed a recording contract with RCA
Victor’s Bluebird label. 45
Woods’s visibility extended beyond print advertisements and the pages of the trade
press to the film’s broader marketing drive. As 1949 Billboard item notes, “[a] big
promotional tour has been laid out for Ilene Woods, Cinderella’s voice in the film and
album, who will be available on request to stores, radio shows, theatres, etc.” 46 Or, as
Woods puts it: “From morning to night I did stage and radio shows and press interviews
by the dozen.”47 Woods, however, was not the first performer around whom Disney
constructed such a promotional tour. Although Snow White’s original marketing campaign
represented the film’s lead actor as an anonymous “leased larynx,” as Eric Hoyt relays, for
the film’s 1944 rerelease—the first of its string of 1940s theatrical reissues—“Disney and
RKO paid Caselotti to participate in a [...] personal appearance tour. ‘The Voice of Snow
White’ visited Midwestern theaters, schools and war plants to promote the reissue.” 48
Besides providing Caselotti at least some of the compensation she had sought in her
lawsuit, her personal appearance tour marked a shift on Disney’s part toward integrating
vocal performers, themselves—not just their disembodied voices or the process via which
they were cast—into its features’ promotional campaigns.
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Prior to the film’s premiere, Woods also appeared on The Perry Como television
show (1948-1967), lip-syncing a “A Dream Is a Wish,” and performing a jazzy, live
rendition of "Bibbidi-Bobbidi-Boo," alongside Como and The Fontaine Sisters (who
scored a popular hit with their commercial recording of the song). At the close of the latter
performance, Clarence Nash makes notable a cameo appearance: a Donald Duck puppet
interjects into a medium shot of Como and one of the Fontaines and joins in on the song in
his signature voice, after which the camera pulls back to reveal Nash, holding and
vocalizing for the puppet. The Como performance is also important as an early example of
Disney’s exploitation in the emerging televisual medium in the film’s promotion—a media
form in which it would subsequently invest heavily in the 1950s, and in which, later,
animation would increasingly find a home. Second, the brief scene with Nash—who, much
like Caselotti, was then performing on a cross-country promotional tour for Disney—
evinces the studio’s increasing comfort with allowing the voices of its animated characters
to be locatable in the bodies of performers and neatly encapsulates the broader phenomenon
at play in Woods’s promotional appearances: revealing the “ventriloquists” behind
Disney’s animated “dummies.” 49
What audiences would know about these ventriloquists, beyond that they supplied
voices to characters, was carefully managed by Disney’s publicity machinery. A 1950 Gulf
Oil Screen Guild (1939-1952) radio broadcast, for example, features an interview with
Woods and a live performance of “A Dream Is a Wish Your Heart Makes.” The program
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does not conceal Woods’s identity but rather offers her up “for all the world to see.” 50 Of
course, listeners would only have heard Woods’s disembodied voice; however, this rhetoric
of visibility is telling. Rather than divorce Woods from her onscreen character—perhaps,
as in the Billboard review, lauding the performer’s “intonation, inflection, phrasing and
dynamics… catch[ing] the spirit of” Cinderella—the Gulf host explicitly fuses performer
and character, noting: “lots of people will be surprised to learn there really is a
Cinderella.”51 Jack Carson, in his 1948 radio interview with Woods effects a similar
rhetorical synthesis, calling the performer, “Ilene ‘Cinderella’ Woods.” In both the above
programs, so too does Woods align herself with her character, casting her life story as a
‘rags to riches’ tale that affirms the film’s maxim: “dreams really do come true.” 52 In the
Gulf interview, she states, “once upon a time…I could have been Ella Cinders… and then”
(with the help of ‘fairy godfathers,’ Livingston and David) “just like in the fairy story, a
magic thing happened.” She then goes on to state, “I’m beginning to believe Ilene Woods
is Cinderella.”53
Though Woods might genuinely have espoused this belief, an interview she gave
some fifty years later certainly belies her Cinderella narrative. 54 Whereas in the above
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interviews she affirms that her childhood dream was “to sing before millions of people,”
she retrospectively relays that, in her youth, she in fact dreamed of becoming a teacher;
however, as she puts it: “Mother had other ideas...She was a backstage mother who saw to
it that I had dancing lessons, music lessons and was on stage whenever possible." 55 Indeed,
a third (clearly scripted) radio interview with both Woods and Cinderella’s casting director
underscores that framing Woods as a Cinderella figure was part of a carefully crafted
promotional strategy. 56 In the interview, Lavin states:
Ilene will make Cinderella come alive on the screen even if she’s only heard
and not seen. Mr. Disney puts it this way, you believe Ilene Woods in the
Cinderella role […] the voice is simply and beautifully natural, the caliber
of voice that will call audiences to say: “that’s the kind of voice Cinderella
must actually have had.”57
As in the above radio programs, Lavin, presumably acting here as the studio’s
representative (and notably invoking “Mr. Disney’s” authority), both foregrounds Woods’s
(albeit, unseen) voice labor and aligns her with ‘the real’ Cinderella. Thus, while Snow
White’s promotional rhetoric obscures the film’s voice cast—ostensibly to bridge the gap
between the actors’ disembodied voices and the animated characters from which they
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emanate onscreen—Cinderella’s promotional discourses collapse this distance by
positioning Woods as a Cinderella figure and as type of vocal surrogate for “the real”
Cinderella whose vocality thus imbues the character with a “sense of vitality.”
In sum, on the one hand, Disney cast experienced, fairly established performers to
voice Cinderella’s characters and drew on its stable on seasoned voice actors. That is, many
of the performers Disney hired from outside the studio for the film had recently appeared
in popular radio programs and, in some cases, films, thus their voices (and star discourses)
might have been more legible to audiences than those of Snow White’s voice cast. On the
other hand, the studio also enlisted several of its “stock” voice actors to fill out Cinderella’s
voice cast. We might best understand this strategy—and the lack of star performers, like
Edwards, in Disney’s first postwar feature—as a function of the studio’s financial woes in
the late 1940s. In other words, Disney perhaps looked to moderately successful, as opposed
to “big name,” star performers to hold down its voice labor costs for the film and efficiently
deliver useable performances. For, though many of the film’s performers secured screen
credit for their work, the compensation they received was relatively low, particularly given
the additional voice labor they (Woods, in particular) provided for the film’s
promotional/ancillary ventures.
Upon its release in 1950, Cinderella became the studio’s most commercially
successful feature since Snow White, bringing in around $7.9 million in box-office revenue
(while having cost roughly $2.2 million to produce), and, crucially, pulling the company
out of debt. Sales of the film’s soundtrack, and multifaceted array of tie-ins also
significantly buttressed these box-office earnings. As a result, Disney entered the 1950s in
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a much stronger financial position than it had been in during the 1940s. Over the course of
the next two decades, Disney continued to expand not only its profit margins but also its
media offerings and corporate holdings—transformations that would lead the studio to
refine, but not overhaul, the industrial approach to vocal performance established with
Cinderella for its 1950s-60s animated features.

Disneylands: Vocal Performance and Disney’s 1950s to mid-1960s Features
While its competitors, Warner Bros. and MGM, shuttered their animation divisions
in the late 1950s and early 1960s as animation migrated to television, Disney not only
prospered but began to evolve into a horizontally-integrated, multimedia corporation. In
broad strokes, in the intervening period between Cinderella’s and The Jungle Book’s
release, Disney moved away from animated shorts and into live-action production,
churning out more than sixty live-action features from 1950-1966; established its own
distribution company, Buena Vista Pictures Distribution in 1953; capitalized on
television’s growing popularity with its Disneyland (1954-1958) program and several
ensuing series; wielded the former program, and its contract with network partner ABC, in
the service of financing and promoting its first theme park, Disneyland, which opened in
1955; and established an in-house record company, Disneyland Records, in 1956 to
produce tie-ins for its films, television series, and theme park as well as records for its
contracted artists. 58
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During this period, the studio also released six animated features. While the first of
these, Alice in Wonderland was a critical and box-office flop, Disney’s subsequent 1950s
and early 1960s animated features were mostly successful. Peter Pan was not only a
popular hit but also among the highest-grossing films of 1953, while Lady and the Tramp
(Clyde Geronimi, Wilfred Jackson, Hamilton Luske, 1955) surpassed all of Disney’s
previous animated features at the box-office. Similarly, while Sleeping Beauty (Clyde
Geronimi, 1959) was a commercial failure relative to its unprecedentedly high budget, the
far less costly One Hundred and One Dalmatians (Wolfgang Reitherman, Hamilton Luske,
Clyde Geronimi, 1961) yielded strong returns. Finally, the lesser-known and, indeed, rather
forgettable, The Sword in the Stone (Wolfgang Reitherman, 1963) was critically panned
but modestly profitable.
Extending the voice casting practices it employed for Cinderella, Disney typically
enlisted a mix of established performers—often prolific radio performers and recording
artists but also several film/television character actors—as well as members of both its
expanding pool of stock vocal performers and, most significantly, its newly established
assembly of in-house, contracted “stars” to voice these features. 59 Aside from the latter
contracted actors, these films’ typically did not feature major star performers. A notable
exception to this broad trend, however, is popular singer/songwriter, Peggy Lee, whom I
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discuss in further detail below.60 In terms of voice labor, as with Cinderella, the above
films’ primary voice actors received screen credit though many supporting cast members
did not. While Disney’s labor agreements with most of these vocal performers are not
publicly available, archival newspaper reports help shed light on the contractual
agreements it struck with the “studio stars” who lent their voices to several of these films.
For instance, the seven-year contract to which Disney signed British child actor,
Kathryn Beaumont—the voice and live action model for Alice in Wonderland’s title
character and Peter Pan’s Wendy Darling—in 1950 reportedly granted her a weekly salary
of $200, minimum, up to a maximum of $1000. 61 Thus, she could conceivably have netted
more for two and a half weeks’ worth of work on the latter film than Woods earned over
the course of two years. Similarly, Bobby Driscoll, Disney’s first true (non-animated) star,
was apparently quite well remunerated for voicing and modeling for the eponymous Peter
Pan. In fact, the seven-year contract he signed with Disney in 1949, which reportedly
accorded him a weekly salary of $1750, quite likely made him Disney’s highest paid vocal
performer at the time. 62 Driscoll, however, was the exception not the rule. Indeed, Peggy
Lee, arguably the biggest star Disney cast during this period, received relatively little
compensation. Lee not only voiced four characters in Lady and the Tramp (including Peg,
the vampish character she inspired and modeled for) but also penned the film’s songs in
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partnership with popular composer Sonny Burke. Lee earned $3500 for her voice work,
along with $1000 for her songwriting work—not an insignificant sum, given that Lee’s
voice work reportedly entailed five days’ worth of recording sessions but a relatively low
figure in light of Lee’s star status/earning power at the time and the fundamental role both
her vocalizations and writerly voice played in shaping Lady and the Tramp’s characters
and songs.63
The most significant development in Disney’s approach to vocal performance
during this period occurred at the level of voice marketing, though this development relates
more to the scope of Disney’s strategies than the content and rhetoric of its marketing
discourse. More precisely, as Disney diversified its corporate and media ventures in the
1950s-60s, it simultaneously implemented new, synergistic voice marketing strategies.
First, the studio deployed its vocal performers, Beaumont, Driscoll, and Lee, in particular,
in several promotional television broadcasts it produced, continuing the practice
established with Cinderella. Beaumont, for example, starred in Disney’s first television
special, “One Hour in Wonderland” (1950)—a precursor to the Disneyland series and
promotional vehicle for Disney’s forthcoming Alice in Wonderland—alongside Driscoll
and several of Disney’s stock voice actors. 64 Beaumont and Driscoll teamed up once more
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for the 1951 “The Walt Disney Christmas Show,” a television special largely designed to
promote Peter Pan. Similarly, Lee made an extended appearance on a 1954 Disneyland
episode in advance of Lady and the Tramp’s release. Lee’s segment features fictionalized
reenactments of her songwriting sessions with Burke, story development meetings with
studio writers/animators, and soundstage recording sessions with singing quartet, The
Mellomen, who performed as chorus members in Lady and the Tramp, among other
films.65 Second, several of the above performers, including Beaumont and Mellomen
member, Thurl Ravenscroft (who voiced minor characters in Disney’s 1950s-60s animated
films), also lent their voices to the Disneyland theme park ride versions of their
characters.66
The studio encountered several obstacles, however, to marketing these features’
vocal performances as commercial records. First, because of Alice’s box-office failure,
Decca Records, which the studio had contracted to produce the film’s soundtrack album,
canceled the agreement. 67 Moreover, because Lee was under exclusive contract to Decca
Records, Disney could not repackage and monetize recordings of her song performances
from Lady and the Tramp. Lee released her own Lady and the Tramp album via Decca,
while Disney released a separate album (via Capitol Records) and enlisted stock performer,
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June Foray, to voice her songs. By contrast, the studio’s establishment of Disneyland
Records in 1956—a venture largely spurred by the success of its Mickey Mouse Club and
Davy Crockett discs but arguably also motivated by its inability to market Lee’s song
recordings—provided a reliable outlet for merchandising its films’ vocal performances.
For example, the label did not release an “original soundtrack” album for Sleeping Beauty
but instead a reported fifteen additional tie-in discs, sales of which help recoup some of the
film’s losses.68 Moreover, Disney also drew on its animated features’ vocal performers to
produce a broader range of record merchandise. Sterling Holloway, for example, narrated
a variety of storybook records, Ravenscroft sang on numerous music albums, and Cliff
Edwards returned to Disney to voice promotional Disneyland theme park records (as
Jiminy Cricket), among others.
In sum, though the studio engaged several well-known stars to voice roles in
Disney’s 1950s to early 1960s features, for the most part, it maintained the voice casting
practices it adopted for Cinderella. Similarly, while Disney’s contracted “studio stars”
benefitted from more lucrative labor agreements, most of its vocal performers did not. Most
significantly, as Disney diversified its media products and business holdings, it
simultaneously expanded its voice marketing practices and monetized its animated
features’ vocal performers/ performances across multiple platforms/media outlets. But the
meanings attached to the more visible vocal performers were not much expanded beyond
those developed in Cinderella’s promotional discourse. For example, while a variety of
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newspaper articles in the Disney/RKO press pack for Peter Pan emphasize Driscoll’s voice
work for the film, they echo Disney’s discursive construction of Woods in Cinderella’s
promotional materials. Just as Disney cast Woods as a “real” Cinderella figure, these
articles frame Driscoll’s physicality and voice as the personification (and ensonification)
of an imagined, archetypal Peter Pan. One, for instance, states: “[b]y using Bobby as the
voice and the inspiration in the title role, Walt Disney has returned to the character of
Barrie’s imagination—the real Peter Pan.”69 As the following case study details, the studio
considerably altered its approach to voice casting and voice labor for its sole animated
1960s feature, The Jungle Book. These strategies, in turn, equally reshaped Disney’s efforts
to exploit The Jungle Book’s vocal performers/performances in its multimedia marketing
and merchandising initiatives for the film.

“I Wanna Be Like You:” The Jungle Book
The Jungle Book was both Disney’s final feature of the 1960s and, as is oft noted,
the last Disney animated feature Walt Disney took an active part in producing before his
death in December 1966 (ten months prior to the film’s release). The studio purchased the
rights to Rudyard Kipling’s stories in 1962 at which point it announced plans to a “produce
a multi-million dollar” adaptation of the material; however, it did not begin work on the
project until 1964.70 Moreover, while the original treatment for the film hewed relatively
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closely to the Kipling tale, as Floyd Norman, one of the film’s writers, relays, Walt Disney
apparently found the outline “too dark,” “too serious,” and wanted “more fun […] more
laughs, more personality stuff.” 71 This imperative would ultimately play a critical role in
(re)shaping both The Jungle Book’s narrative and the studio’s voice casting strategies for
the film.

“Jive-talking:” Voice Casting
Baloo, the character who would become the fulcrum of The Jungle Book’s “fun and
laughs,” underwent the largest change in the film’s rewriting process; Phil Harris, the
performer who voiced the lackadaisical bear, and on whose star persona the character
would ultimately be based, was fundamental to this re-characterization. It was during the
film’s voice casting process, that Baloo—originally a relatively minor narrative figure and
a rather inchoate character—took shape. The description that Disney animators Frank
Thompson and Ollie Johnston provide of this voice casting/character development process
is worth quoting at length. As they detail:
The panel that listened and judged consisted of the director, two storymen,
and two supervising animators. With the very first actor we realized that our
bear was too old-fashioned, too much like other bears we had done, too
ordinary. We tried changing him to a sort of Ed Wynn—authority with a
comic twist. We tested some exchange students from India to see if we
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could get a voice with a special quality indigenous to that area. None of
these gave us any kind of character we could see when we closed our eyes
and listened. Finally we found a funny voice that made a sort of bungling,
confused bear out of Baloo, and we were trying to develop that thought
when Walt suggested Phil Harris for the part. 72
Thomas and Johnston’s account points up several significant aspects of Disney’s
voice casting strategies for The Jungle Book. First, it highlights the key role the film’s story
writing and animation staff played in The Jungle Book’s voice casting sessions, and the
important impact this vocal selection process had on the development of film’s characters
(as I discuss in further detail in the following section). Second, although, as the animators
note, Walt Disney originally suggested Harris (whom he knew personally) for the role of
Baloo, that Wa;t was not part of The Jungle Book’s panel of voice “judges” is equally
significant. Whereas Walt directly participated in the voice auditions for Sleeping Beauty’s
and 101 Dalmatians, by the late 1960s, Walt Disney was clearly no longer as actively
involved in the studio’s voice casting sessions.73 Indeed, as the company expanded in the
late 1950s and early 1960s, the eponymous president shifted his focus away from the
company’s film production operations toward its burgeoning television and theme park
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enterprises, thereby “usher[ing] in a period of unparalleled delegation by Disney.” 74 This
is not to say Walt Disney’s abdication, in and of itself, significantly changed the types of
vocal performers the studio cast, but rather it indicates a shift in the organization/division
of labor at the level of voice casting. More precisely, it points to the increasingly
pronounced division of executive and creative labor Disney’s corporate expansion ushered
in. While Walt Disney had somewhat straddled these boundaries, as the company
continued to evolve into an ever-more diversified media company in the 1980s-90s, its
growing executive management team would become less actively engaged in the studio’s
day-to-day production operations.
Third, although a detailed discussion of the film’s fraught racial politics is beyond
my purview, the authors’ reference to their failed efforts to select “voices with a special
quality indigenous to” The Jungle Book’s setting points to a broader trend in its voice
casting strategies for the film. Broadly speaking, all the film’s characters speak with British
or American accents (and are voiced by white American or British performers), thus
evidencing the ways in which the studio’s voice casting strategies function to
Anglicize/Americanize the narrative’s Indian characters. For example, as Greg Metcalf
argues, Mowgli “though nominally Indian, shows every sign of being a modern American
Caucasian.”75 Certainly, this is, in part, a function of the character’s visual design. Indeed,
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as a Los Angeles Times article detailing the film’s production tellingly (and quite
objectionably) puts it:
Mowgli began as a rather Indian-looking, dark little fellow, fittingly
because he is, after all, an Indian. Yet Disney, with a tightly focused eye on
the empathetic quotient required for the American market, insisted that
Mowgli be “Americanized.” He became cuter and his skin lighter to the
point where there isn’t a Pasadena mother who would object to claiming
him as her own, explaining, perhaps, that he does a lot of surfing. 76
This project of “Americanizing” Mowgli for the US film market undoubtedly also
informed the studio’s strategy of casting American vocal performer, Bruce Reitherman (the
son of the Jungle Book’s director), to provide an “Americanized” voice for the character.
Similarly, the studio’s decision to cast Italian American jazz/swing vocalist, Louis
Prima, as the voice of King Louie, the orangutan, was expressly predicated on a racialized
logic.77 Prima/Louie’s role in the film largely centers on the performance of “I Wanna Be
Like You,” a swing tune, informally termed “The Monkey Song,” composed by Disney’s
in-house songwriters, the Sherman Brothers. As Richard Sherman describes in a 2013 New
York Times article, the duo initially wrote the song as a vehicle for Louis Armstrong whom
they envisioned as the character’s vocalist. Indeed, the name “King Louie” emerged from
this prospective casting decision as an homage to Armstrong. However, when the
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songwriters pitched the idea in a production meeting, other studio members objected,
stating, “Do you realize what the N.A.A.C.P. would do to us if we had a black man as an
ape? They’d say we’re making fun of him.” 78
Thus, enlisting a white performer to voice King Louie was a calculated voice
casting strategy designed to circumvent accusations of racism. Of course, as numerous
scholars note, the film’s portrayal of Louie nonetheless rehearses the type of perniciously
racist caricatures of African Americans that proliferated in 1920s-50s animated
representations of jazz and jazz musicians (which typically equated jazz music/musicians
with the jungle and primitivity). 79 In other words, as Anna Waterman argues, although
engaging white jazz vocalists such as Prima and Harris (whose character performs a scat
duo with Louie in “I Wanna Be Like You”) was ostensibly a “racially hyperconscious”
casting strategy, by having white performers voice the “jive-talking, scatting” animals, the
film ultimately “winds up mirroring many of the key features in the history of
minstrelsy.”80 Indeed, this is amplified by the fact that Louis Armstrong, Prima’s idol,
directly inspired the latter’s vocal performance style. As Prima puts it: “Honestagod, from
the first time I heard Armstrong I felt such a close understanding of his phrasing, his
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handling of a tune, that it was impossible for me to do some tunes without being like him.” 81
Thus, there is arguably a form of minstrelsy inherent in Prima’s vocal performance style. 82
Waterman’s assertion that Disney adopted a “racially hyperconscious” casting
strategy, however, is equally worth probing as it gestures toward the industrial logics
underpinning the studio’s selection of The Jungle Book’s vocal performers. To begin with,
that the studio’s protestations vis-à-vis casting Armstrong as King Louie specifically
reference the NAACP is particularly significant given that the film was produced in the
midst of the Civil Rights Movement. Indeed, Prima was cast in January of 1965: roughly
six months after the passage of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and six months prior to the
enactment of the Voting Rights Act of 1965—legislative acts the NAACP played a critical
role in advancing. Moreover, the studio’s problematic depictions of race and blackness had
already been the subject of much debate, particularly in relation to the Song of The South
(a film that then NAACP Executive Secretary, Walter White, had critiqued in national press
release).83 And, as the above quoted Los Angeles Times article notes, the period saw the
emergence of a nascent body of scholarly critiques of Disney animation: the article
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derisively refers to a 1965 academic conference on adaptations of children’s literature as
“a festive meeting of Let's Lynch and Eviscerate Walt Disney tribes.” 84
Situating the studio’s voice casting practices within this socio-cultural context, we
can thus also understand Disney’s decision to hire Prima as an economically-motivated
strategy. Casting a white performer (rather than the black performer for whom the
character’s song was initially written) was undoubtedly not only a political issue for the
studio but also an economic one. That is, a casting decision that might prompt the NAACP,
other Civil Rights groups, or audience members, to denounce the film as racist might
impinge on film’s box-office earnings. Further bolstering this theory is the fact that,
following Disney’s then-standard practice of reissuing/remonetizing its animated features
every seven years, Song of the South should have been exhibited in tandem with The Jungle
Book in 1967.85 However, due the controversy surrounding the former film—which Disney
had only released once since its initial run, and would subsequently completely withdraw
from the domestic market in 1980s—the studio broke with this practice and instead
promoted the thirtieth anniversary reissue of Snow White alongside The Jungle Book. This
is not to say that the latter film’s racial politics (or reification of its source text’s colonialist
ideology) are any less problematic but rather that, just Disney’s corporate expansion
initiatives reconfigured its voice casting practices, so too did the cultural climate of 1960s
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inform the studio’s broader commercial strategies and, as a result, its approach to voice
casting.
Finally, the changing media landscape in the 1960s—particularly the rising
popularity of animated television series—equally helped shape the studio’s voice casting
strategies for The Jungle Book. More precisely, Disney’s selection of performers such as
Prima and Harris evidences a shift in the studio’s of use star vocal performers in its
animated features. As this star voice casting practice is intrinsically related to Disney
marketing strategies for the film, however, I address this issue in the final section of this
case study.

“I Can’t Act Like a Bear”: Voice Labor
While Disney cast the lead vocal performers for Snow White and Cinderella
because they possessed the vocal qualities that ‘perfectly fit’ the film’s characters, this
logic did not extend to The Jungle Book. For example, neither the above referenced voice
casting panel, nor even Harris himself, initially thought his voice “suitable” for the role of
Baloo. As Thomas and Johnston put it, “Phil had been associated more with night clubs
than the jungle, so we were surprised and he was stunned.” Indeed, when first offered the
part, Harris apparently told the studio: “I don't do voices.” The studio ultimately convinced
Harris to come in for a voice test “in spite of his obvious discomfort.” However, as both
Thomas and Johnston and storywriter Larry Clemmons assert, when at the outset of the
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session, Harris told the panel: “I can’t act like a bear” “What the hell is this bear stuff?” 86
Clemmons, however, reportedly informed Harris: “We don’t want a bear, I’m sure we want
YOU. We want Phil Harris,” and instructed him simply to “ad lib” and voice the role “like
Phil Harris, like you did on the Benny show.” 87
That is, the studio wanted him to perform as himself—or rather as the well-known
caricature of himself he voiced on The Jack Benny Program (1932-1955). Harris
apparently had no objections to voicing the character as “Phil Harris” and happily agreed
to take the part at the end of the test session. In short, the studio did not cast Harris because
he aligned with a predetermined aural type it had conceived for Baloo. Rather, the studio
asked Harris to improvise—not act like a bear but act like “Phil Harris”—and subsequently
retailored Baloo’s appearance and personality to “perfectly fit” the performer’s
vocalizations. In fact, Harris’s voice labor, and white jazz performer persona, completely
reshaped Baloo’s role in the narrative. As Thomas and Johnston note, once the studio
redesigned the character around Harris, “he was so entertaining it was impossible to keep
him out of the rest of the picture. Instead of the little cameo part that had been planned. He
was built into the story more and more until he was the main force that made it work.” 88
Moreover, this phenomenon was not limited to Harris/Baloo; the studio expressly
shaped several of The Jungle Book’s primary characters around the star personae of their
respective vocal performers. For example, Disney brought Prima and his Las Vegas band
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to Los Angeles to perform on the studio’s soundstage. Disney not only filmed the act but
subsequently instructed animators to closely copy Prima and the other musicians’
movements in designing the film’s orangutan characters. The Jungle Book thus marks an
important shift in Disney’s approach to vocal labor and its integration into the animated
text. Although the studio’s vocal performers had long helped influence their characters’
design, several of The Jungle Book’s voice actors were the key structuring element
undergirding their characters’ appearances/gestures, personalities, and narrative functions.
This is especially notable in relation to Thomas and Johnston’s claim that, “The Jungle
Book was the first picture after Snow White to have the personalities and feelings of the
characters so dominant [.…] And even though there is very little story as such, these
character relationships and interesting personalities made this the most successful cartoon
up to that time in our history.” 89 While we might argue that other Disney features equally
foreground personality, the animators’ assertion that characters’ personalities were
unusually dominant components of the film is nonetheless significant, as the voice actors’
personae fundamentally inspired these “interesting personalities.” Indeed, as a Boxoffice
review of the film tellingly puts it: “In no other Disney animated picture have the voices
and indomitable personalities of the principal vocal talent so strongly influenced the style
and development of characters and situations as in “The Jungle Book.” 90 In sum, King
Louie’s song, “I Wanna Be Like You,” fittingly encapsulates the studio’s central voice
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labor practice for The Jungle Book: designing the film’s characters to sound like, look like,
and ‘be like’ the performers who supplied their voices.
Finally, The Jungle Book also signals a shift in Disney’s voice labor practices at the
level of crediting and remunerating performers. Regarding the former, following
Cinderella, Disney continued awarding animated features’ primary vocal performers
screen credit. As with Cinderella, this entailed listing the names of lead vocal performers,
and, in many cases, characters’ live-action models on a title card, below the heading: “with
the talents of.” The Jungle Book’s opening credits, however, slightly adjust this heading to
“with the voice talents of.” Given that most of the film’s vocal performers doubled as the
live-action models for their characters, this shift is understandable. Yet, most significantly,
the credits not only list the film’s vocal performers but also include their respective
characters below their names. For example, beneath Harris’s name, the credits include the
line, “’Baloo’” the Bear, in a slightly smaller font. The film thus also marks the first time
vocal performers are directly aligned with their characters in the credit sequence for a
Disney animated feature.
In terms of remuneration, to begin with, the base rate the film’s voice actors
received was somewhat higher than that of Disney’s previous vocal performers. For
example, whereas Lee received $3,500 for five days of recording for Lady and the Tramp,
according to legal records, Prima’s contract apparently granted him $1,500 per day for his
work on the film and a minimum of $7,500 total should his recording sessions amount to
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fewer than five days’ worth of work. 91 Perhaps most significantly, Prima’s contract also
guaranteed him royalties from sales of “phonograph recordings derived from soundtrack
material” “computed on ninety percent (90%) of net sales, of five percent (5%) of the net
price of records produced.” 92 Given that The Jungle Book’s soundtrack album earned a
Gold Record certification—the threshold for which, in the late 1960s, was one million
dollars in sales—Prima must have received a tidy sum for sales of the soundtrack record.
It is unclear whether Disney established similar agreements with performers such as Harris,
but it seems likely that this was the case. Nonetheless, however, the contract, equally
granted the studio:
all rights of every kind and character whatsoever […] to reproduce and/or
transmit any recordations [...] or reproductions thereof, in any manner
whatsoever, in connection with [Disney's] said photoplay, together with the
right to use [Prima's] name, likeness [etc.] [...] for advertising, publicizing
and exploiting the same. 93
In light of the legal entanglements Disney’s labor agreements with Caselotti and Stockwell
engendered, it is perhaps unsurprising that Prima’s contract included such explicit language
stipulating the studio’s rights to reproduce and exploit his voice labor for the film. Of
particular interest, however, is the contract’s language pertaining to using Prima’s name
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and likeness for advertising purposes, for, as the following section details, the studio
heavily publicized the film’s lead vocal performers—and their intrinsic relation to the
characters’ personalities—in The Jungle Book’s promotional campaign.
“The V.I.P.s of the Jungle”: Voice Marketing
While popular writing on the Jungle Book often situates the film as the first Disney
animated feature to employ star voice actors, as the previous case studies indicate, Disney
had enlisted several well-known performers to voice its 1940s-50s animated features. Yet,
as Michael Newton puts it in his work on The Jungle Book, “there remains the suspicion
that here, almost for the first time, the quality of the voices used, and the relative fame of
the actors involved was somewhat different.” 94 Though his suggestion that the film’s voices
are of a different “quality” than those of Disney’s previous animated features is
questionable, his reference to performers’ “relative fame” is worth probing. To begin with,
Harris was a successful bandleader and vocalist in the 1930s, before rising to fame as a
featured performer on the Jack Benny Program, and later, on a spinoff radio series he cohosted with his wife—former Fox star, Alice Faye. Harris also acted in several films and
television series in the 1930s-60s. By the late 1960s, however, he had largely retired from
performing. Similarly, Prima was a popular musician, singer, and bandleader in the 1930s50s and starred in several minor films in late 1950s and early 1960s. Following the
dissolution of his hit Las Vegas act with (and marriage to) jazz singer, Keely Smith, in
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1961, however, his career sharply declined. And while George Sanders, who supplied the
voice of the film’s villainous tiger, Shere Khan, was undoubtedly a renowned and respected
performer, he too was nearing the end of his acting career in the late 1960s.
In short, while the above performers were certainly stars, their careers were waning
when Disney cast them in The Jungle Book. In other words, it is not entirely accurate to
suggest that they were relatively bigger stars than performers such as Edwards, Lee, or
Driscoll (who was at the height of his fame when he voiced Peter Pan). What then is it
about these performers that creates the impression that they are “somewhat different”? On
one level, this is perhaps a function of historical amnesia. As Driscoll’s and Edwards’s
careers petered out in the 1950s and 1960s, respectively, their names/star personae are no
longer widely legible to contemporary audiences/critics. Yet, Lee, who recorded some of
her most popular singles after performing in Lady and the Tramp and remained a wellknown figure up to, and after, her death complicates such an assumption. Moreover, while
Prima’s music reentered the public consciousness during the swing revival of the late 1990s
when The Gap featured his recording of “Jump, Jive and Wail” in a television ad, Lee is
arguably still a more recognizable pop cultural icon than either Prima or Harris.
In terms of the latter two performers, this sense of difference perhaps stems, at
least in part, from the fact that they were not only successful performers but fundamentally
star personalities who had actively cultivated ostentatious personae that manifest across
their various performances. For example, a Los Angeles Times profile of Harris, opens with
the following description: “[He] […] is the same bundle of energy, personality, delightful
mannerisms, jive-talking, wise-guy, hard-drinking musician stereotype that he was […]
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[at] Cocoanut Grove in the early '30s, and that he later portrayed so roguishly on Jack
Benny's radio and TV shows.” 95 The article thus suggests that Harris’s star persona was
predicated on a set of readily identifiable, stereotyped characteristics that remained stable
throughout his career. As concerns Prima, a 1958 Variety item tellingly subtitled: “I’m a
Personality, Too Not Just a Bandleader,” perhaps best encapsulates the performer’s selfconscious efforts to frame himself as a “star personality.” The piece reports that Prima had
refused to assume band leading duties for his 1958 appearance on the Milton Berle Show
(1958-1962), noting “Prima takes the view that he’s going on the [...] show as a personality
and his assuming the baton, will detract from his attaining that end.”96 In sum, Harris’s and
Prima’s star texts were not only constructed in relation to the successful commercial media
products they produced but also the distinctive media personae they crafted. Of course,
performers such as Lee and Driscoll also had well-defined star personae; however, the
studio did not map their star signs onto their characters nor foreground the performers in
its marketing discourses so thoroughly as it did vis-à-vis Harris and Prima.
Therefore, what ultimately seems to distinguish The Jungle Book from Disney’s
prior animated features is the unprecedented degree to which the studio mobilized vocal
performers’ star personae both at the level of the film text and, extratextually, in The Jungle
Book’s marketing campaign. Trade press discourses essentially construct The Jungle
Book’s characters as cartoon vehicles through which the film’s vocal performers, as star
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personalities, speak. In fact, several articles refer to The Jungle Book’s characters solely
by their vocal performers’ name. A Variety review, for example, summarizes the film’s
plot as follows:
Friendly panther, vocalized by Sebastian Cabot, discovers a baby boy in the
jungle, and deposits him for upbringing with a wolf family, John Abbott
and Ben Wright, an age 10 boy, looped by Clint Howard, is seen in need of
shift to the human world as man-hating tiger, George Sanders, has returned
to the jungle […] Encounters along the way include a friendship with a
devil-may-care bear expertly cast with the voice of Phil Harris. 97
The article goes on to note that “Prima vocaliz[es] the king of a monkey tribe” and that
“[o]ther characters, all of whom are drawn in harmony with their vocal counterparts,
include sinister serpent Sterling Holloway, Col. Blimpish elephant, J. Pat O’Malley and his
wife, Verna Felton.” 98 This, and numerous other reviews that adopt similar rhetoric,
evidence a marked change in the studio’s discursive construction of its animated features’
vocal performers: it not only foregrounds The Jungle Book’s voice actors but positions the
film’s vocal performers, as opposed to their unnamed characters, as interlocutors. In other
words, such discourses reverse the rhetorical configuration of vocal performers as leased
larynxes and represent the film’s characters as leased animated bodies for the actors’ star
voices.
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By the same token, whereas Disney’s own promotional texts for Snow White and
Cinderella, respectively, elide the film’s vocal performers or construct them as archetypal
vocal surrogates for their animated counterparts, the marketing materials for The Jungle
Book do not attempt to mask. Rather the articles actively embrace the slippage between the
film’s characters and their vocal performers. For example, whereas the posters for Disney’s
previous features do not cite voice actors, The Jungle Book’s theatrical sheets list the film’s
lead vocal performers’ and corresponding characters’ names. Similarly, a print
advertisement that ran in several national papers, including The Los Angeles Times, The
New York Times, and The Washington Post prominently lists the film’s main vocal
performers alongside the characters they voiced. The bottom half of the ad reads: “Meet
Kiplings’s famous characters […] the V.I.P.’s of the Jungle!” Beneath this heading are
images of several of the film’s primary characters, along with their names, and the line
“voice by,” followed by the actor’s name. Specifically, the ad credits Harris, Cabot, Prima,
Sanders, and Holloway but, notably, does not include Mowgli’s voice actor, Reitherman.
The ad’s exclusion of the protagonist’s vocal performer suggests that the studio was most
interested in mining the promotional value of the film’s ‘V.I.P.’ star vocal performers as
opposed to constructing a campaign around a relatively unknown actor. 99 In other words,
“The V.I.P.s of the Jungle,” the film’s tagline, doubles as a tagline for the film’s star vocal
performers.
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We can perhaps best understand this imperative in relation to the changing
commercial market for animation in the US in the late 1960s. Though the Golden Age of
Animation had come to an end, animated media had not disappeared from the media
landscape but rather had long since migrated to television. New studios such as HannaBarbera and De Patie-Freleng (established by former employees of the defunct divisions),
for example, launched several successful animated televisions series in the early 1960s.
Indeed, a Los Angeles Times review of The Jungle Book directly references television
animation, noting, “The Jay Ward-Bill Scott Bullwinkle Show and the Hanna-Barbera Top
Cat show by now are classic instances of the hip cartoon.” Most significantly, the article
asserts, “TV cartoons have made virtues out of the cost-induced necessity of limited
animation by stressing visual and verbal wit and placing great stress on the voices,” thereby
making stars out of performers, such as Mr. Magoo’s vocalist, Jim Backus. 100
Reading Disney’s voice casting/marketing practices in relation to popular animated
television series’ emphasis on vocal performance and verbal wit, we can thus understand
the its efforts to cast numerous stars in The Jungle Book, and emphasize them in the film’s
promotional rhetoric as a product differentiation strategy. Indeed, the above article, titled
“Disney Craft Flavor for ‘Jungle Book’,” asserts that the film’s use of full animation (in
distinction to television’s limited animation) and vocal performers are precisely of the
“flavor” that sets it apart from competitive animated television fare. Though Mr. Magoo
might have made a star of Backus, as the author suggests, animated television series were
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produced on tight budgets, thus limiting the use of star vocal performers. Therefore,
promoting The Jungle Book’s star voice cast—a marker of its high-budget quality—
provided a way to distinguish the film from televised animation and perhaps justify the
expense of paying to see the film rather than staying home and watching animated
television series at no cost.
Finally, The Jungle Book’s voice cast members also participated in the film’s
promotion and lent their voices to the ancillary products it spawned. The cast, for instance,
attended and gave interviews at the film’s premiere at which Prima performed live with a
125 piece band.101 The film’s vocal performers did not, however, embark on a promotional
tour for the film (perhaps due to their contractual agreements with Disney). Instead, the
studio engaged Wally Boag—who provided vocalizations for Disneyland’s Enchanted Tiki
Room attraction and starred in the park’s Golden Horseshoe Revue stage show—to
headline a cross-country tour featuring costumed characters, thus gesturing toward
Disney’s efforts to coordinate and synergize its theme park and film operations. 102
Similarly, that Jimmy Johnson, then head of Disney’s merchandising division, originally
suggested Prima for the role of King Louie points to both the increasing integration of
Disney’s film and merchandising divisions in the 1960s—which would become even more
pronounced in subsequent decades—as well as to the important part the feature’s vocal
performers would play in its merchandising campaign.
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In addition to the aforementioned soundtrack album, which included dialogue and
songs from the film, Disney’s in-house record label released a cover album on which Prima
and his band (as the “Jungle VIPs”) perform pop-inflected jazz versions of the film’s songs
and two non-Disney songs. Harris and Prima later reprised their roles in a 1968 sequel
album to The Jungle Book, More Jungle Book, a storybook record for which they
performed several new songs and the narrative of which Harris helped write. 103 Beyond
these vinyl recordings, The Jungle Book’s soundtrack was among the twelve titles included
in the first set of eight-track cassette tapes Disneyland Records released in 1969—a gambit
that prefigures Disney’s exploitation of animated films’ vocal performances across an
expanding range of media form(at)s in the 1980-90s.104 The Jungle Book thus represents a
pivotal turning point in Disney’s use of star vocal performers, the nature of its voice
laborers’ role in the production process and compensation for their work, as well as the
studio’s

efforts

to

market

and

monetize

its

animated

features’

vocal

performers/performances. As the following chapter details, the studio would both expand
and intensify these practices during the Disney Renaissance.

Disney After Walt: “The Dark Ages”
Although popular histories of Disney Animation frequently frame Walt Disney’s
death as an event that precipitated a rapid decline, the years immediately following were,
in fact, a period (albeit brief) of relative stability. In the late 1960s, the studio also
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established more equitable contractual agreements with its lead (star) vocal performers
both in terms of base pay and stipulations regarding the payment of royalties. Disney would
largely maintain vocal performance strategies it established for The Jungle Book for its first
animated feature of the 1970s, The AristoCats. The film’s ensemble voice cast equally
includes Harris, along with star performers such as Eva Gabor, Scatman Crothers, and Paul
Winchell; the theatrical posters, print advertisements, and press book for the film
foregrounded its lead voice actors; and many of these performers lent their voices to the
film’s tie-in record albums. At the broader corporate level, between 1966 and 1971,
Disney’s newly installed team, the “Disney Troika”—comprised of Roy O. Disney as
Chairman, and former senior executives Donn Tatum and Card Walker as President, and
Vice-President of Operations, respectively—successfully shepherded not only the above
titles through production but also existing projects, such as the construction of its Orlando
theme park/vacation resort, Walt Disney World, through to completion, thereby helping to
more than double the company’s profits.105
In short, by 1970, the studio was in a stronger financial position than ever before.
Though executive management conflicts erupted in the wake of Roy Disney Sr.’s death in
1971, the company’s diversified revenue streams continued yielding strong profits and its
animation department continued to prosper. Robin Hood (Wolfgang Reitherman, 1973),
The Rescuers (Wolfgang Reitherman, John Lounsbery, and Art Stevens, 1977), and Fox
and the Hound (Ted Berman, Richard Rich, and Art Stevens, 1981) were all commercially
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successful. But, by the mid-1970s Disney’s live-action film division was languishing, and
the precipitous decline of its box-office returns eventually eroded the company’s share
price.
As Jon Lewis observes, “Disney entered the 1980s in deep, deep trouble” and, by
1983, had become a highly attractive target for corporate raiders. 106 In 1984, Roy E.
Disney, who was not only deeply dissatisfied with company’s executive leadership but also
on acrimonious terms with its management team, resigned from the Disney board as both
“symbolic and strategic” gesture and began buying up Disney stock. A detailed description
of the “feeding frenzy” that ensued as stock holders and corporate raiders vied for control
of the company is beyond this project’s purview; however, Roy E. Disney, in alliance with
billionaire oil magnate, Sid Bass (who would soon become Disney’s principal stockholder)
ultimately prevailed and quickly ousted then President and Chief Executive Officer, Ron
Miller, and Chairman, Ray Watson.107
While Disney had long plucked its executives from the company’s existing ranks,
or handed down power through the Disney family line, as Janet Wasko notes, the
company’s new power brokers looked instead to “experienced players in the entertainment
business to help turn the company around.” 108 In September 1984, the company thus
appointed former President of Paramount Pictures, Michael Eisner as CEO and former
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Warner Bros. executive Frank Wells as President. Soon thereafter, Eisner and Wells
recruited Jeffrey Katzenberg, whom Gomery describes as “Hollywood’s new Irving
Thalberg” as head of Disney’s Film Division. 109
This management group revived Disney Animation and, under Katzenberg’s
supervision, ushered in the Disney Renaissance of the late 1980s-90s. The films of this
period would once more radically shift the company’s corporate fortunes. Crucially, as the
following chapter details, during this period Disney expanded and intensified the animated
voice casting, labor, and marketing strategies it implemented for The Jungle Book, opening
the realm of vocal performance in animation beyond broadcasting and recording stars with
identifiable personae to prominent film talent with robust star images. The studio’s
industrial approach to vocal performance for its Renaissance-era animated features not only
helped fuel the company’s corporate resurgence but continued to inform both Disney’s,
and its subsidiary, Pixar’s, vocal performances practices over the course of the following
two decades.

Conclusion
Between 1950 and the mid-1980s, Disney developed from a prestigious, if not
consistently profitable, independent film studio into a horizontally-integrated multimedia
company. Over the course of this period, the studio’s approach to enlisting, employing, and
exploiting voice labor/laborers for its animated feature films evolved in tandem with, and
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in intrinsic relation to, this broader corporate trajectory. As Disney struggled to regain
profitability after the war, the studio sought production economies that led it to rely more
heavily on its stock company of vocal performers and to enlist established performers,
more for their familiarity with certain roles or character-types than their established box
office drawing power, which would increase production budgets. The promotional
discourses for Disney’s 1950s and early-to-mid-1960s animated features aligned vocal
performers with their roles, by casting them as aural analogues for their characters. With
its expansion into music publishing and other ancillary markets, Disney began developing
its own stars during the 1950s, expanding its roster of in-house vocal performers to include
leads. Yet the studio hired numerous star vocal performers during the 1940s-1950s, for its
final feature of the 1960s, it markedly increased its efforts to cast, and foreground, star
performers, both textually and extratextually. Such a strategy helped differentiate the
studio’s animated feature films from lower-budget but highly popular animated television
series. The practices established in The Jungle Book set conventions that would dominate
Disney Animation’s vocal performance practices until the Disney Renaissance, at which
point corporate developments and industrial imperatives would, once again, compel the
studio to redefine the cultural and commercial function of the voice in animation.
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Chapter Three
Vocal Intertextuality: The Disney Renaissance
and Pixar(ticulation)

In a 2009 piece on his “Freakonomics” blog, popular author and economist Steven
D. Levitt grapples with one of the most pronounced trends in contemporary animated
feature filmmaking, asking: “[w]hy do big-name stars so dominate the voices in animated
films?”1 In response to this question, Levitt offers four hypotheses. First, he suggests that
big stars might provide a higher quality of voice acting, a notion he quickly rejects,
asserting that professional voice actors must surely be better equipped for such work.
Second, he proposes that because voice acting takes relatively little time (compared to liveaction acting), it might be cheaper to hire stars for animated voice work. Once again,
however, he discards this idea, citing the sizable salaries stars were receiving for their
animated voice roles. Third, he proposes star voice acting in animation might have
increased because “people really like to hear the voices of the stars.” Yet, he equivocates
once more, stating, “[w]ith a few notable exceptions, my guess is that audiences couldn’t
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even identify the voices of the stars if they didn’t see the credits.” Finally, he arrives at the
fourth, and what he perceives to be the most plausible, hypothesis:
big-time actors are hired to read these parts precisely because they are
expensive. In order to be willing and able to give multi-million dollar deals
to stars to do voices that a no-name could do for $50,000, a producer must
be confident that the movie will be a big hit. Thus, the big star is hired solely
to give a credible signal to outsiders that the producer thinks the movie will
be a blockbuster.2
Ultimately, however, Levitt concedes that none of these hypotheses “feels right.” And,
indeed, the above theories are both too reductive and too economically deterministic to
account adequately for the historical, industrial, and cultural dynamics of star vocal
performance in contemporary Hollywood animation. Although (as the previous chapters
indicate) select stars have lent their voices to Hollywood animated features since the 1940s,
the past two and half decades have witnessed an unprecedented, large-scale shift toward
star vocal performance across the Hollywood animation industry. Star voice casts have
become increasingly central, if not indispensable, to the promotion, reception,
merchandising, and, as the following chapter indicates, global distribution of Hollywood
animation.
Disney was at the forefront of this industry-wide turn in the early 1990s and, in
tandem with its sister studio Pixar animation, continued to fuel rise of star voice acting in
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Hollywood animation over the course of the ensuing decades. Disney’s and Pixar’s star
voice casts are among the most heavily marketed and highly anticipated properties of their
animated feature films. So too are they a recurring topic of interest in film reviews, online
commentaries, and popular writing on the studios and their animated features. Yet,
although the prominence of star vocal performance in Disney, Pixar, and Hollywood
animation writ large is readily identifiable, it is not well understood. Much like Levitt’s
work, popular analyses of star vocal performance in animation typically trade in overly
totalizing, ahistorical claims while scholars have largely elided or dismissed the practice
as an object of study. Since the 1990s, star vocal performance has significantly reshaped
the commercial and cultural status of Hollywood animation as well as popular perceptions
of the medium. If animation was once the “less credible […] second cousin” 3 of live-action
cinema, the broad popular appeal of recent Disney and Pixar features such as Frozen
(2013), currently the ninth highest grossing feature of all time, Zootopia (Byron Howard
and Rich Moore 2016), and Finding Dory (Andrew Stanton and Agnus MacLane, 2016)
evidence a different pattern. That these films all feature star voice casts equally points to
the need for more rigorous and historical scholarly analyses of the form and function of
star vocal performance in animation. This chapter’s overarching aim is thus to begin to
address this critical gap.
More precisely, this chapter explores two central lines of inquiry. First, extending
the industrial history that the previous two chapters trace, I map the development of Disney
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Animation’s star vocal performance strategies in the mid-to-late 1980s and 1990s. I
correlate the emergence of these practices to the corporate transformations The Walt
Disney Company underwent during mid-to-late 1980s and early 1990s, looking
specifically at the studio’s corporate synergy and diversification initiatives. Aladdin (Ron
Clements and John Musker, 1992), which marked a critical turning point in Disney’s
approach to star vocal performance, serves as my central case study for this line of analysis.
The second portion of the chapter extends the scope of my study to Pixar Animation.
Taking Monsters, Inc. (Pete Docter, 2001) and Toy Story (John Lasseter, 1995) as case
studies, I unpack the meaning-making functions star vocal performance serves in Pixar’s
film texts and promotional paratexts. I focus most closely on Pixar’s construction and
mobilization of vocal performers’ star discourses in relation to the studio’s broader
branding imperatives.
At each analytical level, I consider how Pixar’s industrial practices and branding
strategies and practices extend and diverge from the textual norms and promotional
methods that its conglomerate sibling, Disney Animation, established in the early 1990s.
Thus, although this chapter centers primarily on Pixar animation, such an analysis allows
us to look comparatively at Disney’s and Pixar’s star vocal performance strategies in
relation to issues of genre as well as to each studio’s respective marketing, branding, and
product differentiation imperatives. Finally, I conclude with a brief discussion of the nature
and extent to which Pixar’s approach to star vocal performance has evolved relative to its
corporate relationship with The Walt Disney Company following Disney’s acquisition of
Pixar in May 2006.
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In so doing, this chapter heeds Thomas Schatz’s call for media industries research
that integrates textual analysis with political economic approaches and addresses
“[q]uestions of ownership and control…alongside—and in dynamic interaction with—
those that address the expressive power and appeal of culture industry products.” 4 I thus
take my cue from what Schatz posits as a guiding question for media industries research:
“[h]ow do these industries systematically create both capital and culture?” 5 Star vocal
performance in Disney and Pixar feature animation creates cultural meaning and, at the
same time, generates both economic and cultural capital for these studios by shoring up
both their brand identities. I first outline the scholarly literature and methodological
frameworks with which my analysis engages.

Star Voices and Sonic Strategies: Literature and Methods
Although Richard Dyer’s seminal work on stardom and Hollywood cinema, Stars,
stipulates that a star image is not “an exclusively visual sign, but rather a complex
configuration of visual, verbal and aural signs,” extant work on star performance primarily
focuses on the visual manifestations of a performer’s star image. 6 The absence of the star’s
body, or “the visual spectacle of celebrity,” in the diegetic space of an animated film,
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however, necessitates a greater attentiveness to star’s aural signs. 7 Yet while a broad range
of scholarship attends to Disney’s Renaissance features, as Chris Pallant notes, “the
importance of star performance in the Disney Renaissance remains relatively unexplored.” 8
Esme Davidson’s 2005 dissertation, “Hearing Stars: Popular Feature Length
Animation and the Celebrity Voice,” thus represents the most in depth study of star vocal
performance in feature animation. Davidson “locate[s] the celebrity voice as a defining
characteristic of the popular feature length film format since 1989,” 9 and examines the
ways in which star vocal performance intersects with issues of race, gender, and
representation. Highlighting the inadequacies of extant star studies frameworks for parsing
the form and function of star voice acting in animation, Davidson proposes an alternate
approach that draws on the “theory and methods from the phonetic field of voice quality.” 10
Davidson’s discussion of the star voice as “a source of inter- and extra-textual effects” and
a “contributory factor to the multi-sensory pleasure” of contemporary animated films
construct is most instructive to my analysis. 11 My approach is informed not by theories of
phonetics, but by Michel Chion’s concept of synchresis: the “spontaneous weld” that bonds
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sounds and images represented simultaneously in the film text—in this case star voices and
animated bodies.12 Chion’s theoretical construct more usefully speaks to the ways in which
stars’ voices, and their verbal/aural star signs, are welded, or tethered to the animated
characters they play. Moreover, while Davidson gestures toward the industrial
transformations that informed the studio’s turn to star vocal performance in the
Renaissance period, this chapter extends her work by more closely parsing the specific
industrial determinants that helped give rise to this shift.
Rebecca Asherie’s “Heavenly Bodies, Bestial Voices,” also examines celebrity
vocal performance in 1990s-2000s Hollywood animation, looking specifically at the
relationship between star vocal performers and animated animal characters. Asherie
focuses on the ways that voicing an animal can help stars reshape their star discourses or
repair a somehow “damaged” reputation. The absence of stars’ bodies in the animated text,
she contends, renders them “immune to the imposed, often unauthorized, discourses
produced by visual mass media representations.” 13 By extension, she argues that these
animated voice roles provide a star “the agency and control to reassert his or her identity
and act out the ideals of their choice from behind an animal mask, hidden from the public’s
watchful eye.”14 While Asherie’s broad framework offers a fruitful avenue for future
inquiry, her analyses of Woody Allen’s voice work in Antz (Eric Darnell and Tim Johnson,
1998) as a vehicle for (rightly) silencing the accusations of sexual abuse he has faced and
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Ellen DeGeneres’s vocal performance of Finding Nemo’s Dory (Andrew Stanton and Lee
Unkrich, 2003) as a strategy for usefully rendering her image less “gay,” are somewhat
problematic. Asherie nonetheless emphasizes the sychretic relationship between stars’
voices and their onscreen characters that this study explores.
Most relevant to my first case study is Pallant’s aforementioned work in
Demystifying Disney on Robin Williams’s voice work in Aladdin. Although Pallant tends
to oversimplify the history of star vocal performance in Disney animation (for instance,
positioning Orson Welles’s vocal performance in the 1986 Transformers (Nelson Shin)
movie as “the first concerted appropriation of live-action star appeal in the medium of
animation”), his of discussion the impact of Williams’s vocalizations on the
development/design of his character, the Genie, helps lay the foundation for my first case
study. Building on Pallant’s comparative analysis of the Genie as articulated in Aladdin’s
original screenplay and as the film text’s visual/vocal properties represent the character, I
consider the implications of the film’s explicit mapping of Williams’s audible star signs
onto his character.
Just as extant scholarship on the Disney Renaissance elides the issue of star
performance, the small body of scholarship on sound in Pixar animation centers primarily
on the studio’s sound design and scoring practices. Several of these studies, however,
productively point to the ways Pixar’s broader sonic strategies are intrinsically tied to the
studio’s efforts to craft a distinct brand identity.
First, this chapter extends Daniel Goldmark’s analysis of Pixar’s innovative film
scoring practices (discussed in the introduction to this study) to a discussion of Pixar’s
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deployment of the voice as a branding mechanism and form of product differentiation. In
so doing, I also expand on William Whittington’s identification of Pixar’s strategy of
“borrowing the credibility of celebrity voices to bring its computer-designed characters to
life.”15 Whittington argues that Pixar’s vocal performers “bring a star quality [to its films]
that serve[] a recognizable anchor for both the production and the filmgoers.” 16 Building
on this claim, I argue that Pixar’s vocal performances not only function as a recognizable
‘anchor’ but also as a key discursive construct in Pixar’s promotional discourses and an
intertextual nodal point in the studio’s films texts and paratexts.
This chapter is also in dialogue with Paul Wells’s analysis of the ways in which
Pixar’s sound design practices “offers the possibility of […] additionally facilitat[ing] the
meaning implied in the piece.” 17 Somewhat surprisingly, however, Wells does not grant
vocal performance the same meaning-making function that he does other elements of the
soundtrack, minimizing the role of star performers and arguing they are ultimately
subservient to the work of animators, an argument to which I return below. 18 Nevertheless,
the line of reasoning Wells develops in order to explain Pixar’s music and sound effects
can usefully be extended to a discussion of the voice, permitting an examination of how
particular vocal performances facilitate the creation of additional, implied meaning (or, to
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use Chion’s term, “added value”19), both through intertextual references in the diegesis and
extratextually in promotional and ancillary texts. This chapter thus considers how vocal
performances at all of these levels of textuality play with “the register and rhetoric” of the
voice “through its context and implied meaning” to shape audience’s understanding of and
engagement with the film. 20
The following case studies extend the purview of this work in two key respects.
First, adopting a film-historical approach, I map the industrial determinants that informed
Disney’s (and, subsequently, Pixar’s) approach to vocal performance in the early 1990s—
looking specifically at Williams’s star vocal performance in Aladdin. Second, drawing on
Jonathan Gray’s work on media paratexts, Barbara Klinger’s study of “promotional
epiphenomena,” and Jeff Smith’s work on “musical allusionism,” I illustrate the ways in
which Pixar intertextually and paratextually mobilizes star vocal performance (and
performers’ star discourses) in its film texts and promotional materials. Finally, I draw on
Robert Alan Brookey and Robert Westerfelhaus’s study of Pixar’s branding discourses to
elucidate the relationships among the studio’s exploitation of star vocal performers,
construction of its brand identity, and, more broadly, its evolving position in the corporate
structure of The Walt Disney Company. 21 I more closely examine the commercial and
cultural functions star vocal performance serves in Disney’s and Pixar’s film texts, the
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multimedia/transmedia network of paratexts across which these voices resonate, as well as
in the studios’ branding discourses.
Together, these methods provide a framework for understanding vocal performance
not only as a formal element of the film text but also as a critical a component of the
paratexts—filmic, promotional, and ancillary—that both surround and structure the
reception of the studios’ animated features. The following case study applies this method
to an analysis Disney’s and Pixar’s voice casting, performance, and promotion practices as
they were developed during the Disney Renaissance.

You Ain’t Never Had a Star Like Me: Vocal Performance in Aladdin
Popular and scholarly accounts of the history of star vocal performance in
animation trace the roots of this practice to a diversity of historical figures and periods.
Pallant argues for Welles’s role in Transformers (1986), Davidson points to Louis Prima’s
King Louie (1967), Asherie highlights Judy Garland’s voice work for Gay-Purree (1962),
while the first chapter of this study posits Cliff Edwards’s performance of Jiminy Cricket
(in 1940) as an earlier antecedent. By contrast, scholars and critics alike consistently trace
the rise of star vocal performance in contemporary Hollywood animation to a common
origin: Williams’s vocal performance in Aladdin. Williams’s vocalization of Aladdin’s
Genie, indeed, represents an important shift in Disney’s voice casting practices and
prefigures a broader influx of star voice actors animated features.
Scholars, however, have not unpacked how the industrial transformations the Walt
Disney Company underwent during the mid-to late-1980s and early 1990s—and the
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corporate imperatives Disney’s new management team pursued in this period—
fundamentally shaped the form and function of Williams’s performance. Neither have they
fully considered why Williams’s performance is distinct from that of previous star vocal
performances in Disney feature animation. Situating Williams’s participation and
performance in Aladdin in relation to industrial and cultural contexts of the film’s
production is crucial to understanding both how and why Aladdin represents an important
juncture in the history of vocal performance in Hollywood animation.

“Team Disney” and The Recasting of Vocal Performance in Disney Animation
The new executive management team The Walt Disney Company installed in 1984
fundamentally reshaped the company’s commercial fortunes, corporate configuration, and
status in the Hollywood industry. Indeed, as Schatz notes, whereas Disney had been “at the
very bottom of the studio heap in terms of output and market share” in the early 1980s, by
the decade’s end, it had not only reestablished a successful animation division, but also
grown from a “mini major” to the most synergized Hollywood major. 22
The vast range of corporate initiatives “Team Disney” established during this
period is too far reaching to list in full (which, in itself, speaks to their breadth). However,
broadly conceived, under the leadership of President and COO, Frank Wells, Chairman of
the Board and CEO, Michael Eisner; and Film Division head Jeffrey Katzenberg
diversified the company’s business activities and filmmaking operations to more
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aggressively exploit or tap into previously neglected markets, acquired new media outlets
and worked to synergistically integrate these divisions, and exploited its existing properties
via these outlets.
These corporate strategies first intersected with Disney Animation in the
company’s efforts to remonetize its valuable animated feature film library via the
company’s expanded business ventures.23 While the studio had been slow to move into
home video distribution, it began “packaging and proffering the ‘classics’ of Disney
animation in the expanding home video market” in the mid-to-late 1980s.24 As Douglas
Gomery argues, while this gambit generated substantial profits, it also limited the studio’s
longstanding practice of theatrically re-releasing its features. As a result, the studio actively
sought to create new “classics” it could then remonetize as video releases—an imperative
that fundamentally informed the filmmaking strategies it adopted for the Disney’s
Renaissance features. Eisner and Wells, two-thirds of the new management group, had
initially wanted to shutter the animation department, and instead devote the company’s
resources to live-action film and television. But Katzenberg, the new head of Disney’s film
division and the group’s third member, lobbied for the division’s reorganization and
revitalization.
The massive success of The Little Mermaid (Ron Clements and John Musker),
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which marked the beginning of the decade-long “Renaissance” Disney would subsequently
experience, confirmed Katzenberg’s belief that feature animated films, properly
reconceived and recast, could revive the company’s filmmaking business. This
reconceptualization of feature animation involved, in part, a development of new vocal
performance strategies. First, whereas Disney had hired popular songwriters (such as the
Sherman Brothers) in the 1960s, the studio called on Broadway composers and lyricists to
write the songs for its late 1980s to 1990s features and Broadway actors/singers to perform
these tunes—thus establishing a “Broadway singing style” as a key vocal archetype of the
studio’s Renaissance features. 25
Prompted by the success of Oliver & Company (George Scribner, 1988)—the first
of Disney’s 1980s Broadway-style musicals—the studio hired Howard Ashman and Alan
Menken to write The Little Mermaid’s song vehicles and Jodi Benson (who had previously
worked with Ashman on the Broadway musical Smile) to voice the film’s lead character
(both her songs and dialogue). 26 Disney’s collaboration with the songwriting team, who
were best known for their hit off-Broadway The Little Shop of Horrors (1986)—a black
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comedy horror musical far afield from Disney Animation’s family-friendly fare—also
points to the studio’s efforts to target a broader, adult audience. 27
In the 1960s to early 1980s, Disney—for fear of alienating audiences by abandoning the
“family friendly” image it had cultivated since the 1930s—had avidly avoided the type
gritty, violent, and sexually provocative auteur-driven cinema characteristic of the
“American New Wave.” Prior to the arrival of “Team Disney” in 1984, however, the
company had launched Touchstone Entertainment and, in 1993, acquired of Miramax—
labels it would exploit to target an adult (and in the latter case, niche) audience
demographic.28 Aladdin represented Disney’s extension of this project of targeting adult
audiences to its animation division.

Letting the Genie Out of the Bottle: Robin Williams as Star Vocal Performer
To resurrect Disney’s languishing film division, Eisner and Katzenberg
implemented new casting and production practices, drawing on the successful production
model and talent they had developed at Paramount (which they had steered from
bankruptcy to box-office success). As Jon Lewis describes it, the strategy was simple: “talk
tough, talk cheap, and keep total control.” In terms of casting, the new executives recruited
performers who had starred in Paramount-produced televisions shows and, in keeping with
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the dicta of “talking tough” and “talking cheap,” hired stars “willing to work for less than
star compensation.”29
Williams, who had starred in the hit television series, Mork and Mindy (1978-1982)
and whose asking price had dropped precipitously following a stint in rehab, fit the bill in
both respects (indeed, Williams would later jokingly suggest that Katzenberg cast Disney’s
films outside the Betty Ford Center). 30 Disney thus cast Williams in Good Morning
Vietnam (Barry Levinson, 1988) and in the following year’s Dead Poets Society (Peter
Weir)—both highly successful films. In keeping with its “cheap” labor practices Disney’s
contract with Williams for Aladdin granted him the minimum Screen Actors’ Guild rate
for his voice labor, which amounted to a total of $75,000. Though accounts suggest that
the star accepted the deal, in part because of the role Disney had played in resurrecting his
career with the above two films, that Williams was paid scale for his role nonetheless belies
Levitt’s claims that star voice actors are cast solely because they are “expensive.” 31
More significantly, Disney’s conception and casting of Williams as Aladdin’s
Genie, and the recording process it established for his performance of the character, were
intrinsically tied to the studio’s broader initiative of crafting animated features that would
appeal to both children and adults. Disney had unsuccessfully pursued that objective with
the grisly 1985 Black Cauldron (Richard Rich and Ted Berman, 1985), which had been
put into production before the arrival of “Team Disney.” As a result, at least in part, of this
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failed effort the studio distributed the 1988 live-action/animation hybrid film Who Framed
Roger Rabbit (Robert Zemeckis)—a Disney/Amblin Entertainment co-production—under
the company’s adult-oriented Touchstone label, deeming it insufficiently “family friendly”
for the Disney Animation brand.
The surprising adult appeal The Little Mermaid demonstrated in test screenings,
however, prompted Disney to change its approach to marketing the film, and the success
of Beauty and The Beast (Gary Trousdale and Kirk Wise, 1991) confirmed the crossover
potential of Disney’s new animated feature film model. According to press reports, adults
outnumbered children ten to one at some screenings of Beauty and the Beast, and the film
would go on to become the first animated feature to be nominated for an Academy Award
for Best Picture. 32 Moreover, the dominance of child-oriented “Saturday morning cartoon”
television series in the 1960s to 1980s, which had “culturally defined [animation] as a genre
whose primary audience was children,” was waning, and popular (primetime) adultoriented programs in the early 1990s—such as The Simpsons (1990-present), and Beavis
and Butthead (1992–97)—had begun to disrupt animation’s “’kid-only label.”33
Aladdin, marked Disney’s efforts to pursue more aggressively this emerging adult
market. In many respects, Aladdin replicated Beauty and Beast’s successful model, which
merged the light-hearted tone of a Broadway-style musical comedy with darker themes.
Crucially Aladdin evidenced Disney’s determination to make its films “hipper and more-
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up-to-date,” as a means of appealing to both increasingly sophisticated young viewers and
the parents who would presumably be watching the films with their children.34 This
“update” resulted in a film that would be characterized by “MTV-era pacing, crazy-quilt
colors and pop cultural references at every turn.”35 Wells has further pointed to a
“‘knowingness’ in Aladdin’s narrative style.”36 But these qualities—the rapid pacing, pop
culture intertextuality, and ironic self-reflexivity—can be traced to Williams’s
performance and manic vocal style.
Directors Ron Clements and John Musker, originally conceived of and wrote the
for Williams, and, in order to convince the studio to hire the actor, animated a “demo reel”
of sorts using the audio tracks from Williams’s stand-up comedy routines. Once Williams
was in the recording studio, the script was largely abandoned, and the star was given license
to ad-lib and free associate. This was, from the beginning, anticipated as part of what
Williams would bring to the film, as the Genie’s leader animator recalled: “Did I see Robin
doing any improvisation? That would be like saying did you see the pope wearing his
vestments?” said Eric Goldberg, character’s supervising animator. 37
Scenes that had been scripted to last less than a minute ballooned in length, and
Disney’s animators, in translating Williams’s performance, veered significantly from the
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studio’s animation traditions, which caused some controversy around the studio, as
animators responsible for other of the film’s characters and components caught wind of
what the Genie’s animators were doing. As animator Andres Deja relayed to the Los
Angeles Times, one of his colleagues arrived in his office in a state of shock:
“Do you know what they're doing over there?” she said, agitated. “Do you
know what they're doing to the Genie? They're going to have him turn into
Arnold Schwarzenegger.”
“No, they're not,” Andres Deja said, looking up from his drawing board.
“They wouldn't do that. You can't do that. You can't turn him into a
contemporary actor.” “Well, they are. And all sorts of other things too. You
won't believe it.” Deja didn't, so he ran over to the ‘Aladdin’ offices, where
animator Eric Goldberg was indeed drawing some very strange things: a jutjawed, electric blue Robin Williams-inspired Genie who speed-bounced
from one characterization to another, everything from a game show host to
a fey fashion designer to a snooty French waiter and, yes, Arnold
Schwarzenegger… and, for a moment, one of Disney's own beloved
characters [Pinocchio]. "That's when it dawned on me," Deja says. "We're
not going to be doing this one by the book."38
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In addition to Schwarzenegger, the animators drew caricatures of Arsenio Hall, Groucho
Marx, Robert De Niro, Jack Nicholson, and Ethel Merman to align with Williams’s rapidfire barrage of impersonations and cultural references.
The result was surely an atypical Disney animated feature, but the film was
generally well-received by critics, who were particularly drawn to Williams’s vocal
performance, recognized the bid to adult audiences, and judged the experiment successful:
“There is a magical moment for adults in Disney’s new “Aladdin.” The giant blue genie
escapes from the bottle and—what a relief—turns out to be Robin Williams. He doesn’t
look like Robin Williams, but he acts and sounds exactly like him.”39 Whether the Genie’s
performance—calibrated for culturally literate adults—would undermine the feature’s
appeal to children, Janet Maslin averred: “What will children make of a film whose main
attraction—the Genie himself—has such obvious parent appeal? They needn’t know
precisely what Mr. Williams is evoking to understand how funny he is… even if they can’t
identify a lightning-fast evocation of ‘The Ed Sullivan Show’.”40
Katzenberg would later criticize the film for the uninspiring nature of its
eponymous character, noting: “Aladdin was the least interesting person in the movie […]
He was transparent. You didn't care about him. Now, how do you have a movie called
‘Aladdin’ where Aladdin isn't worth caring about?”41 Katzenberg’s assertion implicitly
points to the historical significance of Williams’s star performance in Aladdin—what sets
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his work apart from prior animated star vocal performances. While Disney had cast stars
in its earlier animated features, these voice talents were primarily radio personalities,
and/or recording artists (as with Edwards, Lee, and Prima). Williams represented a move
toward casting well-known film actors, and crucially, “high profile stars.” I use the term
here in accordance with Paul McDonald’s description of the “high profile star” as a
performer who both functions “as a simple and direct sign of production quality,” and
whose star image ultimately becomes the “image of the film.” 42 That is, if Aladdin seemed
“transparent,” or not worth caring about, it is not only because Williams’s multifaceted
Genie overshadowed the lead character but because Williams’s star image became “the
image of the film.”
Moreover, at a time when many animation studios were outsourcing animation to
East Asia to cut costs, Williams’s signifiying presence equally served as an important
marker of the film’s quality. That The Care Bears Movie (Arna Selznick, 1985)—a
Canadian film animated by outsourced Taiwanese and South Korean labor—had beat
“Team Disney’s” first animated feature film release, The Black Cauldron, at the box-office,
points to the salience of this imperative. Indeed, beyond the Care Bears, toy franchises such
as Transformers, My Little Pony, and G.I. Joe had equally made successful moves into the
animation market. In this context, Disney engaging a major star such as Williams serves
as a marker of quality and giving his star persona—as a manic vocal impressionist—free
rein not merely to reshape the character’s animation but also overturn decades of creative
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tradition provided the intertextual referentiality and pop cultural playfulness that Disney
associated with adult audiences.
Williams’s image supplanting that of the film occurred despite his own efforts to
limit his involvement in the promotional campaign. The star stipulated that he not feature
prominently in the film’s press kit and that his character’s image occupy no more than 25%
of its poster. One point on which Williams was adamant was that he did not want his voice
to be used to sell products associated with the film. However, Disney had recently entered
into a licensing agreement with Burger King that allowed the fast food chain to distribute
tie-ins for Disney’s animated features, and Williams’s voice was used in this campaign.
The actor took to the press accusing Disney of breaching an agreement with him not to use
his voice to merchandise products inspired by Aladdin: “In ‘Mork & Mindy’ they did Mork
dolls—I didn’t mind the dolls; the image is theirs. But the voice, that’s me; I gave them my
self.”43 Competing stories circulated that Williams’s grievance had less to do with principle
than his taking scale to perform the character and wanting a share of its $200 million box
office. Williams swore never to work with the studio again.
Three years later, Williams’s voice intersected with another facet of Disney’s
conglomerate operations. Having mined from the vault many of the properties the company
deemed valuable, Walt Disney Television Animation launched a line of low-budget directto-video sequels of the animation studio’s hits. The first of these was a follow up to Aladdin
called The Return of Jafar (Tad Stones, Toby Shelton, and Alan Zaslove 1994), which
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featured Dan Castallaneta (The Simpsons) as the Genie. While the film was a financial
success, reviewers noted the absence of Williams:
The Genie is still a marvel of rapid-fire transformations, but here his
changes are more visual than verbal. In a flash, he can turn himself into
Popeye or Jiminy Cricket, a sombrero-wearing Mexican or an Eskimo. Mr.
Castellaneta has a hint of Robin Williams's inflection in his voice, but only
half the warmth.44
Hoping to capitalize on this sequel’s financial success but not wanting to risk alienating
consumers with a pale imitation of Williams’s original, the studio, now under the
management of Joe Roth, sought to mend fences. Roth publically apologized to Williams
and acknowledged that “Disney may have been responsible” for media misrepresentations
of the dispute.45 Shortly after the two sides resolved their feud, Williams was signed for $1
million and cast as The Genie for the third Aladdin film, Aladdin and the King of Thieves.
In sum, Disney’s initial move into star voice casting intersected with the company’s
corporate strategies in several key ways. Just as Disney had been pursuing adult markets
through Touchtone Pictures, Aladdin was a means of diversifying the studio’s animation
to broaden and buttress its audience base. The studio attempted to license the actor’s voice,
bespeaking its complex array of agreements with external companies. Finally, the impetus
of Disney’s rapprochement with Williams was a third component of its conglomerate era
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corporate strategy, the development of synergies across major divisions of the company.
Lending his voice to such ancillary products would seem not to trouble Williams after he
and Disney had settled their dispute: he voices the Genie in the video game Disney’s Math
Question with Aladdin (1998). While Aladdin would establish the commercial and
branding potential of the voice in animation, it did not set the template for how the animated
star voice could be incorporated into the text or mobilized beyond it. Pixar, as I will explore
below, adopted and adapted the practice pioneered by Disney Animation in order to
achieve its own corporate aims.

Pixarticulation: Star Vocal Performance in Pixar Animated Features
Pixar Animation’s corporate and creative history is inextricably entwined with The
Walt Disney Company and Disney Animation. This relationship precedes the release of
Pixar’s first feature, Toy Story, by nearly a decade. In the early 1980s, Disney, looking to
replace its costly and labor-intensive hand-drawn animation processes, turned to Pixar, then
a small computer animation company recently acquired from Lucasfilm by former Apple
magnate Steve Jobs. Having established the potential of its technology with short films,
such as “Luxo Jr.” (John Lasseter, 1986) and advertising work for companies such as
Listerine, Lifesavers, and Tropicana, Pixar was hired by Disney to implement a program
called CAPS (The Computer Animation Production System), which used Pixar Image
Computers (PICs) to “scan pencil drawings of characters, color them, composite them onto
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scanned backgrounds and other image layers, and record the frames onto film.” 46 After a
successful test use for a scene in The Little Mermaid, CAPS was officially adopted to
supplant the traditional ink and paint processes, and Disney acquired a series of PICs to
implement the change. More significant, however, was a contract Pixar signed with Disney
in 1991: a three-picture deal for feature-length computer animated films.
This agreement would gradually but radically change Pixar’s financial situation
but, more immediately, bring the company into one of Disney’s markets, feature animation.
Pixar was, from the beginning, influenced by its distributor’s in-house animation unit.
Leading the creative team at Pixar were Cal Arts-trained, former Disney animators, such
as Brad Bird and John Lasseter, who would go on to become directors and creative
executives, first at Pixar and, later at Disney, following the acquisition in 2006.
Furthermore, in its casting of well-known performers—and, in the case of Tom Hanks in
Toy Story, a major star—Pixar was, from its inception, participating in the star voice casting
pioneered by Disney with Aladdin. With Hanks’s co-star Tim Allen, Pixar was drawing
from a roster of talent affiliated with Disney. Allen’s sitcom, Home Improvement (199199) was produced by Touchtone Televsion, Disney’s live-action television production
company, and shot on its Burbank lot.
But the way that the star voice is deployed, importantly, is not a simple adoption
of the practices of Pixar’s corporate benefactor. Instead, Pixar’s vocal performance
practices serve both to differentiate itself from Disney Animation and to differentiate its
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films from animation more generally. The first distinction is most evident in Pixar’s genre
preferences. Pixar’s first film under this deal, Toy Story, makes plain the studio’s basic
strategy of differentiation from Disney. Unlike Disney’s animated features, Toy Story does
not draw from the canon of fairy tales but instead is based on an original concept.
Moreover, eschewing Disney’s model of animated musicals, the film includes no diegetic
song performances and instead takes the buddy action film as its narrative model. As
Goldmark and Whittington have observed, this generic preference has resulted in Pixar
Animation’s approach to scoring and sound design departing in several important ways
from the classic Disney Animation model, and it also has consequences for the studio’s
vocal performance strategies—neither Hanks nor Allen were hired for their ability to carry
a tune.
Instead, the selection of stars allows Pixar to access, both within the text and in its
paratextual materials, intertextual discourses. Unlike the case of Williams in Aladdin, these
are not general pop culture references—such as William F. Buckley and Groucho Marx—
but Hanks’s and Allen’s own star discourses, screen images developed across previous
roles. As a result of departing from Disney’s generic model, the ways in which the
meanings of star voices are operationalized in the film text and across paratexts differs
from that which I observed above in relation to Aladdin. The economic strategy of product
differentiation thus shapes vocal performance practices and the “expressive power and
appeal” of and the cultural meanings associated with Pixar’s films. 47 In order to trace how
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Pixar’s films differently deploy the voice to create meaning, I first analyze vocal
allusionism in the Toy Story franchise which opens the texts to multiple modes of reception
and discursive interpretations. Second, looking at promotional materials for Monsters Inc.,
I examine how star vocal performances participate in Pixar’s marketing and branding
discourses. Together, these levels of analysis allow me to specify how Pixar operationalizes
the star voice to achieve its own corporate and cultural objectives.

Talking Toys: Intertextuality and Vocal Allusionism in Toy Story and Toy Story 2
The promotional discourse surrounding Toy Story highlights the inclusion of Allen
and Hanks and discursively bridges elements of the leads’ star personae to the characters’
identities: “Tom Hanks, [as] a hand-crafted piece of Americana himself, is the voice of
Woody. Tim Allen, whose way with power tools has made him known throughout the
Gamma Quadrant of Sector Five, brings his star power to the voice of Buzz Lightyear.”48
More than simply promotion, however, these personae are activated in the text. As a
leading man who rarely plays the role of the villain, Hanks’s voice was chosen to keep
audiences identifying with Woody as a tragic, but nonetheless traditional American hero,
even when his actions become increasingly reproachable. As one of the film’s writers, Joss
Whedon tellingly explains, “Tom Hanks has a persona he brings with him—you know
you’re going to like him. You know that his values will end up being good, so even if he
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seems harsh, there’s a point to it.” 49 This star/character unit is generally reflective of what
Dyer terms a “selective use” of star persona, whereby “from the structured polysemy of a
star’s image certain meanings are selected in accord with the overriding conception of the
character in the film.”50 Such is the case with Hanks in particular who, though as Whedon
acknowledges does often play the hero or ‘good guy,’ also has a diffuse matrix of disparate
images, roles, and attributes that comprise his persona.
While one “selective use” of a star persona is to support a film’s narrative needs—
here, to keep the audience sympathetic to Woody, even as his actions become less
laudatory—Dyer’s concept can also be understood to open filmic texts to a plurality of
discursive interpretations and identificatory positions beyond immediate narrative
requirements. Smith’s extension of Noël Carroll’s work on the relationship between
allusion and viewing strategies to film sound and music is instructive to parsing these
textual elements and the multifaceted mode of reception to which Pixar’s vocal practices
open the studio’s films. Carroll conceives of allusionism as “a two-tiered system of
communication which sends an action/drama/fantasy-packed message to one segment of
the audience” and an additional “hermetic, camouflaged, and recondite one to another.” 51
Pivotally, however, these allusions do not disrupt the conveyance of the narrative but
function simultaneously to create extradiegetic meaning without obscuring narrative
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comprehension. We can usefully extend this theory to Pixar’s practice of weaving vocal
allusions to performers’ star discourses into its feature film texts, thereby opening them to
a multi-tiered mode of viewing/listening. Pixar’s adoption of such a dual mode of address
is central to understanding its wide demographic appeal, its consistent commercial success,
and the important role that the voice plays in the studio’s films.
Examples of this type of vocal, intertextual play abound in Toy Story series. For
example, vocally alluding to Hanks’s iconic performance in Forrest Gump (Robert
Zemekis, 1994) in Toy Story 2 Slinky Dog exclaims, “I’m not a smart dog, but I know what
road kill is!” (parodying Hanks’s line in the former film, “I’m not a smart man, but a know
what love is”). This allusion to Hank’s dialogue is both an intertextual joke that allows for
the possibility for a digressive audience response and communicates a level of basic
narrative information as the characters are attempting to cross a busy street. Thus, the
reference demonstrates, to use Wells’s terms how “the dynamics of sound” can be used to
“support a visual joke” without compromising narrative comprehension.
A sustained example of this vocal allusionism in the Toy Story series centers on R.
Lee Ermey, who supplied the voice for the “green army” toy sergeant in the film trilogy.
Ermey is well known for his history as a Marine drill instructor and his many military roles,
particularly in as a Gunnery Sergeant in Stanley Kubrick’s Full Metal Jacket (1987) as a
Gunnery Sergeant. 52 Though Ermey’s expletive-laden dialogue is not particularly apt for
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quotation in a Pixar film, the timbre, tone, and register of his iconic voice shouting military
commands arguably serves as a form of vocal reference to his persona and previous roles,
allowing for a multi-tiered mode of reception that can comprise on the one hand, the
interpellation of an intertextual reference, and on the other hand, a level of narrative
engagement.
Robert Goulet’s cameo as Wheezy, the toy penguin’s singing voice in Toy Story 2
operates in a similar way. Wheezy’s rendition of “You’ve Got a Friend in Me” (the film’s
theme song), sung by Goulet, is the film’s musical culmination. In terms of the lyrics, and
the emotive qualities of the melody, the song functions as a diegetic coda following the
restoration of dramatic stasis and the requisite Disney ‘happily ever after’ ending.
Concurrently, the song is a tongue-in-cheek hyperbolization of the ballads for which
Goulet’s voice is best known. This extra level of signification adds a note of irony to this
somewhat cliché moment: Wheezy, who has had a gravelly whisper of a voice throughout
the film, is suddenly, with a new squeaker, not only able to speak but croon like Goulet.
This reference is expressly articulated through Goulet’s vocal qualities—his rich baritone
voice and theatrical singing style.
In such cases, vocal allusions point directly back to the star performers, selfreferentially deploying their vocal star signs, which become a central characterizing feature
of their animated counterpart. John Ratzenberger—who has lent his voice to all of Pixar’s
films—represents perhaps the most self-conscious and self-referential manifestation of the
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above practice. Ratzenberger’s consistent voice work has, indeed, become part of his star
discourse. His vocal performances in Pixar’s films thus point to and reinforce his aural star
signs. Moreover, his voice not only tethers his star signs to his animated character but also
serves as a type of intertextual nodal point connecting the studio’s films. This intertextual
linkage is, in fact, highlighted and played upon in the closing credits of Cars (John Lasseter
and Joe Ranft, 2006), in which Ratzenberger plays ‘Mack the Truck.’ The credit sequence
includes a scene, midway through, in which Mack/Ratzenberger is watching ‘Car-versions’
of other Pixar movies. For instance, he watches scenes from films such as ‘Toy Car Story,’
that aptly features a station wagon Woody, ‘Monster Cars,’ and car-themed version of A
Bug’s Life (John Lasseter and Andrew Stanton, 1998) that features Volkswagen Beetles.
Each scene also features Ratzenberger’s character in the given film and showcases
a ‘car-themed’ twist on a line of dialogue that his character speaks in the original film being
referenced. After his character speaks the bit of dialogue, the scene cuts back to Mack
watching the films; each time, Mack comments on the quality or talent of the vocal actor—
himself. For example, Ratzenberger muses: “Whoever does the voice of that piggy truck,
I tell ya he’s one great actor” and “That abominable snowplow is quite the comic thespian.”
At the closing of the credits, however, Mack, realizing that they are in fact all the same
voice, though not acknowledging it is also his own, states: “Wait a minute here, they’re
just using the same actor over and over. What kind of cut-rate production is this?” This
scene, albeit brief, highlights Pixar’s cross-promotional deployment of the voice in its films
in a dual fashion. First, Ratzenberger’s acknowledgement of the recurrence of his voice in
Pixar’s features recontextualizes his vocal performances within the larger body of Pixar’s
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work. Additionally, each of the film clips Mack views feature some of the original vocal
cast of the films being referenced; therefore, this sequence also contains embedded vocal
allusions to the respective films in which these stars perform.
Despite such instances of vocal allusionism, Wells argues against reading animated
characters primarily in relation to the performer who voice them. Writing specifically about
Toy Story, Wells states that “[w]hile the vocal performances of Tom Hanks (Woody) and
Tim Allen (Buzz) may carry with them aural signifiers of their pre-established film and
television personae, this is significantly counter-pointed by the graphic signifiers of the
moving, visualized figures.”53 In other words, Wells emphasizes the primacy of the
animator “as the intrinsic performer of the character,” arguing that the voice actor is
“usurped by the potency of the discourses played out through the iconography.” 54 Instead,
he proposes that Toy Story’s characters:
must be aligned not with a phenomenology of “Hanks” or “Allen,” or what
may be termed the traditional mode of “star” defined by the economic,
artistic and socio-cultural factors discussed by Dyer and [Christine]
Gledhill, but to the phenomenology of Lara Croft and the burgeoning
conception of the cyborg. 55
As the cases of vocal allusionism above demonstrate, the Toy Story films expressly
foreground the “aural signifiers” of the films’ voice actors, such that star discourses,
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performers’ previous roles, and the presence of the recognizable voice itself all exist
alongside the work of the animator.
Moreover, while Wells asserts that animated characters’ iconographic qualities (as
inscribed by the animator) “usurp” the contributions of the voice actor, Pixar’s production
process troubles such a claim. Given that Pixar’s vocal performance are initially recorded
before animation is completed, both performers’ particular vocal qualities (register,
intonation, accent, etc.) and their delivery of the dialogue, frequently inflect the
development of the animated characters. Hanks’s adlibbed lines for Toy Story influenced
the content and presentation of several of the film’s scenes, among them Woody playing
with Buzz’s detached arm; apparently Hanks provided so much material that lines from his
1994 recording session have appeared in all of Toy Story’s subsequent installments,
including the upcoming Toy Story 4 (Josh Cooley, 2018).56
By the same token, Monsters Inc. animator John Karhs, in the film’s production
notes, observes of one of the film’s stars John Goodman: “[his voice] had a wonderful
rhythm and a lot of texture. There is a resonant warble to his voice, almost bear-like, and
it fits the character so well. I would get direction from his performance and know exactly
how the eyebrows are going to move and what the emotion of the scene is going to be.” 57
Similarly, the production notes indicate that lead character animator Andrew Gordon
attended several of co-star Billy Crystal’s recording sessions to “study the actor’s
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expressions and mannerisms in person.” 58 Furthermore, Gordon states that, he drew on
Crystal’s dialogue when creating his character: “I was doing some early tests on Mike with
Billy Crystal’s dialogue and I had a real knack for him […] I felt like I knew the character
of Mike and I could see the acting in my head very naturally.” 59 Thus, in much the same
way that Robin Williams’s persona and ad-libbed dialogue informed the way several
scenes were animated in Aladdin, deviating from the original screenplay, Monsters, Inc.’s
vocal performers shaped the work of animators who merged their own designs and ideas
with the performances of Crystal and Goodman.
Pixar’s vocal performances, as well as the performers’ star discourses, thus shape
the narratives and visual dimensions of the animated text and open the text to a range of
meanings that exceed those of the fictional narrative. Crucially, these meanings are not
merely in the text to be appreciated by Pixar’s animators and found by savvy viewers. Even
if we accept, to a certain extent, Wells’s argument about the text, the following analysis
demonstrates viewers are primed to understand Pixar’s characters in relation to performers’
star discourses. Prior to encountering the film, viewers engage a variety of paratextual
material that directs their interpretation, encouraging them to attend to the synchretic bond
between star voices and discourses and the films’ characters.
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When Harry Met Sulley: Vocal Paratextuality/Intertextuality in Monsters Inc.
Monsters, Inc., which traces the eponymous corporation’s struggles to harvest and
harness ‘vocal energy’ from human children’s screams (and, later, laughter)—the
monsters’ main power source—fundamentally revolves around the voice. As the following
case study demonstrates, Pixar’s marketing campaign for Monsters, Inc. equally relied
heavily on the promotional “power” of the film’s vocal performers. Below, I thus examine
how Pixar deployed vocal performers/performances in Monsters, Inc.’s “promotional
epiphenomena.” That is, per Klinger’s formulation: the promotional materials that
constitute “not only a commercial life-support system for a film, but also a socially
meaningful network of relations around it which enter into reception.”

60

Given the sheer

breadth of promotional epiphenomena surrounding Pixar’s films and the importance of star
discourses in the textual operations of Pixar’s films, as discussed above, my analysis here
focuses specifically on the meaning-making functions the voice performed in the
“entryway paratexts” attending Monsters, Inc.—paratextual materials that, as Jonathan
Gray argues, “grab the viewer before he or she reaches the text and try to control the
viewer’s entrance to the text.” 61
The actors who supplied the voices of Monsters, Inc.’s lead characters—Goodman
(as the film’s furry blue behemoth, James “Sulley” Sullivan) and Crystal (as the diminutive,
one-eyed Mike Wazowski) figured centrally in the film’s entryway paratexts. The actors’
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names are featured in large, bold print, on more than half a dozen different posters and
print ads released before and during the film’s theatrical run, and all three of the
promotional television spots that aired in the U.S. and Canada prior to the film’s release
highlighted their performances in the film. In fact, the voice-over portion of one of the
latter commercials consists solely of the film’s title, the names “Billy Crystal, John
Goodman,” and “Rated G.” The voice is also the linchpin of one of the three Monsters, Inc.
theatrical trailers. The trailer consists of a mini narrative, unrelated to the diegesis, in which
Mike and Sulley play a game of Charades. In attempting to divine a movie title—Harry
Potter—Mike hazards a string of outlandish guesses, before exclaiming “When Harry Met
Sulley!” in an obvious reference to one of Crystal’s best-known films, When Harry Met
Sally (Rob Reiner, 1989).
The scene in the aforementioned trailer does not appear in the film; it does not
convey any information concerning the film’s story, nor does it give the viewer a real
glimpse of the film’s technical artistry. It is thus the voice—Crystal’s in particular—that
becomes the important locus of signification in this trailer, which serves the commercial
purpose of creating what Klinger call a ‘consumable identity’ for the film. Moreover,
following Klinger’s argument, this vocal emphasis constructs “a sphere of intertextual
discourse” surrounding Crystal’s vocal performance in Monsters Inc., his previous film
work, and star persona. 62 The trailer not only alludes to the title When Harry Met Sally but
can also be read as a reference to a particular scene in the film in which Harry and Sally
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play a game of Pictionary that culminates in a similar series of increasingly preposterous,
unsuccessful guesses. Moreover, while the reference here is to a romantic comedy, the
dynamic between the two male characters in the scene is also reminiscent of Crystal’s prior
buddy comedies such as Analyze This (Harold Ramis, 1999), Running Scared (Peter
Hyams, 1986), Throw Momma From the Train (Danny DeVito, 1987), and the City Slickers
films (Ron Underwood, 1991; Paul Weiland, 1994), thus also positing Monsters, Inc. in
the lineage of Crystal’s ‘buddy pictures’. And indeed, with its focus on the two male
protagonists’ friendship in the face of a common threat, Monsters, Inc., much like the Toy
Story films, can be read as a buddy film.
In regard to structuring audience response, the dialogue reference to Crystal’s past
work encourages a particular mode of reception whereby the viewer is encouraged to draw
associations between the animated character and Crystal’s films/persona. In other words,
the emphasis on Crystal’s voice in these promotional forms creates an intertextual frame
through which to view and hear the film. In this way, the voice guides the viewer towards
what Klinger dubs “digressions,” reactions fostered by an intertextual link between
promotional and textual media, which redirect the viewer’s focus from narrative exegesis
towards recognizing and exploring extrafilmic frames of reference. 63 Highlighting
Crystal’s voice in the marketing of Monsters, Inc.—creating a character/star unit of
Mike/Crystal—encourages such a “digressive” response in viewing the film that directs the
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viewer beyond the diegesis, and into an extratextual network of signification surrounding
Crystal: his previous roles, his stand-up comedy style, his buddy films, and so forth.
Furthermore, the digressive mode of reception that the promotional materials for
Monsters, Inc. activate is not only predicated upon the signifying vocal presence of Crystal.
The aforementioned theatrical trailer illustrates how entryway paratexts also structure a
much broader potential for digressive readings in Monsters, Inc. In addition to highlighting
Crystal’s vocal performance in the film, the trailer stages an interplay with contemporary
film and pop culture. The trailer was designed to air in North American movie theatres
during Monsters, Inc.’s first-run theatrical release and was only played on a specific but,
nonetheless, very sizeable selection of screens: those screening the newly released Harry
Potter and the Philosopher’s Stone (Chris Columbus, 2001).
Once Mike eventually guesses the film’s title—Harry Potter—the screen fades to
black and a series of captions appears across the screen which read: “Monsters, Inc.… Now
showing at a theatre near you… Really near you… Like, maybe, right next door.” In the
first instance, the trailer thus targets a specific demographic of theatrical filmgoers. The
trailer is also an overt intertextual reference to a significant film/literary/pop culture
phenomenon, and it engages the viewer in recognizing and decoding a panoply of Harry
Potter iconography: in the midst of the Charades game, Sulley appears with a broomstick,
an owl, a lightning bolt mark down his brow and, of course, Harry Potter’s signature
glasses.
In addition to this trailer, interviews and news stories that appeared over the course
of Monsters, Inc.’s run also shaped the intertextual discourse surrounding the film and its
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voice casting. In particular, Crystal provided a number of interviews and statements in the
media during the film’s promotional campaign, addressing various details of his voice work
for the film. In addition to commenting on the process of sound recording and the
experience of working in the studio with Goodman, Crystal, on numerous occasions,
highlighted his eagerness to work on the project and his regret at not having accepted the
role of Buzz Lightyear in Toy Story (which Pixar had originally offered him), stating “I
was the dope who said no to being Buzz Lightyear in Toy Story’”64 Crystal even goes as
far as to call the decision not only “the worst mistake of my career,” 65 but, much more
dramatically, “the biggest mistake I ever made in my life. I voted Toy Story for Best Picture
that year. Only thing I ever turned down that I felt bad about.” 66
Crystal also emphasized the lineage of the voice he created for Mike in these
interviews and junkets. In an interview, for example, titled “Billy Crystal’s ‘Monster’
Regret” published on the Disney affiliate, ABC News, website one day before the film’s
release, Crystal relays how he developed his vocal performance style for the film. Pixar
animators first showed Crystal an audition tape of sorts, animated footage of Mike
synchronized to dialogue from Crystal’s film My Giant (Michael Lehmann, 1998). Crystal
recalls: “They used a test from My Giant where I’m saying “Without Goliath, David is just
a punk throwing rocks.”67 The voice, however, did not seem quite right so Crystal added a
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different characterization from his ‘vocal repertoire’ so to speak: “I’d done this character
on “Saturday Night Live,” Willie, who was a masochist. For Mike, I edged him up and
gave him espresso.”

68

Crystal’s stand-up and Saturday Night Live history is also woven

into his vocal performance in another respect as the film’s resolution turns on Mike doing
a stand-up comedy routine for children reminiscent of Crystal’s work.
These stories thus serve a dual marketing function: they demonstrate Crystal’s ties
to the film and link it to his filmography, and they serve as an advertising plug for Toy
Story. The latter film, which Crystal lauds as the best film of 1995 and the one project he
regrets not taking, had recently been released to DVD for the first time in late 2000 in a
two-DVD set with Toy Story 2. Moreover, these news items can be read as part of what
Klinger terms “re-narrativizing”: the process of “placing specific textual elements within
other narratives.”69 In other words, these references and anecdotes place the Mike/Crystal
star unit in another narrative—in this case a background story on how the star came to the
project—that in turn endows the unit with surplus meaning or “additional semiotic
baggage.”

70

Thus Crystal’s voice in the film is again situated in an intertextual (and

intermedial) frame, perpetuating a digressive acknowledgement of Crystal’s voice across
a range of media during the viewing process—from a film he produced, starred in, and cowrote (My Giant) based on his personal experience working on a previous film with André
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the Giant (The Princess Bride [Rob Reiner 1987]) to the iconic television show that
provided the inspiration for the Monsters, Inc. voice (Saturday Night Live).
The presence of Crystal’s voice in Monsters, Inc. thus leads the viewer to effectuate
“momentary guided exits from the text […] into the series of other narratives that the film’s
promotion has engendered” connecting his voice in the film to various points of
signification highlighted in promotional materials. 71 The viewer may therefore read Mike
and Sulley’s relationship in relation to the dynamic of Crystal’s previous ‘buddy’ pairings
or may consider the impact of Crystal’s Saturday Night Live or stand-up comedy history
on the vocal development of the character. In sum, Klinger argues that promotion acts
semantically on a film by developing specific filmic elements in a carefully constructed
network of advertising texts and endowing them with an intertextual density that will enter
into the text’s reception. The voice, as evidenced in the promotion of Monsters, Inc.,
operates as such an “intertextually dense” element, a specialized or “starred” feature of
Pixar’s films that helps to establish their ‘consumable identity.”
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voice can be regarded as a filmic element that is never, as Klinger writes, “just itself’,”
never reducible to a purely narrative function but the “grist” for extratextual signification. 73
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Vocal Branding in Pixar Animation
Brookley and Westerfelhaus have analyzed Pixar Animation’s brand identity, using
such paratexts as DVD extras on the making of individual films, and identify two key
elements. First, Pixar’s identity as an independent studio is identified with “attention to
quality entertainment… that reflects the values once associated with the Disney brand.” 74
Second, these paratexts suggest the “creative force” behind its films “cannot be traced back
to an individual” but is instead “the product of a collaborative, creative effort.”75 While
Brookley and Westerfelhaus usefully unpack Pixar’s branding in relation to its description
of its own corporate culture and production practices, the authors do not consider how
Pixar’s vocal performers are enlisted in these branding discourses, whether to reinforce the
brand identity they define or to extend Pixar’s brand to encompass other values. The
“collaborate creative effort” aspect of Pixar’s brand is reinforced not only in promotional
discourses describing the production of individual titles, some of which have been
discussed above, but also by events such as the annual Disney Expo where upcoming
releases are previewed. These live announcements of new films routinely highlight their
narratives, creative teams, and voice cast, members of whom are often brought out on stage
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to greet their collaborators with a hug and speak of fulfilling a career-long dream of
becoming a member of the Pixar “family.” 76
The star cast of Monsters Inc. points not to an extension of Pixar’s branding, as its
voice stars’ presence at corporate events do, but to a particular inflection of the brand
discourse of “quality entertainment.” A comparison of Pixar’s Monsters, Inc. and their
main rival studio DreamWorks’s Shrek (Andrew Adamson and Vicky Jenson, 2001) will
help to elucidate the point. Viewed alongside the vocal cast of Shrek, the voice cast of
Monsters, Inc. is relatively low profile. While Shrek features the voices of leading men
Mike Myers as the hero and Eddie Murphy as his sidekick as well as that of Cameron Diaz
as the film’s damsel in distress, John Goodman, an actor best known for his supporting
roles in several Coen brothers films (Raising Arizona [1987], Barton Fink [1991], The Big
Lebowski [1998] and O Brother, Where Art Thou [2000]) and for his nine year run on the
ABC sitcom Roseanne (1988-1997). Other supporting cast members include the previously
discussed Billy Crystal as Goodman’s sidekick, Steve Buscemi, and James Coburn as the
film’s villains, and Jennifer Tilly as Crystal’s love interest, Celia.
The stars of Shrek could all be considered “A-List” celebrities at the time of the
film’s production and thus arguably confirms Steven Levitt’s economic hypothesis as to
why animated films use “such famous voices”: that signing multi-million dollar contracts
with bankable stars posits a film as a blockbuster hit before it is even made. The stars that
lent their voices to Monsters, Inc., however, are not on any top earner lists and do not have
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the same type of “bankable” appeal required in this formula. However, their voices do bring
a certain added value to the film. Their appeal, I propose, is not based on economic but
cultural capital. Yet this practice is more involved than simply casting some of the most
distinguished classical actors and, rather, can be understood as a complex branding
mechanism that designates Pixar’s films as culturally and artistically important.
Monsters, Inc.’s vocal casting of Goodman and Buscemi reproduces a pair of actors
known for their work as an acting “duo” of sorts in a particular branch of American auteur
cinema—that of the Coen brothers, the two actors having appeared together in three of the
Coens’ films prior to Monsters, Inc. 77 We might, in fact, read the sinister door shredding
machine in Monsters, Inc. as a reference to Buscemi’s infamous wood chipper scene in
Fargo (1996). Vocal performers such as Christopher Plummer and Peter O’Toole—each
of whom possesses a significant cultural prestige for their work in ‘high culture’ theatre
and film productions—proffer a comparable seal of legitimacy onto Pixar’s films
(Plummer having provided the voice for the villain Charles Muntz in Up and O’Toole that
of the discerning food critic Anton Ego in Ratatouille [Brad Bird, 2007]). Deploying these
actors’ voices not only creates an intertextual link to the American auteur cinema or the
legitimate stage but signals to the audience that, unlike DreamWorks films which tend to
bank on the appeal of highly popular, “top earning” performers in mainstream cinema—
the casting of Brad Pitt, Catherine Zeta-Jones and Michelle Pfeiffer in Sinbad: Legend of
the Seven Seas (Patrick Gilmore and Tim Johnson, 2003) provides another illustrative
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example of this—Pixar generally selects actors with a greater cult appeal and “auteur
credentials” that potentially offer the viewer more than the so-called “quotidian delights”
of popular Hollywood fare.
The presence of such actors’ voices endows Pixar’s films with a certain cultural
capital associated with the performers and thus increases the films’ appeal among groups
who might generally regard animation, or Disney-backed animated features, as outside of
their “cultural domain.” The inclusion of such actors does not for all that guarantee a film’s
success; however, it operates within a system of cultural demarcation that (vocally)
distinguishes Pixar’s films within the sphere of animated cinema. Pierre Bourdieu’s
assessment of the accumulation of cultural capital as a process whereby “a legitimate
disposition that is acquired by frequent contact with a particular class of works, namely,
the literary and philosophical works recognized by the academic canon, comes to extend
to other, less legitimate works [...] or to areas enjoying less academic recognition, such as
cinema,” is useful in defining this operation in Pixar’s films.78 By deploying voices of
actors associated with such culturally ‘legitimate’ forms as the theatre, highly regarded
canonical films, and auteur cinema, Pixar benefits from a similar “extension” of legitimacy
that

has

not

often been assigned

to animated

cinema.

Thus,

the

vocal

performer/performance participates in Pixar’s self-branding as a ‘legitimate’ cultural form.
Pixar’s frequent use of “high profile” stars who serve as a sign of a production’s
quality is calculated branding strategy: mapping onto the films a certain sense of cultural
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legitimacy or distinction to increase their appeal among groups who might generally regard
animation, or Disney-backed animated features, as outside of their cultural domain.
Perhaps most significantly, this strategy builds on Disney’s earlier attempts, as discussed
above, to use star voices to market its animated features to a broad audience demographic.
The demographic makeup of Pixar’s audiences points to its highly successful adaptation of
this practice. According to Disney’s figures, forty percent of the viewership for Monsters,
Inc.’s prequel, Monsters University (Dan Scanlon, 2013), for example, were above the age
of twenty-five. While much of this adult viewership likely consisted of parents (as selfidentified ‘family’ audiences made up seventy-three percent of the total audience share), it
is worthwhile to note that young adult audiences accounted for fifteen percent of the total
audience share. 79 Of course, other factors such as Pixar’s accessible narratives, appealing
aesthetics, and spectacular displays of technological prowess have contributed to the
popular resonance of their films. Yet, Pixar’s voice casting/promotional practices and the
studio’s use of the voice to create anthropomorphic star/character units that draw on a dense
layering of cultural and intertextual meaning surely also contributes to the broad
demographic appeal of Pixar’s films.

Talking Toys and Talking Trash: Sonic Synergy and Saving Disney
Pixar’s voices have always been synergized across The Walt Disney Company’s
many media and entertainment outlets. As Lasseter forcefully points out in a series of
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online promotional videos, the talking toys released in tandem with Toy Story films, for
instance, “speak” in the voices of their star performers, delivering lines of dialogue from
the films (“Rex is exactly the same toy that Andy plays with. He’s got the voice and
personality of Rex in the movie.)”80 Star vocal performance thus becomes a marketable
property in Pixar’s ancillary products. In the above example, Toy Story’s star voices are
used to promote the toys, and the talking toys replicate, even advertise, the stars’
performances. Similarly, Crystal and Goodman’s performance of the Newman-penned
tune, “If I Didn’t Have You”—which plays over the film’s closing credits—was marketed
as the lead track on the film’s soundtrack album. Star voice actors such as Dave Foley and
Jason Alexander of the 1998 A Bug’s Life’s lent their voices to “It's Tough to Be a Bug!”—
a 3D short spinoff that opened at Disney’s Animal Kingdom park seven months prior to
the film’s release. While the circulation of ancillary products based on Pixar’s films has
always been an integral part of Disney’s and Pixar’s corporate relationship, this practice
would intensify as the companies became more closely entwined.
The circumstances that led Pixar and Disney Animation to become corporate
siblings began with an acrimonious and highly publicized feud between the domineering
personalities at the top of each company’s corporate hierarchy. Steve Jobs, majority
shareholder of Pixar, and Disney CEO Eisner’s uneasy relationship turned acrimonious,
and, as Pixar’s most recent contractual deal with Disney neared its end, rumors swirled that
the company would leave Disney. Roy E. Disney, partly because of this looming
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possibility, as well as his own dissatisfaction with Eisner’s leadership, resigned from the
Board of Directors and launched the “Save Disney” campaign. Roy Disney’s rhetoric
highlighted Eisner’s supposed mismanagement of Disney’s theme parks and ABC and
neglect of Disney Animation, but the most striking element was Roy Disney’s criticism of
Eisner’s corporate culture:
in perhaps his sharpest rebuke, Disney said that Eisner's leadership had led
to a widely held perception of the company as "rapacious, soul-less, and
always looking for the ‘quick buck’ rather than long-term value which is
leading to a loss of public trust.”81
Inasmuch as Williams’s much-publicized dispute with Disney over Aladdin speaks to the
“rapaciousness” popularly associated with Eisner’s Disney, Roy E. Disney’s reference to
“public trust” seems to speak directly to Jobs’s assertion in 2004 that “the Pixar brand is
the most trusted name in animation.” 82 At the time of Jobs’s declaration, which also derided
Disney Animation’s recent “bombs,” it seemed likely the studios would part ways.
However, within a year of Eisner’s ousting as Chairman (via a shareholder vote)
and subsequent resignation from the board, Disney formally acquired Pixar in a stock deal
that saw Jobs become the company’s largest shareholder, and the two animation divisions
were brought under the same corporate structure. Critics and Pixar employees feared the
“Disneyfication” of a studio that had enjoyed the most sustained period of critical and
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commercial success of any Hollywood animation studio, but the primary direction of
influence went from Pixar to Disney. Ed Catmull was installed President of Walt Disney
Animation, and Lasseter was appointed Principal Creative Advisor of Walt Disney
Imagineering and Chief Creative Officer of Disney Animation, in the hopes that the duo
would be able to improve Disney Animation’s the fortunes after several disappointing
films.
This strategy was a successful one. As a recent Wired article puts it, with Pixar
“impart[ing] their creative culture on its own faltering studio, Disney Animation has gone
from turning out forgettable flops such as Home on The Range and Brother Bear, to making
critical and commercial mega-hits such as Tangled.” Tangled marked a return to the
Broadway-style musical that had typified the studio’s Renaissance era, and Frozen
(Jennifer Lee and Chris Buck, 2013), Disney Animation’s most successful film since the
merger and still Disney’s top-grossing animated film, is firmly within the mold. Under this
arrangement, Pixar and Disney Animation interacted in complex ways, exerting influence
on one another’s filmmaking and vocal performance practices, and I explore one
particularly important facet of this interaction in chapter five, by focusing on the two
studios’ approach to gendered vocality in Disney’s most iconic of feature-animation
cycles—the singing princess film.
The most significant effect of the acquisition on Pixar has not been to its
filmmaking output itself but to the exploitation of its products across an increasing array
of Disney theme park attractions and Disney-branded media texts. Among the ancillary
products spawned by Pixar are the twelve-acre Cars Land theme park opened in Disneyland
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in 2012, Pixar-themed cruises on Disney’s cruise line, a live musical adaptation of Toy
Story, and ice shows based on Finding Nemo. The primary effect of Pixar’s incorporation
into the Walt Disney Company, then, was the increased commercial reach of its franchises,
spurred by Disney’s marketing teams, thus confirming Mike Budd’s assertion that “given
its highly developed corporate synergy, every Disney product is both a commodity and an
ad for every other Disney commodity” holds true for Pixar. 83
Star voices are a key operative element in this extensive synergistic network, and
vocal performances, more generally, now sprawl across an increasingly broad array of
Disney forms and platforms. For example, the original Cars video game featured much of
the film’s original vocal cast, including Owen Wilson and Paul Newman. The Disney
Infinity game includes properties from various Disney subsidiaries, such as Monsters’
Inc.’s Sulley, voiced by John Goodman. The Monsters Inc. Laugh Floor attraction at the
Disneyworld park, opened in 2007, includes vocal performances by Crystal, and Don
Rickles recorded 750 original lines for the 2008 attraction Toy Story Midway Mania
attraction. The interweaving and repurposing of sonic media across Pixar’s multimedia
network also extends to other sonic media.

Conclusion
Star vocal performance in Disney and Pixar animation performs a number of
economic, formal, and cultural functions: participating in the marketing and promotional
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discourses surrounding its films; underpinning some of the studio’s key branding processes
and efforts to target a wide audience demographic; and, by virtue of their inherent
intertextual density—crystallized in the star voice—inviting the viewer to re-engage with
the film via multiple viewings, special features, websites, and other texts/paratexts to
decode all the referential play at work. Character/star units are established through the
voice to increase the salability not only of a single film but all its ancillary products for a
diverse and global consumer market. The voice then follows the transmedia flow of the
animated text, formally and economically, from films to games to toys to rides, and the
viewer is prompted to follow the transmedia articulations of the extended vocal
performance.
The merger of Pixar and Disney has intensified the process of Pixar’s vocal
performance being transmedially linked to The Walt Disney Company’s vast, intertextual
networks through a form of vocal synergy, and this has no doubt extended Disney’s
sprawling reach into new technological, demographic, artistic and cultural territories. The
reach of Disney/Pixar animation into global markets in particular has become central to the
profitability of The Walt Disney Company’s film divisions—accounting, over the last
decade for nearly two-thirds of box office revenues. How the global distribution practices
of the contemporary conglomerate and the local cultural and industrial practices of
destination market interact to shape vocal performance in feature animation as a
transnational product is the subject of my next chapter.
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Chapter Four
Double Dubbing: Vocal Performance
in Pixar’s French-Dubbed Versions

In advance of the July 2012 release of Pixar’s Brave (Mark Andrews and Brenda
Chapman) in France, the Burbank staff of Disney Character Voices International (hereafter
DCVI) began the process of casting local voice performers to rerecord dialogue in the
market’s dominant language, looking to find a young actress suitable to voice the film’s
teenaged protagonist, Merida. But, as the Hollywood Reporter noted, “Bérénice Bejo, the
36-year-old Oscar nominee from the best picture-winning silent film The Artist, sought out
the part, auditioned and proved she could bring a youthful energy to the role.”1 Bejo’s
husband, Oscar-winning director Michel Hazanavicius, was recruited to voice another
character (Gordon, played by Pixar mainstay John Ratzenberger in the original), and, “with
the couple promoting the movie on the Parisian red carpet,” the film went on to gross $27
million in France.2
The story of Bejo and her husband actively lobbying for the role may well be true,
but the article’s implication that this injection of regional star power was an unanticipated

1

Tatiana Siegel et al., “Inside the Weird World of International Dubbing,” The Hollywood
Reporter, March 14, 2013, http://www.hollywoodreporter.com/news/argo-django-unchainedinside-weird-427453.
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windfall for Disney is likely an exaggeration. The company, in fact, has exhibited an
increasing attention—and an increasing amount of resources—to vocal performances in its
foreign-language dubs, and many of the vocal performance strategies that characterized the
Disney/Pixar’s animation in the 1990s and 2000s—in this case, star voice casting—
extended, as a conscious industrial strategy, to its international versions by the end of the
decade.
Foreign-language dubbing of Disney/Pixar animation has increased in importance
for the company as the studio’s profitability, reflecting trends in the broader media
industry, has come to rely increasingly on international box office receipts. Indeed, the
share of total revenue for Disney features derived from overseas sources has climbed
steadily and now routinely represent over sixty percent of the studio’s box office earnings.
Corresponding to this trend is the expansion of the dubbed versions handled by DCVI. As
the Los Angeles Times reported, the job of Rick Dempsey, DCVI’s creative senior vicepresident, “has become ever more complex, with languages in emerging territories added
every year. The newest additions include Bengali, Malay and Vietnamese. While Frozen
is available in forty-one languages, Dempsey recalls casting for about 15 languages on The
Lion King in 1994.”3nal Since the mid-2000s, Disney has funneled ever-greater sums to
this division. As The Hollywood Reporter details, “as international box office has become
increasingly important, especially for animated and family-oriented films, the studios are
making ever-bigger investments in dubbed versions at a cost of up to $100,000 to $150,000
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per territory.”4 According to Dempsey, the division now employs “85 staff members
around the world […] and a typical animated tentpole is dubbed for 39 to 43 territories.” 5
The company’s heightened allocation of resources to its dubbing operations (as
opposed to the cheaper option of subtitling) speaks not only to Hollywood animation’s
global reach but also to the industry’s awareness of the important role that dubbed vocal
performances play in adapting animated features for foreign-language audiences. The
process of translation, adaptation, and dubbing of vocal performances for non-Englishlanguage audiences is one of the most fundamental practices undergirding the transnational
flow of Hollywood films, and, yet, while other facets of media’s global flow—from
intellectual property laws and trade deals, corporate partnerships and foreign subsidiaries,
and local censorship boards and tailored marketing campaigns—have received
considerable attention, media studies scholarship has largely overlooked this essential
component of global circulation.
This chapter broadens this dissertation study’s geographical focus from a
discussion of the voice in the American versions of Disney and Pixar’s animated features
to a consideration of the ways in which vocal performances are adapted for transnational
audiences/markets. This chapter is fundamentally interested in assessing how the
international distribution of Disney and Pixar’s features necessitates both a cultural and
economic negotiation of film as a transnational commodity at the level of the voice. And,
in order to distinguish between cultural and economic negotiations, I offer a comparative
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case study of the dubbing of Pixar films into the same target language, French, for two
distinct markets, specifically France and Québec, Canada. Unlike chapters three and five,
this chapter does not consider both Disney’s and Pixar’s animated features but focuses only
on Pixar’s films.
Although there are distinct challenges associated with adapting and translating the
studios’ respective features for international distribution, Pixar’s films are sufficient for
this analysis as the same division of the Walt Disney Company, DCVI, oversees the
production of both Disney’s and Pixar’s foreign language dubs. Each studio therefore hews
to parallel, if not completely uniform, policies, practices, and translation strategies.
Moreover, much like Disney Animation, Pixar’s animated feature films—which are
globally distributed by its parent company’s distribution arm, Walt Disney Studios Motion
Pictures—have grossed billions of dollars in international box office revenue. In fact,
Pixar’s features have earned, on average, fifty-eight percent of their total box office intake
in non-US theatrical markets.6 Moreover, Pixar’s films are, in some respects, better suited
to analysis of translation practices than Disney Animation’s. As discussed in Chapter
Three, Pixar’s features typically rely more heavily on complex vocal intertextuality and
pop cultural references than Disney’s; thus, an analysis of Pixar’s films is especially
germane to a study of translation that considers, in part, how these dubbed texts adapt and
localize culturally specific references for international audiences.

Calculated using Box Office Mojo’s adjusted for inflation data on Pixar’s domestic/foreign
grosses.“Pixar Movies at the Box Office,” Box Office Mojo, accessed July 31, 2017,
http://www.boxofficemojo.com/franchises/chart/?id=pixar.htm.
6
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France and Québec serve as highly productive case studies for such an analysis for
several key economic and cultural reasons. First, the transatlantic flow of films from
Hollywood to France and its attendant translation practices and cultural controversies have
been well documented in numerous historical studies, allowing us to trace the industrial
and cultural determinants that have shaped this cultural and economic exchange. 7 Second,
as a country with closely regulated subtitling and dubbing practices and policies, France is
an apt case study for considering how Pixar’s animated voices are negotiated within
existing institutional and industrial frameworks. Third, because France also has an
established star system (distinct from Hollywood), a case study of US and French-language
versions of Disney and Pixar animated features facilitates a comparative analysis of the
cultural and economic determinants informing the selection of vocal performers in each
context. Finally, as France is one of the few European countries that has been able to pose
a substantial challenge to Hollywood’s dominance of EU markets—maintaining around a
thirty to forty percent market share since the 1990s—the strategies that Pixar employs in

7
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Exchange, 1920-1939, ed. Andrew Higson and Richard Maltby (Exeter: University of Exeter
Press, 1999), 207–24; Martine Danan, “Hollywood’s Hegemonic Strategies: Overcoming French
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Commerce and Cultural Exchange, 1920-1939, ed. Andrew Higson and Richard Maltby (Exeter:
University of Exeter Press, 1999), 225–48; Jens Ulff-Møller, Hollywood’s Film Wars with
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translating and marketing their films in France is of particular interest for understanding
the studio’s approach to transnational distribution and exhibition.
Québec has featured much less prominently in studies of the transnational
circulation of Hollywood’s products, but the literature that exists outlines a nexus of
economic, industrial, and cultural pressures that allow for a productive comparison with
the dubs made for the French market. The film industry in Québec—the lone province in a
majority English-speaking country, in which French-speakers constitute a linguistic
majority—is particularly notable for the legislatively-mandated protectionist policies that
regulate the production, distribution, and exhibition of films (of local and international
origin).8 The Québecois film dubbing industry, which is both culturally and economically
protectionist and interacts in complex ways with political and cultural discourses of
language, identity, and nationhood is particularly germane to this analysis. The availability
of two distinct French-language versions of Toy Story (1995) and Cars (2006)—a
phenomenon linguists Kristen Reinke and Luc Ostiguy call “double doublage” or double
dubbing—allows for a comparative analysis of the ways in which particular economic,
institutional, and cultural contexts yield very different dubbed vocal performances, even
for texts translated into the same target language. 9

8
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In order better to understand the complex determinants that shape how animated
vocal performances are dubbed, this chapter is structured around five axes of inquiry that
examine the translation of Pixar films for French markets. First, in order to sketch the local
industrial contexts that shape dubs for French and Québec markets, I analyze each region’s
national cultural protectionist policies and the resulting dubbing policies and practices that
dominate in each market. The next three sections consider different facets of translation—
the Québecoise and French dubs’ use of the local vernacular and dialect, their differences
in register and tone, and, finally, their adaption of Pixar’s cultural references for local
audiences—and relate each to the policies and practices outlined in the first section. In
these sections, I take the French and Québécois dubbed versions of Toy Story (John
Lasseter, 1995), also titled Toy Story in France and renamed Histoire de Jouets in Québec,
and Cars (John Lasseter, 2006) or Cars: Quatre Roues in France and Les Bagnoles in
Québec, as case studies. 10 Finally, I consider the recent move toward the phenomenon
noted at the outset of this chapter—the casting of stars familiar to audiences into overseas
markets—which provides occasion to assess how and why the most prominent vocal
performance practice in the American market is implemented abroad.
Drawing on existing studies of vocal performance in animation, media studies work
on film dubbing, and translation studies literature on French and Québécois dubbing
policies, I thus examine how Pixar’s dubbed vocal performances make meaning in specific
cultural contexts. I also map the national/insitutional policies and industrial strategies

10

Disney Character Voices International dubbed Toy Story and Cars for the French market, and
subcontracted production of the Québec versions to local dubbing studios, Astraltech (Toy Story)
and Technicolor (Cars).
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undergirding each dubbing industry and unpack the ways in which these macroindustrial
pressures shaped dubbed vocal performances in Toy Story and Cars vis-à-vis issues of
dialect, accent, and register. In the final section of the chapter, I consider the role that star
vocal performance plays in Pixar’s Québec and French dubs, looking at the ways in which
Pixar’s practice of casting star vocal performers impacts the selection of French-language
voice actors in each national/industrial context and explaining why Pixar has been slow to
adapt this strategy to the Québec market.

Transnational and Translational Flows: Literature Review and Methods
The media studies scholarship treating the global distribution of the products of
contemporary conglomerates such as Disney is vast. From within the subfield of media
industries studies, scholars have paid particular attention to the economic strategies and
trade policies by which American media companies advantageously position their products
within these markets and extract revenue from them. 11 Beyond such industrially focused
literature, media scholars have attended to the circulation and reception of American films
within a range of global markets. 12 Mediating between high-level industrial policies and
strategies and on-the-ground practices of reception and meaning making, several studies
examine the processes whereby particular media texts are adapted—whether through
11
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censorship, alternate versions, or regionally-targeted advertising campaigns—for local
audiences.13
Generally overlooked within media studies, however, has been the most
fundamental process of adaption to local markets: the translation of English-language
dialogue and songs to local languages, whether through subtitling or dubbing. In part, the
reluctance to devote serious attention to the latter stems from cultural assumptions about
the value of subtitles over dubbing, the latter of which Abé Mark Norris has called the
“most extreme manifestation” of cinematic translation’s “logic of corruption,” which
“reduces the foreign tongue to nothing more than a ‘cultural disadvantage’” and serves as
an example of “postmodern play being coopted by capital.”14 Nornes would, eight years
later, soften his view of dubbing (see below), but this perspective on dubbing indicates why
the majority of media studies interest in the translation has been concerned with issues of
fidelity and accuracy. Furthermore, it demonstrates why we must look beyond the
immediate confines of the discipline to audiovisual translation studies for models of
research. The following literature review surveys academic translation studies work on
Hollywood studios’ and television networks foreign language dubbing practices as well as
scholarship on the industrial practices and national policies structuring the dubbing of
Hollywood films in both France and Québec.
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Addressing the cultural challenges inherent in dubbing Hollywood films, Nornes’s
2007 discussion of dubbing in Cinema Babel: Translating Global Cinema and Antje
Ascheid’s analysis of dubbing as “cultural ventriloquism” both suggest ways of reframing
our understanding of the cultural and commercial value of dubbing. While what Nornes
calls “voice replacement” 15 dubbed films are often regarded in popular and scholarly
discourses as “bastardized versions in which cultural specificities are flattened,” 16 he
suggests that it is crucial to consider the specific practices through which films are, in fact,
“reinscribed into a new cultural context via the dubbing process.” 17
Similarly, Ascheid offers a theoretical approach to subtitling and dubbing that seeks
to overturn the high/low culture dichotomy often mapped onto these translation practices
by cinephiles. While some may see dubbing as the method by which American media
industries naturalize their products for local audiences and enable “an ideological
contamination of the target society,” Ascheid argues that the “dubbed motion picture
becomes a new and fundamentally recontextualized product in the process” whereby a
finished, culturally specific product is “transcultural denationalized raw material, which is
to be reinscribed into a new cultural context.” 18 Drawing on Rick Altman, Ascheid
conceptualizes dubbing as an act of ventriloquism whereby the film text is made “raw
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material to talk about the problems the text raises in the target culture's own terms.” 19
Ascheid thus advocates an approach to dubbing that is sensitive to its potential to “produce
radically divergent political and cultural effects that cannot be assessed only via artistic
appraisal but must also be read in relationship to their economic and sociopolitical
significance.”20
Chiara Francesca Ferrari’s study of dubbing stereotypes, Since When Is Fran
Drescher Jewish? Dubbing Stereotypes in The Nanny, The Simpsons, and The Sopranos is
also significant to this project. Although her study tackles television dubbing for Italian
markets, Ferrari’s conceptualization of dubbing as “not only a textual and cultural transfer
between languages but also as an industrial practice that helps the media industry foster
identification among varying audiences around the globe,” 21 closely aligns with the present
study’s approach. And, from the translation studies field, Maryana Bendus’s dissertation
examines the industrial strategies wielded in the translation of “extralinguistic culturebound references” in animated films (including two Pixar films, Ratatouille [Brad Bird,
2007] and Cars 2 [John Lasseter, 2011]). 22 While Bendus is concerned with Ukrainian
audiovisual translation practices, her discussion of the translation of “polysemiotic,
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culture-specific elements”23 as an industrial practice in contemporary animation is
nonetheless instructive to my analysis.
Turning to the dubbing markets discussed in this chapter, Olivier Goris’s essay,
“The Question of French Dubbing: Towards a Frame for Systematic Investigation,” offers
a preliminary scaffolding for this project’s analysis of French dubbing practices. While
Goris is largely concerned with the linguistic dimensions of dubbing, his work also
proposes a set of industrial and institutional norms that have standardized dubbing policies
and practices in France. Also framing my discussion of French national policies and
production practices is Martine Danan’s “Dubbing as an Expression of Nationalism,”
which looks at the ways in which film dubbing practices in Western European countries
are forged in relation to specific sets of cultural, linguistic, and economic conditions.
Danan’s work provides a model for thinking through the ways in which cultural
protectionist discourses and legislative debates over dubbing policies and the economics
of film translation practices are brought to bear on the French translations of Hollywood
films.24
Most relevant to my analysis is Luise von Flotow’s comparative analysis of French
and Québec dubs, which identifies several key differences between two dubbing practices
that utilize the same target language. Her case study, the musical Chicago (Rob Marshall,
2002), takes up the “particularly fragile commodity” of translated songs (Québec dubs
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while France subtitles). Von Flotow identifies Québec’s use of a synchronien that is
“proper, unostentatiously (even mousily) literary” and “largely devoid of the features of
spoken language” when compared to the decidedly more colloquial French version. Von
Flowtow usefully attends to the industrial and policy pressures that shape Québec’s
dubbing practice, which “seems to produce aesthetically dubious results,” but she
ultimately concludes that these practices derive from an “anxiety” over language in Québec
and are “as much a question of tradition as it is of competing business practices, ideologies,
and state-sponsored language policies.”25
Finally, Eric Plourde’s comparative study of the dubbing of The Simpsons (1989- )
in Québec and France provides insight into the cultural norms that shape dubbing practices
for animated media. While France retains the show’s subversive bent, Québec blunts its
dark humor and coarse language, a modification the dub’s producers explain by identifying
the show’s audience as children and activating a discourse of protection. Although the
French dub makes no such assumptions and is, in this sense, more “faithful” to the show,
The Simpsons nevertheless undergoes a process of what Annie Brisset terms
“reterritorialization,” whereby the original’s American cultural references are replaced
with references specific to the target culture. Finally, somewhat atypically, the Québec dub
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does not entirely efface the province’s local accents, as is most common in the synchronien,
but mobilizes a standard/regional French dichotomy to separate characters into classes. 26
Broadly speaking, Timothy Havens, Amanda Lotz, and Sarah Tinic’s call that we
attend to “the complex interactions among cultural and economic forces” that “influence
textual and industrial practices” informs this chapter’s approach.27 In addition to engaging
with the scholarship on dubbing reviewed above, I draw on the Denise Bielby and Lee
Harrington’s Global TV which advocates a middle-level approach to studying a
transnational circulation process that has been misleadingly labeled “flow”—implying a
smooth, uncontested path from sites of production to contexts of consumption—and that,
more accurately, sees each element of the export “negotiated, contested and reexamined
during distribution, often by a different set of actors working in a different business
culture.”28 By focusing on how national and regional policies and the local dubbing
industries in France and Québec “negotiate” the dialogue track of Pixar’s texts, I illustrate
that the voice is a crucial element in adapting animated features to the contexts of Disney’s
foreign markets.
To analyze the ways in which these negotiations alter the dialogue track, and thus
the meaning of films as they circulate to France and Québec, I perform a close textual
analysis of specific translations and vocal performances in the French and Québec dubs of
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Pixar films. This textual analysis is divided into three sections, each of which attends to a
different facet of the translation of vocal performances audiovisual translation scholars
have identified. First, drawing on von Flotow’s discussion of the dubbing synchronien, I
analyze how French and Québecois dubbing practices differently translate the regional
accents and dialects of Pixar’s originals for their local markets, and I incorporate Plourde’s
discussion of The Simpsons in Québec to attend to the ways in which the deployment of
regional dialects and accents interacts with class. Second, in order to assess how the tone
and register of dialogue is translated, I draw on Flowtow to examine how the “pedagogical”
function of the synchronien alters the filmic text in Québec and France. Finally, in order to
understand how American cultural references and idiomatic expressions are translated for
local markets, I draw on Bendus’s model of analyzing culture-bound linguistic expressions,
an extralinguistic entity or process that is assumed to have a discourse referent that is
identifiable to a relevant audience. 29
Finally, in order to assess the incorporation of local stars in the French dubs of
Pixar’s Cars, Up ( Pete Docter, 2009), and Monsters University (2013), I draw on anime
scholar Rayna Denison’s work on vocal performance in the American dubs of Hayao
Miyazaki’s films, which looks at the various ways star discourses are deployed in the
dubbing of Miyazaki’s films for American audiences. Denison examines the relationship
between vocal performance and star personae in animation, looking at both “film-based”
performance and the “promotional duties undertaken by stars” which she views as an
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extension of the former. 30 She argues star vocal performances in Miyazaki films and the
discursive construction of these performances in promotional materials together “form a
kind of performance loop where acting styles feed into and are discussed within stars’
own discourses,” and this feedback loop plays a crucial role in attracting potential
audiences to the American versions of Miyazaki’s films.31 I argue that Disney and Pixar
have used the voice for similar marketing and branding purposes in their attempts to
attract local audiences in France.
Although Denison does not specifically address Disney and Pixar animation, her
analysis does speak to the industrial strategies that The Walt Disney Company has
employed in dubbing animated films for transnational markets. As a result of a 1996
distribution deal between Disney and Studio Ghibli’s parent company, Tokuma, Disney
holds the worldwide film and video distribution rights (excluding Asia) to several of
Miyazaki’s films and thus Disney has played an important role dubbing these films for
English-language markets. (Spirited Away [2002], for example, was dubbed into English
under the supervision of John Lasseter). 32 Thus, Denison’s research provides useful insight
into both the particular importance of star voices in contemporary animation, as well as
Disney’s approach to branding and marketing the voice for both national and international
markets.
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Double Dubbing: The Policies and Politics of Protectionism
Pixar’s production of two French-language translations must first be understood in
relation to national cultural protectionist policies on both sides of the Atlantic. In France,
the dubbing industry benefits from a protectionist decree, first enacted in 1949 and
subsequently reinforced in 1961, which stipulates that all foreign features must be dubbed
in France. 33 Although the policy was loosened in 1996 to allow dubbing to be performed
outside of the country, the amendment only extends to other EU territories. Thus with the
exception of dubbed versions of English-language Canadian films, this regulation prevents
dubbed-in-Québec versions from being exhibited in France. 34 The policy has remained a
strong point of contention in the French Canadian industry since its development in the
early 1960s as it closes off a significant portion of the French-language market to Québecdubbed versions. The issue is particularly salient to animated films as dubbing is the
primary mode of audiovisual translation for animated features in France—especially
animated films marketed to children who may not be able to follow subtitles.
Simultaneously, these French regulations have reciprocally shaped dubbing
policies in Québec. Indeed, representatives of the Québec dubbing industry, as well as
provincial politicians, have consistently cited the limitations imposed by the French law to
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advocate for greater government support of their local dubbing industry. In response to this
lobbying as well as a series of industry crises in the late 1980s and early 1990s, in 1997 the
provincial government began offering substantial tax credits to film dubbing companies to
both subsidize the industry and incentivize dubbing in Québec.
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These tax credits,

administered by the Société de Développement des Entreprises Culturelles (Society for the
Development of Cultural Enterprises), currently cover thirty-five per cent of a dubbing
studio’s total expenses. 36
In addition to this financial support, the Québec government also established its
own protectionist policy in 1985 in the form of a decree mandating that French-language
dubbed versions of Hollywood films be made available in theatres within sixty days of
their English language release—a period which was subsequently shortened to forty-five
days in 1989.37 The aim of the decree was twofold: to ensure that French language dubs be
as concurrent and competitive as possible with the film’s original release and to guard
against the exhibition of dubbed-in-France versions, which are often produced several
months after the US release. Pixar features, which historically have been released in France
up to four months after their US debut—Toy Story, for instance was released four months
after its US premiere and Cars three months after the fact—have regularly fallen within
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the purview of this mandate. In recent years, as global day-and-date releases—under which
system films reach markets on or around the same day—have become an increasingly
popular distribution strategy for Hollywood animated blockbusters, the lag between Pixar’s
French and US releases has shortened to around one month. However, unlike other major
Hollywood animation studios, Pixar maintains the practice of dubbing versions in France
and in Québec.
The apparent economic advantage of creating locally dubbed versions for each
region (in spite of the additional costs) is that this double dubbing ostensibly allows
animation studios to appeal directly to both markets by crafting dubs in the major dialect
spoken by each target audience. For, although the forms of French spoken in France and
Québec are mutually intelligible, there are important linguistic, lexical, phonetic, and,
crucially, vernacular, variations between the two.38 Such a dubbing strategy is particularly
significant in the Québec context, where the continued exhibition of dubbed-in-France
versions frequently meets with strong resistance from audiences, politicians, and
policymakers. These critics not only argue that the exhibition of dubbed-in-France versions
diverts potential business from the local industry but that these dubs feature a dialect that
is both out of keeping with Québec French and, at times, even incomprehensible to Québec
audiences.
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To take but one prominent example, in 2007, Dreamworks’ animated feature Shrek
the Third (Chris Miller and Raman Hui), which was dubbed in France and then distributed
in Québec, met with widespread criticism apropos of its pervasive use of Parisian slang.
The incident, in fact, stirred up a media firestorm when provincial politician Mario Dumont
publicly complained that the film’s Parisian expressions were unintelligible to his children.
In response, Dumont’s party, the Action démocratique du Québec, went so far as to propose
a legislative bill that would have required all films distributed in Québec to be dubbed in
the province.
Although the bill failed, the measure drew widespread support in the dubbing
industry, including from Raymond Legault, president of the Union des Artistes (Artists’
Union), the labor union representing film and television performers in Québec. In response
to the Shrek controversy, Legault sardonically compared watching a dubbed-in-France
version in Québec to “watching a film in English in which all the New Yorkers speak with
Cockney accents.”39 Instead, he emphasized the need for locally produced dubs that better
reflect the cultural and ethnolinguistic facets of the Québec dialect, stating “we have our
own expressions, which are very different from those of France, and we think we should
be able to hear this specificity in the film dubbings.”40 Calls for Québec dubs have often
relied on this rhetoric of cultural specificity, particularly the notion that, as a 1999 Union
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des Artists (UDA) campaign put it, Québec audiences “veut s’entendre” (want to hear
themselves) onscreen in their own “langue de proximité” (language of proximity). 41
Yet as my analysis demonstrates, the Québec dialect and accent are rarely heard in
the French Canadian dubs of Toy Story and Cars. Rather, as a matter of industry policy,
both the French and Québec dubbing industries use their own variation of a specific
dubbing language referred to as le synchronien or the synchronian. In both cases, the term
is generally used to designate a “neutral” form of French “as free as possible of associations
to a particular speech community.” 42
As von Flotow’s work illustrates, these specialized dubbing languages typically
align most closely with “international French,” which as Reinke and Ostiguy detail, is a
somewhat abstract construct used to designate a “normative” or “neutral” form of the
language that adheres to the lexical, morphosyntactic, grammatical, and pronunciation
standards codified in Franco-French dictionaries and grammar manuals.43 However, in Toy
Story and Cars, there are also notable differences between the French and Québécois
synchronian, which in turn significantly impact not only how dialogue is translated but also
vocal performance style in each text. The following analysis highlights the ways in which
these two iterations of the synchronian shape each film’s vocal performances, particularly
in relation to accent, dialect, tone, and register. I also parse the cultural and economic
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rationale undergirding the use of these synchronian languages and their attendant vocal
performance practices.

La Langue de proximité? Regional Dialects and Accented Speech
Given the frequent calls in Québec for provincially dubbed versions, the most
striking feature of the Québec synchronian evidenced in Toy Story and Cars is its general
incongruity with the Québec vernacular. That is to say, although policymakers and dubbing
industry professionals’ appeals for increased government support are deeply rooted in
discourses of cultural specificity and national identity, the Québec synchronian, as a matter
of UDA policy, evacuates vocal performances of the linguistic and elocutionary markers
associated with the provincial dialect. 44 Indeed, as von Flotow indicates, the French spoken
in the Québec dubs of Hollywood films is so far removed from the provincial vernacular
that it has been pejoratively described as a “langue de nulle part” (a language from
nowhere). More virulent critics have gone so far as to call it “cette langue batard et
artificielle” (that bastard and artificial language). 45
The UDA, which enforces the use of this abstract language, justifies its choice on
both cultural and economic grounds. In a statement on the union’s dubbing website, the
organization argues that dubbing in Québec French poses the problem of selecting a
particular regional dialect. No choice, it asserts, could ever fully satisfy all French-
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Canadian audiences, thus a more neutral synchronian is preferable. Furthermore, it
maintains that the Québec synchronian is both “particular and universal,” avoiding local
accents but maintaining regionally specific phraseology, placement of the tonic accent,
“certain pronunciations, certain inflections or resonances of the voice.”46 Perhaps more
importantly, the UDA also argues from an economic standpoint that studios and
distributors prefer the synchronian as it facilities the exportation of Québec dubs—
particularly DVD versions of Québec dubs which, unlike theatrical releases, can be
distributed in France—to other francophone markets that “prefer our dubbings to French
dubbings” and for whom a Hollywood film dubbed in a Québec accent might indeed ring
as false as a New Yorker speaking with a Cockney accent. 47 There are, however, notable
exceptions to this standardized practice in Toy Story and Cars that complicate the UDA’s
cultural and economic logics and that have important ideological implications for the films’
representation of Québec accented speech and linguistic identity.
One notable exception occurs in Toy Story. While the Québec dub generally
employs synchronian French, one character, Mr Potato Head (Monsieur Patate in both
French dubs) evinces a form of accented speech more in keeping with Québécois phonetics.
To take one notable example, the Québec dub’s translation of Mr. Potato Head’s line (and
American voice actor, Don Rickles’s catchphrase): “What are you looking at, ya hockey
puck?” is rendered as “Quoi la rondelle d’hockey, tu veux ma photo?” (What, hockey puck,
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you want to take my picture?). Patate’s pronunciation of this line evidences the character’s
tendency to diphthongize vowels, as in “hockey”—pronounced [ɔ.kɛ] in International
French—which he renders as “hawkay” [ɑː.ke]. Similarly, in his following line of dialogue,
“gros cochon ignorant” (fat ignorant pig—a comment directed at Hamm), Patate’s
pronunciation of the nasal vowel [ɑ̃], as in “ignorant” is “fronted” or produced further
forward in the mouth—phonological patterns that linguists identify as components of the
Québec dialect. 48 Conversely, in the French dub, Patate’s vocalizations are not distinctively
marked as accented. Rather, his speech patterns are generally consistent with those of the
other toys.
That it is specifically Patate who speaks in this more decidedly local inflection is
particularly interesting as it functions here as an element of characterization, reinforcing
the rather rough-hewn toy’s boorish demeanor and salty brand of humor but also class
status. Following Eric Plourde’s work on dialect as a marker of social class in the French
and Québécois dubbed translations of The Simpsons, Patate’s accented speech seems a
matter of cultural- and class-based stereotyping. As Plourde has shown, in the Québecdubbed The Simpsons all of the less educated, blue-collar characters (Homer, Moe, Barney,
etc.) speak with distinctively Québécois accents while the white-collar and upper-middleclass characters (Dr. Hibbert, Reverend Lovejoy, Mr. Burns, etc.) speak International
French. Thus, he posits that in these dubbed texts “standard and regional French are in fact
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vectors of an ideology that assigns a specific social class to Québécois French.”
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Similarly, ascribing a weak Québécois accent to Patate—a word that notably doubles as
both a slang term for potato (formally, pomme de terre) and an insult meaning “stupid”—
functions as a phonetic index of social class in Toy Story.
Both the French and Québécois Cars dubs feature a greater degree of linguistic
variety than Toy Story, but several characters, likewise, are demarcated as ‘other’ by their
accented speech. This is true of Ramone, who speaks with a stereotypically Latin American
inflection in the original film and Spanish accented International French in the French and
Québec dubs; Guido, who speaks almost exclusively in Italian in all three versions; and
Luigi, who speaks in a clichéd Italian accent in the original version and heavily Italian
accented International French in both dubs (and was, in fact, voiced by Italian dubbing
actor Danilo de Girolamo in the French dub). Other regional accents audible in the original
version (such as the sheriff who speaks with a Southern drawl and the wayward minivan
tourists who speak with stereotypically Minnesotan accents), however, are flattened out in
the dubs, which transpose the source text’s regionally-accented speech into International
French.
Most significantly, much like in Toy Story, only one character in the Québecdubbed version of Cars speaks with a more noticeably Québécois inflection. Once more,
this accent communicates particular class connotations, as it is Mater, the rusted country
bumpkin tow truck, whose speech is locally accented. In the original Cars, Mater, who has
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a thick American southern twang, is strongly demarcated as lower class both visibly (visà-vis his rusted carriage) and audibly through his poor grammar and mispronunciations. In
the English-language version, this characterization is also audibly communicated through
vocal performer Daniel Whitney’s (also known by his stage persona, Larry the Cable Guy)
trademark “redneck” humor and put-on, exaggerated southern accent. In the French Cars
dub, Mater’s accent is largely undifferentiated from the other characters, exhibiting only a
slightly more provençal inflection. That the only character whose southern accent is
dubbed into Québec French is the lovable but nonetheless dim-witted Mater, suggests that
this decision has more to do with communicating class distinctions than it does with
establishing regional provenance. Indeed, that both Mr. Potato Head and Mater, the former
a buffoon and the latter a rube, speak with more perceptible accented Québec dialect
reinforces this reading.
It follows that the Québec synchronian is not simply informed by economic
imperatives or a desire to please diverse Québec audiences, but also shaped by the
problematics of class and cultural/linguistic identity. In other words, both of these
examples suggest that locally accented speech is not, in fact, used as the “langue de
proximité” in Pixar’s Québec versions but rather as a linguistic indicator of class and
socioeconomic status. This selective use of the Québec accent also arguably reinforces
Reinke and Ostiguy’s contention that the Québec synchronian’s proximity to International
French reflects a certain degree of “linguistic insecurity” vis-à-vis the Québec French
dialect—a minority speech community both in Canada and in relation to the larger
francophone world.
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Synchronian Idiosyncrasies
The synchronian employed in the two French-language dubs of Toy Story and Cars
also evidences disparities in register and tone. In particular, the French dubs tend to
reproduce the informal tone of the original texts more faithfully, whereas the Québec
translations often shift the dialogue to an awkwardly formal, high register. This tendency
is made manifest in the linguistic register used in Toy Story’s Québec dub, which employs
a more formal register of speech even when this mode of address is at odds with the context
of the dialogue. Most notably, although “vouvoiement”—the practice of using the
formal/polite mode of address “vous” (you) in formal contexts or when speaking to
strangers, elders, or superiors—is less rigorously practiced in Québec than in France, the
Québec dub routinely employs this more formal mode of address, even when it is not
contextually appropriate. 50 This tendency is particularly perceptible in exchanges between
Andy’s toys and the newly arrived addition to his collection, Buzz Lightyear (renamed
Buzz l’Éclair in the French dub). While vouvoiement is a logical register for the toys’ initial
interactions with Buzz, the continued use of this form of address throughout the film, even
as the toys become well acquainted, eventually appears artificial and at odds with everyday
spoken practices, particularly in the Québec dub.
This phenomenon is most pointedly perceptible in a scene that occurs midway
through the film during a conflict between Woody and Buzz that descends into a bare-
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knuckle brawl after the toys are inadvertently abandoned at a gas station. As the toys scrap
it out while freely flinging insults at one another, they continue to address one another as
“vous,” shifting the dialogue to an awkwardly high register noticeably incongruous with
the scene’s intimate context. Moreover, the formal mode of address rings as especially out
of keeping with the voice actor’s performance style. The toys are shouting, panting, and
audibly angry; however, their speech remains in a polite, high register that makes the
exchange sound oddly formal and impersonal. Woody, for instance, after having been
tackled to the ground by Buzz, charges at the toy in retaliation, yelling “vous voulez ma
peau?”—an idiomatic expression meaning “do you want to hurt me?” Although the dubbed
translation conveys the denotative meaning of the original dialogue, “you want a piece a
me?” the use of “vous” fails to express adequately the very personal and heated tone of the
exchange. By contrast, in the dubbed-in-France version, this exchange is translated in a
more appropriately informal tone as, “tu veux te payer ma tête?” which can be interpreted
both colloquially as “you want to make a fool of me?” and literally as “you want my head?”
The familiar form “tu” is, in fact, used throughout the French dub keeping the register and
tone more in line with the original text/context and producing a more natural sounding
vocal performance.
Although the Québec dub of Cars applies vouvoiement less liberally than Toy Story,
several exchanges also evidence this shift in register. For instance, in a scene during which
Sally chastises the racecar Flash McQueen (the French and Québécois translation for
Lightning McQueen) for his arrogance, she acerbically asks him, “who do you think you
are?” Whereas the French dub translates the dialogue as “mais pour qui te prends-tu?” (just
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who do you think you are?), the Québec dub uses the more formal “vous vous prenez pour
qui, vous?” (who do you think you are?). Though both translations convey the same literal
meaning, the Québec dub’s formal register seems to undercut the question’s implied
meaning and derisive tone. That is to say, although Sally’s tone is scornful in all three
iterations of the dialogue, because the formal mode of address conveys a sense of deference
and respect for the interlocutor, Sally’s use of “vous” in the Québec dub belies her audible
disdain for McQueen’s misplaced sense of superiority.
In addition to these discrepancies in register produced by vouvoiement, the Québec
dubs also frequently elevate the level of speech using more sophisticated vocabulary than
the original version—even when such lexical constructions are out of keeping with a
character’s idiolect—while the French dubs hew more closely to the familiar tone. A
representative example in Cars appears during a scene in which Mater explains to
McQueen why he has chosen him as his best friend. In the original film, Mater tells
McQueen, “I knew it! I knowed I made a good choice!” The French and Québec dubs
translate the phrase, respectively, as: “je le savais, j’étais sûr que j’avais bien choisi” (I
knew it, I was sure I’d made a good choice) and “je le savais, je savais que mon choix était
judicieux” (I knew it, I knew my choice was judicious). Both versions elevate the level of
speech by correcting Mater’s grammar, but the Québec dub’s translation of “good” as
“judicieux” seems especially disjointed with Mater’s style of speech and range of
vocabulary.
In sum, although both the French and Québec dubs employ a constructed dubbing
language that minimizes vocal diversity evident in the original text, the effect of these
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disparities in register and the use of the local dialect is that the French dub sounds more
natural to the target audience, while the Québec dub often sounds stilted and artificial. The
UDA, in fact, addresses this issue on their dubbing website, allowing that some viewers
might find dubbed-in-France versions “more lively, more real.”51 The site explains,
however, that Québec dubs use a “correct”, standardized French aligned with International
French so as to allow the viewer to focus only on the film itself and forget the translation. 52
Yet to borrow from Altman, this claim belies the notion that “far from being
subservient to the image the [dubbed] soundtrack uses the illusion of subservience to serve
its own ends.” 53 In addition to the previously discussed economic argument that a neutral
language increases the potential market for Québec dubs, this language should be read
through a political and pedagogical lens. Indeed, as von Flotow has suggested, the use of
this “correct,” standardized French might be understood not simply as a desire to render
the ventriloquist dubber subservient to the image/narrative but also as a strategy for
“training the audience in good French.” 54 Von Flotow’s use of the construction “good
French” is particularly telling here as it points to an inherent ideological devaluing of
Québec French as incorrect or “bad” vis-à-vis International French, reinforcing Reinke and
Ostiguy’s suggestion that a sense of linguistic inferiority informs the Québec industry’s
use of the synchronian.
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While von Flotow examines this function in relation to live action films aimed at
adults, this pedagogical impulse is especially pertinent to animated features marketed to
young audiences. Given the centrality of French language acquisition to provincial
educational policies, as well as the fact that International French is the standard form of the
language used in French as a second language curricula, the Québec synchronian arguably
operates as a pedagogical tool. Moreover, the UDA has previously argued for the
pedagogical value of Québec dubbing, claiming, “French language cinema in Québec is a
must in order for immigrants to better acclimatize to the French-speaking culture of
Québec.”55 Although their statement refers specifically to the benefits of Québec dubs for
immigrants, this pedagogical logic is arguably equally applicable to the facilitation of
“proper” language acquisition among young audiences.

Vocal Glocalization
Finally, and arguably most convincingly, the UDA ultimately justifies its abstract
dubbing language by asserting that what a Québec dub may lack in “verve” is compensated
for both by its higher degree of fidelity to the spirit of the original text and its greater
legibility to Québec audiences. In terms of the former, it argues that a Québec dub will
always provide the most faithful translation of a Hollywood film due to Québec dubbers’
cultural and geographic proximity to, and therefore greater understanding of, American
culture and “the North American reality.” 56 As concerns the legibility, it contends that even
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though some may find the synchronian artificial, Québec dubs are nonetheless “superior”
to French dubs and their ubiquitous Parisian slang as “no viewer wants to have to drag their
dictionary along to the theatre” to decode Parisian slang.57 Although we might dispute the
evaluative nature of these claims, as the following analysis illustrates, the Québec dubs of
Toy Story and Cars translate American cultural references more directly than their French
equivalents which Europeanize or “glocalize” these culturally specific elements. That is,
the French dubs modify the source text to tailor it to the “French reality” and thus blend
the global and the local. The Québec dubs, by contrast, adapt the linguistic content of the
source text (if with less than desired “verve”) but more frequently keep culturally specific
references, or the spirit of the source text, intact.
In the first instance, Pixar’s French dubs regularly supplant and localize Anglicisms
and anglicised names. For example, whereas Toy Story’s Québec dub retains original
character names, the French dub adapts Buzz Lightyear as Buzz l’Éclair (the latter word
meaning lightning bolt); Bo Peep as la Bergère (the shepherdess); and Hamm as Bayonne,
sacrificing close lip sync to localize the name and create a tongue in cheek reference to the
eponymous French region known for its cured ham. Similarly, Slinky becomes Zig Zag in
the French translation—likely because the toy is marketed in France as Ondomania, a name
that would compromise lip sync too greatly. By the same token, Cars’s French dub
translates Mater (as in Tow-Mater) as Martin (as in Aston Martin) using both a typically
French name and an ironic reference to the European car brand in the place of the original
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joke. The Québec dub, by contrast, retains the nickname Mater in the construction “DroMater,” a somewhat obscure pun that plays on the near homophone dromadaire
(dromedary) and Mater’s shape. Interestingly, however, although Cars is saturated with
references to American NASCAR culture as well as a profound nostalgia for a bygone
“small town” American way of life, both dubs largely retain these culturally specific
references as they are central to the narrative.
Moreover, much like in Shrek the Third, Toy Story and Cars’ French dubs include
a relatively large amount of Parisian slang, most often used to supplant American
colloquialisms. This use of slang not only keeps the French synchronian more in tune with
the (Parisian) vernacular but also functions as a form of vocal glocalization. Cars, for
instance, is replete with Parisian slang, to such a degree that it is, at times, more colloquial
than the original dialogue. To take one notable example, when McQueen accidentally
arrives in Radiator Springs, the small town in which much of the film takes place, he asks
Mater “where am I?” The Québec dub adapts the question as “je suis où là, monsieur?”
(where am I, sir?), once more raising the register of the original version’s casual tone and
communicating a greater amount of respect for Mater than McQueen’s tone suggests.
Conversely, the French translation is not only more informal but also adds the French argot
word “bled”—which can be used to describe a backwoods, small village—to the phrase,
rendering it as “c’est quoi ce bled?” (roughly, “what is this podunk town?”). The French
dub therefore both renders explicit McQueen’s elitist attitude and immediate aversion to
the town and localizes the dialogue by including culturally and linguistically specific slang.
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Similarly, the French version of Toy Story replaces the above referenced Mr. Potato
Head line, “what are you looking at, ya hockey puck?,” with a new linguistic pun: “ne me
cherche pas des crosses.” As a slang expression, the phrase means “don’t start a fight with
me,” but “crosses” is also the Europe term for hockey stick (versus “baton d’hockey” in
Québec) making the joke works on two levels. As the above example suggests, the French
dubs’ propensity for localizing—or, as the Québec dubbing union puts it,
“Europeanizing”—dialogue, even at the expense of close lip-sync, also operates in tandem
with a phenomenon Goris terms “explicitation” whereby logical links, and vague or
implicit meanings, are rendered more directly or explicitly than in the original text. 58
A final, brief example from Toy Story—a scene in which Woody’s love interest,
Bo Peep, coyly suggests her romantic intentions toward him—neatly illustrates this
strategy. In the original version of the film, Bo Peep, walking past a cluster of toy alphabet
blocks, flirtatiously tells Woody: “Remember, I’m just a couple of blocks away.” The
Québec translation, “Ne m’oublie pas. Je ne suis qu’à quelques blocs d’ici” (Don’t forget
me, I’m only a few blocks away) closely adheres to the original dialogue. The French dub,
however, offers a much more explicit expression of the dialogue’s subtext: “Alors à ce soir.
J’aimerais tant m’trouver un mari honnête un jour” “See you tonight, I’d so like to find
myself an honest husband someday.” The French dub thus not only eliminates the play on
words with the Anglicism “bloc” (as a street block and a building block are more
commonly referred to as paté de maison and cube, respectively, in France) but also
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literalizes the original subtext, rendering its meaning more explicit, in both senses of the
term. At the same time, however, it also creates a new pun with mari honnête and
marionette.
While these translation practices are central to Pixar’s vocal glocalization
strategies, it is also crucial to consider the role that star vocal performance plays both in
adapting and localizing the text for French language audiences as well as vis-à-vis its
promotion. This is especially salient to Pixar animation, as the company’s films trade
heavily on the vocal caché of its star vocal performers to market its films to a broad
audience demographic. The final section of the chapter thus explores the significance of
star performance in each national, cultural, and industrial context.

Star Performance in Pixar French Language Versions
Since the early 1990s, star vocal performance has become increasingly central to
the production and promotion of Hollywood animated features. Indeed, as Denison
observes, “stars now frequent American animation almost as a matter of course.” 59 Pixar
is no exception to this rule and has, in fact, played a significant role in popularizing the
practice of casting prominent star performers. More recently, the company has extended
this strategy to its non-English-language versions—drawing on vocal performers’ star
discourses both diegetically, in the translation of the text, and extradiegetically, in a film’s
marketing materials. This practice is especially notable in France, where star voice actors
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have been increasingly incorporated in Pixar’s French promotional campaigns, including
premiere events, DVD special features, web-based interviews, and press junkets.
Cars is a landmark feature in this regard, as it marks Pixar’s first foray into star
vocal dubbing in France. Whereas Pixar’s late 1990s and early 2000s French dubs were
voiced almost entirely by dubbing actors—particularly those typically associated with
voicing the original performer in dubs of his or her live-action films—Cars’s French dub
features live action film actors Guillaume Canet as Flash McQueen and Cécile de France
as Sally. Since that time, Pixar’s dubbed-in-France versions have consistently featured
well-known star vocal performers including Charles Aznavour, Catherine Deneuve, Gilles
Lellouche, and Melanie Laurent, among others. Moreover, these stars now regularly appear
in numerous promotional materials surrounding the film.
Canet, de France, and Lellouche, for instance, participated in a series of “making
of” videos and press interviews leading up to the exhibition of Cars 2 and promoted the
film at its French debut at Disneyland Paris, which received extensive media coverage.
Moreover, these marketing paratexts emphasize the rationale for casting specific French
stars in these films, drawing directly on their star discourses. The French “making of”
featurette for Là-haut (Up, Pete Docter, 2010), for example, includes a discussion with
Aznavour as to how his own experiences as a septuagenarian inflected his vocal
characterization of Carl, the film’s curmudgeonly retiree. By the same token, the
promotional materials for Monstres Academy (Monsters University, Pete Docter, 2013)
highlight the ways in which Jamel Debouzze’s stand-up comic persona shaped his
vocalization of the monster, Art.
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These paratexts thus form what Denison calls “a kind of performance loop”
between dubbed vocal performances and “stars’ own discourses” drawing on French
actors’ star personae to market the film and potentially increase its appeal for audiences
beyond animation’s traditionally youth demographic.60 The function of French star vocal
performance is a dual process of localization: domesticating the dubbed film both through
the adaptation of dialogue as well as through promotional paratexts that forge, to use
Michel Chion’s term, a “synchretic” relationship or “a spontaneous and irresistible weld”
between the voice dubbing actor and the abstract animated character. 61
For Chion, this synchretic welding of sound and image produces what he calls
“added value,” or “the expressive and informative value with which a sound enriches a
given image so as to create the definite impression… that this information or expression
“naturally” comes from what is seen, and is already contained in the image itself.” 62 The
synchretic union of dubbed star voices and animated images, however, arguably also
creates additional levels of added value: the added value of hearing the transposed text
spoken by a local performer in the target language as well as the added value of textually
and paratextually aligning the animated character with a particular vocal performer’s star
discourses. In other words, star dubbed performance not only reinscribes the text into the
target language but also functions as a form of semiotic tether that sutures the animated
character to the voice, star discourses of the French vocal performer, and France.
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By comparison, Pixar’s Québec dubs have infrequently cast Québécois star vocal
performers. Toy Story and Cars, in fact, exclusively employ professional voice dubbers.
Since the late 2000s Québec dubs have, nonetheless, begun using local star performers
including singer Marilou, Anne Dorval, and actor/director Xavier Dolan, all of whom are
well known in the province (and, for Dolan, internationally). 63 In certain instances, Pixar’s
Québec dubs have also incorporated French stars’ dubbed vocal performances alongside
an otherwise Québec dubbing cast as with Aznavour in Là-haut and Deneuve in Monstres
Academy. Overall, though, Pixar’s Québec dubs rely most heavily on professional dubbing
actors (often cast in multiple films) and invest far less in promotional materials with local
dubbing actors. This is, in part, a function of economics: the Québec market is much
smaller both in terms of population and box office returns and thus star performers might
be deemed too costly.
On a cultural level, the relative lack of star performers in Québec dubs might also
be understood as a function of audience preference. As von Flotow’s work demonstrates,
foreign media dubbed in the Québec dialect is not always positively received in the
province, as many viewers, she asserts, believe this accent is not appropriate for “strangers”
and uncanny in the mouths of Hollywood stars. 64 Yet because animation occludes the
“foreign” body of the original star performer, anchoring the voice in the abstract body of
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the animated “dummy,” the medium arguably lends itself more readily to the practice of
supplanting Hollywood voice actors with local stars.
Thus from an industrial perspective, I would contend that the neutral language and
performance style mandated by the Québec synchronian must also factor into this trend.
Because this synchronian demands, as one Québec dubbing actor puts it, “impeccable
diction” and a form of French “free from local accent,” it requires very cultivated and
precise vocal performance practices. Employing professionals trained in this dubbing
language and performance style is therefore most practical and most economical for Pixar.
Moreover, even when Québec stars perform in Pixar’s features, they often do not speak in
their “natural” idiolect or accent but rather adopt the synchronian style, perhaps
diminishing both the appeal of hearing local performers as well as opportunities to create
extratextual connections to their visible and audible star signs.

Conclusion
Dubbed vocal performances play a crucial discursive role in adapting Pixar’s
features for international distribution not only in terms of the textual transfer of dialogue
but in localizing and marketing the films to foreign language audiences. This process,
however, is not a direct adaptation of the original version’s dialogue and vocal
performances to the French most widely spoken among Pixar’s audiences in France and
Québec. This is particularly true in Québec. Although the local dubbing industry claims to
dub in the langue de proximité, the province’s distinctive accent is only occasionally heard
in dubbed performances, and, although American cultural referents and colloquialisms are
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more directly translated, the tone and register of the original is shifted to a register higher
than that of both the original film’s English and the French spoken by Québec audiences.
These particular features of the Québec synchronian have rendered the advantage of
utilizing star vocal performances—a strategy central to the American versions and
increasingly exploited in France—largely inaccessible to the French Canadian market.
As this chapter has shown, the distance between the French one hears in a Québec
dub and what one might expect if performances were directly translated into the local
French is not merely idiosyncratic. Rather, a series of industrial, cultural-policy, and
ideological determinants and struggles among stakeholders, notably the UDA, seeking to
protect their industry from French competition, have shaped local dubbing practices. As a
result, Pixar’s French language dubs not only differ according to regional, national, or
cultural differences between the target dialects, but also in accordance with industrial and
economic forces shaping the local market’s dubbing industry.
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Chapter Five
From Snow White to the Snow Queen:
Voicing the Princess in Disney/Pixar Animation of the 2010s

As Disney has grown from a minor, independent studio to major media
conglomerate, the company has continually adapted/reformulated its approach to animated
vocal performance in order to meet its evolving corporate, commercial, and cultural
objectives. Yet, although the studio has refined/revised its voice casting, labor, and
marketing practices numerous times since the late 1920s, one particular vocal trope has
remained a staple of its animated features: the singing princess. The studio’s production of
princess films has fluctuated since the late 1930s; however, princesses have long been
among its most popular, profitable, and iconic characters. Indeed, the animated princess
film has largely become synonymous with the Disney brand.
The princess film has also, as we have seen, been critical to the studio’s corporate
success: Snow White launched Disney’s successful transition into feature filmmaking in
the late 1930s; Cinderella marked its return to animated feature film production/financial
stability in the 1950s; and The Little Mermaid, Beauty and the Beast, Aladdin, Pocahontas,
and Mulan fueled the company’s corporate/box-office resurgence during the Disney
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Renaissance.1 Most recently, following a period of decline in the post-Disney Renaissance
years of the early-to-mid-2000s, films such as Tangled (Nathan Greno and Byron Howard,
2009), Frozen, and Moana have helped revitalize the animation studio’s commercial
fortunes and cultural appeal—prompting critics to dub the late 2000s-2010s the “Disney
Revival” era. Since the establishment of the highly lucrative Disney Princess
merchandise/licensing franchise in 2001, these films have become increasingly synergized
properties that expand across a vast range of products—from toys, to television shows,
clothing, makeup and home décor—marketed to both children and adults.2
Conversely, just as Pixar has remained resistant to Disney’s animated musical
archetype, so too has it historically shunned princess narratives. The princess film thus
represents an important structuring absence in the history of Pixar animation. At the level
of production, this is partly a function of the studios’ divergent story development
practices. Disney, which has long sought to capitalize on “pre-sold” properties at the box
office, frequently adapts its animated narratives from popular fairy tales and folklore
(genres with no shortage of princess characters), whereas Pixar’s animated features are
based on original screenplays that draw heavily on the narrative codes and conventions of
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the buddy comedy and action-adventure film genres.3 From a broader industrial
perspective, we can best understand Pixar’s longstanding recalcitrance to the princess film
in relation to the studio’s broader efforts to differentiate its animated features, as well as
its brand identity, from Disney’s.
Perhaps most significantly, this strategy has enabled Pixar to circumvent the
problematic gender dynamics of the Disney Princess film, which have attracted
considerable popular and academic scrutiny since the 1990s. Banishing the princess, Pixar
has historically favored male-centric narratives—an issue in its own right. After shunning
the Disney archetype for over a decade, however, Pixar began work on its first princess
film and its first feature with a female protagonist, “The Bear and the Bow.” Ultimately
retitled Brave and released in 2012, the film remains Pixar’s only princess narrative to date.
Though the marketing campaign for Brave framed the film as a departure from the Disney
Princess tradition, its royal protagonist, Merida was subsequently incorporated into the
official Disney Princess merchandise franchise in 2013. Thus, while Brave is a Pixar
production, it has also become a Disney Princess film. Similarly, although Brave is not a
musical, and Merida is not what we would typically call a “singing princess,” she
nonetheless has a singing voice: two musical montage sequences in the film articulate
Merida’s interior monologue (or “subjective-internal” voice) through song. 4

Indeed, as Alexandra Heatwole argues, Disney’s adaptations of classical fairy tales have largely
supplanted the ‘original’ tales in the public imaginary. Alexandra Heatwole, “Disney Girlhood:
Princess Generations and Once Upon a Time.,” Studies in the Humanities 43, no. 1–2 (December
2016): 1.
3
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Although the Disney Princess film is an enduring and iconic pop cultural form,
several scholars have identified three discrete cycles of the subgenre, each of which, they
argue, correspond not only to an important historical juncture in Disney’s (and Pixar’s)
corporate development but also to a distinct set of narrative and aesthetic strategies with
respect to the representation of princess characters: the “Classical Princess” films of the
1930s-50s, the “Renaissance Princess” films of late 1980s-90s, and the “Revival Princess”
films of the late 2000s onward (including Brave). Yet, while numerous studies address the
gendered ideologies and representational practices that define/distinguish each cycle, the
majority of this work focuses on the visual form and narrative trajectory of the princess
figure. Largely unexamined in this literature, however, are the gendered vocal dimensions
of each cycle’s iteration of the princess protagonist/narrative.
This is a particularly significant critical lacuna, as female vocal performance—
articulated as speech and/or song—is not only a central mechanism for narrative and
character development in Disney/Pixar’s princess films but also a critical component of
their attendant promotional campaigns (and, more broadly, the studios’ respective brand
identities). Parsing the form and function of female vocality in these texts, as well as the
industrial and textual strategies structuring each studio’s approach to female vocal
performance, is thus critical to tracing the evolution of Disney/Pixar’s representation of
female characters and female subjectivity. This chapter’s primary goal is therefore to
extend and complicate extant accounts of the princess film’s narrative, representational,
and ideological development by offering a textual and discursive analysis of female vocal
performance in two Disney Revival princess films: Pixar’s Brave and Disney’s Frozen.
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These two films are particularly germane to such an analysis for several key
reasons. First, numerous scholars trace, across the three princess film cycles, a progression
from passive, domestic princesses whose narrative trajectories are largely circumscribed to
a heteronormative romance plot (in the Classical era), to what some view as protofeminist,
agential princesses that defy heteropatriarchal norms (in the Revival era). Indeed, much of
the scholarly and popular discourse on Brave and Frozen (which are, notably, the first
Pixar, and first Disney feature, directed by a woman) positions the films as correctives to
the problematic, much critiqued gender politics of earlier Disney Princess films. However,
as such analyses frequently elide the issue of female vocality, we can usefully extend and
complicate this work by interrogating how, and to what extent, the apparent revisionist
impulse of the Revival era films is made manifest in Brave’s and Frozen’s female vocal
performances. More broadly, these two case studies allow us to situate Disney/Pixar’s
contemporary approach to female vocal performance in relation to both the two previous
Disney Princess films cycles, and, with respect to Brave, Pixar’s historical approach to
voicing female characters.
Second, Brave and Frozen have strikingly similar narrative conceits; however, they
differ in crucial respects in terms of their voice casting strategies, vocal performance styles,
and construction of female characters’ narrative agency. A comparative study of these two
films—both of which sparked debates concerning their respective studios’ gender
politics—thus equally facilitates an analysis of the ways the studios’ industrial
practices/imperatives are brought to bear on their representation of female vocality and, by
extension, female subjectivity. Third, Brave not only adopts a well-worn generic trope of
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Disney feature animation that Pixar had theretofore avoided but also went into preproduction in 2006 (soon after The Walt Disney Company’s acquisition of Pixar), which
makes it a highly productive site for examining how Pixar’s industrial and representational
strategies with respect to female vocality have evolved vis-à-vis the studio’s corporate
relationship with its parent conglomerate. Similarly, Frozen’s promotional discourses
adopted much of same rhetoric as Brave’s marketing campaign by framing the film’s two
princess characters, Elsa and Anna, as “modernized” or “anti-princess princesses,” which
points to Disney’s broader efforts to craft a more “progressive” brand identity for both its
animation studio and the company, writ large—a strategy that Pixar had long exploited.
Finally, an analysis of these two films also allows us to address a longstanding gap
in scholarly literature on the cinematic representation/construction of female vocal
performance. While feminist scholars have analyzed the female voice in cinema through a
variety of theoretical lenses (from psychoanalysis to sound studies), very few have
addressed the female voice in animation or, in their near-exclusive focus on the text, the
broader industrial imperatives that shape female vocality. This chapter thus offers the
opportunity to reconceptualize existing work on the ideological/narrative mechanics of the
female voice and in cinema to better account for both the textual and industrial dimensions
of female vocal performance in animation. In sum, Brave and Frozen are particularly
productive to parsing the representational, narrative, and industrial strategies undergirding
Disney’s and Pixar’s construction of female vocality—at the level of the text and in the
films’ promotional campaigns.
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Both films are rooted in, and actively subvert (to a varying degrees) the Classical
and Renaissance Princess vocal tropes and archetypes—a “vocal revisionist” impulse that
is fundamentally informed by each studio’s corporate imperatives and branding strategies.
Reading the film’s articulation of the female voice/female subjectivity through the dual
lenses of industry studies and feminist psychoanalysis allows us probe Pixar’s and Disney’s
textual and industrial strategies, and productively expand theoretical work on the female
voice in cinema to the animated medium. This study therefore both engages with and puts
extant literature on Disney’s and Pixar’s representation of women/femininity in dialogue
with feminist work on female vocal performance in cinema.

Parsing the Princess and Psychoanalyzing the Voice: Literature and Methods
The representational politics of Disney’s animated feature films, particularly as
concerns women and gender, have long been the subject of popular debate—from Peggy
Orenstein’s excoriating denunciation of the Disney Princess phenomenon, Cinderella Ate
My Daughter, to Jerramy Fine’s self-evidently titled, In Defense of the Disney Princess.5
Since the early 1990s—alongside a broader “cultural turn” in the field of film/media studies
toward issues of representation, identity, and reception—a substantial, interdisciplinary
range of scholarly work has equally addressed the gender politics of Disney’s animated
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features as well as the ideological effects of these texts on child/adolescent viewers. 6 For
example, Amy Davis’s Good Girls and Wicked Witches aims to “counteract the
impressions that [Disney] films are so thoroughly sexist,” while M. Keith Booker frets,
“For my part, all my kids are boys, but if any were girls, I’d be especially worried about
the Disney princess passively waiting until ‘some day my prince will come,’ as a role
model.”7 In this chapter's discussion of how the Disney Princess and Pixar’s female
protagonists have historically been silenced (both literally and discursively), my objective
is neither to frame the films as ‘bad objects’ nor to deny the pleasures viewers derive from
these texts. Similarly, in examining the ways Brave and Frozen “give voice” to female
interiority, my intent is neither to recuperate the Disney Princess franchise as feminist nor
to ignore the racial and classed dimensions of the films’ narratives and the subjects to
whom they give voice. Rather than adjudicating the degree to which these representations
are progressive, I seek to understand the cultural and industrial determinants that have
shaped the form/function of female vocality in the Disney/Pixar Princess film.
Recently, a small number of studies have extended the scope of literature assessing
the representation of gender in Disney Animation to Pixar's animated features. Due in large
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part to the paucity of female characters in Pixar’s oeuvre, however, the latter studies
primarily center on the construction of masculinity in Pixar’s films. 8 Most significantly,
while the above body of work usefully problematizes the aesthetics and narrative
dimensions of the studios’ gendered representational practices, very little of it attends to
the voice. The following review thus first surveys the small number of studies within this
critical corpus that directly address female vocal performance in Disney and Pixar feature
animation before outlining the feminist psychoanalytic scholarship on the female voice in
cinema that helps lay the foundation for this chapter’s case studies. Lastly, I summarize a
recent study that provides a useful model for reading the Disney singing princess film
through a psychoanalytic lens.
In Mismatched Women: The Siren’s Song Through the Machine, Jennifer Fleeger
observes that at the heart of every Disney Princess movie is “a virtuous young girl stuck in
a pedestrian environment with a voice that ought to be projected from a stage and a body
destined for the aristocracy.” 9 Thus, in her work on female vocal performance in the Disney
Princess film, Fleeger considers the ways in which the Princess figure is narratively,
aesthetically, and technologically constituted as a “mismatched woman.” Yet, while
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Fleeger views this “mismatch” as a stable narrative/visual trope of the Disney Princess
film, as she illustrates, the stylistic qualities of the Princess’s “voice that ought to be
projected from a stage” have shifted across each iteration of the subgenre. More precisely,
she articulates the Princess’s vocal performance style to both the character’s moment and
mode of production, arguing that we can best understand the Disney Princess voice “in
relation to the technologies used to produce the princess’s image and to the environments
in which these films and their related products are circulated.” 10
Thus, tracing the development of the Princess film from Snow White to Frozen,
Fleeger aligns each cycle of the subgenre with both a distinct vocal performance style and
a particular mode of production, namely: the “operatic princess” and hand-drawn
animation for the Classical era films; “the Broadway voice,” and “computer-painted
animation” (or hand-drawn animation that is digitally inked and painted) for the Disney
Renaissance films through to The Princess and the Frog; and the “pop voice” and 3D
computer animation for the Disney Revival films, Tangled, and Frozen, and Pixar’s
Brave.11 Crucially, Fleeger argues that in each of these periods, “Disney relied on the
female voice to validate new animated musical forms” and animation technologies. 12 In
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short, the operatic voice of the Classical era films helped legitimize the nascent animated
feature film musical as art, the Renaissance era films’ “computer-aided effects were
justified as essential to a good ‘show’ by the Broadway voice,” and the familiar celebrity
voices of the 3D, computer animated Revival films “restore[d] an element of fantasy to an
animated form that might threaten to be too much like real life.” 13 Thus, as she asserts,
while the voices characteristic of each cycle “belong to particular styles of performance,
they nevertheless serve as a shorthand for authenticity, alerting listeners to the scene in
which real bodies would be singing these songs.” 14 Extending Fleeger’s observations, I
argue we can equally understand Brave’s and Frozen’s articulation of the female voice in
relation to The Walt Disney company’s broader efforts to craft more ‘authentic’
representations of women and female subjectivity.
In so doing, this chapter also builds on Robynn Stilwell’s recent work on female
vocality in contemporary animation. Examining vocal performance in Brave and Frozen,
Stilwell unpacks the vocal performance styles and strategies each film’s princess adopts.
However, whereas Fleeger situates the films in relation to the Disney Revival Era and its
attendant mode of production, Stilwell locates Brave and Frozen within a broader,
contemporaneous cycle of “girls’ coming-of-age films”—the roots of which she traces to
“the rise of the young adult novel franchise, particularly the dystopian fantasy, driven by
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[…] The Hunger Games trilogy from 2008.”15 This “wave” of films, she argues, is united
by a common narrative conceit: teenaged heroines proceed “from assertiveness to silence
(often externally imposed and sometimes manifested even in imprisonment) to the finding
of their own voices” as they navigate the transition from girlhood to womanhood. 16 More
specifically, drawing on Carol Gilligan’s 1982 landmark study of girls’ development, In a
Different Voice, Stilwell argues that, in film such as Brave and Frozen, the female
protagonist’s voice, particularly her singing voice, functions as a metonym for “her agency
and identity, both as symbol and as act.” 17 Building on Stilwell’s analysis, the following
case studies consider how Brave and Frozen, as well as later films such as Inside Out and
Moana, “give voice” to female interiority, both literally and figuratively, through speech
and/or song.
While Stilwell does not adopt a psychoanalytic framework, her conception of Brave
and Frozen as texts that “give voice” to female interiority recalls Mary Ann Doane’s
previously discussed (in Chapter One) psychoanalytic study of voice in cinema, namely
her assertion that:
over and against the theorization of the look as phallic, as the support of voyeurism
and fetishism (a drive and a defense which, in Freud, are linked explicitly with the
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male), the voice appears to lend itself readily as an alternative to the image, as a
potentially viable means whereby the woman can “make herself heard.” 18
Doane, however, ultimately questions this potential, noting that “while psychoanalysis
delineates a pre-oedipal scenario, in which the voice of the mother dominates, the voice, in
psychoanalysis, is also the instrument of interdiction, of the patriarchal order.” 19 In other
words, while the voice invokes the imagined subjective plenitude of a pre-oedipal state,
this “imaginary unity” “is broken by the premonition of difference, division, effected by
the intervention of the father, whose voice” interpellates the subject into the “signifying
organization of language” and, thus, the patriarchal order. 20 By extension, she argues that
Hollywood films work to contain the voice, and thus “the potential trauma of dispersal,
dismemberment and difference” in order to maintain the narcissistic pleasure the viewer
derives from the cinematic construct of the “fantasmatic unified body.” 21 We might
usefully locate the potential for “giving voice to,” or making the woman heard, however,
in Doane’s conception of interior monologue “the privileged mark of interiority”—a voice
that displays “the ‘inner life’ of the character.” 22
Kaja Silverman’s The Acoustic Mirror: The Female Voice in Psychoanalysis and
Cinema equally examines the psychic and ideological regimes underpinning the
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representation of the female voice in cinema. However, whereas Doane theorizes the way
the voice spatializes “the intersubjective relation between film and spectator,” Silverman’s
analysis centers on the containment of the female voice in cinema. Specifically, she
proposes that Classical Hollywood cinema hews to a “textual model which holds the female
voice and body insistently to the interior of the diegesis, while relegating the male subject
to a position of apparent discursive exteriority by identifying him with mastering speech,
vision, or hearing.”23 For Silverman, this containment is made manifest via three primary
operations: (1) “folding the female voice into what is overtly indicated as an inner textual
space” such that it is “doubly diegetized,” or overheard not only by the cinema audience,
but by a fictional eavesdropper;” (2) Framing the female voice as one that is called forth
and controlled by a male voice, especially through a form of “talking cure,” a process which
thus “anchors woman to a fantastic interiority through involuntary utterance;” and (3)
“corporealizing the female voice” or making it “thick with body,” often via an accent, a
distinctive vocal grain, a “linguistic incapacity” such as a speech impediment. 24
Silverman argues that this relegation of the female voice to a position of embodied
interiority necessarily renders the female subject discursively impotent and closes her off
from accession to meaning and subjective plenitude. Woman, in sum, is made to carry a
double lack, both her own lack and the projection of male lack onto her voice and body in
order to sustain the fantasy of a coherent male subject. Extending Doane, however,
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Silverman suggests that the disembodied female voice offers the potential for articulating
“a genuinely oppositional desire […] which challenges dominance from within
representation and meaning.” In Silverman’s framework, however, this potential is
circumscribed to radical feminist cinema produced outside of the Hollywood structure. 25
Silverman’s study is particularly pertinent to my analysis given the centrality of
diegetic song performances to the Disney Princess film. As I argue, however, Brave and
Frozen complicate both her articulation of diegetic performance to discursive impotency
and her circumscription of the female voice to a position of embodied interiority.
Building on Silverman’s work, Amy Lawrence’s Echo and Narcissus: Women’s
Voices in Classical Hollywood Cinema considers how the material production practices
and technological discourses underpinning the filmic construction of women’s voices
equally work to contain and enclose the female voice within the diegesis. Much like
Silverman, she argues that woman’s inability to speak is symptomatic of the reduction of
the female subject to an object of male viewing pleasure both within the context of diegetic
performances and in the larger formal construction of the woman’s body as “to be looked
at” as opposed to heard. Although Lawrence offers more room for the articulation of female
subjectivity in Hollywood cinema—particularly during the transition to sound when the
disruption of cinematic representational codes opened an, albeit limited, space for “making
female the voice heard”—she ultimately recapitulates Silverman’s argument that
Hollywood films work, on an ideological level, to silence the female subject. 26
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In direct dialogue with the two above studies is Britta Sjogren’s more recent study,
Into the Vortex: Female Voice and Paradox in Film. Sjogren productively critiques
dominant psychoanalytic formulations of the female voice in cinema, noting that, by
foreclosing the possibility of “giving voice” to women and their subjective desires, these
theories reinforce the hegemony and unassailability of the patriarchal structures they seek
to dismantle. She thus aims to “counter existing feminist work on the female voice and its
stultifying structures with a more open structure that might allow for an alternative
interpretation of the female voice.”27 Focusing on 1940s “women’s films,” Sjogren
examines “the important discursive function” of women’s speech in these texts, which
often center on “a struggle for mastery over discourse.” 28
Like the aforementioned authors, Sjogren privileges the disembodied female voiceover as a vehicle for enunciating female subjectivity and desire. Contra Silverman,
however, she argues for “the possibility of representing feminine subjectivity in films made
within the patriarchy.”29 That is, although, as she notes, female characters who speak from
outside the diegesis “are often punished for the degree of subjectivity allowed them within
the text” and reinscribed into the patriarchal order, the disembodied female voice
nonetheless opens a space for the female subject to “speak, despite, and through
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contradiction, in patriarchy.”

30

Finally, Sjogren proposes that the female voice-over,

particularly when structured as a direct address to the audience, functions as a type of
“vortexical” force that invites a non-linear reading of the text. More precisely, the “vortex”
of the female voice pulls against the linear progression of the narrative and facilitates an
interpretation that privileges “representation of feminine discourse” over the female
character’s subsequent symbolic (or literal) silencing. Sjogren’s constructive reformulation
of psychoanalytic theories of the voice in cinema offers a useful model for my analysis of
Brave and Frozen as texts that “enunciate both the patriarchal and the feminine
simultaneously.”31
Finally, Liske and Zelda Potgieter’s 2016 “Deconstructing Disney’s Divas: A
Critique of the Singing Princess as Filmic Trope,” usefully bridges feminist media studies
work on the Disney princess film and psychoanalytic theories of the female voice in
cinema. Much like Fleeger, the authors chart the evolution of the Disney Princess from the
Classical era through to the Revival period, analyzing how, what, and why she sings.32
Although they argue that the Revival Princesses adopt heterogeneous vocal performance
styles (a pop-folk singing style in Brave, and a Broadway style in Frozen), their analysis
of “how” the princess sings largely mirrors the aesthetic chronology Fleeger delineates.
Their discussion of "what" and "why" the Disney Princess sings, however, adopts a
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psychoanalytic perspective in its interrogation of the “gendered discourse” embedded in
the “vocal musical coding” of characters’ songs. 33
The authors thus draw on Silverman’s theoretical framework (as outlined above) as
well as Julia Kristeva’s conception of “the semiotic,” to unpack the lyrical content of
princess’s songs (what they sing), as well as the narrative functions their songs perform
(why they sing). Across the cycle of princess films, the authors map the princess's
progression from “a position of vocal corporealisation and diegetic confinement, to one
wherein her voice assumes a position of authority over the narrative,” thereby finding a
vocal analogue for the more often remarked upon development from "absolute
submissiveness and naïve obedience to a greatly enriched experience of her own
subjectivity.”34 Moreover, we might read the historical arc the authors trace as a
metanarrative recapitulation of the narrative pattern of the heroine "finding her voice" that
Stillwell identifies in contemporary girls’ coming-of-age films.
Stillwell and the former authors, however, confine their accounts of the female
voice to its functions as a formal and narrative property of the film text. Furthermore, while
Fleeger, Stilwell, and Potgieter and Potgieter examine Brave and Frozen in relation broader
historical film cycles (the Disney Princess film or the girls’ coming-of-age film), they take
these cycles primarily as groups of film texts and not as media products that result from
particular studio strategies and imperatives. The shortcomings of this approach are most
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evident in their treatments of Brave primarily as a Disney film rather than as a product of
Pixar. Yet, Brave is inextricably rooted in the latter studio’s own gendered representational
practices and industrial strategies. Tracing the industrial and cultural determinants
unpinning each studio’s textual/discursive construction female vocality we can thus better
explain how, what, and why the princess sings.
Broadly conceived, this chapter’s analytical model parallels that established in the
preceding chapters, integrating textual and discursive analysis. More precisely, I bring
psychoanalytic and industrial approaches to bear on an examination of female vocality in
the

Disney Princess

film,

looking

at

issues

of representation/identity

and

narrative/discursive agency, as well as questions of corporate control and industrial
strategy. Throughout, I focus on the functions the voice performs, per Mladen Dolar’s
formulation, as “the bearer of an utterance, a discourse, any kind of linguistic expression.” 35
Taking my cue from Leslie Dunn and Nancy Jones’s feminist work on vocal embodiment,
I also understand the voice as “a metaphor for textual authority” and, by extension, for
“cultural agency, political enfranchisement, sexual autonomy, and expressive freedom.” 36
Although Frozen was released just over one year after Brave, I turn to the former
film first. As a Disney-branded feature, Frozen is most closely aligned with, and best
understood in direct relation to, the historical development of the Disney Princess
subgenre. Thus, to trace the codes and conventions that have historically subtended the
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Disney Princess subgenre—with which both films are in dialogue—I begin with an
analysis of Frozen. I then map Pixar’s own trajectory with respect to gendered
representation and examine Brave in relation to both Disney’s and Pixar’s industrially
intertwined, but nonetheless distinct historical trajectories. Finally, I conclude by briefly
considering how these trends I identify in Brave and Frozen have continued to develop in
more recent female-centered films from Disney and Pixar.

The Past is in the Past?: Reviving the Disney Princess in Frozen
In a 2014 New Yorker article, psychology professors George Bizer and Erika Wells
describe their bewilderment at a “powerful force at work” on their college campus: Frozen
fandom. Frozen’s phenomenal appeal is readily quantifiable. The film earned over $1.2
billion in global box office revenue, making it the highest grossing animated feature of all
time. Its soundtrack album spent thirteen weeks atop the Billboard charts. Special edition
Anna and Elsa dolls sold out in forty-five minutes, and according to Disney CEO Bob Iger,
Frozen merchandise has brought in roughly $1 billion in revenue each year since its
release.37 The psychologists knew well how popular the film had become—their own
children had been swept up in the Frozen craze. What they could not comprehend was why
the film seemed to appeal to college-aged students—even those who were not, in their
assessment, “typical Disney-loving fans.” The psychologists organized a screening of the
film and solicited audience reactions. While the participants (split evenly by gender)
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offered a variety of responses to the film, “one theme seemed to resonate: everyone could
identify with Elsa. She wasn’t your typical princess. She wasn’t your typical Disney
character.”38
The performers who voiced the princesses framed their characters in much the same
way. Kristen Bell (the voice of Anna), for example, relayed in one interview: “I’ve always
been keen to be part of a Disney movie but I wanted to play the anti-princess […] No one
wants to see those traditional princess stories these days, where the girls are always striving
to be perfect. It’s not interesting anymore.” 39 Numerous reviews and articles accompanying
Frozen’s release echoed this sentiment, positioning the film’s royal sisters (particularly
Elsa) as distinct from the “typical” or “average” Disney princess. 40 Indeed, many went so
far as to champion (or, in the right-wing media sphere, denounce) the film as “feminist”
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and “queer.”41 Others, however, challenged this claim, calling the film’s ostensible
feminism “false” or “flaky.”42
Most significantly, arguments for and against reading the film as a feminist and/or
queer text offered Frozen’s female vocal performances as evidence of the film’s
progressive or regressive politics. These opposing views are not necessarily mutually
exclusive. Rather, they speak to the ways in which Frozen—particularly its construction of
female vocality—both deviates from and replicates the textual models established in the
first two cycles of the Disney Princess film. We can best understand these tensions in the
text, and the discourses surrounding it, in relation to the history the Disney Princess film
as well as the industrial and cultural contexts of Frozen’s production and reception.

She Who Holds Your Tongue: Female Vocality in the Classical and Renaissance Princess
Films
If, as Stilwell argues, Brave and Frozen are coming-of-age narratives about girls
finding their voices, the first cycle of Disney Princess films (1937-1956) center on girls
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who lose their voices. The narrative trajectories of Snow White’s and Sleeping Beauty’s
princesses in particular seem to exemplify Stilwell’s argument (via Gilligan) that girls often
“lose their voices” as they enter their teens and negotiate “the norms of behavior and
expectations of ‘femininity’—to be looked at but not take up space, physically or in
conversation.”43 Indeed, the princesses not only lose their voices as they come of age but
lose consciousness entirely and fall into a magic-induced coma. Their seemingly lifeless
and manifestly voiceless bodies are then enshrined (in a glass coffin and castle,
respectively) and subject to the gaze of mourning onlookers. While Cinderella maintains
consciousness, she too is figuratively and literally silenced by her wicked stepmother (who
issues commands such as “Silence!” and “Hold your tongue!”). The princesses
subsequently regain their voice, but this restitution is contingent upon both the intervention
of a prince and the silencing of a “bad mother” figure (manifest as death for Snow White’s
and Sleeping Beauty’s wicked women, and in the final shot of Lady Tremaine, mouth agape
in silent disbelief, in Cinderella).44
Reading the films from a psychoanalytic perspective, it is equally worth noting that
the Classical Princesses are, to use Silverman’s term, doubly or even triply diegetized,
overheard by the cinema audience, their onscreen animal (or dwarf) companions, and an
offscreen eavesdropper as they sing. Snow White’s and Sleeping Beauty’s fictional
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eavesdroppers, for example, are the princes who woo them. 45 These eavesdropping scenes
notably coincide with the princess’s performance of her “I want song” (“I’m Wishing” for
Snow White, and “Once Upon a Dream” for Sleeping Beauty)—a number that gives voice
to the character’s desires, and that “by definition rests on a privileged form of subjectivity,
one not always seen as entangled with the desires of parents and community members.” 46
It is thus particularly significant that the prince not only eavesdrops on this privileged
articulation of her subjectivity, but interjects his own voice into her song, thereby silencing
hers.47
Thus, although the Classical princesses articulate their desires through song, their
voices are, perhaps above all, objects of aesthetic fascination: for princes, forest creatures,
and even the princesses themselves. Snow White and Cinderella, for example, admire their
vocal reflections in a type of auto-affective acoustic mirroring. Snow White peers into, and
sings in call and response with the echo of a voice that rises from a wishing well, while
Cinderella harmonizes with herself as her voice and image fills soap bubbles that float
through the air. Ultimately the princesses’ singing talent, and the grain of their (operatic)
voices function as an aural analogue for their beauty and mark them as privileged within
the narrative.
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The late 1950s to late 1980s represent the longest hiatus in Disney’s production of
princess films and, as noted in previous chapters, a steady decline in Disney Animation’s
box-office returns in the latter two decades of the period. The Little Mermaid, which
launched the second cycle of princess films and the Disney Renaissance in 1989,
recapitulates many of the vocal tropes of Classical Princess trope. The teenaged princess,
Ariel, literally loses her voice in her quest to become human and be with her prince, and
her disembodied voice becomes a fetishized object of desire. Ariel’s silencing is also
explicitly gendered. The sea witch, Ursula, to whom Ariel cedes her voice, persuades her
to strike such a bargain by laying out the apparent norms of human femininity, telling Ariel
that her voice is but a “trifle,” “a trinket”—pointing back to the objectification of her
voice—of little value compared to her “looks,” “pretty face,” and “body language.” She
goes on to assert, “it’s she who holds her tongue who gets a man.”
Yet the semantic content of Ursula’s song—indeed, the very fact she can sing—
sets The Little Mermaid apart from the first cycle of princess films. More importantly, the
vocalizations of Pat Carroll, who deliberately deepened her contralto voice for her
performance of Ursula, in tandem with the campy onscreen performance of the animated
character (who was notably modelled on drag queen, Divine), lends itself to a queer reading
of the song as a commentary on the performance of gender and thus pushes back against
the heteropatriarchal norms the film ultimately reinforces.48 Ariel’s “I want” song, “Part of
Your World,” equally evidences this tension. The mermaid expresses desperate longing
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(“What would I give if I could live out of these waters?”) and a form of linguistic incapacity
manifest in her inability to name things in the human world (“What do ya call ‘em? Oh
yeah, feet”) but also a desire for upward mobility, both figurative and literal (“Bright young
women. Sick of swimmin’. Ready to stand”) and freedom (“Wandering free. Wish I could
be. Part of that world”). This tension at the heart of The Little Mermaid’s vocal
performances is characteristic of the Renaissance cycle of Disney Princess films which, as
Alexandra Heatwole notes, “revolved around rebellion, self-knowledge, and choice,” as
well as a desire to break from the restrictive confines of their social milieus. 49 Belle, for
example, opines, “There must be more than this provincial life.” Jasmine, after discovering
a “whole new world” beyond the restrictive world of the palace, sings, “I’ve come so far.
I can’t go back to where I used to be.” Mulan laments, “When will my reflection show who
I am inside?”
That the years separating the first two Disney Princess cycles coincided with
second-wave feminism, and that the second cycle unfolded in tandem with the rise of thirdwave feminism is crucial to understanding the shifts in the textual construction of the
female voice during this period. As Heatwole notes, these princesses’ narrative trajectories
“seemingly reflect or respond to a different political climate. In an age of Riot Grrl,
emerging ‘third-wave’ feminism, and on the verge of ‘Girl Power’ […] the girl was now a
point of convergence for conflicting debates about risk and empowerment.” 50 This is not
to say that these broader cultural discourses simply filtered into the texts but that Disney
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expressly revised the Classical Princess model in the Renaissance period in order to cater
their products to shifting audience tastes, and to remain competitive in the market. Neither
do I mean to suggest that the Renaissance films are feminist or liberatory. Ultimately, while
these princesses sing of breaking free from oppression, their desires are articulated, and
remain circumscribed to, forming a heteropatriarchal couple—the realization of which
quells their rebellion and firmly inscribes them in the dominant patriarchal order.
Similarly, as Fleeger notes, “Disney’s avoidance of Western fairy tales in favor of
specific cultural mythologies” in the “ethnic” princess films during the Disney Renaissance
(such as Aladdin, Pocahontas, and Mulan) might be read as an “investment in authenticity”
in relation to “the logic of 1990s multiculturalism.” 51 This “investment” equally extended
to the voice: the studio cast Native American actress, Irene Bedard, to provide Pocahontas’s
speaking voice and Chinese American actress Ming-Na Wen to voice Mulan’s dialogue.
Nonetheless, Pocahontas, Mulan and The Little Mermaid’s representations of “exotic”
lands (or, in the latter case, Caribbean undersea world) rehearse deeply problematic ethnic
stereotypes and frame the princesses as Other. Moreover, while Disney hired a vocal
performer of color, Lea Salonga—the Filipina Broadway actress who debuted the role of
Miss Saigon—to perform the songs for both Jasmine and Mulan, that belies the authenticity
of the characters’ voices. Though she is neither of Chinese nor Native American descent,
Disney deployed her “ethnicness” interchangeably to shore up the apparent “authenticity”
of its princesses of color, Jasmine and Mulan. That the fact there has historically been far
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less merchandise produced for Disney’s princesses of color equally speaks to the
problematics of the studio’s princess diversification initiatives during the Renaissance
period.

Burying the Lede: Reviving the Disney Princess Film?
The late 1990s to late 2000s represent the second disappearance of the Disney
Princess film from the studio’s production slate. The company nonetheless expanded its
exploitation of existing Disney Princess properties via its newly established Princess
merchandise line. On the one hand, we might understand the studio’s aversion to the
princess in the 2000s in relation to scholarly critiques of its films’ gender politics that
proliferated during this decade. Susan Willis’s assertion in her introduction to a 1993 issue
of South Atlantic Quarterly: “from what I hear on the cultural studies grapevine, the
floodgate of Disney criticism is about to open,” seems especially prescient. 52 Disney’s
corporate expansion in the 1990s (as described in chapter three) coincided with the
publication of a range of academic and popular studies that probed, problematized, or flat
out panned Disney’s representations of gender and femininity. And while Disney might
not have been particularly concerned with scholarly critiques, the notion that its princess
films were sexist and regressive was not contained to academic circles of thought.
DreamWorks 2001 Shrek (Adam Adamson and Vicky Jensen) perhaps best illustrates this
phenomenon. The film, which explicitly lampoons the fairy tale narratives and princess
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archetypes so strongly associated with Disney, was a smash box-office hit, pointing
perhaps to the popular resonance of its parodic discourse. 53
Perhaps most significantly, the late 1990s to early 2000s also marked the rise of
Pixar Animation Studios. Pixar not only released a string of critical and box-office
successes during these interstitial years, but cultivated a “family friend” brand identity—
free from many of the negative associations that increasingly circled Disney. In so doing,
Pixar in a sense usurped Disney’s longstanding role as the primary purveyor of animated
family friendly fare. Yet, it was ultimately Pixar executive John Lasseter who would
relaunch the princess following The Walt Disney Company’s acquisition of its onetime
protégé, and instalment of Pixar’s corporate leadership at the helm of Disney Animation
Studios. With The Princess and the Frog (2008) Disney returned to the princess subgenre,
to 2D animation (which it had mostly phased out by that point) and brought back
Renaissance directors Ron Clements and John Musker, who had left the studio in 2005. As
these moves suggest, the film largely replicates the codes and conventions of the
Renaissance Princess film. The film’s princess Tiana is ambitious, and her primary
desire—which she articulates in her “I want” song “Almost There”—is to start a business;
however she ultimately accomplishes this goal by finding her prince. Disney also seemed
to actively address critiques of ethnic stereotyping and racial insensitivity by casting
African American Broadway actress Anika Noni Rose as Tiana. Yet, the fact that the
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princess spends much of the film not only with an animal sidekick, but as an animal herself
(a frog), undercuts the film’s “progressiveness.” That is, whereas most of the Disney
Princesses have animal companions, Tiana, Disney’s only black princess, is equally the
only one who is so closely aligned to animality.
The Princess and the Frog was a moderate box-office success and received
relatively strong reviews, yet it fell below the studio’s expectations (and thus essentially
sounded the death knell of its hand-drawn animation operations). In light of the film’s lessthan-desired performance, Disney quickly retitled the (CGI) princess film it had already
put into production—rebranding “Rapunzel” as Tangled in an attempt to dissociate the
film’s image from both Disney’s fairy tale and princess tradition. This marketing tactic is
pointedly made manifest in the trailers for Tangled, which are both narrated by, and align
the viewer with the subject position of the film’s male lead, Flynn Rider—who has a much
more minor role in the narrative than these trailers suggest.
By burying the lede, so to speak, in an effort to increase the film’s demographic
appeal, these marketing paratexts silenced the film’s princess. Rapunzel speaks but a few
words of dialogue and always to Flynn—in fact, her most common utterance in these
trailers is “Flynn.” Rapunzel is given more voice in the narrative (via pop singer Mandy
Moore), however, in much the same way that her voice is welded to Flynn in Tangled’s
trailers, so too is her narrative trajectory in the film text. The strategy of burying, or
silencing, the princess in the feature’s marketing paratexts elicited anger from some
viewers (who were dismayed to discover that the film was not, in fact, an action-adventure
film with a male lead but a princess film); however, Tangled was a box-office success.
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Ultimately, while female vocality in the Disney princess film evolved over the
course of the first two cycles—in terms of performance style and the extent to which the
princess articulates her desires—her “voice,” as a symbol of her agency is limited, and her
aspirations are contained within a heteronormative romance plot. As Fleeger puts it, “The
relative lack of variance in [the princess] songs tells us something important—while
animation styles have changed, the aspirations of girlhood have not been radically
altered… But then there’s Frozen…”54

The Polar Vortex: Frozen and “Let it Go”
Continuing in the Disney fairy tale tradition, Frozen is very loosely based on Hans
Christian Andersen’s “The Snow Queen.” The film centers on the story of two orphaned
sisters, Anna and Elsa. Elsa, elder sister and heir to the throne, is born with the power to
conjure ice with a wave of her hand—an ability that isolates her from both her sister and
her home when she unwittingly transforms her land into an icy winterscape and exiles
herself to the tundral hinterlands. To save her sister and her kingdom, Anna (ostensibly the
film’s protagonist, though Elsa has emerged as by far the popular character among fans)
embarks on a mission to redeem and reunite with Elsa.
From a generic standpoint, Frozen follows in the long tradition of Disney animated
musicals with diegetic song performances woven throughout the film to advance plot and
character development. But while the narrative resolution of the Classical/Renaissance
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Princess film is founded on wedding (figuratively or literally) the princess to a prince,
Frozen’s denouement revolves around sisterly, as opposed to heterosexual love. In this
respect, the film subverts, at least to a certain extent, the much critiqued patriarchal and
heteronormative impulses upon which so many Disney “happily ever afters” are
predicated. Much like the Renaissance Princess films, there is a tension at the heart of
Frozen—reflected in the polarized discourses surrounding the film. As critics have noted,
although the film privileges sisterly love, Anna’s storyline, like the Renaissance Princess’s
culminates in the formation of a heterosexual couple (if not a wedded one). The film has
nonetheless been read, in equal measure, as a triumph of Disney’s (apparent) burgeoning
feminism. We can best understand these contradictions by examining the Princesses’
respective song vehicles: Anna’s “Love is an Open Door” and Elsa’s “Let It Go.” The
songs are distinct in tone, as well as in the way they position their characters within the
narrative and crucially in terms of the potential they offer for articulating female interiority
and female subjectivity.
Anna’s song (and her narrative trajectory, writ large) hews more closely to the
model of the Disney Renaissance Princess. As we learn early in the film, Anna’s narrative
goal is to find her prince and “live happily ever after.” “Love Is an Open Door,” a love
song performed by Anna and her (ostensible) prince, Hans, articulates these desires. Yet
while “Love Is an Open Door” adopts a playful, tongue in cheek tone, and reads as romantic
duet, the film’s ending retroactively inscribes a far different meaning on the song and
Anna’s vocal performance. The song is articulated in a call and response, with Anna and
Hans moving between witty repartee and jubilant expressions of their love (at first sight)
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for one another. Throughout the song, the duo sings of, and articulates their apparent
“mental synchronization.” They spontaneously pronounce phrases in unison (for example
exclaiming “Jinx! Jinx again!”), and often pick up and complete phrases the other initiates.
Epitomizing the song’s cheeky (yet simultaneously cloying) tone, during a spoken
interlude in the song, Hans intones, “we finish each other’s…” to which Anna replies,
“sandwiches!” Yet, though playful on its face, in the film’s third act, Hans—who up to this
point been the archetypal prince—is unmasked as an utterly fiendish villain.
Having been inadvertently wounded by her sister, Anna—facing certain death
without “true love’s kiss”—looks to prince Hans to save her life. Hans flatly rebukes and
derides her, sarcastically lamenting: “Oh, Anna. If only there was someone out there who
loved you.” The audience thus discovers that Hans’s love was a ruse—a means of usurping
the throne. Hans goes on to note how easy it was to fool Anna: “You were so desperate for
love. You were willing to marry me, just like that.” In retrospect, the audience thus
discovers that “Love Is an Open Door” is not, in fact, a typical Disney Princess love duet.
Rather the song’s call and response structure was a calculated tactic for calling forth and
controlling Anna’s voice.
From a psychoanalytic perspective, we might usefully understand the song as a type
of acoustic mirror. In Silverman’s theoretical construct of the acoustic mirror (which she
applies to the female voice in cinema), it is via the mother’s voice that the child learns to
speak, “imitating the sounds made by the mother, fashioning its voice after hers.”
Following the subject’s entry into language, however, the mother’s voice comes to
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symbolize “the repudiated elements of his infantile babble,” as noise or nonsense.55 While
Hans initially seems to derive a sense of plenitude by speaking and singing in harmony
with Anna (giving the audience no indication that his sentiments are inauthentic), he
ultimately repudiates Anna’s voice as “infantile babble.” Indeed, he frames her belief in
love at first sight as an infantile fantasy. That Anna frequently refers to herself as “crazy”
throughout “Love Is an Open Door,” only seems to shore up this reading. Although Anna
eventually finds a “good” mate in Kristoff, he too rejects her belief in love at first sight as
juvenile nonsense and ultimately is proven right when Hans’s true motivations are
revealed. That Kristen Bell—an actress with operatic training—voices Anna also frames
her song—and her inability to articulate her desires—in relation to the restricted subject
position of the Classical Princesses.
Unlike Anna’s song, and the Classical/Renaissance princess songs of “longing for
belonging,” “Let It Go” is a radical “rejection rather than the projection of a fantasy.” 56
Delivered in a self-assured tone, using declarative rhetoric, Elsa’s number is not an “I
want” song, but an “I won’t” song. Elsa’s performance of the song occurs at the point in
the narrative at which she has fled her homeland and retreated into the mountains. The song
(performed by Broadway star Idina Menzel) gives voice to Elsa’s rejection of her
prescribed position within her kingdom, the patriarchal restrictions (physical and symbolic)
imposed upon her, and by extension, the patriarchal norms of femininity. Indeed, in an
early iteration of the song in the film’s first act, Elsa sings the line “conceal, don’t feel”
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while gazing up at a portrait of her father on the wall. The film has been read as a coming
out song, a feminist anthem, and a vehicle for expressing a variety of marginalized
identities.
At just over four minutes in length, “Let It Go” is notably longer than the average
Disney Princess “I want” vehicle, which allows the song to develop as Elsa constructs her
ice fortress. Though Elsa’s gestures ostensibly conjure her castle, her voice plays an equally
crucial role in calling it forth from the mountain. Indeed, following Dolar, her “voice seems
to possess the power to turn words into acts; the mere vocalization endows words with a
ritual efficacy, the passage from articulation to vocalization is like a passage a l’acte, a
passage to action and an exertion of authority.” 57 Each facet of the castle she constructs is
articulated to an emphasized syllable in her song, and her words call into being the
crystalline structures onscreen. As she sings “My power flurries through the air into the
ground,” the foundation of her castle spreads out beneath her feet. As she belts out, “My
soul is spiraling in frozen fractals all around,” geometrical ice crystals spiral upward toward
the top of the castle. Her voice appears intrinsically tied to her magic. In this way, Elsa is
a doubly atypical Disney princess. In Disney’s formula, villains, not princesses have
magical powers, and are banished from the kingdom.
This atypicality in fact points to Elsa’s genesis: she was initially conceived as a
villain; however once the film’s composers, Robert Lopez and Kristen Anderson-Lopez
wrote the song, they felt Elsa could no longer be evil. The song would instead become the
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vehicle for her defiance: her rejection of the forces that suppressed her, articulation of her
long-repressed desires, and assertion of her identity. The song, which closes with Elsa
gazing into the camera, one eyebrow raised, has become the metonymic image of her
defiance. Yet, in spite of the widespread embrace of Elsa and “Let It Go” as liberatory, the
film ultimately works to contain Elsa’s oppositional desire. At the close of the film she
returns to her kingdom and assumes her “proper” role as queen. She no longer has to hide
her magic powers, but she has essentially returned from her castle in the tundra to her
“rightful” path.
Thus, if Elsa is recuperated at the close of Frozen, how can we account for her
sustained appeal? Following Sjogren, I argue that “Let It Go” allows for a vortexical
reading of the text. That is, “Let It Go” functions as a vortextical force that pushes against
a linear reading of Elsa’s narrative trajectory toward recuperation, and spirals toward Elsa’s
power ballad. That Disney’s “Sing Along” and standard YouTube videos of “Let It Go”
have accumulated over 1.14 billion and 588 million views, respectively support such a
vortexical understanding of the text. Viewing or singing along with Elsa—her voice and
body partly inscribed but also removed from the space of the diegesis—circumvents the
linearity of the narrative and instead allows the viewer to occupy the pleasurable vortex of
Elsa’s song.58
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Extending the strategy it had successfully employed for Tangled, when first
marketing Frozen, Disney explicitly avoided using the word “queen” in the title. Also like
Tangled, the initial trailers for Frozen the film centered on its comic sidekick character
Olaf, and included no songs. Obscuring the film’s princesses might well have contributed
to the film’s initially broad appeal, but Disney has since completely dispensed with this
strategy. Its princess characters are now properties to exploit, not to bury.

“Shut it!”: Pixar’s Girls
From Wall-E, an eco-dystopian robot love story, to Up, a buddy comedy in which
a widower strings balloons to his home and flies to South America (with a boy scout in
tow), Pixar’s features vary significantly in terms of theme and setting. Yet, despite their
dissimilarities, Pixar’s feature films share several key formal and narrative traits: they
adopt a Classical narrative structure; typically include a (heteronormative) romantic
subplot; and, most significantly, have historically centered on male protagonists.
Examining the representation of these male protagonists, Ken Gillam and Shannon R.
Wooden’s 2008 study, “Post-princess Models of Gender,” argues for Pixar’s “progressive”
representations of gender.
The authors’ assessment hinges on a “pattern of masculine development” they
identify in Pixar’s films: a protagonist “with alpha-male traits” (“emotional inaccessibility”
and “keen competitiveness”) discovers the downsides of “alpha-maledom” (“acute
loneliness and vulnerability”) and, with the help of a homosocial relationship, “ultimately
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matures into an acceptance of his more traditionally ‘feminine’ aspects.” 59 Gillam and
Wooden thus conclude that Pixar’s “post-princess models of gender” offer a useful
corrective to Disney’s much criticized “stereotypical female leads and traditional
representations of gender.”60 Pixar’s features do, to a certain extent, revise—or at least
nuance—Disney’s historically fraught representations of masculinity. But Gillam and
Wooden fail to consider how the lack of female protagonists and marginality of female
characters in Pixar’s films (at least prior to Brave) troubles the ostensible “progressiveness”
of the studio’s representational practices. That is, while the “post-princess” model the
authors champion is, in theory, predicated on a rejection of princess characters, it has, in
practice, hinged on an exclusion of female protagonists and female-centric narratives, writ
large.
While Pixar’s elision of female lead characters apparently seemed unnoteworthy
and unproblematic to Gillam and Wooden (at least in 2008), the popular discourse
surrounding Brave’s release in 2012 reflected a significantly different view. The
overwhelming majority of articles attending Brave’s theatrical run explicitly position it as
the first female-led Pixar feature. And while many critics lauded the film as “innovative”
in this respect, others simultaneously lamented the absence of female leads and “strong”
female characters in Pixar’s prior twelve features. As one IndieWire reviewer remarked, “I
say Hallelujah. Not that I have anything against Toy Story or Cars. But it’s seriously about
time that our friends at Pixar have gotten around to creating a film with a strong girl at the
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center.”61 Similarly, a Time Magazine review of Brave begins by noting: “As much as
everyone loves Pixar, it’s tough to defend the studio’s record on women protagonists in its
feature films because there haven’t been any.” 62
Most significantly, female characters in Pixar’s films have long been not only
relegated to minor and secondary positions within the narrative but also frequently
rendered inarticulate and/or inaudible. Thus, to situate Pixar’s turn toward “giving voice”
to female characters and female-centric narratives, I first examine the studio’s historical
representations of female vocality. I subsequently consider how both the studio’s
construction of Brave’s female vocal performance (in both the film text and its associated
promotional paratexts) was fundamentally informed by a nexus of cultural and industrial
pressures, namely: increasing popular criticism of Pixar’s gender politics, popular
perceptions of the Disney Princess film, and Pixar’s corporate relationship with The Walt
Disney Company.

Pixar’s Girl Problem
The arrival of Pixar’s first female protagonist was accompanied by a wave of
popular articles highlighting (and critiquing) the longstanding absence of female characters
in Pixar’s animated features. In response to this popular discourse, Brave’s co-director,
Mark Andrews (who, as I discuss in further detail below, assumed this role after Pixar fired
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the film’s original director, Brenda Chapman63, eighteen months prior to its release)
defended the studio, arguing:
We've had female protagonists in our movies; we’ve had Helen and Violet
[in The Incredibles] and the little girl in Monsters Inc. who’s a little tough
cookie. And [Wall-E’s] Eve is fantastic. So we’ve had female protagonists
before, just not the center main character. Or Jessie! She was fabulous when
she entered the realm of Toy Story. So it’s not that we shy away from them
on purpose, but I think it’s important to have one because that just opens it
up to more.64
While some of above characters might fit the Classical definition of “protagonist,”
Andrews’s acknowledgement that they are not “center main characters,” is nonetheless
significant. Indeed, even the female characters who figure most prominently in Pixar’s
films are neither the central narrative focus (often appearing as part of an ensemble cast, as
with Helen and Violet in The Incredibles and Jessie in Toy Story 2 and 3) nor the subject
with whom the audience is made to identify. Furthermore, and most pertinent to this study,
Pixar’s female characters have little or limited vocal agency—both figuratively, with
respect to their “textual authority” in the narrative and, literally, in terms of their linguistic
(in)capacities.
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Boo, the “tough cookie” in Monsters, Inc., for example, is described in the film’s
script as an “innocent preverbal girl.”65 While the character—voiced by the two-year-old
daughter of one of the film’s story artists—does, in fact, articulate several words (i.e.
“kitty,” “cookie”) her linguistic capacities are, nonetheless, quite limited. 66 Perhaps most
significantly, the character is apparently unable to name herself (and, by extension, give
voice to her identity). “Boo” is a moniker the male character, Sulley, assigns her. Neither
she nor the film communicates her real given name. Boo’s inability to name herself points
to her broader lack of discursive agency in the narrative (and to Sully’s narrative authority).
Wall-E’s EVE, by contrast, has the capacity for verbal expression, but her dialogue is
confined to a few utterances, and her speech is “circumscribed within the orbit of [… WallE’s] masculine desire.”67 Finding Nemo’s amnesiac fish, Dory, is nothing if not verbose,
her short-term memory loss frequently reduces her dialogue to incoherent babble. Up’s
Ellie, as Haseenah Ebrahim observes, “retains a continued presence even in her screen
absence (after she dies);” however, only the childhood version of Ellie speaks, thus, in a
sense, infantilizing her voice. 68 Jessie and Violet are not characterized by such linguistic
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incapacities; however, much like many of Disney’s princesses they “lose their voice” as
they negotiate the norms and behaviors of femininity. 69 Violet is a superhero character, but
her superpower, invisibility, is emblematic of her “shrinking violet” disposition. Most
notably, Violet not only renders herself invisible but also inaudible around her male
classmate/crush.
The revelation of Jessie’s origin story in Toy Story 2 in some ways subverts, but
also reinforces, the trajectory Gilligan lays out. 70 During a musical montage sequence set
to a melancholy Sarah McLachlan piano ballad, Jessie the cowgirl recalls her time with her
former owner, Emily, as the latter matures out of her girlhood interest in playing with dolls.
While the scene features no audible dialogue, it chronicles Emily’s shifting vocal practices
vis-à-vis her interpellation into the norms and behaviors of femininity. Here, however, it
not Emily, but Jessie who loses her voice as Emily turns from talking to and through her
doll (which is unheard but visually represented by Emily’s lip movements) to doing her
nails, applying makeup and, notably, shifting to a different vocal practice—and one
strongly coded as traditionally feminine—chatting on the phone, while Jessie languishes
a collar that translates their barking into speech) in the film. Ebrahim, “Are the ‘Boys’ at Pixar
Afraid of Little Girls?,” 46.
69
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silently under the bed. While Jessie ultimately regains a surrogate voice in her new owner,
it is that of a male subject, Andy. It is perhaps also noteworthy that while Jessie is
represented as a pull string doll in the fictional television show “Woody’s Roundup”
(which she is, quite literally, a product of) the animated character has no such feature. Thus,
unlike Woody and Buzz, she lacks a mechanical voice mechanism.
Beyond the relative absence or marginality of female characters in Pixar’s first
twelve features, the studio had begun to develop a reputation as a “boys’ club.” As Joel
Stein somewhat facetiously put it in a Time Magazine article, “until I visited Pixar’s offices,
I did not know that 12-year-old boys were allowed to run major corporations.” While the
above comment refers, in part, to the non-traditional design of Pixar’s Emeryville studio
(where employees pedal about on scooters, and work in offices modeled on “castles,
jungles and Old West jails”), Stein equally links the studio’s male-dominated corporate
culture to absence of heroines in its feature films, asserting: “Pixar has a girl problem.” 71
Pixar is certainly not the first, nor the only contemporary animation studio dominated by
men: numerous scholars have examined the gendered division of labor at Disney
Animation Studios that long excluded women from roles beyond the studio’s Ink and Paint
Department,72 and according to the Hollywood Animation Guild’s most recent statistics,
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women still account for only twenty-three percent of animators, writers, and technicians in
the American animation industry. 73
Nonetheless, it is telling that when Chapman, the film’s original director, first
pitched the film to the studio in May of 2004, the executive leadership was initially
unenthused. As Brave’s production designer, Steve Filcher relays, “Brenda was telling us
about it, and my eyes glazed over. Princess, king, mother-daughter, ancient kingdom—all
words I didn’t like to think about.”74 If Pixar’s “girl problem” was seemingly not sufficient
motivation to produce a “mother-daughter” film, let alone venture into the realm of the
Disney princess, a broader industrial pressure bolstered Brave’s appeal: “the possibility of
an ugly breakup […] looming between Pixar and Disney, which was nearing the end of its
contract to finance and distribute Pixar films.” As Stein asserts, “[John] Lasseter was
already planning how he was going to compete against Disney, which had fired him as an
animator in the 1980s. A fairy tale like Brave fit into his strategy.”75 Thus, when Pixar
greenlit Brave, it fundamentally conceived of the project as a means of distinguishing its
brand from the Disney Princess tradition.
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While Pixar and Disney cemented their corporate relationship in 2006, the
(re)branding impulse that launched the project continued to inform the film’s development.
Though no longer focused on competing against Disney by appropriating and subverting
its most iconic subgenre, Pixar’s corporate acquisition by The Walt Disney Company
presented a new challenge in terms of maintaining a distinct brand identity. Thus,
distinguishing Brave, and its marketable identity, from the Disney Princess tradition
remained a critical corporate imperative. Moreover, if the studio’s “girl problem” had not
seemed pressing in 2006, by the time of Brave’s 2012 release, Steve Jobs’s boast that Pixar
was the “most powerful and trusted brand in animation” was increasingly belied by the
studio’s marginalized female characters, whose invisibility seemed more and more
apparent in the popular discourses surrounding the studio. 76
Additionally, while in the first decade-and-a-half of its existence Pixar seemed
impervious to box-office failure, Cars 2 (2011), the second installment in Pixar’s most
masculinist franchise, was a commercial disappointment and a critical failure. Pixar’s
thirteenth feature, therefore, marked several important shifts in the studio’s filmmaking
practices, which seemed especially necessary if the studio was to maintain its reputation as
the industry’s most innovative, forward-looking, and progressive animation studio. Not
only would Brave, the studio’s first fairy tale, feature Pixar’s first female protagonist and
be helmed by its first female director, but it would also engage directly with the Disney
tradition it had long avoided—and against which it had constructed its brand identity.
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Pixar’s attempts at distinguishing Merida from the Disney Princess archetype are not only
observable in her physical appearance (the more “realistic” proportions of her waist and
bust, especially) and her narrative trajectory but also in the construction of her voice, in
terms of: the textual discourse it bears, its positioning within the space of the diegesis and
the “acoustical space of the theater,” and the ways in which it is coded as “authentic.”
Framing her voice as “authentic” was, I argue, an explicit strategy for framing the film as
an “authentic” girls’ story that subverts the “artificiality” of the Disney Princess archetype.

Voicing an ‘Authentic’ Princess: Brave
Set in the 10th Century Scottish Highlands, Brave follows the story of the plucky
teenage princess, Merida. Much like Elsa, Merida, a princess groomed to ascend the throne,
struggles to reconcile her subjectivity and desires with the ideological constraints of being
a “proper” princess and, by extension, “a proper female subject.” The film’s narrative
conflict is set in motion by Merida’s resistance to, and her mother’s insistence on, her
betrothal to the son of an allied clan leader. In an attempt to change her fate with a magic
cake, Merida inadvertently transforms her mother into a bear and must then reverse the
spell by repairing their strained relationship—visually symbolized by the mending of a
tapestry the two wove together, and which Merida tore in anger. 77 Thus, like Frozen, the
film’s resolution hinges on the development and deepening of female intersubjective
relationships—in this case between a mother and daughter. The film’s thematic focus on a
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mother-daughter relationship, however, sets Brave apart from Frozen and the majority of
Disney Princess films, in which mothers are absent, dead, or killed (as in Frozen).78 Indeed,
the lack of mothers in the Disney Princess film has long been the subject of speculation,
and a trope often (if dubiously) tied to Walt Disney’s own relationship with his mother.79
Moreover, unlike Frozen’s Anna, Merida has no comic companion or heterosexual love
interest/romantic subplot.
Producing a princess film explicitly centered on the bond between a mother and
daughter—with no prince and no “sidekick”—was, I argue, part of a broader strategy for
differentiating Pixar’s princess film from prior Disney Princess films and framing the film
as an “authentic” girls’ coming-of-age story. As Chapman puts it, “It was absolutely my
intention to subvert the princess role. There is no prince in my movie. And my princess is
a true teenager, in that her real ‘problem’—or so she thinks—is her own.”80 Most
significantly, the voice plays a critical role in articulating both the dynamic of unity and
division between mother and daughter on which the film hinges as well as the film’s
rhetoric of “authenticity.” The first section of this case study examines the ways in which
the film is structured around the discord and fusion of the voices of Merida and Elinor, a
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discord and fusion arising from Merida’s attempts to “find her voice”—both in terms of
asserting her agency and voicing her subjective desires. I then turn to analysis of Pixar’s
construction of the films’ female voices as “authentic” in Brave’s promotional paratexts.
Two montage sequences early in the film help illustrate the dialectic of Merida’s
and Elinor’s voices as well as the film’s narrative thread of “finding one’s voice.” The first,
which charts Merida’s daily routine, is structured around the interplay of three voices:
Merida’s voice-over narration, which provides a commentary on the action; Merida’s
diegetic dialogue; and Elinor’s diegetic dialogue. At the scene’s outset, Merida describes
her life to the audience in voice-over narration, stating: “I'm the princess. I'm the example.
I've got duties, responsibilities, expectations. My whole life is planned out, until the day I
become, well, my mother. She's in charge of every single day of my life.” On one hand,
her narration sets up the conflict with her mother that will unfold over the course of the
film over her desire to break from the path “planned out” for her: a path toward marriage,
queendom, and motherhood. At the same time, it is significant that her voice is not confined
to an interior space within the diegesis, but floats above it and seems to call forth the
onscreen action. That is, she speaks directly to the audience from a position of textual
authority. We might thus also understand her narration as a meta-commentary on the
expectations to which critics and audiences held the character as the first example of a
Pixar princess and female protagonist.
As the sequence moves through Merida’s quotidian activities, Elinor’s voice
interjects into her narration and lays forth the “duties, responsibilities, and expectations”
to which Merida alludes. Elinor’s voice operates here as a voice of authority, wielded to
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proscribe and police Merida’s conduct, and her voice. Elinor commands Merida to
“project!” “enunciate!” and asserts: “A princess does not chortle! Doesn't stuff her gob!
Rises early. Is compassionate. Patient. Cautious! And above all, a princess strives for ...
well, perfection!” Elinor’s voice both conditions her daughter’s actions/voice and lays out
the princess model that Merida will subvert. The montage sequence that follows this scene
prefaces this trajectory. Merida, like many of her princess forebears, chafes at the
expectations of princesshood and femininity; however, she does not “lose” her voice.
Rather, this second (musical) montage sequence externalizes Merida’s inner monologue
through song.
While Merida’s voice-over narration and dialogue in the first sequence is voiced by
Scottish actress, Kelly Macdonald, Scottish-Gaelic folk singer Julie Fowlis provides
Merida’s meta-diegetic or subjective-internal singing voice in the following musical
montage sequence. 81 The song in this sequence functions as Merida’s “I want” number;
however, it departs from the longing tone of earlier princesses’ iterations of the number.
Instead, it is constructed around a series of assertive “I will…” statements (“I will ride,” “I
will fly”). Following Doane, we can usefully understand “Touch the Sky” as an interior
monologue communicated through song that articulates Merida’s (via Fowlis) interiority.
As a surrogate subjective-internal voice, however, it simultaneously bears the “privileged
mark of interiority” and “is necessarily presented as outside” the space of the diegesis,
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which “endows it with a certain authority.” 82 Thus, while Merida is still firmly located
within the patriarchal confines of her kingdom (and, arguably the psychic structures of the
cinematic apparatus) the positioning of her voice in relation to the space of the diegesis
opens a space for her to assert her agency and autonomy from within these structures.
A scene in the film’s third act perhaps best illustrates Merida’s agential use of her
voice for political enfranchisement. The scene also demonstrates the key function the voice
serves in establishing an intersubjective relationship between mother and daughter—the
crux of the film’s denouement. During the scene, Merida attempts to restore peace among
the kingdom’s clans who have become embroiled in a bitter dispute over her refusal to be
betrothed to one of their sons, as her mother, now transformed into a giant bear, looks on
across the room—visible to Merida, but concealed from the (bear-hunting) chiefs. After
her first attempts to address the crowd go unheard, Merida silences their cacophonous
bickering, exclaiming “Shut it!” She then proceeds to recount the battle that brought them
together as a unified kingdom, a tale that her mother passed on to her in her childhood
through the tradition of oral storytelling. In the second half of the scene, mother and
daughter’s voices merge as Merida articulates her desires—speaking for and through
Elinor.
On the verge of capitulating to the prospect of her proposal, Merida glimpses her
mother across the room signaling her to stop with the wave of her paws. Elinor then
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communicates with her daughter through gesture as Merida simultaneously ventriloquizes
and interprets for her:
My mother, the queen, feels … uh, in her heart, that I … that we should be
free to … write our own story. Follow our hearts, and find love in our time.
Through this exchange (which is met with tears and uproarious applause by the clan chiefs),
mother and daughter both “find their voice,” and Merida makes herself heard. Elinor, who
has struggled to communicate with Merida in both her human and bear form, reestablishes
an emotional connection with her daughter. Simultaneously, while Merida ventriloquizes
Elinor’s mimed speech she expresses her own desire to “write her own story” rather than
chart the course her mother had “planned out.” She even enacts political change as the
clans decide to abandon their practice of pre-arranged marriage. This is not to say that she
dismantles the social structure in which she resides. As both familial and political power
structures we see in the film are decidedly patriarchal, we might argue that the love she
speaks of finding “in our own time” is implicitly heterosexual. That is, her speech does not
actualize the potential for change she sings of (once more through Fowlis’s voice) in the
film’s second musical montage, asking whether she and her mother can “leave behind this
prison we share.” While they escape the confines of their damaged relationship, they
nonetheless both remain firmly inscribed in a patriarchal family/social structure.
We might most usefully read Merida’s speech in relation to an earlier scene in the
film, which equally centers on a vocal communion between mother and daughter whose
voices join in song (the film’s one diegetic song performance). In a flashback sequence
Elinor, seated on a rocking chair in the glowing light of the hearth, sings a Gaelic lullaby
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to a young Merida, who then joins her in song. Reading these two sequences together, we
might understand the later, ventriloquizing scene as the fulfillment of a type of choric
fantasy although not, per Kristeva’s formulation, as a regression to a pre-Oedipal, prelinguistic state, that, as Silverman argues, “excludes both mother and daughter from
language” and thus “makes it difficult to imagine them participating in the articulation of
new discourses.” Rather, following Silverman, the ventriloquist of the choric fantasy here
functions as a more “effective political implement,” “[pointing] forward as well as
backward [and] accommodate[s] transformation as well as return.” 83 In other words, this
vocal exchange might be understood as a manifestation of what Silverman calls “the
positive Oedipus complex” which, contra Kristeva, opens a space for “the female subject’s
entry into the symbolic without a requisite relinquishing desire for or identification with
the mother”—and that thus potentially allows the subject to voice “a genuinely
oppositional desire—to speak about a desire which challenges dominance from within
representation and meaning.”84
In addition to representing Elinor and Merida’s emotional distance and subsequent
rapprochement through Merida’s ventriloquism, the film, which was the first to be
exhibited in Dolby Atmos, also wove this thread into the sound mix. According to Gary
Rydstrom, who worked on the film as sound designer and re-recording mixer, roughly
seventy-five percent of sound track was mixed in Dolby 7.1 and the remaining twenty-five
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percent in Atmos. 85 As Will Files, who oversaw the Dolby Atmos mix, relays, Atmos’s
ability to separate out individual sounds into “objects” which can then be placed in
particular speakers was very specifically used in mixing the film’s dialogue. 86 To sonically
represent the emotional distance between Merida and her mother in the first half of the
film, Files placed the characters’ voices in objects that pointed them to speakers on opposite
sides of the screen (even when their bodies were more proximate onscreen) to create a
sense of physical distance between them. Similarly, when Elinor transforms into a bear,
her “voice” (in the form of grunts and growls) was sent to an overhead speaker not only to
represent the spatial disjoint between Merida and the towering bear but also to accentuate
the emotional rift between them. When mother and daughter reconcile near the film’s
conclusion, though they are on opposite sides of the screen, their voices were joined
together in the same speaker much like they are brought together in Merida’s speech—an
aural analogue for mending the torn tapestry. 87
The aural tapestry, so to speak, of the film’s Scottish voices, which encompass a
diversity of regional accents, performs an important symbolic function in the film’s
promotional paratexts. The film’s marketing campaign explicitly wielded these voices in
the services of framing Brave as an “authentic” Princess film, as opposed to one that trades
in the much-critiqued ethnic stereotyping characteristic of the Disney Renaissance film.
Brave’s voice cast is almost exclusively comprised of employed relatively well-known
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Scottish actors whose star discourses are legible to audiences beyond Scotland (such as
Billy Connolly, Craig Ferguson, and Robbie Coltrane). This strategy was heavily
foregrounded in the film’s promotional campaign, which trafficked in discourses of
authenticity and “Scottishness.” In press junkets and interviews the cast also consistently
highlighted that they were instructed not to suppress their regional accents to fit a certain
“Scottish” vocal stereotype, but to speak in their “authentic” voices. For instance, in an
online promotional video that focuses specifically on the authenticity of Brave’s Scottish
voices, Ferguson, for example, states, “I’m not doing an accent in the movie. You might
be hearing an accent, but I’m just doing me.” 88 A press release for Fowlis equally
emphasizes the “authenticity” of her voice, noting: “finding the perfect, authentic singing
voice for the film was a priority for the producers, and they searched long and hard,
instantly recognizing that they had found what they needed when they first heard Julie
sing.”89
There is one notable exception to this impulse for authenticity, as English actress
Emma Thompson voices Merida’s mother, Elinor. Yet in numerous interviews Thompson
herself (and several other cast members) justified this choice with an appeal to authenticity,
by specifically highlighting the fact that Thompson’s mother is Scottish. 90 Thus, just as
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Merida and her mother’s voices are united in the film, there is also an extratextual
alignment of a mother and daughter’s voice in the film’s marketing materials—designed
to establish a form of vocal lineage for Thompson. This emphasis on the actors’ bona fide
“Scottishness” can be read as a promotional gambit deliberately crafted to fend off critiques
of cultural appropriation/insensitivity rightly waged at Disney’s “exotic” Princess films.
But we can also extend this line of reasoning to Pixar’s efforts to market the film as an
updated version of the princess narrative. That is to say, the rhetoric of authenticity that is
used to legitimize Pixar’s voice casting choices simultaneously served to shore up the
studio’s discursive framing of Brave’s protagonist as a more “authentic” or progressive
princess who rebels against the patriarchy and rejects the Classic Disney Princess’s goal of
finding true love.
In many ways, this strategy was successful. Brave was well-reviewed, performed
well at the box-office (earning $540.4 million in global box-office returns), and the Disney
Princess line was the top earning media franchise of 2012—giving Pixar access to a more
girl-oriented market than its most successful franchise line, Cars. Brave might also have
aided in Frozen’s success in that it demonstrated the potential for a Revival era princess
film to subvert rather than reinforce the Disney Princess trope. This is not to say that the
film is an unabashedly feminist film. Indeed, that Chapman, Pixar’s first female director,
was fired at a late stage in the production points back to Pixar’s boys’ club culture (which
Chapman herself has critiqued). 91 Chapman was, however, granted directorial credit and
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would thus go on to become the first female director to win an Academy Award for Best
Animated Picture, when Brave took home the award.
Nonetheless, it is noteworthy that, while the film is a story of finding one’s voice,
Chapman’s removal from the project in a sense silenced the film’s female authorial voice
as the production “came of age.” That Chapman’s relationship with her own daughter was
the initial inspiration for the film makes this suppression of her authorial voice all the more
significant. Neither Pixar nor Chapman has detailed the precise reasons she was let go from
the project, citing only “creative differences.” Chapman’s contract with Pixar, in fact,
precludes her from discussing the circumstances of her dismissal, redoubling her symbolic
silencing. While she claims that she was pleased with the final film, as it ultimately
remained relatively true to her vision—that is, to her authorial voice—she notes that this
is, in itself, problematic, asserting: “Sometimes women express an idea and are shot down,
only to have a man express essentially the same idea and have it broadly embraced.”92
The story did not end there, however. Roughly one year after Brave’s release, a
new controversy erupted around Merida following her coronation as an official Disney
Princess.93 In advance of her induction into the franchise, the character underwent a
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redesign that saw her waist shrink, bust grow, and face mature. This “corporate makeover”
prompted a Change.org petition that chided the company for doing “tremendous disservice
to the millions of children for whom Merida is an empowering role model who speaks to
girls' capacity to be change agents in the world rather than just trophies to be admired.” 94
Chapman (whose above quoted statement about “subvert[ing] the princess role” with
Merida, the petition cites) was also quoted in her local newspaper decrying the redesign:
“I think it's atrocious what they have done to Merida,” Chapman fumed.
“When little girls say they like it because it’s more sparkly, that’s all fine
and good but, subconsciously, they are soaking in the sexy ‘come hither’
look and the skinny aspect of the new version. It’s horrible!” 95
The petition eventually garnered over 260,000 signatures, and Disney was forced to
address the redesign. The company first tried to justify the princess’s new appearance;
Merida had not been radically altered but was merely “dressed up” for an auspicious event:
“We routinely use different art styles with our characters and this rendition of Merida in
her party dress was a special one-time effort to commemorate her coronation” 96 This feeble
defense was also an attempt to claim for the company’s marketing division the authority to
extend the fictional world and characters of Pixar’s film. Audiences rejected it, perhaps
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because Merida’s “one-time” makeover for her coronation plainly involved not just a
“party dress” but some very invasive cosmetic surgery, and Disney quietly abandoned the
new design and removed all images and references to the new Merida from its websites.

Conclusion: The Voice Inside (Out)
Reading, or listening to, the (re)articulation of female vocality and female
subjectivity in Frozen and Brave in relation to the broader history of both the Disney
Princess film and Pixar Animation highlights the ways in which, as Dunn and Jones
observe, “the voice has been both a site of women’s silencing, as well as an instrument of
empowerment.”97 As Disney’s response to the Merida redesign debacle suggests, Disney’s
and Pixar’s broader efforts to “modernize” the princess film and reframe the articulation
of the subgenre’s gender politics have been, it is fair to say, uneven.
Pixar’s most recent female-centric film, and Disney’s latest princess film, neatly
evidence each studio’s continued pursuit of the strategies described in this study. Much
like Brave, Pixar’s Inside Out centers on a female protagonist (Pixar’s second) and aims to
give voice to female subjectivity. The film, which is set in the mind of an eleven-year-old
girl, quite literally gives voice to female interiority. Each of the film’s lead characters (three
of which are clearly gendered feminine) represents, and vocalizes one of the protagonist’s
emotions (anger, joy, sadness, disgust). In this respect, Inside Out neatly hypostatizes
Doane’s description of the interior monologue as a voice that “turn[s] the body ‘inside-
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out.’”98 Moreover, as with Brave, the film was conceived as an attempt to “give voice” to
a girl’s story. Pete Docter’s description of his inspiration for the film, in fact, neatly points
to the trajectory that Gilligan traces in her sociological study of prepubescent girlhood. As
a New York Times review relays, Docter noticed changes in his pre-teenage daughter as she
transitioned into her teenage years: “She started getting more quiet and reserved […and] it
made me wonder what was going on. What happens in our heads during these moments?”99
Ultimately, the film’s representation of female interiority and female vocality is
contradictory and problematic, seeking to deconstruct, but ultimately reinforcing
heteronormative gender roles.
Perhaps most significantly, the film evidences Pixar’s branding and product
differentiation strategies as well as its increasing corporate entwinement Disney, I describe
above. After landing its first major critical and box-office failure with The Good Dinosaur,
Inside Out returned to what Ed Catmull describes as Pixar’s “high-risk” production
philosophy: producing films with unusual or risky premises to avoid becoming, as he puts
it ,“creatively bankrupt.”100 With Inside Out, the studio extended its attempts to counter its
“boys’ club” reputation by making a second female-centric film that gives voice to female
subjectivity. The studio, however, moved away from the Disney Princess film—which, as
Brave evidenced, remains inextricably aligned with Disney Animation. Simultaneously, in
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its conception of the lead character’s mind as an elaborate theme park (seemingly ready to
be adapted as an attraction at Disney World), the film merges a rather “high-risk” concept
with one long associated with its parent corporation.
Disney’s most recent princess film, Moana, builds on its accomplishments in
Frozen by addressing some of that film’s shortcomings and drawing on strategies
historically aligned with Pixar, such as that studio’s attention to “authenticity” and surface
engagement with eco-criticism. Moana is a much more active figure than Frozen’s
princesses and undertakes a dangerous journey, not for a prince (like Ariel) but to save her
Polynesian tribe’s island and return it to its seafaring traditions. The narrative premise—
save the village—provides occasion for feats of heroism and “male” action. Much like
Brave’s Merida, Moana is a young girl and coded as pre-sexual, thus avoiding the
heterosexual romance. Instead, she has a male “helper”—Maui (Dwayne Johnson), a
demigod who gives her the skill she needs to succeed in her quest (sailing)—and much of
their interaction revolves around her helping him work through his masculine
anxiety/crisis. The finale combines the film’s eco-critical and feminist discourses, in its
revelation of the film’s major villain, a lava demon Te Kā, is actually Te Fiti, a Gaia-like
goddess, who had only turned destructive because an unthinking, insecure man stole her
mystical stone.
At the level of vocality, the film’s bid for “authenticity,” by “realistically”
representing another culture through the voice casting of its leads—“real Polynesians,”
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more or less—echoes Brave’s casting process. 101 The most significant element of female
vocality, given the generic identity of the film, is, of course, the heroine’s “I want” song.
Moana’s song, “How Far I’ll Go,” Moana sings, “I know everybody on this island. Has a
role on this island. So maybe I can roll with mine…I'll be satisfied if I play along. But the
voice inside sings a different song. What is wrong with me?” The song’s writer, Broadway
sensation Lin-Manuel Miranda, highlights the significance of the voice in an interview
about the song: “But then, I think the key insight that really made the song what it is: It’s
not about not liking where she is and wanting to go somewhere else. She loves where she
is. She loves her parents. She loves her island. She loves her community. And there’s this
voice anyway.”102
In the same interview, Miranda describes his nostalgia for the Disney Renaissance
Princess films, having grown up during the 1989-1998 run of the era’s major entries, and
highlights The Little Mermaid—not coincidentally, from the same directors—as his
personal favorite. The film’s “progressive” heroine and articulation of her desire to move
beyond the island, on which her social role as a princess is constricted, speaks to a merging
of modernized gender politics with nostalgia for Disney’s Renaissance era, an appeal to
those who, like Lin, grew up with these now problematic texts.
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Postscript: Princess Principles and Princess Pumps
In October 2016, one month prior to the release of Moana, the Disney launched a
new marketing campaign for the Princess line, dubbed “Princess Principles,” a list of ten
quintessential mandates by which every princess should live: “Care for others. Live
healthily. Don't judge a book by its cover. Be honest. Be a friend you can trust. Believe in
yourself. Right wrongs. Try your best. Be loyal. Never give up.” 103 While these “Princess
Principles” seem rather banal, they were carefully curated from a survey Disney conducted
of five-thousand parents as to which qualities they most wanted their daughters to possess.
This attention to parents—specifically, their desire for the Disney princess to better align
with the image and values they want their children to value—recalls Chapman’s ambitions
when designing Merida:
Because of marketing, little girls gravitate toward princess products, so my
goal was to offer up a different kind of princess — a stronger princess that
both mothers and daughters could relate to, so mothers wouldn’t be pulling
their hair out when their little girls were trying to dress or act like this
princess. Instead they’d be like, ‘Yeah, you go girl!’ 104
The campaign’s content suggests a broader effort to both craft new princess narratives and
simultaneously reframe its existing princess properties within that narrative. The “Princess
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Principles” can just as easily be mapped on to Elsa as they can be onto Snow White, and
seem to take into account some of the critiques that have historically been directed toward
the Disney Princess figure. That is, her thinness can potentially be recuperated as “living
healthy,” her submissiveness to patriarchal authority as “loyalty,” her domestic servitude
as “caring for others.”
Perhaps most significantly, the company commissioned three women artists to craft
posters of the principles and made them available for download, free of charge on the
Disney Princess website. For a company that is notoriously litigious, protective of its
intellectual property, and invested in merchandising its princess products, distributing free,
affirmational posters was a significant move: it gave the princess an existence outside of
marketplace and, instead, within the realm of public service and education. The campaign
succeeded in convincing audiences—or at least the cultural commentators who had been
at the forefront of critiquing the traditional princess’s ideology—as an article about the list
in Teen Vogue (a publication that has been lauded as the voice of young feminists in the
wake of the 2016 election) makes clear:
Many of us grew up loving Disney princesses, which is why it was pretty
surprising and disappointing when we realized how bad for us those
princess movies can be [...] A study from Brigham Young University
confirmed what’s actually pretty obvious when you look back at all those
princess movies we knew and loved […] The study doesn’t mean we can’t
still love Disney princesses or show them to children, it just means we
should be aware of the narrative we create around them. Now, Disney has
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joined that narrative in a pretty great way […] a list of positive attributes
young girls can aspire to […] a list of positive attributes young girls can
aspire to.105
The Walt Disney Company has thus continued and intensified its efforts counter the
perception that its media texts, and especially its Disney Princess films, are regressively
patriarchal and aggressively heteronormative.
This is a broader corporate strategy is observable, not only in Frozen, Brave, and
facets of Princess Line’s marketing, but also in a range of other Disney-owned media
properties.106 Most proximate to the animated feature princess is Disney’s live-action
television series Once Upon a Time (2011-), which is framed as a retelling of classic Disney
tales. The show’s modern day female protagonist (Snow White and Prince Charming’s
daughter) is explicitly framed as an anti-princess: she rejects patriarchal authority; finds
her fairy tale heritage disturbing; has several, simultaneous love affairs, including one with
Disney “villain” Captain Hook; almost never dons a dress; and, crucially, has a terrible
singing voice. The show equally features a lesbian love story between Little Red Riding
Hood and Mulan (after the latter’s initial love interest, Sleeping Beauty, rejected her
advances). That Mulan, long the show’s only princess of color is doubly “othered,” is not
only problematic but also speaks to the series’ postfeminist and confused politics.
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While I would not argue for the show’s political import, the extravagant (often
utterly ridiculous) lengths to which it goes to try to recuperate the Disney princess as
feminist hero, evidences Disney’s continued, aggressive efforts to both reshape popular
understandings of its valuable properties, and activate viewers’ nostalgia for the princesses
of their childhood. That the Disney Princess line has now expanded to include everything
from wedding dresses, to designer clothing lines, princess pumps, and lingerie equally
points to the commercial logics fueling this project.
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Conclusion
“Is That All There Is?”
Whereas Adriana Caselotti had been audible, but largely invisible, in the
promotional ballyhoo/media fanfare attending the release of Disney’s first animated feature
in 1937, for Snow White’s fiftieth anniversary re-release in 1987, the then seventy-oneyear-old performer made a series of personal appearances (on television, radio, and at
various special events) to help promote the film—as she had for several previous rereleases. Caselotti eagerly embraced this sporadic promotional work. “Snow White is very
special to me,” she affirmed, “I view her as my trust.” In fact, in the fifty years since her
appearance in the film, her performance of Snow White had remained a pivotal structuring
force in her personal life: she remodeled her home in the image of the Dwarfs’ cottage,
installed a replica of the film’s wishing well on her front lawn, and answered phone calls
with the standard greeting, “Snow White speaking,” As she put it, “because of [Snow
White] I live in a dreamword. I’m not crazy. I’m doing it by choice.”
Yet, at the same time, in nearly all her interviews Caselotti, consistently voiced her
longstanding objections to having been denied her screen credit for her voice work and
poorly remunerated for her labor. Moreover, while she welcomed the opportunity to
participate in the fiftieth anniversary campaign, as she relayed a 1987 People Magazine
interview, she felt the studio had increasingly marginalized her with each consecutive
reissue. In response, Disney issued a brief statement noting that while Caselotti was “only
part of the focus, not the main focus” of the promotional drive, “no one [was] neglecting
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her.”1 Soon thereafter, Caselotti once again reconciled with the studio, as she had in 1937,
and returned to her trust, diligently promoting the film.
Only three months after the Snow White reissue, however, Disney would become
embroiled in a dispute with another of its animated features’ vocal performers—one it
would not so cursorily brush off. In keeping with “Team Disney’s” imperative of
remonetizing the studio’s film vault and more aggressively exploiting the home video
market, in October of 1987, Disney released Lady and the Tramp on VHS. Selling 3.5
million units in one year, the tape soon became the best-selling home video of all time,
from which Disney netted $90 million in profit. Much like they had with Caselotti, Disney
offered Peggy Lee a nominal fee to promote the VHS release. Unlike Caselotti, however,
Lee (who received a total of $4,500 for her songwriting and voice work on the film)
rejected the offer, deeming it insulting. For Lee, the issue was not the scale of her proposed
promotional duties, but the meager share of the film’s total profits she had received—or,
as she put it: “I should think they’d be willing to share, but I guess mice need a lot of
cheese.”2
Taking a page from “Team Disney’s” corporate playbook, Lee thus filed suit
against the studio in 1988 on the grounds that the VHS release violated the terms her 1952
contract for Lady and the Tramp, which explicitly denied Disney the right to “make

1

“Snow White Speaks,” People, May 18, 1987, http://people.com/archive/snow-white-speaksvol-27-no-20/.
2

Jess Cagle, “Peggy Lee Wins a Landmark Case,” Entertainment Weekly, April 12, 1991,
http://ew.com/article/1991/04/12/peggy-lee-wins-landmark-case/.
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phonograph recordings and/or transcriptions for sale to the public” of her vocal
performances for the feature. VHS tapes, her lawyers argued, clearly constituted
“transcriptions.” Ironically enough, Disney’s own litigiousness proved decisive in winning
the suit for Lee. In 1968, the studio had successfully sued the Alaska Television Network
for airing copies of its films without consent, relying on a definition of “transcription” from
the 1909 Copyright Act, which defined it as a “copy,” to make its case. The court ruled in
Lee’s favor; however, the legal battle continued through April of 1991 over the value of
the singer’s “transcribed” vocal labor and the compensation she should receive. Though
wheelchair-bound, “frail and with failing eyesight,” Lee not only testified in the
proceedings, but gave what one biographer described as “a performance as shrewd and
winning as any from her musical heyday.” 3 To counter her testimony, Disney recruited two
vocal performers with whom it had more recently collaborated, Jodi Benson and Cheech
Marin (the voice of The Little Mermaid’s Ariel, and The Lion King’s Banzai, respectively)
to testify “that actors worked with the company for prestige (not money) and that the voice
actor’s role was minor within the overall context of the film.”4

3

Sharon Bernstein, “The Lady and the Lawsuit: Singer Peggy Lee’s Lawsuit against the Walt
Disney Co. for Breach of Contract over the Videocassette Release of ‘Lady and the Tramp’ Will
Be Heard Wednesday in Superior Court.,” Los Angeles Times, February 19, 1991,
http://articles.latimes.com/1991-02-19/entertainment/ca-1596_1_peggy-lee; James Gavin, Is That
All There Is?: The Strange Life of Peggy Lee (New York: Simon and Schuster, 2014), 480.
4

Brian Gabriel, “Lady and the Lawsuit: Peggy Lee’s War With Disney,” Cartoon Brew,
September 4, 2015, http://www.cartoonbrew.com/disney/peggy-lee-war-disney-lady-and-thetramp-113688.html.
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Apparently unconvinced by Disney’s claims, the court sided once more with Lee,
awarding her a $3.8 million settlement. Though considerably less than the $50 million in
royalties and damages she had sought, her suit set an important precedent. Following Lee’s
lead, princesses from Disney’s past—Mary Costa (Sleeping Beauty) and Ilene Woods
(Cinderella)—filed their own suits in 1989 and 1990, claiming rights to residuals for
Disney’s home video releases. Disney initially fought the princesses, but when the Lee case
was decided in 1991, the company promptly settled with the other parties for undisclosed
amounts—as it later would with Gia Prima, who launched a similar claim on behalf of her
late husband Louis, in 1999.
Disney and Caselotti’s traded barbs and the series of lawsuits vocal performers
subsequently launched over the company’s inequitable treatment of its animated voice
laborers intersects with several key themes I have traced throughout this dissertation. First,
each of the conflicts stemmed from a common issue: Disney’s exploitation of its animated
vocal performers and their voice labor. More precisely, the performers grievances and
centered on both Disney’s exploitative voice labor practices, and efforts to exploit the
symbolic and monetary value of its animated vocal performers/performances to market its
film and generate ancillary revenue. Despite their similarities, the disputes equally point to
the ways in which Disney’s strategies vis-à-vis animated vocal performance have
historically evolved in relation to particular macro- and micro-industrial pressures. The
studio’s insistence on obfuscating Caselotti’s voice labor, for instance, was not only rooted
in its inequitable labor practices but also its concerns over spectatorial engagement with
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the emergent animated feature film form. Louis Prima, by contrast, both received screen
credit for his (star) performance in The Jungle Book, and royalties for the ancillary albums
he recorded for the film—shifts in Disney’s voice casting, labor, and marketing practices
that, as chapter two demonstrated, were fundamentally related to the changing landscape
of the Hollywood animation industry in the 1960s.
Even more significant is the fact these conflicts all erupted in the late 1980s and
early 1990s—a period marked by an intensification of Disney’s corporate/media
diversification initiatives, increasingly hyper-zealous policing of its intellectual property
rights, and concomitant shift toward star voice casting.5 In the first place, by expanding its
home video operations, Disney inadvertently opened the door to Lee and her
contemporaries’ legal claims. The case prompted Disney, if begrudgingly, to pay out
settlements to several performers, yet it did not temper the studio’s efforts to synergistically
market animated vocal performances across its ancillary texts and paratexts. The debacle
over the studio’s use of Robin Williams voice in commercials for Aladdin’s fast food tieins—in violation of his contract—neatly evidences this trend. The million-dollar salary
Disney subsequently paid the actor (who worked for scale in Aladdin) to voice the film’s

5

Disney, for example, played a significant role in extending federal copyright protection for both
individuals and corporations in the 1990s. “Team Disney” was so aggressively litigious, in fact,
that it not only and filed suit against the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences for using
characters from Snow White in the 1989 Academy Awards ceremony, but also threatened to sue
three Florida daycare centers for using Disney characters in murals without authorization. Mike
Budd, “Introduction: Private Disney, Public Disney,” in Rethinking Disney: Private Control,
Public Dimensions, ed. Mike Budd and Max H Kirsch (Middletown, CT: Wesleyan University
Press, 2005), 5.
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second, direct-to-video sequel in 1996, equally points to the increasingly critical value the
home video market, and crucially, star vocal performance had become to the studio by the
mid-1990s. Indeed, belying the legitimacy of the claim Disney forwarded during the Lee
case that voice actors played a minor role in its animated films, Williams had, in fact,
already finished recording his incredibly significant performance of Aladdin’s Genie by
the time the court handed down its decision.
Just as exploiting the commercial and cultural value of star vocal performance
became a fundamental component of Disney’s filmmaking practices in the 1990s, so too
did it fundamentally inform its sister studio Pixar’s approach to animated vocal
performance. Since its production of the first Toy Story film (and first computer animated
feature) in 1995, star vocal performance has been fundamental to Pixar’s projects of
establishing a distinct brand identity, differentiating its animated features from both
Disney’s and other competitors’ products, and much like Disney, tapping into a broader
adult audience demographic. Pixar has strategically wielded star vocal performance and
performers’ star personae in its film texts and paratexts in the service of not only generating
box-office revenue but also cultivating cultural capital. If Disney’s claim in the Lee trial
that voice actors accepted little pay because in exchange for prestige value of voicing a
Disney film did not seem to ring true in 1991, Billy Crystal’s statements, a decade later
concerning his eagerness to lend his voice to Pixar’s Monsters Inc., traded in precisely such
a logic.
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More broadly, if, as voice director Mark Evanier has asserted, star actors once
feared that voicing an animated feature would signal that their “career must be on the
skids,” it no longer has that stigma. This not only holds true in the Hollywood industry, but
also in numerous international film industries. As chapter five indicated, whereas animated
film dubbing was once the near-exclusive domain of professional voice actors in both
France and Québec, star performers in each national context have increasingly taken up
this labor. And while the salaries for such work have certainly increased, the impetus for
crossing over this historically rigid boundary has not simply been the promise of
comparable pay. Bérénice Bejo’s campaign to voice Brave’s Merida in the Franco-French
Brave dub, for example, was undoubtedly informed, at least in part, by the global cultural
appeal of Pixar animation.
Thus, in the increasingly globalized, conglomerate media industries, the cultural
and commercial value animated vocal performance has radically shifted. Star animated
vocal performance, in particular, has become both an increasingly audible and visible
trend—with both US performers and their dubbing counterparts promoting features at
festival and press junkets, on film and television, and in online videos. Yet although the
voice is now a prominent component of the commercial and cultural identity/appeal of an
animated feature film, and imbricated in a wide range of industrial processes and practices,
animated vocal performance has received little sustained attention outside of the popular
press. So too has the long history of the animated voice’s interactions with these industrial
conditions and process been the subject of very little scholarly inquiry.
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Blending media industries studies, sound studies, audiovisual translation studies,
and feminist media studies approaches, this study has thus aimed to unpack the complex
industrial and cultural determinants that have shaped and reshaped Disney’s and Pixar’s
vocal performance strategies within and across disparate historical and cultural contexts.
Mapping the form and function of vocal performance in Disney/Pixar animation from the
late 1920s to the present through these manifold lenses, each section of this chapter has
interrogated how the voice makes meaning—both diegetically, as textual device, and
paratextually in Disney and Pixar’s promotional paratexts and broader branding discourses

Limitations of Study and Future Research
While this dissertation offers an account of how the voice in feature animation
developed over the past eighty years and analyzes several of the industrial and cultural
functions the voice performs in contemporary animation, this project is not without its
limitations and gaps, which I hope to address in the future. Thus, by way of a conclusion,
I survey further research that could complement or extend each of this dissertation’s
chapters. I look at both recent trends that have emerged between the conceptualization of
this project and its completion, and point toward additional areas of inquiry offer
productive pathways for deepening our understanding of vocal performance in Disney and
Pixar animation.
As the corpus of Disney animation includes fifty-five full-length feature films,
Chapters One and Two focused on texts that best allowed me to sketch key patterns of
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development in the studio’s industrial approach to casting, contracting and promoting voice
laborers. Analyzing a more robust sample of Disney’s 1940s to late 1980s animated
features, however, would allow us to fill in, and expand the contours of this study’s
findings. Looking comparatively at Disney’s strategies vis-à-vis those of its
contemporaries would equally allow us to locate the studio’s voice practices within a
broader industrial context. Similarly, considering the role that professional guilds such as
SAG and AFTRA played in shaping Disney’s animated labor policies could help further
illuminate the macro-industrial structures underpinning the studio’s labor arrangements.
Moreover, although The Walt Disney Company’s corporate archives remain closed to
scholars, surveying Disney-related holdings at institutional archives such as the Margaret
Herrick Library, the Harvard Film Archive, and Bill Douglas Cinema Museum, conducting
research at The Walt Disney Family Museum, and collaborating with scholars engaged in
research on Disney/Pixar Animation would provide additional primary research materials
to help expand this study. Finally, while this project limited its focus to Disney feature
animation, attending to the vocal performance strategies the studio adopted for its short
films and, beginning in the 1950s, animated television programs, offers a fruitful pathway
for examining the extent to which the voice is differently articulated across diverse
animated media forms.
As with Chapters One and Two, Chapter Three’s analysis of the textual,
promotional, and ancillary functions of the animated voice in Disney and Pixar feature
animation from the 1990s onward, centered on exemplary texts that elucidated key trends
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in each studio’s practices. The contemporary period, however, comprises a vast array of
animated texts for further analysis. Moreover, in relation to the Disney Renaissance period,
in particular, given that Disney has been steadily producing remakes of its Renaissance
features, future work could usefully unpack the extent to which the vocal performance
practices characteristic of the original texts, inflect those of the reimagined features. While
Disney markets these new texts as “live-action,” remakes, films such as The Jungle Book
(Jon Favreau, 2016) and Beauty and the Beast (Bill Condon, 2017) rely heavily on CGI
animation (and Pixar’s RenderMan digital image making technology). Indeed, all but one
of former film’s characters are animated. Looking at the vocal performance dynamics of
these hybridized remakes thus constitutes an additional locus of inquiry worth exploring.
While this chapter outlined some of the ways in which the corporate integration of
Disney and Pixar, were brought to bear on their respective vocal performance strategies,
further research into the dynamics of this relationship is certainly warranted. That Pixar’s
forthcoming Coco (Lee Unkrich, 2017), is an animated musical—thus marking a historic
break in the studio’s more than twenty-year-long avoidance to the genre—points to current
relevance of such an investigation. So too does Pixar’s increasing reliance on animated
film franchising—a practice historically associated with Disney animation. Perhaps most
significantly, Pixar’s film franchises have considerably prolonged the length of
performers’ participation on a Pixar project. When Toy Story 4 is released to theaters in
2019, for example, Tom Hanks and Tim Allen will have been intermittently voicing Woody
and Buzz for nearly a quarter century. Examining how the meaning-making functions and
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spectatorial appeals of actors’ performances change across such extended periods suggests
new ways of thinking through Pixar’s deployment of the voice in its branding and product
differentiation practices, as well as its efforts to market its films to broader audience
demographics.
Finally, whereas Disney Animation’s box-office returns and critical reputation rose
meteorically in the 1990s, and subsequently declined precipitously through the mid-2000s,
for the first decade-and-a-half of its history Pixar enjoyed unprecedented critical and
commercial success. From the 1995 Toy Story, through to the third instalment in the
franchise, Toy Story 3—the highest grossing animated film at the time of its release in
2010—Pixar released eleven consecutive animated features to strong box-office returns
and critical reviews. As Disney Animation faltered in early-to-mid-2000s, Pixar assumed
the leading position in the Hollywood animation industry with its exceptionally consistent
string of hits. More recently, however, this dynamic has shifted. Disney films such as
Frozen and Zootopia, for example, have outpaced many of Pixar’s at the box-office, and
while Pixar’s 2015 Inside Out was a success, the second film the studio released that year,
The Good Dinosaur (Peter Sohn), was its first major critical and commercial failure.
Considering the ways in which the studios’ vocal performance strategies have intersected
with this phenomenon could help us better understand the roots and impact of this
developing trend.
Chapter Four’s analysis of dubbing in France and Québec could usefully be
extended in two key ways. As I continue to develop this project, I first plan to address
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Disney’s French-dubbed versions, looking at the specific policies, practices, and
challenges of translating and adapting the studio’s animated musicals and diegetic song
performances. Dubbing Disney’s musicals from into a given target language involves an
added dimension of transposition: these dubs must not only adapt the semantic and
thematic content of a song lyrics, but simultaneously maintain a rhyming structure. To
accomplish this goal, Disney’s dubs will often more radically reconfigure the source text
to maintain a song’s basic structure. Examining how Disney’s dubbed versions negotiate
the song performance styles of the source text and the dominant (filmic) song performance
styles of target culture, and maintain the tone of the song in relation to narrative/character
development are equally avenues of inquiry I will pursue in future research. More broadly,
as part of Disney and Pixar’s heightened pursuit of international revenues, the studios have
begun amplifying their presence in a wider range of French-speaking regions—most
notably in French African markets. As Variety recently reported, “[w]ithin the next year,
Disney will aim at expanding the scope of its releases in French-speaking Africa (spanning
Abidjan, Ivory Coast, Gabon Tunisia, Morocco, Algeria and Tunisia).” The studio’s
expansion into these regions is, as the report claims, part of Disney’s larger “strategic push”
into the African market aimed at targeting a “fast-growing middle-class and young
consumers who often have a taste for Hollywood films as well as family entertainment and
merchandising”—a strategy France’s largest theater chain, Gaumont-Pathé is equally
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pursuing, by building new theaters in the above areas.6 While it is unclear whether Disney
and Pixar will produce distinct French-language dubs for this emerging market, the
development potentially offers an opportunity to incorporate a third French version of the
studio’s texts into this study’s analysis.
Chapter Five’s analysis of the evolution Disney Princess film highlighted both
Disney’s and Pixar’s active efforts to subvert the gender stereotypes long associated with
the subgenre. We might also usefully interrogate the ways in which this rebranding
endeavor has extended to (re)shaping the historically fraught racial vocal dynamics of the
Disney Princess film—as evidenced by Disney’s strategy of casting performers of Pacific
Islander descent in Moana. Much like the debates that erupted over Frozen’s feminist
politics, however, Moana’s voice cast was both hailed as culturally authentic, and
denounced as culturally appropriative. Furthermore, as Disney’s princesses have
increasingly proliferated beyond the boundaries of subgenre’s canon, future research might
also look at the ways in which the re-visioning and re-voicing of the Princess figure has
been articulated across a range of non-princess media aim.
Though not a princess film, Disney’s video game-themed feature Wreck It Ralph
(Rich Moore, 2012), not only includes a princess—Vanellope—among its lead characters,
but actively engages with and parodies the tropes of the subgenre. The film’s forthcoming

6

Elsa Keslassy, “Disney Touts French-Speaking African Market With ‘Moana,’” Variety,
December 2016, http://variety.com/2016/film/global/disney-touts-french-speaking-africanmarket-with-moana-exclusive-1201933238/.
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sequel, in fact, will feature cameo appearances by all of Disney’s (living) princess voice
actresses, reprising—and satirizing—their princess roles. 7 In one particular scene, for
instance, one of the “official” Disney Princesses reportedly asks Vanellope, if she has
“daddy issues,” to which she replies, “I don't even have a mom.” In unison, the canonical
princess chime in “Neither do we!” While Chapter Five’s post script focused on Disney
and Pixar’s efforts to recuperate the princess, future research might also consider how this
alternate revisionist mode—one of reflexive parody as opposed to nostalgia—fits within
the studios larger attempts to divorce the Disney Princess from her contentious lineage.

Disney/Pixar Feature Animation
When Disney released Zootopia in 2016, numerous critics noted that the film could
just as easily have been marketed under the Pixar label. At the time of The Walt Disney
Company acquisition of Pixar ten years prior, such a notion would have seemed
implausible. Yet, as the animation studios’ corporate and creative cultures have become
increasingly intertwined, so too have their features become more difficult to distinguish
from one another. Brave, for example, is both Pixar production and an official Disney
Princess film, while Zootopia’s adult-oriented “easter egg” humor, embrace of
(questionably) progressive politics, and buddy comedy structure, are all familiar tropes of

7

Ming-Na Wen as Mulan, Idina Menzel as Elsa, Jodi Benson as Ariel, Paige O'Hara as Belle,
Linda Larkin as Jasmine, Irene Bedard as Pocahontas, Anika Noni Rose as Tiana, Mandy Moore
as Rapunzel, Kelly Macdonald as Merida, Kristen Bell as Anna, and Auli'i Cravalho as Moana.
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Pixar animation. While the studios’ vocal performance strategies long remained crucial
point of distinction between their animated features, Pixar’s forthcoming move into the
animated musical genre, suggests the vocal boundaries between the studios’ features are
equally beginning to blur. Moreover, while Pixar has continued to exploit its feature film
vocal performances across a vast array of ancillary outlets, Disney’s massively successful
soundtrack albums for recent animated such as Frozen and Moana, and more modestly
profitable soundtracks for its live-action remakes, have enabled the studio to more
effectively (re)monetize its films’ vocal performances. It remains to be seen whether
Pixar’s Coco will achieve similar success, or prompt the studio to continue producing
animated musicals. However, both the fact the studio is branching out into new vocal
territory—and into genre that has long been the domain of Disney Animation—just as it
has begun to lose ground to Disney the box office, and that promotional and press
discourses surrounding the feature have pivotally centered on its all-Latino voice cast, point
to the continued importance of the voice in contemporary animation.
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